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PREFACE

The third annual conference of the North East Assoc4ation for Institu-
,W ,e
tional. Research occurred November 4 through 6, 1976', at.the(Henry Chauncey

' Conference Center, Educational Testing Servifer ikrinceton, New Jersey. Over

one hundred and twenty participants came to ether to,discuSs the theme:

"Rational Decision Making ant R lities: The Role of Institutional.
V

Research." The success of the conferencV was greatly facilitated by the

work of Helen Wyant, 'Program Chairperso and' of Eldon Park and W. Scott

McDonAd,, Local Artangements CO-chairp rsons.

± porothy*Goodwin, a Umber of the' Connecticut Legislative Assembly and
.

formerly Director of Institutional Research at the University of Connecticut

presented the keypoteaddress Thursday evening. Irida'y noon, Seymour L.

Wolfbein, professor of, Economics and Dean of the School of Business Admini-

stration at'Temple.University, spoke on "Seven SignS for the Seventies."

We wish to thank ConAie Venturipi, who typed this report of the meeting,

and to acknowledge the assistance of1Amherst College, HampshireColiege, and

.the University of Massachusetts at amherst.

March. 1977 Larry Benedict University of

Massachusetts/Amherst 76-77 ,

Robert F. Grose, vAmher4College, 75-176

Daniel Kegan, HampShire. College 75-77\
John WittstruCk, SUNT/Syracuseo 76-77

3 Publications Co2ChairpersonS '\* $

4
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INiTYTUTIONAL.''RESEACH _THE .BASIC ROLE

11

. Faricy
Montclit. tateCollege

Institutional researoh is a har d topic to talk about, mostly because the.
name means's° many different things. We can't take for granted what our
fellow IR-ers actually do or what-positioh they fill. Even the name of our

quasi-prdfession can be misleading., Many peopleboth off and on campuses-- .. ,
,

seem to thinkat means either large-scale hotsekeeping or penalogy'.

Whatever .theh50,icaps of our name -arid I'd just as soon charige ft, but
I can't think of a better one--I'd like to suggesi, that those of us who use
It should take it more seriously. We should accept--ani insist--that,our
btsic job is not only institutional but research.

It is important to tress'this mission today, sinct lunding for higher

education is gowing'tighiei and-is more closely.scrutinized by legislatures,
.

.

state boards and commissions, or trustees. .The d er is

legislatures,

might

consider institutional research a mere Academic lux- . "Our best defense-cis
'., ...

not only that we are proViding UsefuLS'ervices to the` administration, but . I,

more important--that we are making an essential contrihution to learning,- Ify N '. ,

we really are helping to expand the fund-of;human'knowledge; it is only be-
,

cause we arm doing research%

By virtue of their self- defined role-in our society, institutions of
, T

ip

k higher edUcation have asserted a claim to be-the major locus of efforts- -to,t

expand -'knowledge. Our colleges'and universities have championed scholarship °\ ir

and research'in almost all fields, Cbannefing gieat amount's of Tesourzes into
..

--effOrts that promise to expand the horizons of knowledge. But the irony - -al-
---

. IP:"'Most thetragedy-of this extraordinary intelleCtual achievement i$ thathe$b
. .. .

/InstieutiSnShavel fostered the study of almost everything-eXtept higher educe-
.

.

- .- ..I,. dli
. . tion itself.* Even tn.few exceptions make this generality all the more glaring.,

Other kinds'of ftttitutions in our society share theadvancementof

knowledge anexethnOlogyrwith the colleges and universkties. Ho,.spitals, re-
,

search laboratories, industrial 'corporations ale mall part of the research estab-

lishment. But; besides colleges and universities, none is concerned with the '

. study of higher education.

-1-
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universities
,.

I rld suggesting simply thdt colleges and universities accept their pro- \.

per responsibilityfor contributing tothe advancement of learning inthe ..,e
-..-- area of hi6 ,Most colleges and universities

1
do not have

, s ;4,.. ,

. 0the.resonrces to suPporta full-fledged.departMent of higher education, but
. .,

1 -
t

.. 0

many of them do have an office of institutional research or a similat
.

unit...4-1

. -

iA real office of institutionaleSearch.shobld,be a 'center forthe,s.tudy of
'

. .
.highere ation to the tuIlest extent that an instiLutiOn'S resodtces:allow.

a

fL

There are several ways an institutional'reseatch unit can serve as such

a center. As I have already mentioned, it should-conduct research into many

aspects of higher education. Some might find it pretentious to. call the
.

usual IR survey's, "research", _and when I'look at7my own efforts I might *yen

'agrte, although reluctantly. But if weate serious about our role to higher

education, we will,.nevertheless, make our efforts(as scientific aspossible.
-

That seans,that we should use sound and appropriate methods for"choosing

samples, testing significance, and drawing conclusions; and that we should try

to give our 'work a sound th retical base by reliting it to the existing re-
t I

sepich 1.1terature and to Ciur..colleaguesi)current work., Of course, using

sound methods and cqnsulting'research reports implies.that we are keeping'
.

abreast in our field, which ip turn implies that we are going to professional

meetings (like NEAU conferencts) and getting adequate financial support for

.professionaself-deve;opment.from our institutions._ If-we want to be pro-

fes sionals and be treated accordingly; we'have to work a-lot and ask fot.a lot.

Besides conducting research - -or gath4in6 the data that might soMeday be
.L

the'.basis fOr.research--we can also fulfill'our role as a local.senter.kpr the
. . '

study of higher education by disseMinating information about the study oflhigher\-education to faculty, students, and staff of opt institutions. 4Most.colleges
.

- -

and.univerSities need such a service: one reason is that ma y faculty and staff
s

.
. .,

3 ,. .

members are unused to the methods of emPirical,hypothetica , social-Science-
.

. 4
type research., By phrasing our own'reports accuratelyby'explaining the limita-

i.4

tions as well.as the significance of Out findings, andkby circulating well-done

studies from other institutions, we"-tan add to our colleagues'. understanding.

Secondly, most faculty and staff members--,even those well-versed in

science research methodsrarely or never apply the methods and concepts.of

their own disciplines to the world of higher education. The fapulty may know a

.

-2-
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lot about philosOphy',, history\ sociology, administration, etc., etc., but next

to nothing about the philosophy of higher .education, the history of higher edu: .

cation;, the sociologysof higheteducation,..etc.., etc' Even the education

faculty are usUally'concerned only with the elementary arid secondary schools:

By-bringing a broad spectrum of, higher eauCa'tpn studies to the attention of

our faculty and staff colleagues,',we can increase their awareness of this field.

Many of us would need'more office fielp'in order to provide.uch a service,

but if we are serious about pibviding educational services,lo our institutions,-'?
4we s'hciuld make clear .ow such services can be of value to our institutions and

actively seek the resources we need.
. .

Another way to advance the study of higher education in our institutionsis

by creating a collection of books, journas, and resource materials.' Since few
°N

of(our'institutions have departments of higherJeducation, our campug libraries

may not make'muji.of an effort in thisiarea. Few faculty members are.likely

to6,beaware)of_the CHRONICLE, THE JOURNAL'OF HIGIjER E*ATION,.the Carnegie

_ Commission studies, or the Jossey-Bass volumes. But Wien a crunch comes--as it

did in the New Jergeyistate system*last year--some faculty members start looking

for figures and abalyses that can support an institution's claims. I actually

had requests from anxious faculty members who admitted that they'had never

thought about, the need to justify higher education until their,own jobs came

into question. Unfortunakely I. didn't have any easy answers or simple justifica-

tions, and I suggested that they had better start laying .grounOwork for a long

stretch of lean years'in academe, and that they could,start_by recommending that

more resources be put into institutional research. (Assuming, of course, that

an expanded institutional research effort will product findings that favor

higher4ducation., a shaky assumption nowadayi.)'
ti

'Eor the past two years.1, have continued to add to a small collection of

bookS that had been gathered for a'course in higher. education taught by ourf,f
r 7

_previous' president. I recently distributed a list of the books just among the

staff persons who' work in
4,
the main administration building. To my surprise,

,..

three persons came to barrow books at once and kyeral:more shortly thereafter

.Apparently there was A need for this Sermice. ..t.:.-thinlleven more staff members
o -

would use the collection if it were.not for the fact' that administrators--

institutional researchers :included- -never seem to have enough time to read all
7

6/.
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that should be read. At any rate, gathering and makpigvevailable books- and

pamphlets and journals is another way in whichiwe-Can serve as-a:local center
,A .*

for the study of higher education.

Much.of what we do as institutional researchers is routine but time-

constiming data gathering and reporting: Many A-f us handle the HMIS reports

and a whole raft of requests for picayune inf ormation; some of us also pre-
,

pare space utilization reports, budget requests, or annual reports. Of course

such tasks are important. But insofar,as we.are in any sense striving for a

professional identity as institutional researchers, we must consciously and
-

actively avoid becoming hierely%tdols of management. Only by taking-an inde-
,

pendent role as inquirers who seek to expand our knowledke of higher edu cation

can we fulfill our potential as members of a learning profession. Any insti-

tutionaltutional researcher who doesn't really care, about learning would be albt

better off at IBM or General Motors.

e

p
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EDUCATION EVALWION AND THE COLLEGE COMUNITY: A CASE STUDY

birginiaP. Mitchell
Mercer County Community,College

.

. I recently-attended. a meeting. which had as its purpose the discussion

of the results of the evaluation of a standard community college course

which had been'converted to a mediated format. Present were members of fhe
4

administration, faculty members who had worked on the new'course and on its

evaluation, the chairman of 'the department, the outside"evaluator, the

Directorof Institutional Research, and myself, a,newly appointed Researdh

Associate in the Office ofinstitutional Research. The Ditector,'the

-evaluator, and I'were interested in_assisting in-the planning for the future
o

of the new course based on the 'evaluatok recommendations,. The evaluation

had been frought with all the real-World problems to which program evalua-
.o

tion is subject,4and'yet we' were pleased that the conclusions were reason-

ably drawn and that the recommendationsWere sound.

Somehow, the rational planning process-never got off the ground, however.'

The one tenured faculty person present hegan'hy repudiating the evaluation

report and continued with an.inveative against the new course and, TaltimAely)
r

against the administration which had originally pushed for. "alternate modes
.- .

of instruction." The two faculty Members who had done all of the work on
% 1 . $

. ,
.

the new ,course seemed to be in agreement but preferred, .to.keep quiet; as'
. . .

they.were Untenured. The evaluator who hadWoelea with, all of the faculty'
.

A
'

presept.while carrying out her evaluation,was taken aback and I Was mystified.
. ,

What really happened here?' What went wrong? To fully understand, one

would have'to delve intolthe history of the relationship between the faculty
illt

of this particular academic department and the administration of the school..
. , ......_

Wikhput going, into all that, one fact stands out. The impetus for tshe de-
. .,

.

velopment of this course 4s an alternate mode to'be used on campus came not
k_, ,...

'

from the fadulty but ftot the.4dministration of the school. Although members
. .

of the faculty committee had originally solicited ale. outside evaluator fore

purpose
t ,,_'

the purpose of "objectivity,- " they claimed to_have'agreed that the final re-

port
'

would be a combined effor.ther than produced only by the evaluatOr.

..,.. . .
. s

s .

_

12
-5-
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The'problem fllusirated%by this example is 8omplex. This paper will.

attempt.to:analyzesome of the reasons why the expectations held by echaca-

tional researches for this, particular meeting did not materialize And why.-
.

instead there was an airing of bad Teelings and,frustrations.
'-...

1

In the first place, e dutionat'researcher in general andevaluators '

in particular'tendto see the proc4esses of.evsluation'and progpm improv e=

mentas a dynamic cycle and assume that.p:ogram personnel will, too, Probably'

it is m ore ofteh-the case that programpersonneI see the, initial planning

Stages of'program development as the.creative.precese and,the.rest as'main- .

tenance. This attitude ivy change, however,.asithe use of instructional de-
.

velopment' Models rihich stress the.stateinent of objectives and the' design

of test items inthe begihning become more widespread. When evaluation

activities are planned concurrently with curriculum development activities,

the importance of_the former to.,the establishment of a successful pi-6gram
A... ,-,

is emphasized. v. , _

.
. .

4...,
I ..

Another assumption evaluators often have is that program decision makers

will want-to constantly improve their progr*ms. The educational researchers

at the meeting describedlOove hen Atis assumption.

that we didn't,recognize"who the true decision makers

after the meetpg that we learned of past antagonisms

The prOblem here was

were. . It was same time

between.the faculty't

of this Particular academic department and members of the administration:

The impetus for the development of this particular CZurse as an alternate

mode to be_used,on camp s had come not from the faculty but from the,ad-

ministration! Thus, the latter were the true decision makers, an hough

the faculty were mandated to use this alternate mode in their classrpoms,
. ,

,.

many did not support it and, therefore, were got particularly interested in
>-

improving it. In general, program personnel mayjeel the pull op inertia, $bw,

They may feel their'ribgrams are operating well enough without extensive

evaluation efforts, and, if programs are rarely termihated_regardless of the'',
-

*ay they are:running, the incantivyo improve, them may drop otf,..
, . . .

Thus,.the evaluator who ,desires to involve program decisionkiakers in
,,-..

. .,-,
tr._

the evaulation to, insure that the data collected, will'he used by thei may be
1 ,

'faced 1410'a lack of interest and motiliationson the.part of.prograrn, personnel.

4 I

Agaih, tor programs u tilizing insttuctional development models which stress

__

13
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the integral part played by evaluation activities.; thisomay be

problem. , Other'poSSible

stress tile. importance of

sion makes validity,'I.e

less of a

solutions may be that the evaluator continue to

the Collestion of evaluative data which has deci-7

., which tDe dedision makdr wants and will, use. t-
I V

SecondlyAt might be helpful fOr the evaluator, when reporting the

information back to the decision maker, to recommend somedecision making
', 0

options which the'data seem to suggest. This does not bean that the
.

.,

evaluator need itake'the.stance of an expert making pronouncements concerning

.the future of the p °grab. This is the easiest kind of report to ignore,

tsince program decis on maKrs will be Convinced that the evaluator lacks
.

.0 ,the sensitivity to appreciate.the unique aspects of their program. Rather,

.the'evaluator should make these recommendations with tact.and stress that

many other optiOns'doubtlessly exist which may be equally effective.and ap-,

propridte, q: .

_ . .
. . .

Finally, detision
,

maker motivation may be ipereased,by a stronvadbini-
. .,

. . -----. .

strative commitment to program accountability. If new programs have a

peiiod of probation during which they, must demonstrate that their program'

objectives are being achieved, deciaion makers may be more interested in

participating in evaluation activities. Similarly, regular periodic evalua-

-tions of existing programs should increase' the COmmitment of program personnel

to become,involed in these evail2tion activities.

It is often-adkimed by evaluators that decision makers will welcome

recommendations for program improvement. What is more likely to be thecse,

however, is that decision makers weloome evaluation data which,supports what

they believe to be true.and recommendations which will ROt-iniCa feat deal

of tinm'and effort to institute2-This is Rot, I feel, an overlrjaundiced

view of program decision makers,-but, rather, realistic in the light of the
e;

intense expenditure of time and energy .01.4 most program decision makers

peke-in order.ctogeta new program off theground. stohigh degree of commit-
.

4ment is necessary fbi this, and it 1.8 easy to sge hat one.might be threatened
,

by an evaluation which, may produce unfavorable results. .

2
:. .

Not only may program decision makers stand to lose an investment of time
.-,

andenergythroughthemitumesoftileevaluation,butsdmemaynotsee. the
. - -o

paess of such an evaluation...as yalid or impdrtant, even if they are involved
:;-. . ,e

1

,..4 I. 3
. J

, V

t

a s
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Aft

from'the beginning. Thus mealy ways can be found to circumvent unfavorable
#

'data, and this, I feel, was taking place at the meeting described above.

/
The member's of the a;,41ty, even those who had worked on the mediated

i -

courSe, for several re sons were not eager t see the course implehien

on a full stale. The results of the evaluation, however, cautiousl sug-

gested that some studentg may-learn better.with this type of instruction

than\in
the traditionalmode. The response'by the faculty members to this

.

unfavorable outcome was to air all of thOfr grievances with the evaluation

process since its inception and to evade a discussion of futu're galls for

c.,01the course.
r

.
. . , , ,

.

A situation like this is very difficult for an evaluator. When different
,

levels ofdecigion makers are warring,with each other, it is diffic'Ult for
,,
a ratidnal dialcigue to take 'place, and; hence, the results.of the evaluation

. .

. .
... -

I,

will probably bp adopted by one side and..repudiated by the, ocher

may notshe possible for the evaluator to remedy such a situation,
_

recognize it as early as possible. Thishelps to, scale down one's

tions of hAT'much constructive decision making for the future will

While, it

it helps to

expectar

be based

Upon these results.
' . .

.-
. 4 ..

'Mitre is one final consideration which eValuators'in 'Offides of Institu-
,,

tional Research shbuld keep.itind. They are not outside the institutionand

Will, therefore, never be viewed ag "outside" evaluators, regardless of the

precautions taken before and during the evaluation. even the outside eyaluator
I ea

,-z,F.c%)s:1 -
for the course described above.Va-not seen as a disinterested party because

she worked so closdly with the Office of .Institutional Research staff. In

this since:the r'sults supported what the administration wanted to

see, she Was
4

I think

necessarily

vide data eo

seen by the faculty as being on the administration's side.

it should be kept in mind that a good, solid evalnation _may not

solve all a progriam's ills, The purpose of evaltiation is to pro

r decision making, but if decision makers can't agree on what

the evaluation results mean, future planning will be stalemated. In the .case

of programs or courses which were perhaps ill-cbnceived or which lack a
,

strongly committed staff, little can be'expected in the-way, of sound:decision
4

making based upon evaluatidn results. It is a good idea'for evaluators in

Offices of Institutional Research who,find theMselves Working with such
1 4
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./.
prograthS to be as clear as possible when eporting the data and what they'

mean. This certainly not insure a'fa able receptiOn of the report,

and probably nothing will. It will, hopefully, keep the evaluator from

being seen as Choosing sides and, thus, caug ng the evaluation to be viewed

as tti;aiid by one or the.other faction.

:It may also be the case that, should sucha sitnationbe,recognized in

the beginning, it would be preferable tq have a truly""outside evaluator

tackle'the job. The long-term costs in credibility which might be suffered

by, the Office-of'Institutional Reg arch staff whichcould negatively affect

manyluture ventures,day,mot be wo th the undertaking'a suck.a loaUed-project.

I

. c
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' A COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT GRAPHIC SYSTEM:
tTS DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION.FOR INSTAUTIONAL.REPORTING

.

*
'- Abstract

In recent years
4

,

of management-oriented
4 , portingLtivity was t

OAration.. With the e
of reports that

'.idesCribe a compgt4ize
the institution's repo
of4hanagement informa

Paul L. Kenepp
The Pennsylvania State University

,

nstitUtions have been producing large quantities
information-a% The primary purpose of thd.S-re-

Increase one's understanding of the institution's
ansion of computerize&information systems, the
at generated was overwhelming. This paper will
graphids.system which Was designed to enhance

ting function. This system permits most types "'
oh to be displayed in graphic, It is de-

/signed so thatit.can le readily incorporated into currentaystemg, or
it ',can be usfo.d 4. graphically display 'information that, can be extracted

from existing reports: This paper will discuss the motive and approach
' for system avelopmen and its application and potential, uses in higher

eduCation institution r
,,0 0

a

tEntroduction
'

.Higher edticatlon administrators are being plagued with voluminoub'amou is

of data which purports' to assist their understanding of the.nature and opera .

'N tick): of the institution. In addition to studying the institution's processes,
-

institutional researchers have increasingly employed the computer-to aid them
1 - .

.
.

in carpting out their research. Theincreasing complexity of 'higher education
...,

-
.

processes and volumes of data dictate the' use of the computer ,to achie ve corn-

011.
prehensive, in-depth studies. The resu lt, however, has beenan excess Of

4. .
computer output that is useful for revieW and analysis. 'The data explosion

,
, .. ..

has resulted iromuch. useful information falling by the 'wayside due to the '

( .

lack oftime a energy for
°
proper digestiOn by the

.
institntion't administra,-

. ,
t

.tors., NanagerS,,eXecutives or other decision makersa
.,,

.
.,

.

Little relief frOm this data is anticipated. Increased emphases
2- ,. . . .

I '

on the management of higher edutation dictate'an increase in the olume of

, necessafy,information. However, no matter how many computer-genera ed reports .

.... a
. i

a
.

are,ava4able,:they, have little, if any,, value unless.fhey can bq pre ented

id ueeNeable.form to'd e decision maker. Informationlm st be compreheqsible. : a
,:'

'

. '4
4

C

A
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Graphical representation of data enhances comprehension and .the translation-
%

of,data to information and intelligence. TIe advantage ofgraphics,iethat

the data can be communicated to, the administrator in more campiehensible,

Intelligible, and, hopefully; useable ways than by conventional reporting .

Paradigms.
.. ,

Too many studies are hastily reviewed' by the administrator without-real'

visual understanding of the results. To extract required information and

meaning from tabulated raw data, one must analyze, the numbers and make the

required translations. Computer graphics can systematically accomplish this

'9

in a Trre rapid, and accurate fashion than'humanrocesses. In addition, to

addressing the problems of,vplume,and'basic comprehension of certain data,

computer graphicg,',c0 deepen the,admINStrator's understanding'of realities
,

Which the d4terep?2asents than would otherwise be podsible.

Net information is Oonduciive to graphics.spresentation. Hol,yer, those

research findings and managerial. reports that u4.4 should. require less time'
.-, . ,

.9,- ,--,

and energy by the busily adTinisqator 'to absorb the 'data and their 'meaning. "

. .

Thus, insight to decisionS".icaaqiieyed with minimal contusion which ngr7 ..

mally arises out a poor data formats, and contextual-misUnderstandings, Rather..
.

,
than spending, the time on "what do the npmbers'tn the table say?" adminisira-

tors, with the use of graphic,S; Will more readily arrive At "how should I,:
, .

respond to the situation?"

besigntriteria

Sefore agre'Phics syStem can be developed, certain capability must be

available to deagners and users of the anticipated product. These'include a
.

platting deVice, computer and software to process datA and drive the device,

and procedures that make this:configuration functional. Assuring these thihgs
, .

'are in place, the task is to design a system to transform research findings,

management information, or raw data to'graphical representatiRns.

' Many coiputer graphics syStems have been developed to produce specific

graphs for 'specific purposes. The Penn Spate Management Graphic System (MG'S)

was designed to provide decision makers with several graphic options fromihe

saTe.sef of data: It was designed in'two separable modules: (1) compilation-

.
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ane-Summarization of data internally and (2). the analysis of that data for

external display. This was done so that an operational distinction,colild be

made'between these two very different functions. The MGS used the modular

°design approach to'alloW for multiple data.eAiry pdints into the systems

This approach will enable the system to more readily accept data prepare& '

from existing computer files, completed reports, or even 'from working notes..

Nature of Information

. ,

nitial design efforts involved a study to understand the nature of in-
.

forma ion as used by decisionc,makers.so that the system would accommodate

a variety of data types

tion, we identified the

characterized as "what"

"identify and quantify"'

these

relit

The p

in a

and information relationships. From thiS investiga-

basic components of management information to be .

and "how much." These two elements are necessary to

data: .!4,%s we apply

two items successively, -we can depict

ionships for graphic representation.

redentation of similar relationships

successive mannershould then represent

how
much

meaningful information. Figure 1 illustiates ''A B . .

how one might graphically show-comparisons. what .

of "what" and "how'much." Figre 1
,....,

Fo.nexample,.chnsider the following four ques0.onst
,

.
. 1. How many students are ebrolled at institution A?

2. How many faculey teach at Institution A? '' 1,

, 3. How many students are etrolled,at fhstitution B?

',,.> 4. How many faculty teach at Institution B?

.

Question 1, in, and of- itself., ha&ilimited'graphic valup, If.we combine oue;--
ci.L.

- >,

tion 1 and 2, some information elagrges--namely, a student/facufty ratio. Like-,

wise., if. we graph this relationship for se$eral similar,institutions,,as in
. .

Figure 1, wg can make a visual comparison of student enrollment, faculty, end,

student/faculty ratios atriong.these
,

institutions. BY.,, further qu4alifying,these'
.

questions to consider o y 'students and faculty'in specific academic programs,-
-... ,

the informational value of-these graphswill- improve significantly. This per-
',

caption of information influence& su4equent design idecisions.
. .

.4° 19
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'1

. Types of Tasplairs.,
. 1 u

... ,
. .

. ..
. ,

'Academic administrators et all levels need to understand' trends, dis-
.

.
tribuEions, and compaiisons'Of'many institutional pben6mena and.characteristics.

-

a ' ... .
i

t Souse examples are: distribution of faculty, time"among.the various professional
, .

among
-: ..

aetivities;:compfrative trends On enrollments the various a9demid pro.:
, .

grams in the institutions' average sectien'size of certain (any) courses;
.

' k-r ,

coNparison.of-one academic unit with the institutional averages; comparison.
II

.
eof average faculty teaehibload among Selected departments; and many more,

MGS was - designed to generate pie graphs, histograms, and line graphs to

support these kinds of information need s These graphscan be used toshow-
:

1 .

_trends over time, comparisons between similar outcomes, and
,

item distribu
. .

tions. These three display options accommodate most types of management-
: . .

oriented information. J ...-.;

.
. '.

e t
. .:,

.4._ ,.
Operational Aspects

.
4. :.

ir
,

o
_

The MGS graphic results are produced off line. :The main computer sum-
r .1

marizes and anal
,
zns'data and prepares a magnetic tape fortheoff-:line

4 \

plotting-by,asm per Computer. _This relatively slo/er proessOf actUal g.

graph pxoduction is more economicallyth4ndlel\by:a Slower, less expensive.
( t

machine. Calculations for.plotting timeaneptpcedural feedbatkAoops to --,----
- 4 f v .1' '''

. , .. .

the user were designed to control this operational activity. L:.....,------k

Consideiable etfOft wa_ made'*o interface with existing computer., systemWs
. ..

'Output from Ehese systems is cus omarily produoed in tabulated forth. Thus, .

it was necespry to examine the re ormatting requtremen ts to have this tabu-

lated data to.be passed on tot S with a minimum of program modifications.

In addition, it Jas important to have the manual data preparation chore

as natural,and straightforward as possible. Often when a system provides

several options and extensive flexibility, its data can only be prepared bya

technician who is familiar with the inner workings of the system. To help

insure wider acceptance and use.of the systemit Was desirable, to have sim-

plified rules for data preparation.

-14-
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. . .,
. Stem Ca;,.ili6des .. 4 4 fitI . _.:,_ , , .-.

a. A rimarrconsiderationin designing .computer bate systems is to maximize

. flexib,lity and user qptiorrs.,whj.le minimizing the'drudgevy for' the user of
..

,..r.,
4. Commu i:Cating his-options to the system.'otisykemi that is characterized by

-. I
;

a few weil-designed capabilitiesJWith nominal input.requir ements will
I'

be used

more, 'han the "do everYthine system than has a long list of speCial rules
I

.reildi or ,its use. Options.are communicated to the MGS with few format I

1

.,. , . . ,

: f rules 1.1a are designed to' provide substantial flexibility, tothe userIh far '
.. 7 . /

a' , :...? ,

daat ng appropriate di4lay.typesand descriptions.
..1

-
. .

,

1 . :). $. l4

re. .
, . i ,i. . e

-.

Display Options
.

Pie graphs,' line.graphs", and histograms represent the most common graphs-

. -,

\:' used for business,,
iapplications. The, user may cfidose any of the'three,ty

I 'es

for.hig data display. Tb ietermint the one that,should'heselected, one;'must'

\ ;consider the relationshik of the'data and what meaning is..to'be d5K4 from
(

them. , :
\,,....;

.

...

.. .

-2
:The)iie:graph. and hisWgram'may be Ithed to display severalc"levels" of

'', information simultaneously. 'This ;option will Produce several' lines on pile 7

. 60 ,

,:graph or Segmented -bars on the histogram. In this way several comparisons can 1

. . . ,.

same

IC J

be analyzed on the same graph.' %. r 1
,. )

.

. . ;
,

; ,
1

;

. r

,. The user-may 'formulate the title and comments for each of his grafts _.-.% 1

1
. b . e : p. MP' I

'''; --
1

. These shOult deseiibe such things as-data source, Anformation'time fra1me, and

' . i .. * - . ;

other:faqtos thai. will clarify the meaning' dIspley-- Titles, will be
,

. . .
:' , .

ft,0

..'

centered'beneath each :graph pnd comments are listed near the bottom left mar-
,.

gin. .

I

. ,
For the line graph andhigtogram, categOrie are noted along thejhorizontdl

1

, ,

Axis (in Figure 1, A and B repfesent categorie ). The value associated with
...

each category, is plotted and referenced to a vertical scale. There !are .i2e,
.

... . .:

restrictions on these valuts since appropriate internal scaling is calculaeed' . I

.

" .
1

.

. ,

for ' fit" on the -Output graph..

..

,

b.

21
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. -

..; .

Sdme graphs may be ived*for reports, or maintained in &!woiking-folders"
2

for subiequent referral'and study. °then graphs may Be used for presenta-
4 ii.. %

If
tions'or'for wall displays. --This system wiAl permit the user3't6 select

various graph sizes tanging-from an,81/2" x11"-ito approximately 22'.. by 32".

' Other options include a grid for the line graph and ,PrOvision to idenkify.

separate display levels (for the line graph and histogram)'- through the use of
. ,,

. *
'comments. ..In addition, individual lines of a multiline graphmay be identi-

fled with -appropriate labels printed near itsektremity.

*1
Grouping

, V

.

a e A cm

1

Often information cannot be effectivelv d*. isplayed in one
..

graph to show the
...

-
. ,

I dealied relationships among its components. By prOdocing several gralphs and

employtg the use of. the size option, the MGS,c,an generate a series of graphs 4
. ..

-. tolacilitate visual comparisons. .

-

For example, the grouping option may be used ,to -compare.the distribution"
) ,.,

of faculty, by rank of several coilegeg-WithirAhk institution against a
A.. '

corresponding dislribution of all faculty inhesinatitut on. In this
. ,

example,
.,.

the rank distribution of all faculty yould tie displayed via a large
,

pie graph,and .1the'spaller pie graphs for each college would. be positioned
,.

.

around it in a circular fashion.

t
...,
., Vii:

Free Format '

..0

-

When dataare prepared manually, all options are communicated to the

system by coding in,a "free format" mode. The,"key word" concept is used so

a natural left-to-rightkeying procedure can 'be useA

Figure 2 represents a request for a pie graph with 5 categories to be
. .

plotted on,Page-size pap'er,(a1/2"(x 11"). The graph will illustrate a distri-

bution of faculty .rank for a given College.

1, TYPE = PIE., SIZE-= PAGE, CAT =.5

FACULTY-RANK DISTRIBUTION FORCOLEEGE A
4, INST, 60, ASST, 90, ASOGI-120 FULL-, 92, OTHER, 30

Figure 2,

22
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1.

. The*"1" line identifies the options that are to be used for the display.
_. .

The "2° rine identifies the-title for the display and the "4" line contains
. .

.
. ,

the data that
.
are-to be plotted. .

i

Data Source A t

. , .
, . .

,
. :Existing coaPuter.syatems can reaaily.adjust'to the data formatting re-

quirements of the MGS. With minor modificatidn, these systems/tanuse the

MGS to produce graphic outpdt.ihat Complements their standard production_

report's. It
.
iS not the intent to have the MGS replace ekisting reports pro-

duced by these systems (although this may happen), but rather, to provide the1
-

'option to review the information
iv
ia a graphical representation. Each'existing

,
. A . ,

computer-eporting system is a potential candidate to use the MGS. ,

v.
.

.
/

,
t 6New'institutional studies and information systems can, by initialdesign,'

,

:'incorporate. the MGS capabilities. Knowledge Of its capabilities may assist
.f

in fhe design of meaningful output to d'epidt the study 'results.
. ,

.

Another source of data for graphics display is the numerous reports that-,

have already been produced. To Obtain a "new IdSk" at thee reports, data r "/.,
- .. .

,

. can be extracted and formatted for proCessing by the MGS..! This manual proCess
.

would result' in prOducing a graphics request similar,to the.one'shown ino .

Figure 2. In generating Jabs from existing reports, one can select any of
.0the aVailablegrajilit displays and options

,F 1
.

Some Examples
- '

.

The three types of displays are illustrated idARigures 3, 4, and_5.

Sample data were selected to help illustrate_the use of each type of graph.

or .

\

: ;
cs

OperatilpsDocument
c.

As part a at ,eachoperions control', the MGS will generate a document for h

gr 1ph that identifies various attributes of the plot request. This document'

id ntifies what options are selgted, numeric graphic values, title, comments,.
. k..

an the estimated plot time."_ It cane used to identify specific values of

plotted data and as a detailed record of each graph predUced.-
----

., .,.

. ,.
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1

. .

-

Conclusion
10, ' I . 2

.

As decision makers in -today's institutions are calle&upon to review and

digest more and more information, it becomes imperativeto devise methods Vnd

tehniques,that will assist the administrator in understanding what is re-
- ,

. t..

ported., Computer graphics can play a significant role in removing much of
.

t. .

the drudgery in this review procesg. . .

< s ..
s The MGS is an attempt fro minimize coniusion'and time'in the informed-on

. . . 4 .
. _

review process. Future effo*rts will no doubt involve an extension of the-
.

, .

.capability to serve a broalliesegment of academic adlinistration. It seems °

1 k: the integration-'approach of adapting compu,er graphics to present computer
.

wt..%

systems along with the potential*of new graphics terminals now -available 'on

the market will provide incentives.for future develOpment.,
:..

Graphics may not be ayanaceafort,management infortation reporting. How-
' - , ,, ;

ever, since'it is not com 'plicated by numeric tabulation, the Imsy.a&inistfator
f . .

can readily grasp its ,true meaning. Thus, he can spend more time deciding,
a - -1 e - .

his alternatives'rather then interpreting the data. Those information systems
,-..,

, 4
employing graphics wip, mostlikely be more Opular and will no doubt be

called upon regularly to provide inforlatibn.to the.decision mai&f.
. 4 .

.,

.1*

c

c.
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Figure 3
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11/17/76

,

Thjs pie graph shows how faculty reportedly Spends his/her professional
time. CoMments are used to indicate the meaning of the AbbreviatedwiabelT.
When the sector size is not large enough to hold. the label and its value, -
they are printed outside the circle and identify*the_sector as, shown.
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This 'two level ;histogram shows a comparison of .4.in t im9 _a-nd t- t ime
enrollment at nineteen .campuseg. Level 1 and 2 repre-kent .pat-time and
full-time respectively. The entire bar indiCates the 'total erlroliment.
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The sample data in. this line graph represents prOjected higher
education enrollments in five-year increments to'the year 2,000. The

multi-line.capabilitY enables one to showthe effec.s of various sub-'
groups on the fatal. The labels at the end of each line may. also
ideptify the lines by properly being noted under the.graph as comments..
The grid option enables the viewer, to more readily determine enrollthent
increases and decreases over''specified intervals.
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PROGRAM TERMINATION AND RETRENCHMENT: THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONAL

.

RESEARCH IN PROGRAM EVALUATION AND ACADEMIC PLANNING

Dwight C. Smith, Jr. and Wendell-G.Lorangl Jr.
SUNY at Albany

f

-

,Introduction

.) .7,1c

During 1975 and 1976 the University at Albany was forced to reduce its

teaching faculty by 33 positions, or approximately four percent. We had two

basic options. Either we could take ,the easy way Out, with debilitating and

arbitrary results, by applying some form of seniority rule; or wemcould undeg
.

take a progradimatically-structured retrenchment baed on some set of criteria

for determining which academic areas (amounting.to 33 faculty) we could do

without. We chose the latter course as our major strategy (though tactically,

we did make some temporary reductions on the basis of attrition, with the

promise of restoration as our primary strategy workekout), and terminated

eight doctoral, six master's and nine bachelor's programs.

The Office of Institutional Research supplied some of the information on

which those decisions were made, and the purpose -of this paper is to describe

the pnocess and our role in it. We will do so in three stages: a description

of the factors that defined the historic context for campus decisibn-making;

a review of the process itself; and the conclusions we draw from the experience

that are pertinent to the develOpment of an institutional research function.

athering Storm: External Forces that Led -to Program, Review and Retrenchment

4or

pare indeed is the campus that controls its own destiny.' At best,- one

can hope for sufficient.equilibrium to withstand temporary, or unexpected

,changes in the environment, and enough initiative and momentum to maintain

headway in heavy seas. The unexpgcted may be the consequence of multiple

faAors of varying significance, but we would single out five that were par--

, ticularly influential indeLining Albany's task environment in 15-76.

First, the growth expectations of the Sixties. In 1962 Albany was desig-
.

nated as one of four university.centers to be developed wiein.the SUNY system.

4
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We then had an enrollment of 3,800 students and a curriculum concentrated

-upon undergraduate preparation of public school, teichers and graduate pro-

'grams fof" persons associat ed with-public education. We were encouraged to

become a comprehensive university, emphasizing liberal educationand.gradu ate

Study to the doctorate in virtually ev ery program. During the early Sixties

a new campus was built for a studentoOdy of 10,000; i. t was hardly finished

when.SUNY'a 1968 Master Plan was unve,iled and we were "promised" growth by

1975 to 17,500 full-time-equivalent students, accompanied by a doubling of

( .

0

our physical plant.

It is obvious in retrospect that the principal force behind external:

growth, expectations was capital cohst:uction. Our efforts were shaped to

fUStify it, Enrollment projections,'for.exaMple, were developed irrespec-

tive of .demography to answer the question, "How many student will we have to
,s

,

enroll to fill our facilit s?" At the tndergradhate level our avoidance of

the real world had some justification; we had (and continue to have) eight

applications for every freshman space. But there was no anticipation of the,

declining high school population of the Eighties, or the likely glut of newly-
r

confetr d hDls, and n644ong-range concern for the budget implications of

either a capital constructi6n,,debt (which, under State budget procedures,is

not part of the Campus budge t) or the overall cost of assuming that half our

students would be in graduate programs Nor, with respect to the latter, was

A there any attention given. to the.practicality of such a graduate emphasis.

The fact that in the late Sixties on13i.ca handful'of institutions in the country

approached a 50-50 split between undergraduates and graduate students--with
.

Rockefeller University, Cal Tech and Chicago leading the list--was only mildly

.:,interesting.
.

.

.

And whyshould we have worried? no one else then foresaw wHat would be

happening fifteen yeara later; all our external observers expected and en-
....

couraged growth; and any contrary voice, given but enrollment-driven budget,
. ,

would-be arguing the unpopular cause of fewer faculty. The.resultI the in
, .

. .

culcation of a set of eXpectations concerning continuing fad-ulty and program

expansion across a broad spectrum of academic offerings.' 1
.

...,
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Then 'the

of 1970-75.

first phase
,

4'

;, ,
envirb nmen't shgted abruptly, wi

The period began_unexpectedly_at
....

of capital expansion was 'deferred
-,

th the standstill budget-124)d
I

'the end of the Sixties, when the

inithree successive budget

.:cycles. We have never completely understood t,lie State's change of heart; the

most practical 'explanation revolves arou die Cost of an extenSion'to the
.

architectural concept of our demic podium. The increasing costs of "the
6

South Mall and a sense that .the Albany community had had its "share" of State

construction; the need to proceed with construction at the other centers; the

'relative political clout of our legislative delegation, contrasted Withrthe

Iggislative support for the other University Centers--these may alsohave in-
__

Tluenced State policy. The only really clear point is that in the deferrer

of-construction decisions there was never any hint of skepticism regarding

the enrollment projections /that justified more space.-

At'the serrtime, the operating budget came upon, increasingly herder j

timess, Our enrollment base continued to increase on'a year-zto -yedr basis,
,) -

'but no new faculty were authorized.' Other campuses were also restricted;

but their projected,expansions were even greater than ours', with the result
-

:that they could show net increases in faculty even with tighter faculty-
. a
student ratios. 'At Albany, however, .as enrollment increased by 15% from .

1970'to 1975, the number of faculty actually decreased,by 11/2%.
, ..

At first, we bell.eved the halt in expandion was only a temporary pause,

.in our march toward the 1968 Master Plan goals. Indeed, in 1970 we were asked

for preliminary enrollment estimates to 1980 that continued the upward climb.

But the third denial
.
of capital construction was the deciding factor in our.,

...

_

conclusion that for practical purposes our lofty dreams were not about to be
/

met. This realization came on the eve of requests for input to the 1972
. .

Master Plan;-it was buttressed later by Alan Cartter's"sober warning to Aig

in 1973 concerning the lean years 'of the Eighttes. We decided Then 'that while
.

w-some growth was possible, e.should be anticipating a plateau more consistent
-/-s4

, standards shad changed since

its completion, so that the same spade would accommodate--appropriately-.7more

6tudenes) and more sensitive to future enrollment pools, The result was that

while the other three centers responded to the 1972 Master Plan call simply

31.
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by deferring thei 1968 enrollment projections- -i.e., transforming 19)5 tar-

' gets into 1980 rgets, with continued growth beyond pat--we sugge4d that
-

.
,

our 1980!target be reduced from 17,500 to 14,000 efull-time =equiyalent student's,

_with no appreciable growth beyond that level. .,
.. . .

We described it'to ourselves as "steady-state,"'but it was not that--yet.-

Our enrollment level then was approximately 11,500 students, so our'projection

anticipated some growth. But more importantly:it recognized (hOweyer dimly)

external realities, and it acknowledged expiiCitly that there would be a time

. in the foreg eable future when there would be no More growth. That was a

critical plan ing'decision.

Meanwhiie, the need to restore a modest momentum of growth was evident.

In an enrollment-driven budget process, more faculty depend oil fore students;

and with neither, program development on a wide Trnt is impossible. But noW,,

the extent of external misunderstanding of-our planning assumptions burst npqn

us, unexpectedly in late 1974, wheh preliminary soundings werebeing taken in

4anticipation of the' -1976 SUNY Master Plan. the process had changed. Four
14.

years earlier we had been asked'to project our own enrollment dreams; this

time we were presented with a set of'recommended goals for 1980,and 1985, and s

asked to respond to them. SUNYs proposal to the, campuses anticilpatd an

.enrollment peak in 1980 below that forecase in 1972, followed by a gradual

decline in students through the followingidecade.' At first we were glad to

' see this intrusion of.reality, however slight, into the'lplaaning process; but

then we looked at the enrollment distribution,by campus, and found that the

syslem-Wide adjustMent to a lower target had been di ibuted among the tour
a °a

center's in proportion to the target goal's set in 1972 The result for the
4.4

other three cepters,was. a.continued prospect of growth .to 198Q:followed by

declines that still left each of them at enrollment levels higher than thoSe-

'4"- of 1974'. ForAlbany,-howeve, there,was rio growth at ail, forecast to 1980,
*-,..';

and a decline 1h4nceforth beim.; the then-current budget level.

Two inferences were obvious... First,'theeproposed adjustments had been

"derived as an easypaper solution to an arithmetic problem, i'aithou4 reference

to what was actually happening on any of the campuses, with the result.that,

Albany's prior discounting of, overly optimistic goals Wa''s ignored.: The re-".
t

re-

suit was a double penalty'af a belated, centrally.Idetermined reduction on fop'
,,w4
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of a pres4ous; campus-initiated reduction. Setond, the proposed adjustments

rep- a primary concern fo justifying capital construc;ion commitments'

rather, than, academic program d velopment or ellrollMent demand.,r
..

Our response was to argue for a.*.ettiln to the goal of 14,000 students set0 .

.
. it p72;.with its implied, promise of resource growth: To support our argument,

we turned' to historic data-on,apalication demand, both numericallyand quali-
tatively,

, ,.
,. .

for, both graduate and undergraduate admiiiions,,and to Aegrees
oawarded ap'a measure of pro ram accomplishment,;and set them in the,histotic

context of1,maSter plan and ca
.

pus-projections qinde 1968. We put the argument
1 .... 6 ,

together as, a visual display (affectionately known on campus as "thmagic._ic
4.

lantern show") that was shown Widely on'campus.to our faculty and our aluMni .

constituency; and we took,it to Central Staff as our frftal to'response to-the / .6

roposed 1980 targets. , ,-(. . ,

i

. .
. ..

It was convincing. The impatt of dive years of standstill resources. And
, ..

, ,

growingenrollments was finally recognized and translated into corrective

action. We were authorized. to subinit iimeditely a supplemental? budget re-,.
questfo'r1p5-76UtidasthenFebrnary105,andthelegislature.was already

,
considering the regular Governor's budget) that would begin a re overy to the

. -. ..
14,000-student goal:

J.

1`.

1.

The legislature did not act on the ,
.

supplemental-'budget until Mid-summer.
it ,

When itdid,did, our reque4t was denied.' UnfortUnately,.we:had 'alreadY had to
. .

commit'our admissions policies'to that level of growth. Thus the immediate'

effeCt of haVing restored momentum was to have been plaCed in'an even Ore....

"depretiated position, vis-a-vialfaculty resources, than we had been before.r, c , .. .
.

-Beyond 'that, it became evident as. the final plaster Plan goals were unveiled
, . ., ,

in June 1975) that the initial intrusion of reality into the pteliminary en-

rollmeni numbers had-been successfully regiited. The.newgoala 'consisted of

moving the centers' 1980 targets to1985, with a continued exPectatibn of ".

growth to that point fo'r all Of them.

.0.f.courbe: the' question of growth may bal.4'becoine ;loot follfting the budget

crqnch that began that Fall and hit full,forcethe . next January.Wiiivnew, sig-
nificantly curtailed resources for Alb4W.s 1976-77 bliget. It wasat this

point; that we began .to accept "steady,state'.as a continuing -condition. The

projected loss of 33 faculty was a'deciding blow.FortunatePy, one of the by
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products of the preceding Spring'b efforts to reestablish momentum for growth

was a recognition that even as capital construction -based enrollment justifi-

cations were no,longer viable, demographically-based (and kresumablS7 more

defensible) enrollment justifications by themselves would not insure resqurce

support. Increasingly skeptical and close scrutiny by state policy-makers and ,

funders was a clear signal that we would have to demonstrate that the programs

we offered were worth support at any enrolltent level: It seemed important to k

us, for reasons that gill-be discussed below; that initiative for program

evaluation rest on campus, if campus-based prioriti.es were to have any future.

As enrollment projections =d capital construction waded and w9nea;.and

as budget crises became'increasingly severe, a final external force emerged

to threaten campus equilibrium: external review of graduate programs. The

notion of program evaluption was spot new even in the halcyon days ofbroad-

scaie expansion in the sixties our internal governance structure consistently

questioned the prospective quality of existing and_propos4 new programs.

Our graduate office had initiated a schedule of,external program reviews six

years ago for the purpose of guiding depaEtments toward' effective development,

formalizing A process that began in 1964. tfirTeviews Were prepared for ih-
1:

ternal audiences, not as external public relations document's, and 'thus, whed

the hard facts of'retrenchment hit, we did have a considerable body of

material available for review committees that reflected candid outsideevalua-

tions of.program merit, ti c.

The three-pronged threats of lower enrollments generally, a perceived glut
. .

of advanced degree holders, and a prospective decline in public funding for

postsecondary education became visible in New Ytitk State in the early Seventies.

The State Education Department and the State Board of.Regents decided then to,

react to initiating their own state-wide review of doctoral programs, under

theirYinterpretation of state law providing for approval and registration of

new academic programs. That project continued, though it is currently clouded

by a.court controversy beIween the Regents and the SUNY Board of Trustees over

the Regents' authority
-
to aeregister programe-r7-Without attempting to deal

with the legal issue, or with any of the partisan questions thatobviouily

would infect ancademic power struggle lik= this oneit would seem that the

I

.

controversy in policy terms is whether continuation of academic programs

34.
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should be determined by focusing upon a comparative &tate-wide review of-a
,

given discipline (in which circumstance a relatively new but.promising program

is burdentd,with demonstrating instant effectiveness against an older and more

established prograM); or whether progrmn deVel4ment should-be focuSed:ukin-

the coherent growth .t1 a set of programs-on one-campus,that ate link9i by an

overall, statement of campus mission' Even as the issue, of initiative and-
. .

authority has remained unsettled, it is clear that the alternative of external

review has, had a clear influence upon campus-based policy, formulation.

gush to Judgment": Comprehensive Revieof Academic Progtams .

Aoir" r - .

.

On January 8, 1975, President Louis T. Benezet named a Select Committee

on AcadeMic Program Priorities composed of ten teaching faculty and two stu-

dents. It was, to report by May 15, 1975, recommending tt that time '!priorities

for the future of Albany's-academic programs asSuming'continued steady-state'

resources or, at the most, liwited additional resources for those programs in

the best position,to use them y" Whilea commitment to a full range of under,.

graduate'and graduate education, research .and public service was recognized',
a ,

itowas also understood that the curreAt climate reqbired,"hard choices among
t$

the programs which are to be advanced, those which are to be held at a minimum,

and those which may have to. be discontinUed at the doctoral leveit",Ngmphasis

added)

During a buy 120-day schedule, the effort of the Select Committee was_
%,

divided equally among three Activities: information gathering, criteria

setting and evaluation, and priority setting. On le matter of criteria

ting, the committee consulted several campus groups befoie taking final re-
,

sponsibility for the six chosen. One. chapter in their report is devoted4to-

discussion of thlm--Quality and Effectiveness (considered the "essential
:,

criterion"), External and:Internal Demand, Present Cdtts and Improvement Coats,
.. * . '4-

Leadarahip.and Capacity for Growth, Academic Centrality, and Relationship 510 -.

. i
4.:.,

,

SONY Systet and Regional Needs. , . -

Campus-sponsored program reviews conducted over the last ten Years by ex-
, - ,

ternal evaluators and accrediting agencies, as well as self-studres,'annual

-reports and, more reCe tly, State Education DepatEment reviews, were heavily

<so
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. ...
drawn upon by,the committee is thqF work. -Files for 'every program were de-.

. ., . ..

veloped which also included recent faculty vitae,, manpower trends, placement

'information, enrollment and faculty workload data, and comparative information
.

.

about sister programs in SUNY and in the State Interviews With departmental ,, ,
. .. ,- . .

.
perso1nnel were also hel& whenever theneed ta-do-so was expressed in the

committee's deliberations. .04 t.
In presenting its findings, the committee made/ clear 'seversl points_which/

help place its work in ,perspective. First, it pointed out that reahMndations
. , '

were made "only to the extent that data, were available to-Rarrat such recom-,

mendations." Secondly, the committee refraineci from reaching outto recast

Albany in any fundamental or radical -fashion. And thirdly: :tit is imperative

that other mechanisms be established which can survey the SUNYAlbany camRps

as a whble-and can assess,Priorieies and goalg'on a longer term basis than

was possible for the Select Committee."'
.

The recommendations of the Select Committeg were to terminate two academic
.

-programs, the
,

Del*rtment of Astronomy and the Allen Collegiate Center. While
t fa

'other units were recommended,'
:
Eleneralterms, _for increasis or no change in
...,.

./-
.

resburces, in many, cases the committee made pofntea,statements and redommenda-
4

tions'which for some departments clearly indicated' that they would continue
. .

to be closely reviewed.
.

, r
r

.. :

Reception of the Select CoMmittee report by..SeriousIy,,affected units was
. .

t' ...
as would be expected. Otherwise, even those units criticized, received the `

. dOCumerit as an important, wailfounded and wellLwritten first step in coping .4

. - with the problem's of steady,staie. The eiralUation, moreoVer, yas still on a
,

....1
. e. lkAme-by-onetwaiis-each program being evaluated on its own mefits,.not in re-

0

lation to other programs on campus. The sommittee:intentionally did not anti-

cipate thaVa steady-state situation would-fast deteriorate into.one of budget

reductions. The result was that it prAbAtbly prbvided'the subgeqUent President's

Task Force on Prioritieg and4Resources with a more useful assessment and a

much needed Philoiephical\underpinning from which to begin its work. Even so,

the concluding observations clif the Select Committee report were painfully

prophetic: 1. ,
,- ,I. : ...

-*ii the viewof the Select Committee, this Univrsity Center.Can-
not continue to,attempt at full speed horizbntal'development on

. ,.

all levels (the comprehensive University, model). It simply .cannotl
4
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do everything at qrice and db it well...., We must becbme.more seleCtive,
in our goals and wisely, choose among thi options available...-. These -

decisions are nbt required simply because of the exigencies-of finan-
cial pressures, but also becatise of the nsibility of 'this Uiaver-
Sity to itself and to the larger comMunit . It be sit fulfills'its
missions by articulating its goals and'org niling its resources in wayss
which/ optimize the attainnient."Of those goals... (P)rograms which mare
not central to its mission, which have de onstrated an inability to
operate effectively, or whiehilaye not me the test of quality, must
give vay to those prograMswhichcpp meet hose tests."

A deteriorating fiscal picture--which the elect Committee had properly
,

refrained from exploring--dtveloped within nine months of the release of its

recombendations. Anticipating an announcement of drastic budget reductions,
.

the,administration at SUNY-Albany proceeded to develop a strategy for.

handling such a situation. Because of the expected magnitude and implica-
, dw

tions for the academic program of the campus, a faculty committee drawn fr m

the governance bodies of the campus and other Ieading-faculty was seen as

necessary. One year Alt, almost to,the day of the Select Committee's

establishment,VOur newly inaugurated President, EMmett Fields, appointed
e?

.such a committee, the Task Force on P riorities and Resources, comprised of

thirteen t aching and non-teaching faculty and three students. Its charge
A

had four parts: 1) to assess and assign priorities to all academic programt

ando recommend whete to take the btdget cuts which had been specified by

-number of positions and total dollars within function (instruction, research,

public servile, general administr Lion, etc p); ,2) to be guided .in its assign-

' meat by three strategic principles or the shaping and strengthening of SUNYA:

the centrallty,principle; the building from Strength. pirinciple;.and the so-

called "public policy thrust ";` 3) to utilize comparatiVe enrollment and

workload data; an4 4) to present a final report in thirty dayS.

` In addition, the administration proceeded to develop its own tentative

plan which met the required short-range,reducO.ons within a long-range as-
.

sessment of program development that would mean the strengthening of some pro-
,

grams and the paring, even termination, of others. The same data available .7,

to the Task Forge was used to develop that plan. 'EleVen criteria were identi-

fied and uspd
'

in evaluating each program: potential staff. quality, potential

impact on.pUblic front, centrality, demand by majors, demand by non-majors,

'library holdirigs, facilities and equipment, demand for graduates, locational

3(
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adva ntage, comparative advantage and cost. This plan was given to the Task
. L

.Force after it had c ompleted its own evaluation ofrprograms. This-approach,

involvingfrequent contact, kept each group informed as to the progress in

:-meeting budget reductions and the implications of evolving recommendations.

In combination with the extensive material and work of the earlier Select

Committee, that interaction enahaed,the'campus to accomplish its task. The

basic philosophy expressed so well-by.the Select, Committee--that selectivity

for qualitative growth Would have tb take the place of undifferentiated

horizontal expansion--was thus extended.

' The Task Force's work was distinctly different-from-that of the earlier

Select Committee. (Its,report.was similarly affected, being cryptic and

written much 1 ss eloquently than that of the Select Comulitee.) Given ip
. I

deadline, it hAto rely almost CompletelY'on regularly available reports,

supplemented by,material (reviews, etc.) which-had been collected by the

;I*Select Committee. Information gathering thus received less attention, while

evaluAion was given-more. The Task Force also was dealing in its assessment

and preparation of recommended cuts with.non-instructional (administrative

and service) programs as Well as academic, activities. These areas were

understandably lacking in self-studies, much lets outside reviews. In addi-

tion, the charge to the group did not permit,a one-by-bne'evaluation of.pro-
.

grams. Rather; it required a weighting of each program in relation to all

other, for the express (and clearly threatening purpose of eliminating 33

faculty and 61 FTE non-instructional positions at the end of that academic

year.
w-

But'the task was not simply position7outting. The Task Force, while

making recommendations which would deal equitably and humanely with:the imme-

diate issue of position reductions, also went on to postulate an academic
,

. 2

strategy that "enhanced' as much as possible the'long term achievement of a

first-rate University Center.'.: This task implied more than just collecting

'position; from among those.dePartmente which:happened to haVe vacancies be-

cause of appointmerits expiring in 1976 or 1977. 'historic workload inequities,

shifting student demands, and the future academic profile of, the university

wereaddressed._ Recommendations, therefore, were made not only for 1976-77

'4
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but for 1977-78,in order that units from whom lines were "borrowed" (tb,meet

abort-range reductions) could be paid while others could have their re-

sources reduced or increased following longer-.term expectations of the Task-'

.Force.

The recommendations ofthe Task Force were immediately presented to "a-
.

fected Units." Their responses were reviewed by a campus governance body.

That body concluded, in arePort issue ten days later, "that the Task Force

"Carried out a difficult task with impa tiality and dediCation.to the concept

'of a University Center." Recognizing tWburden of proceeding without the

benefit of a fully developed mission statement ;'the group recommended that any

future reallocation of resources "be further. reviewed in the Contexof a

coherent institutional plan." Subsequently, the Task Force recommendatidns

were accepted by the President -and the SUNY Board"of Trustees. In sum, their

academic impact was the phasing out of seven doctoral,programs, five master's

programs and eight bachelor's programs.

The campus has not yet recovered fr6m this fast-paced sequence of events.
.

At present, even the attempts to frame that "coherent institutional plan" are
Pdaffected by the events of last Spring, the continuing force of' 'externally de-

termined deadlines and th-ematuration of facugpeparticipation through the

.. governance process: PrOgram evaluation had sudZenly evolved froth a periodic

process, involving only a department and its outside reviewers, into a public- -

and', with the,Task Feite, threatening--process_involving not simply the direc-

tion of in support but perhaps even its existence. Finally, the move into

a planning-evaluarion-resource,t,allocation'process, while being recognized as

long overdue, introduced iurther uncertainties in an.already dncertain future.
. ,

1:Final Score:' The Place of Institutional Research in the Campus Decision-
-"- Making Process 1&

F ,

From this account.of the forces leading to program termination and retrench-

ment, and of the processes by which those decisions were made.it fs;,tempting
r

(to draw .ell manner of conclusions. That happens to consensus, morale and in-
.

.

stitutional loyalty,, for example; when the silver lininof "not_yet," that

accompanies negative dedisiOns during a>vibh of grdwth, jis replaced by the-
-

gloomy' interior of "not at all" that characterizes negatives in a steady-state
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1 t t.
economy? We have determined to avoid such intriguing intellectual by-ways,

.

however, And to look instead at three conclusions that derive from the fact
*Am.

that till.Offite of Institutional Research was an important contributor to'the
. . -

. ,--

decision proCess we have "described. First, our contributions were not acci-
:

r-'

dental; they_were the result of being prepared. Second, our contributions

- were impOrtent but - limited; it is important to recognize where the limits

, were. Finally, our contributions can'concinue; they will be particularly

effective if the right managerial decision patterns,emerge from the cxperivices

It&

We haVe just undergone.

Let us look briefly at each of these conclusions.
.

First, consider tht process of becoming prepared._ As the campa,office
)

responsible for reporting and analysis of enrollments, student and facility

characteristics, workload, and instructional costs, we have had extensive

experience with both information and the processes by which it is obtained

and managed. Originally, our fundtion was/perceived as externally-oriented.

It'would have been possible until very recently for us to remain fully oc-

cupied it this way without telling anyone on campus what was going on. c .

But from the outset (1967, when our office originated)-it has been our.

philosophy that knowledge is indeed powerful, especially in the hands of those

agencies off campus who ate in a position to second-guess our intentions, and

is"a matter of self-protection, campus management should have, some inkling

of whit others know about us. We hive, therefore, circulated considerabie.in-
.

formation to deans and chairpersonNto prepare them to fight-:-either as a
_

body collectively, or among the resources that, quantitative

measures (enrollmentS, faculty workload)' could.justify: w

Most of.the time the response to our effits ranged ftQm patient tolerance

to disinterest. Weisremained patient turn, expecting a day when the.value

ofdata would. be recogniied; and; in antictiotioh of that daybent_our.efforts

to the improvement of information systemswand theft data pr$WCtse. =The impor

tance of those efforts cannot be overstressed; wibhout fUnctfoniUg,systems'we
4

, puld not 4ve responded, to later information demands.

Our lack of internal 'acceptance ,was 'probably due- to two fact&rs. 'First; we

had designed the.wrorig format. -Our data was typically arrayed'sb Prat one might
.

4
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. easily compare activities of several programs acrots a moment of time. That

. is the way institutional research has always looked at data;'and while it may_
.

.hefp the budget analyst, it says little to tbe dean or chairperson about the ''

developmenLof any given program over time. We finally got themesSage in the

Fall of 1974, and rearranged our internal repOrting formats to illustra5F five-,k
A

year trends in faculty resources, enrollments, costs per credit and degrees

awarded--our primary measures of program activity.

A.A The timing was fortuitous, because the other factor affecting reception of

our data was'that it didn't seem to make any difference. No One could demon-
.

strate how a single one of, our numbers had affected resource allocations. gut,

when the Select Committee began4eviewing grhduate programs in the Spring of

1975, it, looked for some quantitative Information and found reliable and ap-

ropriate numbers available in our, rede'signed "program indices" report. Its

histdric approach Was a nice match for the historic approach to qualitative

information that characterized our'external program evaluations.

t we had was limited, however, and its limits are our second conclusion.

Academic development is more than statistical measures, as both the Select

:s

Committee and the Task Farce were'quick to note. In the case of theTask Force

review, for example, only three of eleven administrative critria we e numeric;

the other eight were subjective measure's of program quality, centtali , etc. 4

Because of our strategic position as the`-office in the center of demographic

reporting, analytic studies,leng-range planning and information systemg de-

velopment, we had a.majoryole in defining all eleven criteria, and in speci-
.

fying how the numeric and non - numeric results might work together,

by and large were there as a test, or reinforcement, of qualitative

and that was an important function for them to perform --=but not the

Our numbers,

assessment's,

primary one.

Our campus emphasis, on quality was appropriate to the question of program

review. It stands in sharp contrast to the-external accountability requirements

under which we ordinarily labor Accountability prompts reams of printout

(or,.as computer capabilities expand, millions of bits Of information) to
. .

federal, state and o ther .outside organizations in a position to mold our task.,
.

environment. They are pages Of numbers,, and We can easily assume, by
f

their
., ' .

q
volume, that numbers are all that count. Our experience shws, however, that

,....

1
,

as we eMphasizeprogram review as he basis for resource allocation activities,

I
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two important things occur that provide an alternative approach to account-

ability: evaluation moves from,the heavily numeric questions of input -how

much students entered the classroom, what was.the salary cost of their in-

structor - -to the more subjective questions associated with program outcomes;

and as that occurs, our traditional approach to slate analysis may become in-

* creasingly-irrelevant to effective campus management. If we really mean tb

shift the focus, via.program evaluation, to analyses of outcomes, are we en-

titled to burden academic. administrators with performance data that continues

to focus on input?

That question leads to our final comment, concerning the future of-institu-

tional research. We think it is bright, xarticularly because it offers some

intriguing challenges to the ways we have always looked at data and information

systems.

Our argument in this'regard rests on a central assumption that there should

be a Rlanning-allocating-evaluating-reallocating process under irding campus

management. This is not a new assumption, but what we mean by it may indeed

be novel for most of us: we want to take. three function-=thaster planning,

program evaluation and analytic studies-and fit them together as a functional

+management t ol. Their individual histories have been disparate. They have

operated ordi arily in relative isolation from each other and even (and this

.seems particularly tue of master planning) in isolation from the management

process. We intend to overcome isolation by a comprehensive approach to in-
. x,

formation that will include ma4te'r plan goarsetting.and the establishment of

evaluative criteria; identification of resource allocations with those goals.

and criteria; development of ,statistical data that will describe current pc-
.-

tiyity in,terms'of evaluative criteria; and utilization of annual reporting

processes to interpret evaluative data in terms of prior goals and to estab-.'

, 'lish a framework for modifying (as experience may indicate) the goals, cri-'

Xeria and resources that pertain to the next managerial cycle.

Institutional research is boundsup in that developmental challenge through

its. relationship to data systems. Our success will depend upon many factors;

.but chief among them as we apprOach the task is our ability to deal simul-

taneousfY with inputs and, outcomes. We may want the, latter to be the key to
. .

d2
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campus assessment and evaluation of academic activity; but the.former will

still be required to meet external accountabAity requirements, and they are

likely to remain as the principal surrogates for outcome'evaluation. The role

of institutional research in the future, as ycki,canyell understand, will leave

us very few occasions to wonder how to occupy our spare time.

IO

4.

, 3
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FEDERAINTERVENTION IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Ronald H. Stein
SUNY at Buffalo

.

.
,

When it comes'to crises, administrators of institutions,of postsecondary

education are a lot like hurricane watekers. The question is not whether

,there is going to be another crisis, but'rether from what direction it is
z ft

going to come.
. . . . -

One of the current crises facing institutions of posttecondaty educatiOn

is fedetal intervention . The leliethat,,thiq crisis'has reached today is
, .N

_attested to by the fact that the presidents of three leading universities

(Yale,, Harvard and ,Cornell) have, in thepast two years, presented major re-

ports addressed exclusively to this concern.

Historically, prior to 1971, institutions ofpostsecondary education'were
,

relatively free from'outside ,interveRtiOn.. The-general feeling by all levels

of .the federal government and or which was frequently articulated,by the

_federal courts,was that they Would not impose. their wisdom.on those who Were

better qualified. During the, early period, when the govetnment began to

become involved in the institutions' affairs, they generally restricted
A

their activities to areas where other less drastic alternatives failed to

provide relief.

However, in rece5/ years the federal government has dropped the'other

shoe--the sound ef whiCh has permeated all levels of institutional affalts.
- :5

Equally, the scope of the intervention has cascaded from all branches dIthe

federal government.' .

The purpose of this paper is to pre.sent-a cursory, yet Critical, study

of'the mushrooming effect of federal intervention in.postsecondary education

and a prognosis for the future.
1 ,

.... -

However, before we can ,proded, one critical question comes to mind.
!

What is the expiaaation for the significant increase\of the,federal gov.ern-
,. .

ment's activity in th area? There is no single answer. As the federal
' ..,

government provides in teased support, they feel that they have not only
.,-

',

.

_the right, but the'oblIgation,,to.nprotedt" the federal dollar. however,

A
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they have not restricted
their,regulatOry activities solely tthese programs.

`,This modus-onerandi,has been appropriately characterized by Kingman Brewster
e

- as: "Now that I have bought the button, I have a right to design the coht.".
Other reasons which must be taken into account include recent student

disorders, the government's pension for social programs, identified social
ineqditiesthe growth of university systems, and the current economic condi-
tions of the country.

.

One of the difficulties in dealing with the executive level is the fact
that no one agency has been delegated the responsibility for enforcing

_polities for postsecondary education. The agency which is most frequently a
focal point in this area j.s Health, EduCation and Welfare and its subsidiaries.

The Ftderal Interagency Committee op Education, an agency of HEW, in
1972, established a standing Subcommittee on Education and Consumer'Protec-.

,tion. Approximately at this time, a decision was made by the.Education Divi-.

sion of HEW that it was in the begt interest of the publicthat they embark
on_an'extensiye program in ttle area of the student as consumer of education.

'In July 1975, the Subtoilmittee on Educational Consumer Protection,pub7

ished a study entitled "Toward a Federal_Strategy for Pfotection of thet

. IConsumes'of Education." The report identifies a numberof common malprac-
tices bejieved to exist at all levels. These malpractices are enumerated
as: deceptive advertising; improper recruiting; failure to disclose rele-
vant institutional information; in rior facilities and faCulty; misleading

employment prospects and inertia ble refund policies.

Among action steps recommend d by the report is that a federal educe-
.-

rional.complaint clearinghouse-be established. One of the responsibilities
4

of this office may be to receive complaints directly from the student and
initiate action for their resolution from that level.
, The FICE Subcommittee on EducationlConsumer Protection is currently

workinon developing action steps fOr imp lementing the recommendations of the4

4e-report including the establishment of aneducational,complaint system, legisla-
tion such as disclosure laws..., federal student tuition insurance corporation,

pe and requiring information to,etudents on their'tights and responsibilities./."
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Currently, the ldrgest federal'aid program is operated by the Veterans

Administration. For. the school year 1973-74, the 'IA spent approximdtely

$3,000,000 to support 2,000,000 veterans in school.

One of the VA reqtirements isthat a college or university must, within

30 days, notify them of any change in student status, including unofficial

withdrawals, or-the university is liable for the money the veteran receives

after that change in Wis or her status. Large colleges and universities not

onlyhave large, veteran populd&ions bUt, in general, allow their students.

great flexibility in des ning and pursuing their academic career. Therefore,
if a student simply st ps going to class withoutttelling anyone, the univer-
sity is stilliiiabl or monies he receives if they fail to report such change.

While there may be a procedure of taking attendance and keeping track tu-
t

dents at small institutions, atmajor institutions the p

possible.

Another requirement.of the VA clearly involves intrusion\into the internal
. \

academic policies of the institution. The VA's policy is tha6they will only

provide benefits to a student based upon actual contact hours, rather than

credit hours. Therefore, if the universitysuch as the-State tiivorsity

of New York at Buffalo at preAent provides 4 credit hours, per course, but

which involves only 3 contact hours, the VA has hbtified the univer4ity that r.
.

they will only-pay for 3 contact hour's. The question of how much a Ckurse

is worth and what constitutes a contact hour or credit hour are decisidRs

which should b0ade by the faculty and not, by the VA.
. .

This xesults in a tremendous output of man hours and computer"time_in

order to conform td what many see as unreasonable policies by the'VA which

directly intrude into the academic program of the institution. However, .

.

failure to do so can have catastrophic effects bn the institution.
:

Recently, the'gtate University f New York College at FarmingdalexeCeived

a bill, for $92,000 as their lidbilty Tor failure to report within the 30-day

period change in students' status., while"Hostos C. C. in CCNY reputedly re-

ceive0 a bill for $628,000.

The State.University system in Colorado has recently tlireatened to pull

out of the VA program because they cannot meettlie obligations imposed upon

L-t
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them. Again, as in other situations, both the institutions and the students

suffer because of the byzanjine federal rules.

The Immigration and Naturalization,Service allithe United States Depart-.

went of Justice has extensive regUlations and'exercises rigid control over

non-U.& citizens who come to the'United States for education purposies. These
V

federal statUtes'affect both.the university and the student and amount to A
paperwork jungle.

Recent studies in the areahaye concluded that the institution must

generate an average of 40 pieces of paper for everyforeign student--in addi-

tion to those generated for other students. If you take a not uncommon situa-

tion where a student requests to extend their stayin this country upon

completion of their course"of study, 8 separate forms must be submitted by

the institution and this assumes there is no other complication.

Last, it is important to note that the INS regulations make no distinction'

between students who are in institutions of, higher education and those unaer-
taking a course, such as cosmotology or hlaeksmithing.

A number of other programs need mentioning. First, i the past few years

the fedeeal government has been active in a number of prog ams ensuring equal.

employment opportunity and affirmative action. While the e is no question in

anyone's mind of the need, one must question whether the approach taken 13y

the federal government represents the _best avenue for achieving these goals.

The problem of hiring minority faculty members is,o6vious. Universities

are producing very,few Itinoriey,Ph.D's. Those that are produced are often 'N
stolen from colleges'and Universities by offers of very lucrative jobs from -\

industry and government, which is trying to solve the same, problem. The same

case may be made for women who are,only recently entering the job -market in-
.

large numbers.

However, the time is suchthat institution are retenching faculty members

rather than hiring nlw. 'Part of this dilemma created by the government's

own regulations which require that universities must go through, extensive

search procedures and affirmative action.justifications-before they can bring

a faculty member on board. In thistapidf7 declining educational market, any

delay, especially one from six'weeks to two months, means that lines may be
frozen., sequestered, or eyen eliminated.

45 A
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Part of this economic crisis represents the cost to.the institution for

complying with the-federal programs. Cornell University estimates their cost

in complying)with the equal employpent and affirmative action program alone

to run,several hundred thousand dollIts a year. How many blacks, Spanish-
speaking

,

Americans or women could be hired for $200,00d a year?

In 1974 the 'conservative senator from New York, James Buckley,--introduced

an amendment from th floor to the Educational ApprepAations'Act of 1974.

The amendment' passed without committee consideration, hearings or even much
floor debate. The amendment, oforiginal merit, was'designed to open up for

_

parental scrutiny the permanent record cards,and filesof elementary and

secondary schools.- It has been said by some that it' was only an afterthought

to expand the amendment to cover postsecondary educational institutions.
.

.

This am ndment,minown as the Family Educational. Rights and Privacy Act of

1974, was t e source of a tremendous uproar by college and university-officials

throughout the country. Among other deficiencies, as originally writIn, the .

amendment would have opened up to student scrutiny all matters contained in
-

his educatiOnal record, including letters of, recommendation solicited under

.theVumbrella of confidentiality. An immediate groundswell of opposition re-!

4StatOd in the act being amended in January of 1975. -
. 4e

ee
Even as amended, the Act strikes deeply into the daily operations cfth%

university. Presently, the student has the right of access-to any)ecommetida-
.

tion which is'part of their educational record unless they elect to walme access.

It is the opinion of some that.the consequence of this aot,has been for recom-

mendations to take on such a bland chakacter, Some'collegep and:unitersities

have'considery'no longer accepting them and make.decisiods entirely .upon test
%

scores. A further fallout of this amendment has been for increased, numbers of

unilersitY facu ty to communicate their opinion of prospective candidates by

'telephone, rathe "than reduce their opinions to-writing which the, student7

has the right to scrutinize and challenge. Recommendations of thls_nature

may have a, far more insidious effect on a student's career than written.

recommendations. The law requires,extensive and'costly notification and

record-keeping on the part of the institution. Numerous forms had to:be

developed and administered which ultitately translates into administrative
,

V

'
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costs at a time when these institutions are already hard-pressed to maintain

and support staff. Schools must formulate and make. available to students a
, ,

written policy statement listing the procedures developeafor students who

wish to see their educationarrecords, listing of the type and locations of,

records maintained by the school and thetitles'and addresses-of the school'

officials responsible for-them. ,The school is required to inform students

annually of their rights under the Act. - .//
.

k Also, under the law, the student has the right -to challenge any record

which-die student believes to be inaccurate or misleading. However, this does,

not llow a student the right to challenge a particular grade,'but only to a

determination that the grade recorded does actually cor;espondto the grade

reported by the faculty member.

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 will have far--
.reaching effects on the future record-keeping,procedures of institutions of

postsecondary education, There is no question in the minds: of many admini-
o

strators'that 't ere are parts of the Act which have had a very positive effect

and resulted' reforms which were long overdue. Conversely, there are Short-
,

comings of, the law which Might have'been avoided if Congress would haye taken

the time to.conduct hearings to gain sufficient knowledge before intruding

into rail area which is so internal to .the university and bond their level of

competency..
.

Current congressional action continues to`;x fleet the 'belief that all

areas of university affairs are germane to "federal cOmment." Senator Javits

of' New York had recently proposed an amendment to' the PigherEd Pcation,T4ct of

1975 known as the Student ConsUmer Information Act of 1976, which was signed .

,into law by President Ford on October 12,.19M2 This ]aw proposes that in ex-.

change for $10 per academic year for each student who receives a Basic Oppor-

tunity Grant and/or Guaranteed Student Loan, the,Universliy must provide to.
each prospective and currently enrolled student "consuter.information" aboutA

aid. Among the information re'nwirea to be provided includes financial aid

`available, the means for applying for such aid, the'standards used by the in-'

stituEion in awarding the aid, the methods b-SiTWErCh the assistance is distri-

buted among'the studnts, the cost.of attendtce, and the institution's refund

policy.

f
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Finally, as a condition oreceivin4g the fund's, theinstitution must pro-
vide, wheia full-time enrollment justifies it, a'full-time perstn or group to4

- --,students and prospectiVe students in. obtaining this information.

The intertenfion of the fede'ral judiciariesLipto. the internal workings' of ,

.
,.institutions of postsecondary education has generally been quite narrow in .

scope. Prior to 1961, we find little, if any, activity by the federal"judi-
_ 4ciaries in thi. area. Post-1961, what,activity has occurred haseen limited

primarily to requiring the'elements of due process in student disciplinary cases
0 ,at public institutions of higher education. _

..4 -
. .. . .

Judicial intervention in other areas has generally been exisauded, ,besed
. ,

,
.0.. ..

. ., .Upon the rule of judicial non-interventJob in scholastic affairs which states.

`I

,!that: "In matters of scholarship, the school authorities are uniquely

qualified by.training- an experience to judge the qualificatf,on of a sfude .it. ,
4 and efficiency of iristruction depends in no small degree Upon the school."

, E1 .

,1faculty's freedom from interfeieacefrop other non-educational tribunare,'
'. .. , e-

Q c 6However,, presently tfere isra series of developments at this level which
,..

'q'Q

has. raised the eyebrows of university adminiat

Nof "reverse discriminatioat. " Th \case 'thy e4,0a student by the name of

ators41 This area is a question

DeFunis whd atplied tothe,Tawschaolof
' '

was denied'admission.' He Maintained thatdenial was improper because he.waA
<11 F4

University of Washington. He
. °

discriminated against becauee- e.47as white., He araked that tkie,la w school ad-..

mitted minority studOnt.s.who did not ijaVa to go through the same procrEdure
.,

and,'in.fact, if they would have, wood have:been0deniedadigission. He claimed

0

that .his constitutional right to equal prof.e.tion-oF the 10:Was'being denied
'because of this double admission stands d...tOfter 0 seriee%iif state court

the matter was finally heard by the_Mited StAes. Supreme Court.

4'decision, the court refused to rule bn,the Merits of the case,

that, since the etudenf'was curiently enrolled,iti the school (the

results of a restraining order issued pending the clutc4le othecase) and. ,.
. was scheduled to graduaIe, that the case was 'now moot) 411

heings,

In. a 5 to

but stated

.1
Connelly v. University of Vermont and State Agricqltural College, .244 F. Supp vft

1156 (1965) '

. 4 6 ,
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This matter may soon be resolved. Recently, the californiV4Supreme Court

ruled the admission quota for minorities at the University of California at

Davis Medical School unconstitutional. It is the best guess of knowledgeable

academic offici,als that future developments, will be in the direction of the

U.S. Supreme .6Urt declaring unconstitutional these special-preferencead-

mission programs. Until this matter is resolved, the fate of these

admission programs remains in limbo.

An interesting sidelight to this problem also rises. A number of minority
students who have failed to succeed in these special programs have gone to.

court and argued'that, since' the university accepted them,.knowing ;their de-

ficienciesr'the college'and university have the responsibility to make up

their deficiencies and insure'that'they.graduate froth the prom*.

While no one is denying that the federal involyement in postecondary
-

educational affairs is motivated by the best of intentions, the ramifications
of these regulations and programs have had a negative effect on the very 'ability

of the institution to fundtion. These programs, in general (with the Javits
bill being one of the rare exceptions), demonstrate a failure on the part of

the federal government to balance the notion of autonomy with accountability.

First; the sheer additional costs which must be borne by institutions to

administer the programs'is staggering. According to a'study done by the

American Council of Education, the costs of addleistering 12 federally man-
dated social programs, including social security taxes, for the period of 1965
to 19,75 at the University of Illinois at Urbang went from $438,470 in 1965-66

to $1,302,545 in 1974-75. These costs are even more staggering at Georgetown

University where costs went from $110,736 in 1965-66 to.$3,603,243 in 1974-75.

These costs affect all levels of postsecondary education. Miami-Dade Com-

munity College,costs went'from $1,263 in 1968769 to $380,764 in_1914-75.

What makes these costs more abusive is the fact Sat they haVe risen at

a time'when institutions of postsecondary education throughout the country are
facing one of the greatest financial crises. It should be obvious to the -

r

'federal government that ,universities and colleges have only two options,to

meet the cost of these federally mandated 'Sp:Tramsthe first to raise tuition

orthe second to reduce staff. Confronted with the recent increases in tui-
,

tion which were necessitated by the rapid rate of 'inflation and a leveling
.

4



off or even .declining enrollment, tuipkbn increases will soon .reach the Ottt

'of diminishing returns. Therefore, the only avenue open to these Institutions

mdll be to reduce thqir academic programs and cut back on faculty and staff.
However, since Airy recent personnel appointments are minorities and women,

applying the law of last *hired first fired, which has been recentlyupheld in
a number of federal courts, 'federal intervention -has created.a situation which

.
0 makes it extremely difficult, if not impossilde, for the universities and

colleges to conform to federally
.

mandated Programs.

Second, many of these federal programs, which institutions' of postsecondary

education are now being forced to comply with, were originally drafted for

industry. It i only recently that postsecondary educational institutions

have been to comply. However, mostof the laws have not been modified

to account for the diversity of these species. The problem is much like trying

teTorce a square peg into a `round hole. Examples of these.probrems haye been
illustrated in a recent Newsweek article entitledP"Red Tape Blues" (August 30,

1976): The article indicates that the University of Illinois may have to spend

$557,000 in order to bring an elevated walkway in a Chicago circle campus into
conformance. It seems that its banisters, which are made out of 'solid granite

slabs, are five inches short of the 42-ipch standard required by OSHA. The

article also points out that StanfOfd University was recently informed that,

their 6,000 chrome-plated-fire extinguishers were in violation o£ federal

regulation--that they be'colored red. "Exasperated officials figured odt a

way to comply; they wrapped the offending fixtures inxed.tape." 2

The Environmental Protectioh Agen y emission standards are estimated to

add approximately five million dollar to the cost of Cornell's "upgrading

their Central heatinvgysiem. Frustration like this'can be cited by co e

and university presidents throughout the centry.

:Third, it is not rare to find that a number of government agencies have- , -

responsibility for enforcing the same federal policy: "In the field of equal

employment opportunity, for example, authority has been-shared,by the

.J

TO'

2tewsweek, August 30, 1976, p. 77
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D..

..

Department of Labor;.Department of HEW; Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission; and even the IRS. 3 Such a PtOliferatedbureaucracy makes it extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for one to know what agency to approach with
what question. Even when one does get an answer, there'is'no assurance that,

another agency is not giving a different answer to the same question.

Finally, we come to the question of where it is going to stop. The answer
is simple--no one knows. Even as_we meet today, 'federal bureaucracies are
drawing up new regulations, congressional legislators are drafting new laws,

.

and_federal judges are issuing new ddcisions further exacerbating the pro-
blems we'have already discussed. The solution is obvioussomehow, .somewhere,
someone is going to have to stop and take a look at the probl m. If the past
track record of the federal government is any reflection of the ultimate
probability of arriving at a solution to this problem, the futu 1 e outlook is
indeed bleak.

3
Derrick C. Bok The President's Report,1974-1,975

0
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EXCERPTS FROM KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Dorothy Goodwin

-1E9nnecticut House'of-RepresentativeS-

o I think it is clear from-what has been said so far this evening, that :

Institutional Research still suffers from an identity crisis - just as it
did ways back in 1964:whep I first attended a meeting on the subject, in

,..Burlington, Vermont. The4more it changes the more it remains the same. At
this time, my (unsolicieed) advice to you is hot to worry. Do your ownthing,
respond to your own- boss's needs, .and carry on. It does not matter that you
do not all do the same thing, or that yoll_cApnot define' yOur field uniformly.

dae

When George Beatty first asked me to speak, to you, I wrote him that I could.:,

coyer the topic, "rational decision making anapolitical realities: the role
of institutional research," in four words: "Legislators don't (can't?) read." 1

#- That is not as unhelpful a finding as it might seem. WhatAt reallysays is
. ,

a that the spokeltrword will probably have to carry, your message to the legislature,

rather 013anthe written word. In a state like Connecticutophere the legislature

,meets fide months during odd-numbered years*, and three' months duKing even-, t
.

numbered years - with constitutional deadlines forcing decisions smAyudets
.

..---; .,

within those periods - Where we have no office, no desks, no telephones, no '`---_
a v . ....

. file tabinetS, no clerical help, and not' much pay, every piece 9f ,paper that

'possibly can, finds its way as quickly as it can into the west 'et --Usually
. ..

. ,
, .

e'

unread,
, -

So the spoken-word, supplemented by ap,toccasiofial table or visu al display,
1

must be sharp, clear, concise, objective, accurate, low key, and unimpassioned:

Legislators range in intelleCtual skills from the incredibly dumb ,tt the very/
bright.. tut even the dumbest knows what a lobbyist is, and that you fall into. .

;

gless.';'And even the densest can distinguish between rhetoric and reason.

TbisIps first borne ijop foicefully on me one night during a perfectly dread-
,

. .

ful Finance ComMittee hearing in-the Hall_of the House. Lined up against the

back will of. the Hall were perhaps 100 men and women, all carrying placards

0containing variations on the tNime Vocational-Technical Educa,ticag.

tz
O

.4
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,Speaker after speaker after speaker produced impassioned diatribes against

,taxes - all taxes - every kind of tax id-every kind of circumstance, every
_

zt 0-

time a.particulaly mooing statement was made urging cutting
ld

all.tte vocational technical education advocates cheered.

After about Oree-quartera of an hour7of this, f leaned

of expenditures,

over to thecom-

-mittee Chairman and said, "Isn't it wonderful how quickly one becomes inured

Ito eloquence."
sir

And it's true:' People'aften. ask me how to impress the legislature Should

they mobilize 500 people to march on'the Capitol? Should they,:aietwrtfe identi-
.

. '7
cal letters? Should they:all make identical speeches at hearing

Really, none of'theae things. Legislative,hearings exemplify Parkingon's

Law as well as almost anything I know: the more trivial the point the greater

the crowd of speakers, the more they repeat each'other, and the. less effective

they are. Every person who wishes to be heard Teloa hearing'is entitled to-
,

0.
that right, and though a time limit of, say, five minutes per speaker can be

set, 100 speakers at five minutes each is more than eight hours. If we start
. r

4
at 7:30 p.m.J, that meanswe flnish'sometime around 3:30 in.the morning.o

,

-Legis- t

lators have/an incredible capacity for boredom, but it is nbt infinite, and
, .A ft.

i

yon 'do better with us if you do-not really search for that finite limit.
!

I. . 4'
Seriously, thOugh, 'most legislators want to.do a responsible job, Most

:.'-...11 N
i'. o:'

take.their duties 'very seriously, and are attentive and hardworking, and^will
..;

listen if you
.
tell them what they need to know to make a rational decision. You
, ...

must remember; though, that they are subject to extraordinary pulls' and tugs,on

theM, and that their.. basic responsibility is to ad)UAicate the diaims for their

attention and acquiescence fairly and equitably,.without faii.Otir yotreptesent
.,,, _

.

only oneset of claimants, and much,as I believe in the importance'ofpublic '

it

higher, education, there are claims involving matters oflife and death and

sanity and safety that perhaps have-to come first.
.

Hpw do we resolve all'ofbhese conflicting forces? .It'snot easy to say.

For one thing, l'm sure, weal]. do it differently. Peotil perceptions ofl the

right-way to resolve such conflicts tend to polarize aroundtwo extremes:..
.

the idealists who say "Never compromise. Vote your conscience on,eyery iss

and the party loyalists who think that's just silly;:who'scorn the issue-

oriented politinan, and who feel very deeply that When in doubt you should vote

the party line.
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I think the hardest psychological problem I faced was'treadi4 the narrow
4

line between integrity end rigidity on the one hand, and,integrity and party '

loyalty on the Other. The idealists are too simplistic. If-I-never compromised i

it would -dean I thought I was God and'had all the answers. It would probably

also mean that. I could not psychologically afford the luxury of listening to

the reasoning and arguments of others. It would,also tend to mean that I saw

each issue in total isolation, to be
-

lation to Any ot4r issue and no _Rt

House. At the same time, 1,,'m simply

matters of conscience, and sometimes

voteqn as if /t had no substantive re-

oeiclural relation to my, own role in the-

not capable of always taking orders in
t

I.have to conclude that the party is wrong.

tch with someone. And this itsef is notSo'I spend much of my time .in du

an unimportant matter. One has an absolute responsibility inthat Setting to

mvimize One's own influence, so that in the long run when that'influence is
\ .

meeded, it can make itself felt1 This means you don:t bring Out the big guns

on every issue that you gauge the ammunition-to the size of the target. It-
.-

means that when you do bring the big guns out people.will listen because you

have not wasted :their r'iMe and, emotional energies,on the uppap6rtant. It

means that you do not tilt at every windmill. -Some of thg finest people in
---

the legislature-do just that.- and'after a while their colleagues jyst shrug

and say-"Jack is at it again."

So one-is constantly making choices'- intellectudl, moral, strategic -

4
.

geldom sure of what is right, often in over,the head'iwone or more of- the
-

thousandsof kinds of issues on which one is supposed,to be,gn.instant expert -

and cannot possibly be one - hopingfthat pn balance one is mote right than wrong.
4

And the first thing you learnis that indeed- you are nof always r----gl and

neither is anyone else., ,So we share a kind of humility that is essential to

getting the job done\

All.this is badkground to vi understanding of hold the lrgisIature as a

whole goes. about its business. We depend grilarily on a committee structure.

In Connecticut in the 1975-1976 sessions, there were 22 cemmittees, each with

from thre eto perhaps 10 subcommittees. These are joint. tommittegs., each with

a.,,Senate and a HouseChairperson. Noofficial,business can be:transacted'unless

both houses are represented at thetommitteg-meeting.
Z4 ,

.
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Bills come from many sources. The important are those representing

unfinished business from previous sessions', or technical corrections to statutes

already on the books. The Committees theiSeives develop many pieces of legisla-
.

tion. In terms of.numbers, however, mast bills are introduced by individual

committee members or, indeed,,by any member or members of the legislature.

They first are drafted in pioposed.foim, with nothing but a title and a state-

-meet of purpose. As many as la billS almost identical in proposed form-may

Icrop up because individual legislators have had similar ideas.

The Cbmmittees screen these proposed bills, combining those that are

similar, and taking a decision'as to wfletHer to requesefull drafting in

legal language, or to "box," which means, quite literally, "to put in the

boX," i.e., 'to kill, or at least- suspen4 fdrther action.

Once drafted, .the bill returns to Committee_for full discussion. B efore

final action by Committee; it must go to hearing. Some important bills go to

- heating at six or seven locations all over the state. Folloiging hearing, the

bill may be amended, voted clown, or voted out"of commitfee If the latter,, the

bill then go,es fOr debate to the floor of the House of origin - if introduced by a

Senator, to the Senate, or if introddced by a Representative, to the House.
- , Ir

I!Til assuming that the debate process inother states is like that in

Cpnnecticut, but if yod have never seen it, you might be interested in how it

gOes forward.

First, we use-Masontg Rules, not'RoberEs' Rules, which confused an old_

University Senate parliamentarian like me rather considerably at first., The

5ost important diffekenceS have to do with resolving conflicts between the two

Houses,apdtvthe most conspicuous differences affect the piOcess of debate it-

self. First,,there4s no seconding.. The HousClerk calls the next, bill on the

tafendar. The Speaker recognizes the person respohsible fore introducing the '
.

bill, hooves "acceptance of the Joint Committee's- favorable report and

passage of the bill," and the tatter is on the Floor. .. s.

Second, there is no moving of th& question. Debate will go on ,as long.as,

anyohe still wants to talk,, and t hat can be a very, long titne, indeed, in some

cases:. The only limitation is on the number df times an individual may rise
.

' and spk on a lived' bill. He speaks once. If he seeks recognition again, he
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rises, saying "Mr. Speaker, for the second time." He may not speak a third
t

time without the permission.of the full House, a single objection can prevent

his speaking again: Courtesy requires that you do not ask to speak a third

time except in extremis, and courtesy then requires that,you be"granted,ihe

right. I don't know what would happen if, you sought a.fouith chance. I

guess the Speaker would simply not recognize you, and since your microphone

won't work unless he recognizes you, I guess that'is sufficient.

After the proponent

say*"Will'you remark."

I or possibly,

summary orm and urges

It may proceed as

of the bill has introduced it, the Speaker will then

. To which the required'response ig"Yes, Mi. Speaker

"Thank you, Mr. Speakers" He then explains the bill in

its passage. The,formal debate is then underway. ..
1

wformal debate, with pros and cons. Or it may proceed

as a series. of questions addressed by meinberS of the House to the proponent.

In all cases, the would-be debater signals the Speaker by pressing a button, ,

rising,, and saying in-the microphone, "Mr: Speaker, Mr. Speaker,"- until someone

is recognized, There follOwS astylized,.ritual dance, always 'choreographed`,

in the identical manner.
.

"Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Through yOu, Mr. Speaker,-a questloA the

-p'ropon'ent of the bill." .

"Please frame yoUrquestion.0 ,

"Through you, Mr. Speaker, my question'id:... "-

1%Mr. , ckTrou care to respond?"
, .

.

°Yes Mr. Speaker, I ai ((Or maybe, "rd8 not,, " which closes 'the ques,tion).
.. ,

: '"Please proceed. , -

"Thank you-, Mr:Speaker, my answer is...." ,v,t-

"ThrOugh you, 1r. Speaker, anotOer question to the.prOponent.ot the bill."

, ".Please frame your question."

"Throtigh yOu, Mr.jpeaker, ruk4uestion, is...."
.
, &les° on.

. This kind of interchange 'can have, two purpose's. It can be simply an inter-
.

change of genuinely sought information, and in many case's it results i real
.

, t
cia0gication of a complex issue. Or it can be a form of court-room cross-examine-,

tion, designed to lead the person being questioned down the garden path into a

trap, which will finally be sprung.- During the first session, the court-roOr'
. . 4
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lawyers on the other side of the aisle used this device with greateffect to

embarrass thosd of us new to the game 1 until one day I discovered wite,by

accidedt that the way. to defuse the questioner was to answer the question'

with another question. This threw my opponent off:balance, litd. he ended up

sitting.down in,some confusion. No o e tried it after that. (

What is the pufppse of this fancy ch rade? Its purpose is very real.

One, it preserves order. You cannot all talk at once if-you'ha4e to wait for,

recognition to get your "mike" turned on. Two, it makes it,impossible to lose

your temper. Issdes debated on the floor include some of the most emotional

and most deeply felt that people can discuss, and untrammelled debate would

often be explosive. But we cannot afford to explode. We cannot afford to

demean the p'roceedings of the Chamber. Most of all we cannot afford to demean

each other. It is abgolutely imperative,'no matter How profoundly we disigree,

that we maintain working relations with each other. This means retaining the

semblance of mutual respect. And a funny thing happens when you retain the

semblance. 1ehow the substance sultives, too..

And go t p minuet. continues its tedidus, time-consuding,_distracting,
o

essential way, and we get Our business done. And we build a-sense of real.

affection and collegiality with the most surprising people that permits us;tO

keep our minds focussed on our real objectives instead of just each other.

I've lived along time, now, in many places and pany settings and with'

many different kinds of people. There have been dry stretches and wonderful

stretches. But,the legislative experienCe.is unLque. I can hardly think of

an adjective that does, not apply: bor4nalp tedious, frustrating, irritating,'

dfsmaying, humiliating, exciting, exhileratih, demeaning, ennobling. Lt is

a builder of ego, a destioyer of ego,' And above all,, it is,an education,

infinitely varied, endlessly fascinating, always enlightening, always-mind-
,

stretching. I would not haVe missed it for anything. ,

4
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MANAGEMENT' INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION AND'
THEIR USE WITH RESPECT To INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

Jerry Wayne BioWn and J. BarfonLuedeke
'Rider College

,The technical capability for developing Management information systems

within higher education has existed for some years, -Software and hardware

adequate to the task have been available. Appropriate general theories of

management have been articulated. And yet,'among the more than 3,000

tutions of higher education, relatively few have developed, or are in the

process of developifg, vmprehensive management'information systems. This

slow growth,perplexesand_,WStrates. many persons competent in software and

hardware design, in systems theory, and in management applicatas. This

presentation attempts to reveal several myths pe4aining to MIS=development,

to outline some key requirements for that developmeAt, and to demonstrate

some important implications. for institutional research.
,

.

Some Myths Surrounding Management .Information Systemsand Their Use in Insti-

tutions of Higher EducationN
Myth 1 - The application of management approaches to the operation of

colleges and universities will undermine the quality of those institutions.

This assumption is rejectea on the grounds that there is nothing inherent

in .the application of management approaches, to destroy the quality and in-

tegrity of institutionsof higher education. To the contrary, those insei-

t tions faca set of CenStraints and opportunities that will require much

mproved,operating capability over the remainder of this century. The ap-

propriate application of management approaches may well be the single best

hope fbr protecting quality prograls in l4gher education and enabling them to

prpsper in a period of declining' resources.

Myth'2 The persons best-equipp'ed to engage in analysis, planning, and

overall decision making in colleges and uniVesities and those trained in.

one of the academic disciplines. 'Administrator" has become the' generic,

term fercategorizing thoSe who make decisidna,within academe. _Behind this

nomenclature lies an authentic tradition of amateurism which hallows a dean,

-1'
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a president, or a provost who arises from the faculty ranks, whose expertise

lies in an academic discipline, and who is expected to return to the ,faculty

ranks aiter some period of administrative service. ,While in no way discounting

)the'abilities of the many faculty members well prepared in their respective
..,..

disciplines, little basis can be found for assuming that knowledge in a par-

ticular field is extendableto the many skills now needed in directing the .i.

a complex organilaion. The tradition of administrative

amateurism no longer serves. higher education effectively and must be replaced
.

.
;

by a tradition that values the abilities possessed'by those willing to, make

long term professional.commitment. Prjressional careers diTected to the
o .-

m stery of'rational decision-making techniques- within higher education are
.

. -

be owing more common but have by to means replaced the traditions alluded to
.0.

above." Many administrators,Tarticularly those in academic administrltion,

Wil3Aontinue to regard administrative service as a term of,duty within a
4.

teaching-research career and those who select administrators will. frequently

' favor disciplinary doctorates along with teaching and publication as'impor-
t.2. . ... .... a . . ...

tant.qualifi ions foradministrative office.
/

.

. i) %
The logical extensions of this kind of amateurism may be found in the

and\ processes relationships characterized Under We/rubrics of "collegiality"

and "academic governance." Bo?th of these terms connote more than they denote

and the connotatio)s frequently corrode the possibilities of management-like
I 1.

activity-:' The connotation of collegiality usually separates the profession

of teaching and research from other professions o campus and places -it in
.

higher esteem. Simultaneously,-it assumes the professional expertise in

teaching and research in an academia discipline automatically extends to

.

.

the profession. of decision making on the campus. This assumption of automatic

extension enriches the' connotation of "academic governance." in. connotation,

academic governance indicates a, process by which decisions arise frci a state-

of nonsensus informed by extended expertise derived from didciplinary training.

While firs pictuie may seemrcaricatuidd, the pervasiveness of charges against

campus decision makers based upon "riOn-C'ollegiality r upon charges of viola-
.

Lions of the due process of academic governance seem sAgnifigant.

5 9
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Myth 3 - Management' information 'Systems if effectively designed, will
more or less automatically improve the quality of decision' making within the
'organization. This assumption is rejected on the grountdi that-the extension

of management information systems intofhigher education will'proceed no more
rapidly, than the will to manage develops within these institutions. The

--Phrase
5

maker who coined the phrase, "Management Information Systel" had ac-
cess,to a good mint. Of these three, the word "management" is the most
frequently neglected.- Research literature and other available resources
have focused much more attention on data and information and on information

systems and.data organization than on management theory and practicein
14

higher education: A management information system is of little utility with-

out a desiinated and organized group of people who are willing and able to
-manage.

Myth 4 - Persons with decision-making responsibility want tobe accountabl'
...and welcome theimproved quality of -idformati:on that a 463"`management infor-

.

-mationsystem can normally provide. The fallacy here lies in die assumption
that all, persons with decision-Making responsibility really desire to ,be acc,
:Countale. The very,collection of data-into systematic information fox the
'use of management.beCoMes a powerful tool idholding managers accountable for
their decisions and the consequences A those deciOons.

Thesamelititations expressed with regareto accountability can be ex,-

tended to the concept of decision-making freedom. It is normally assumed that

'a decision maker would like to be relatively unconstrained in his decision-
making options but perhaps that is notthe 4case. There may well be circum-.

a stances in which multiple alternatives are not really desired. Some decision
makers would like to behave as if they were absolutely constrained or absolutelyr

unconstrained. The former might be characterized, by the statement,. "Just tell

me what to do apd don't bludgeon me:with information about why it must be done. "
The latter might be characterized by the coMment, "Don't tell me resources

. are inadequate, its your job,to find the resources."

The limitations can further.be extended to the notion of priority setting

'among competing goals and objectives. Good management information systems

tend'to illumine undesirable as well as desirable consequences among aliernative
,

courses Of action. Some alternatives may. have positive effects in terms of one
f
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.organizational goal but negative effects in terms of others. Rarely., if ever,
.

.

. does a course of aCtibn have positiv benefits for all.goals. Consequently,

41managers' inforMed by good Systems m e decisions, within ambiguity and Attempt

to find the best fit. Often, one robs Peter to pay Paul. In'effectt decision

makers-seek to implement a decision which is "less wrongt"rather than one which

is "right." Tolerance of .ambiguity has becomeCa rare element' in our society

and one may suppope that many persons will resist tools and techniques which

apparently deprive them of the priVIlege of defending decisions because those

decisions are "right."

Myth 5 - Institutions-e<higher education are relatively simple organize-
. .4

tions and thus, there is little need for the sophisticated capabilities of

a good management information system. This assumption is rejected on the

ground's that it is based(primarily on the patterngeof 'ash flow. In hat

t sense,, institutions of higher education may appear relatively simple compared

to the banking enterprise, the automobile industry, the aerospace industry,

or the health and welfare enterprise. Cash flow represents only one measure

of complexity. If one were to compare the'alternative ways of delivering a

baccalaureate degree in history along With the myriad of services sdPporting

that delivery to the alternate ways ofdelivering anew automobile, one might
1.

well conclude that institutions df higher learning comprehend a higher degree

of complexity in terms of audience, options, and other features. Many insti-*

tutions of higher education are organizationally complex and' require infor-

mation systems suitable to their. needs'.

Myth 6 , t!enagement information systdds.are of principal value in sup-

porting the day-to-day operations of the organization. This assumption is he-

.jected on the grounds that complex management information systems have great

potential benefit as -tools in support of modeling and forecasting

Managers must be involved in thevxploration and definition of alternative

courses of action within as broad 4 spectrum as pogsible. This managerial

activity includes the Aiodeled iteration of various alteWnatives in order to
.

explore the pos,pibleresults and consequences of each. Some may prefer to

have externally imposed limitations placed upon the number of alternatiVes

that might be considered'but this is a human problem and should ndt be
'D
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considered a shortcoming of'a good-management information system. Information
0

systems that serve only the day-to-day operations and-do not encompass planning

and forecasting capabilities, arei4t realizing their full Potential.

Myth 7 - Useful information for management Purp,bses can belreadily

-developed if a large enough pool of discrete pieceof data can be accumulated.

There i$ some tendency to feel that if enough data can be collected, the

ansgers to most decision-making questions will becomeapparent. Unfortunately,

this fails to recognize the important need to convert data to information--a

process that normally does'not occur by,chance. A good management information

'system when coupled with_intelligent use by a data base manager can be Of

great help-in this important conversion, process. Decision makers whoclaim

ttiat they are stymied by an avalanche,pf data, in most cases, reflect a

failure in the process of convertin&data to information. Not too much data

but rather too little conversion to information stymies d cision makers.

Myth 8 An "information system " -- -that draws from multi le data bases con-

taining like data can produce - consistent and accurate%information if the

persons responsible for those databases remain in regular contact. This'as-

eumption is rejected on the grounds t1at in most-cases, an information' system

with a number of components will serve most effectively if the data that drives

110 the system is obtained from a single data base. This does not'Meanthat.the

data Apes must all be maintained in a single lcationbut rather that a par-

ticula data element be the responsibility of a clearly identified manager

and'that that manager be responsible for the entry and maintenance of the
_

paiticul5.r data-in question. The problem arises when something attempting to
, .

loess as an information system is really a composite Of stand-alone systeMs.

In that instance, each data'base manager may well be including data elements

similar to thoge maintained in other bases but with different data in the

base. "Actempts to ac coherence of information derived from these.dif-

ferent data bases will likely prove unsuccessful.

Myth 9 - If the Management information system_is computer based, a. person

in the Computer Center should be thegprincipai data base tanager: Aile there

may l?e situations in whic4.441s assumption` is correct, a good argument can be'

madefor placing the responsibility for the respective databases in the hands

g*-
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of the institutional manager responsible for the collection and use of the
.

,data.4fer yistance,-in a college orf university, a Registrar, a Director of'-,,..

Admitsions, a Bursar, a Housng Office Director, a person responsible for

' staff personnel records; and awariety of others may prose to be the best

Alows chdices fordata base'managers. These Ire the people Whbcollect the data,
who are

,

responsibl&for updating the data, and who are in general best in-
ae

,*0*formed abou what the data really mean. Tlie role of the Computer Center as
a technical upport unit' shohld not be minimized but decisions concerning the
'data in these bages should be made by the data base managers in the respective

units responsilre for them. <=
Myth 10 - Different data bases are normally needed for the: support of

analytical and,planning purposes than are needed for the support of day-to-day
operations. This,assumptionja rejected on the grounds that the. best sources

of information for analytical and planning purposes are the same gthose used
for day-to-day operations, While diffefent approaches are clearlyneeded
with respect to the use of the data for analytical and planning purposes,
there appears to Be no reason why the. Me data ba4es that support 'the day -to-t

day operating activities cannot also support these other areas of,institutiOnal

planning and decision making.

""

Some Important Concepts in Developing a Management Information System

In deVeloping a management informatibn,system, one must be Are of each
Of tte three major concepts fulfilled by the name--managemea, information, ant
system. They'/ is some tendency to 'slip into the mistake of.thinkingof'a
management information systqva.s a singular contept. Rather; there are three

major concepts embedded in the name and a.true mpagemAt information system
will embrace each of them.

The first, concept has to do with mafiagement activity:- 'It is ,entirely

poSsible to envision the creation-of an informati-o)I system that is not 44-

signed to support management activity. While it might be entirely effective
in meeting, some offie'r need, it ould not truly be called a rilnag4ment

mation system. It,is difficul to imagirie a4 effective management information
systep im a 'Context where management information is not valued. It was earlier

' a



stated that the extension of management information systems in higher educe-
-ow

tion will.praceed no more rapidly than the will to manage develops within those
institutions. The availability o.f hardwareysoftware, and a well-trained

supporting staff represents a much less significant impediment to the ef-'-

fective use of management information systems than does the absence'of a will
to manage in many institutions of higher education. Until such a will c),'

manage exists, much of the effort in developing a good management information
Asystem will have 'been wasted.

The second major conceptrevolves'aeound the notion-of information.

Again, as stated earlier, a distinction. must be made between data and infor-

mation. Some sYttems posing as management information systms might more

appropria%ely be called data systems. These systems do not possess the

capability of helpind'to convert data into information and merely produce

lengthy lists-of "raw" data. While they may Improve the data formating

capabilities of an organization, they add relatively little if 4ny to the

processes by which data are converted to information. If this important con-ti

version function s.Nent, a true anagement ,information system cannot be

4id to exist.

The third major concept revolves around the notion of system. While

normally a fully integrated' set of data ba'ses is not required, compatible

databases c5Osistin of commonly defined data elements are essential.

Stand-alone data bases often reflect the existence, of stand-alone systems and

stand-alone managers. Good decision making within an institution will nor-

ally be impeded by_the,existence of stand-alone managers, particularly.. if they

make decisions' based on information contrary to that hel& by others within the

organization.. Thus, the idea of a 'systematic approach to the creation and dis-

persicin Of information within the organization.gains considerable importance.

Management information without the controls ityosed by a systematic approach

to its collection and dispersion is of_somewha.klimitedIvalue:

Thus, -those charged with the development of a management information

sykem must be conscious of the multi-facetedmean;ng associated wit..411e

tetra: Only when there is h systmatic approach to the retention of dat

and the conversion df data to information in a context in which management-.

'like activity is occurring can a management information sys be said to

exist and can it hope.to realize its full potential.
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In4Cmatich uses can'be categorciea hierarchically as indicatedan theA 0\
diagram 'below. In this scheme, information serves three broad purposes.

While the distIrICtions between the hierarchical division's may blur somewhat

0

I

in practice, an institution engaged in the planning of a managemint informs-
,

tion system might be well advised to keep the three categories of use con-
_

ceptually separate-. By doing so, it will be somewhat easier to distinguish'

the specific functions,to be supported by the management info matron system: :

Within one hie rchical division, the management infortation system pro-
. .

vides information to pport the.day-to-day functional activities of
.

the
.

, , .

institution. For example c class rosters, student account records, lists of
API

applicants contacted by the Admissions Office, and the current status of

occupancy IR residence halls are of this type. In some cases

will exist in hard copy form while in_others it may be stored

-files to -be accessed by means of a video.terminal. With re ct to Ors
1

scheme, the means by which the information is conveyed to the user_is of less

importance than the category of use. IgOtiCe:thinformation within thii.

the information

in computer

000

category primarily supports the ongoing functicrns of the institution.

Analytical
Systems

4 .

Planning and Forecasting Systems

9

0

OVerating

Data °Bases.

0
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A second hierarchical category includes information produced to support

the analytical funCtiqns of the institution.' Often, this information is

itiNmewhat more aggregated form than that produced for the operaing type
.

activities and may, include comparative information prepared on'a.

basis, Information to support activitiesin this cat4gory:is often composed

of treated data from several different sources. For instance, unit cost
4analysis within instructional units,"may well depend upon information horn

a sindent'records base, from a staff personnel base, anZI from a ,financial

records, base. Analy&ical\activity frequently deals with .questions 'haviing

to do with where the institution stands at the present time, perhaps in re-

lation to its past performance. :
The third hierarchical division requires information pertaining to the

planning and forecasting functions. This differs to some extent from the

analytical function in that it is largely'fo rd-lookifig. Obviously, 'it

will. often be basedon analytical studies but he emphasis is on projection

rather tion analysis of the present status. * air,' information may be

drawn frdm a number of sources and may be man puldted through-the,;i4se of

401P

4 planning model's of varying degrees of sophistication. persons with planning

responsibilities become heavily dependent upon the'data.base managers in the

iJ

-operating units.

To summarize,_ the operating iystems are driven by the data.bages,and

are used to proceds transactions and produce reports pertaining 10 the 'basic

management function's Of
o

the institution. Managers at the operatingleyel,are
3

frequently-interdependent anethat interdependence must be reflected in the
.

design,of the management information tsystem. While, for example,, the Rdgistrar

may be respqnsible for mainta.ining a student records data base, other operating
.

manageis within.the institution may have need for idf ormation:from that base.

They, then become dependeht'upon the Registrar for support with respect to their

.'own rdsponsibilitifs. Generally tpeakflit,.this interdependence will have a

s.

,x.
-o''beneficial impact on the logic ,underlying the vat-s operating procedures. .
,.. .-

Both the data base's and'the operating systems must be ddsigned to be sup-

,portfVe of:ppe analytical and the planning and",forecasting'systems. These

activities are likely to be most4effective in those cireumstances in which .,

they are supported by the same data used at the operating level.:his is not,
-

.
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of course, meant to suggest that additional-plqnnIng and modeling devices

should not be used but rather that, when possible, their support should derive

-from existing sources within the information hierarchY. 'In terms of perSonnel;

'those with planning responsibiliries'depend heavily upon those with operational

responsibilities.

Much of the foregoing speakg

to tfie notion of information use
do -

of the kind outlined above could

as much to the notion of system as it does

hierarchies. An information use hierarchy
, .

not possibly function without the systematic

organizatidh of information sources; If each operating manager,were.to main-

tain a data base that was entirely independent of the data bases ,maintained

by others, the quality of information available for analytical and for plan-
.

ning and forecasting purposes would almost surely be considerably dimirOthed..

By building a structure-in which each operating manager is part of a broader

system, controls are imposed that have the capacltty for aiding in the conver-

sion of data to information and for greatly,impi9ving the quality of infofma-
...

, tion available for analytical and for planning and forecasting.usea:

Integrating the Institutional Research4Function

* 4'
Various models exist in institutions of, higher education tor accomplishing

the institutional research needs of the organization. This paper does not

intend to suggest that one model iwnecessarily better than another. Organi-
. -

iational circumstances may well'dictate particular models as needed. However,

the paper does intend to suggeSt one model that differs somewhat from the
. -

traditional notion of an office of institutional research. 4

Vt4.4es appear possible to create a situation in which much of the insti-

tutional research is conducted- either by an'operating manager or by.an indi-

vidual witty analytical andlplannifig responsibilities. The research, 'conducted ,

by the operating manager normally is directed tothaf operating unit or is

based on information supplied(largelyby that-unit. 'Research of a broader
4

institutional, nature or having significant planning implicatiOns is typically

conducted bty a "central manager" although frequently with the support of one
4

or more operating managers.

e
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This means in effect that theChief Student Personnel Officer, the

Registrar, the Director of Admissions, and'a host of others become institu-
te

tional researchers and have that functionembedded within their responsibili-

ties. This requires, of course, that they begin tothink of themselves as

institutional researchers and that they assign this set of activities a high

enough priority that they not be ignored as a result,off the day-ta-day

pressures.

There are some obvious advantages as wej.1 as disadvantages to thil

particular mddel. One clear disadvantage 4s the one alluded to above., rf

a formally constituted Office of Institutional Research exists, the question

of whether or not to do institutional research becomes moot. In that situa-

tion", the question is one of priorities with respect to the institutional

research to be done. Presumably the stl4gf can be committed to research
goo

activities and the nature orthe research to be undertaken will depend upOn

the .judgment of the person establishing priorities for the office.4

Embedding much of the research within other functional areas may lead to

ignoring research in lieu of other seemingly more pressing demands. However,

in an 4ns1titution committed to a management approach, demands for information

to support the various planning and operational activities mitigates that

,danger. Institutional research no longer becomes an expendable function

, but rather becomes a necessary support to the-operation of'the institutijn.

Anothet*Oienlialdisadvantage concerns charging people not trained

specifically as researchers, with responsibility for conducting institutional

research. This canflead to methOdological and design problems but generally.

speaking, operational.managers are perfectly capable of conducting the kind

of research needed within their own operating units, In thosessituations
.4..

, ._
in which they are supporting the research Activities'in the.anaiytical or

. 1

planning areas, they will be working with .a person presumably trained-in re-,

seaIch methodologies. This does not appear to be.a serious disadvantage. t, N.

.
Theimodel entails clear

-

advantages. For example, institutional research
.S

almost always conductdd in'respoese to real institutional needs. This
.

statement does not intend to indict the work of institutional research,offices

-.but if an institutional research'staff exists, it will create the' necessary

projects to maintain a full work ]load whether they ate of

/*it ,

test 4'

I.
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institutional significance or. not. Research undertaken' within this model
.

tends to mean that projects of greatest importance become 'projects actually

accomplished.
f. a

It is also particularly useful to have a cadre Of individuals throughout

the institution who are sympathetic to and appreciative of the need for

meaningful institutional research. It no longer becomes someore else's job

to do the institutional research but rather, becomes in part, the function

of every operating manager. Stated again, institutional research becomes a

very regular and integral part of the overall operating activity of the in-1-

titution.

A clear tie between the managedent information system and the institutional

research function becomes obvious. Operating managers are both data base

managers and institutional researchers and as such,
4

have ready access,to much

of the information.needed for the conduct of institutional research. By vir-

tue of that fact, they know the available information well.and.are often able

to capitalize on the special expertise they have with respect to-the data
. 4

base. . Helpful comments, for example, wits respect to a forecasting study

may Fe made by a.Registrar upon whose data base a part of the study will be

dependent. The,Registraes knowledge of the strengths and limitations of

his base can be very crucial in the design of the tforecasting study to be

undertaken. 4 .

The net result is to spread the institutional research function among a

number of 'people. This'seems to have the effect of increas- ing the signifi-

icance of the institutional research activity and incorporating it as,a central

activity in .the management function of the institution. In this scheme, opera-

tional managefs' and "central, anagers" become heavily intWependent with

respect tatheir various responsibilities and if'they perform effectiyely, the
. A

management capabilities of the insEitution are enhanced.
.

p

Summary
'... 4

This paper has Aealt with a number of myths surrounding the developmeff,t

and use of a management information sygtem, with some
K

important concepts re

lating to the creation of a management 1.9prmatidn system, and with tle
. .
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.
. .
.integration of the institutional research,function into

.

the managemedt scheme
of the organization. The paper is based,ort the notion that a management ap-

proach can be of considerable benefit to institutions of higher eduC'ation

and that if such an approach is to be taken, the development and effective use
Of a management information system will be of considerable importance. If a

management approach is adopted and if a management information system is

created to support the new approach, there are considerable potential am-,

plications for the institutional research function. Within a management

approach, the institutional research function becomes central to many of the
operational, analytical; and planning activities of the institution.

S.
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A CCOUNTABILITY AND HIGHER EDUCATION INDICATORS
WHAT AREA WE REALLY TRYING TO-DO?

Adolph Katz
New Jersey Dept. 6f Higher Education

I. Introduction .

During the past few years there has been considerable discussion about the

need for an accbuntability of institutions of.higher education. Concommitant
. .with this concern is the need to identifythe data necessary for accountability.

In order to try to clarify wha accountability may mean, Iet me abstract cope-

merits from two recent publications on this subject.

The first document is the "Proceedings of the Ninth Biennial Legislative

Work Conference of Higher Education" sponsored by the Western Interstate Com-

mission for Higher Education- (WICHE) March 1976. The theme of this 'meeting

was "On Target: Key Issues of Regions, State, Campuses."

Dr. Donald R. McNeil, Director, California Pdstsecondary Educ tion

mission... "The first of these issues (accountability) revolves around

questS for someocomparative data. Eireryone is now turning to "information

Systems'." For higher education, this has become thelera of accountability:-

We.efe---asked to justify and rejustify our, yearly request for.new programs,-

facilities, research projects, staff, and Money. And more andmor e, we are

turning to "hard data" to find 'hard answers" to these:"hard questions"...

I would simply ask that neither legislators nor)eduCators seek salvation in

r stastics alone. I hold no brief for so-called "academic inefficiency,"but
'

I do'klead the case for quality and philosophic commitment to our education
.

task. Often these tas ks cannot be measured by the computer; learning cannot

. be quantified "..."ified..
.

Dr. Malcolm Moo's., Educational COnsultant... An article in a recent MIT

publication offerdd the observation that, if, the downfall of.our,society

. Occurs, it will be through death_ by extreme accountability. . : _Universities
, s

.,and colleges, like governments, have Nast layers of doers and bbstructors.

Their executives have little authority tet,4ftliene_or innovate; already they

are dangerously cicise being g over-controlled... For each time we create a
p, new level in a' structure, a statistical blizzard of information is created

that more often than ndt impedds rather than aids the decision-making process"...

,74,
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DrWilliam E. Davis, President of University of New Mexico...' "On campuser

we do alot of talking to each other. Hot a cademic topics now relate to

academic freedom, tenure, whois On faculty rank, collective bargaining, job

security, salaries, due process, facultygovernance, work loads, full-time

equivalence; budget fortulas--all familiar conversation pieces in the academic

world--all iMpOrtant in the academic world. But how does this affect the

person in the.street, on the farm, or On the Legislature... One state senator,

a farmer in Idaho, once vented his frustrations to Me saying, 'we've had a

300% increase in state funding of public education in theA)ast five years

and substantial increases in higher education budgets. Just once I would

like to know what we're doing with all this money other than raising .salaries
,

for the same teachers. I'd like to know in what ways we're raising the

quality of education in our schools.' ...Within each state, within each .

college_and university, we need to ask the LegislatOrs in which league they

want us to be. Then, as diucators, we can respond often with considerable

accuracy, because the data are available for com arison. We know what it

Sakes to competein faculty loads; student-faculty ratios, library, salaries,

research and graduate.Commitment, equipment and facilities. ...As presidents

11 '

-
and leaders of educational institutions, we must be prepared with honest and

realistic answers.
. ,

,.We must also be accountable In seeing that the-appropriate Money

follows the students and drives, the programs, that good research is a wise
''..

inv stment in the future, and that ovrinstitutions are sensitive and respon-

siv to he educational needs bf:the people of our respective states...."
1

Eli abeth H. Johnson,Director, Association of Governing Boards of Colldges
;

'and.UniVersities, and Commissioner, Oregon Educational Coordinating Commission."

;..Legislative committees get plenty 61 advice, Wand there is an almost over-,

whelping volume of data, information, anti formula- driven estimates on their

desks. If it'comes, however, as it has come; from national statistics or data

from the institutions or the segmental. governing boards, it is too general or

(understandably) biased in favor Of their institutions. The accou nting.pro-

cedures are not uniform and unit cost cannot be compared evengwithin the seg-

ments or within the institutionsthemselves. ...What it clearly indicated :.
. 4

''`. -..

4
.

4 . 1
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ah is needed by both the Governor and the Legislative--And by,the institu-

tions and segments as well--is a reliable source of standardized data and in

`""formation applicable. to the state; of unbiased analysis, comparable unit
-

cost estimates, definitions and accpaRting charts and recommendations that
, .

are based on the state-wide prospective, the public interest, and ability
. to finance.,." ,

The second dOcument,'is'"Information for Decisions in Postsecondary

Education" the prOceeiting of the Fifteenth.Annqal,Forum'of the Association

for Institutional Research meetingheld on April 28 through May,ls 1975.

Lods E. Torrence,,University of Connecticut, in her opening address as_ g

President,of he Asso>ation for Institutional Research -quotesfrom Professor

- Martin Trow (1975 University of Caliior'niac'Berkeley), "...A good deal of

whar has made universities really creative has been a function of bad data

collection. Much of the best as well as the worst in higher education has

'flourished in decent obscurity. bbscurityallOws for diverse practices to

develop in different fields and areas... Data,revealsinequalities which,
.once seen, must be either justified -ofabolished... We ought at leagtto enter-

tain the possibility that it is not in the university's own best interest to

gather "good"--i.e., systematic and recurrent--data on aSImany of its on in-

ternal operatiOni as possible. ...Better-data.,- generated by better data

systems are demanded.... by governmental authorities most often on the grounds

( of the public-Interest and better-:accountability." But I believe 'it is not

in, the public interest for the priyate life of universities to be managed
0

closely by remote state Officials:.."

'Gilles G. Nadeau, of the:41giversite DeMoncton and McGill University in

his paper on "Institutional Research Data for 'What' Decisigns" presents results

of a survey of institutional research practices in tanada the ited States,

Waseern,Europe, and Australia. -He .groups.institutional-researchijaCtivities in

the United. States into five categories: '"...Institutional research activities

are highest fof self=study, goals and objectives, and-long7range.planning,
,

evaluation and manpower,...under Administration and Management, highest con-

cerns went to physical facilities, financing, cbsts,and data processing.'

73
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...Under Students some 70% of respondents indicated recent studies of ad-
,

mission and prediction followed by,studies of alumni-and student records.

'Less than a thira...indicated,studies of the impact of the institution...under

Faculty and Stall a greater emphasis was placed on workloads, teaching-loads,

and activities studies followed by -evaluation, promotion, and tenure, and,re-
search activities.:. under Curriculum and Instruction, highest emphasis (43%)

was placed on accreditation followed by evaluation and undergraduate programs
with innovation in instruction receiving attention by less than 26% of the
, respondents. There seemed to be no important differences between the three

sizes of institutions in the United States sample."

Joseph Martin, Institutes for Services to Education, in his paper entitled

"IndtiLtional Research: Does It_Make a Difference?" used the definition of

Institutional, Research developed by the, ssociAtion of Institutional Research.

"...InstitUtional'research-i0olves the collection of data or the making of

studies useful or necessary to (a). understanding and-interpreting the.insti?
-tutIon; (b) ,making intelligent decisions about current operations' or plans

for the future; (c) improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the insti-.

tution."

Dwight C. Smith, -Jr.-'Staie University of New York aCiabany, "The Insti-

tutionalization of Information Systems," br "What We Need to Learn,Beyond
v. NCHEMS." "...The pitfalls of comparability haVe been described at'length'in

prior institutional research teetingsbut the messages it makes apparently
,

have not penetrated. I will be grateful for data from another campus that

makes minelobk good, but on the-whole, I am'more interested in what has

happened over a specified time span to my own campus, or colleger, or depart-
. A

ment'than I am:in how I appear in some respects (usually dollar related) when

4% compared,withVanother institution or program whose academiq'strategies may be
4114,44-

unknoal.,,Questions of,comparability May-have a superficial appeal off-campus,

'as the substitute for knowing what is really happening at each unit being

compared, but forAiihe campus I operate, the best possible outcome of data
,comparison would be for it to not appear at i11 - -at least not until'a syst.em,

has first been proposed"that strengthens the campus' ability to understand

and manage'itself in its own terms...°
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Gary A. Rice, Yakima Valley College, "Preparing a Two-Year College for
'.

_ Accountability." "...This paper describes a locally creative, computer

based MIS structure that encompasses and interlocks eight basic components
e

of an institution's existence end erations...Several comments will be made

on the task Of implementation as ell as tactics and strategy to involve

the Board, adMInistration, faculty, and staff. A college goals objectives

accountability matrix will also be introduCed anittied to the data base and

simulation models Finally, some benefits of this entire conceptual structure

for the. college will be cited...Because social and philosophical definitions

of'output are curidntly so elusive as to quantify, it was necessary to begin
-

by stating them as endogenous proxy or surrogate terms Ace student credit

bours,-,contact hours, and so forth which are controllable through policy de-

cision, oant(iN iable, and presume to approximate the former. liThisifask was

crucial because of the inclusion of the irrelevant variables or_exclusion of

irrelevant_var ables would break the system's closure..."

- Larry X. ayes, Oklahoma State Regents for Higher EdUcation, in his paper,

Prelithinar State Level Planning-for Higher Education Retrenchment",prer.

-sents,"...ten global criteria., ..identified as those factors most cloSely as-
,

401k

sOcialed With.institutional quality and efficiency. Institutional size (FTE),
\-/

institutional momentum (changein FTE), per capita costs (E&G expenditUes),

student--factiltyratiolpber oft volumes in the library, average faculty
- .

_ .

salau,:fenure.status of, faculty, instructional ,-space per capita, comp a

hensiveness of instructional (two-year colleges, percent of career progls;

four -year colleges, numbernumbe of programg), instructional expenditures (propor-

tick of ,E Gexpenditures for instruction). These ten global criteria are part
. . ' i. -

,._ofaf-t-et f twenty factors which were thought to be- related to institutional
..--: _,,

-- vcabilit by. the State Regents.l' staff of Oklahoma...
r

John E. Stecklein, University'Of Ninnesata,,"A Performance Index for Use
- ,

__.in Comparative Budget Analysis":..usually...megbures of input and output are

omhined and expressed as unit cost, i.e., efficiency is.expressed indirectly
.

(inversely):inTterms of the cost of producing a certain unit, for example,,
, - - _

k,g5,0er student-credit-hout.
.

Such expressions are easy to understand and
.

.
.--,---

...-

useful in budget allocation, and planning, but they,do not provide direct
.

. ..
information regarding the relative effidiency of the input ingredient, el

1,..,

g.,
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faculty utilization; auxiliary instructional assistance, supplies and materials

used, etc. Nor do they convey clearly whether unit cost differences are due .

to differepces.in input levels, instructional processes' or prodedures, output

levels, or all three.

In his paper Stecklein proposes a peqormance index which is a function

of student class hours, total departmental expenditures, and full-time

equivalent teaching staff. Using this performance index, he analyies rower-
-

division, upper division and gradate level collqge activities.

In his paper on "They Do Come Back!: Enrollment Tracking at the-Community

College," E. Timothy Lightfield of Mercer County Community College measures
0

the persistence and retention of college students. "...What originated in

Mercer County Community College for the purp se of concentrating upon student

e' attrition has deVeloped into a multi- mens onal'systeth by whiO t0 tracli and

understand student enrollment patterns. The monitoring of enrollment palterns

at various entering classes has had rear decision-making consequences at the

-college iii terms of measuring accountability, curricula; determining cause ,

land 'effect, and developing responsive _programs and services tomeet sitident

needs..."
0 .

.
.

c
.

..

In response to the needs of accountability and development'of college tud-

gets, there is a continuing flow of information. One example of_the magnitude

of inforniation available is the publication "Our Colttiet and Universities

Today" by the'Pennsylvania Department of Eduiation. this:document contains
e

) over twelve pages of statistical tables and graphs 01 cial.data for in-
..

stitutions of higher education inPennsylvanfa for fi al year 1975. These

sables include current fund revenue by institutionsi c egories, current fund
..;

revenue by puipese, source and institutional category, current fund expendi-
..

tures by instittitional category, current fund expenditures by function,

phy-sicai plant assets, etc. It is essentially a/source documdnt: 'But how are

tht data used? And by whom? .

_In the development he "annual budget" the CUNt system Orodmces

mation,,on cost per FTE student by broad discipline group, Student-faculty ° : t

fatioi; classroom hours per full-time faculty number,, percentage of clads

tours taught by part-time faculty and so forth. Thesei data are essential

-components of the budget process of the CUNY74System. BUt what'doesit mean

the Board, the City Council, and the general public?

-
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What are the issues and the questions related to these issues that are

integral to accountability? For this,! would like to refet again to the paper

presented by Elizabeth H.'"Johnion, Director of the Association of the Governing

Boards of Colleges and Universities at the Ninth Biennial Legislative Work

Conference of-Higher Education. "..Bacally, the new realitias.that now

force re-examination of some of the traditional, comfortable assumptions.as

made about education can be summed upin six points.

1. The',prospect of leveling-off and"then declining enrollments, at leassi

of the usual college-age group,^resuiting in steady state of enrollments and 14

a pursuit of older learners to keep enrollments up. This>will seriously affect

educational planning and points up the 14ed for more current and useful data

on such'things as what is happening, student migration patterns, and there-

lationship with financial aid to ,completing a pro gram.

2. The, prospects of'the declining employment market for greatly increased

percentages of college graduates sand the growing mis-match between the levek

Of eSication and available so-called "good job".openings. 4

3. The prospect of stringent budgets because education will have to com-

pete; at-a lower piiority, with social and domestic services with the limited
gi!t_

tax dollars that now buy less beause bf inflation.

4. The increasing unrest and.frustration of faculty because 6f,fewet"

openin'js in'the teaching fields, and a growing movement toward unionization

and the exercise of strong political ower. . ,

5. The increased volume of exp ssed dissatisfaction on the part of the_
general public with the outcome .(the "product").of education at 1l levels and

a consequent reluctance on their part to provide additional massive support.

'The public is reacting negatively to news such as reports of declining scores

on the achievement tests, inflated grades; vandalism, duplication, abuses of
,

federal rngrams, and cheating. This may be the most-aignificant. 11.

,..,

q. The prospect of having to plan for retrenchment when education thinking

= andjunding formulas4ave been designed for growth. Education has become a ..

big growth business, a d able tmokeless industry:". .r

Our challenge is to,- nd to`these concerns bye providing both quantitative

and qualitative informati n a format that is comprehensive and clear to the

A:faience that are asking for accountability:



EDUCATIN*L NEEDS ASSESSMENT: DIALOGUE BETWEEN STATE AND INSTITUTION

James J. McGovern
Connecticut Commis-sion.for Higher Education

A
To narrow the scope of this paper, a little time must l?e spent describing

what will, not be'indluded. This canNbe rapidly done by the following frame-
-

work:
1

(A)'

Program (Needs)

Evaluation

(B)

Program
Budgeting

' (C)

,Performance

Evaluation"'

A. Program (Needs) Naluation: What programs should be pursued (Extrinsic
.-:Assessment)

1 - Relativeteffectiveness of exristing programs.
'-' - Anticipated effectivenes's of future programs.

B. Program Budgeting: What resources necessary/aailable per program

- Functionally organized
- Links multi-year plan

C. Performance Evaluation:
Assessment)

t

'plan for (annual) expenditures.
and inter-unit program resources. -

I

level of results was achieved- (Intrinsic
of

Comparison of stated (budgeted) and actual attainments.
- Analysis of indicators such as .outcomes Per dollars; etc.

-
The topic-at-hand is (A),Program (Needs) Evaluation. The other two areas

at Minimized conchtually at this time to allow a clear perspective of,one

aspect of an interrelated process.

I .
Performance Evaluation vs. Needs Evaluation

Performance' evaluation is confused many times with program needs evalda-
11'

- tion: A good reference,for performanceevaluation is Evaluating Institutions
/

for' Accountability:, a "New%Directions .boot of the Association for Institu-
,.

. ..
tional Research. The editor, Howard Bowen, correctly connects performance,

4gs' 'ilo
eVaI importantly,and accountability. More ortantly, he does not see acco6ntabil,ity

.

as an intrusion; rather hesees accountability as a duty:
e
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There is no valid reason why institutions should not. clarify
goals, gather evidence, about costs and outcomes, and report the
results of institutional evaluations to funding agencies -and to

'

the public. IrinsLtutions do not do these things, others vial.
3

. /

the same volume Alexander Astin shows the way to the methodology of .

performance evaluation by pointing to ier,ifive or derived measures.
4

Too
. . . .

. .
.

often performance evaliatkon is not done or begun.becauSe those charged with

.this analysis donot realize that the "exact" or hard sciences make
\ ,

1

, . ,

progress only after they.establ sh "arbit y" or man-made-standards and begin
AO

.100411.
measurement. Those trained i science know that Scales are designed on

earth (e.g.,' ordin41: rank programs accordi g.to success, need, etc.; inter-
-

val: give units or "spacing" between 'results, etc.) and that everything is

relative. In \other words, science has made progress by proceeding, coopera-

tively to be sure,, but by proceeding with 4 thirst to know more and more about

what is happening: .Responsible administration requires col eges to exciimAge

and present information if they are to-bring, objectivity (to e extent) and

meet fiscal challenges ,with the Help of,other institutions. The ali.ernatiVe

9.,

--
Quest for Increased Productivity;" Vresenfeli..at HEMS National Assembly

.

* is a good introdbetion^to this-same...area. The Ptiweedings of the 1976 National .

is subjectivism, burying one's head in the sand and causlng or forcing ex-

ternal, generalized evaluations.

Performance evaluation has been discussed \A book.in the vNew

Directions" series hag'been highly acclaimed: Measuring and Increas ng Aca-

demic Productivity by Robert Wallhaus.5 'Tohn Kell is related article "The

Assembly (NCHEMS) has Several articles related to performance evaluation.
7

Similarly, the, Annual orum of the ASsociation,for Institutional, Research has
J
A

relatei,articles each year.,.In thAlfthAnnual Forum, articles by`Robert
- ,-,

.

.

Wright, John Ridge and Robert Parden

costing procedu reelneinstitutionll

13thnnual Forum, Oscar Denning -and
e j

4 prograi evaluation and ingtieutional

address evaluation philosophy, program
( -

p/ifOrity-4rialysiserespee*ely.! 'In the
k -,

511iam Sibley provide good. articles on
,

accotntability respectivel .

9
In the

14th Ann al Forul, Berpard Sheehan, Harold H. e.and James Couneljs have 4n-

state program budget analysiS'

he 15thAnnual,T17, Jo6

$.sti-uctiottpl articles on program budget analysi

andprogram productivity analysit.
10

Finally,
0

1.
,

'

e

10.
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Viand
tecklein and*Paul Lingenfetter discuss a budgethry,'perf:O6snceeinded.a

.11 2'''' ..,:'Tao of 'budgetary appropriations respectively. wnat:-.0 aosent from;the

prefessional,literature is.a number of articles on program needs evaluation,

as distinct from discussions about program needs.

Program Needs Evaluation

Even within program needs evaluation, there are a number of areas which

are impOrtant but which Imwould like'to allude to only briefly.

Freshman /Basic -Skill Needs

Needs evaluation can include a determinaEion'of what basic skills in

`English and mathematics, for .example, need improving. This can be ascertained

by various evaluation tests administered both before and after admissionn. An

excellent approach is using the Admissions 'Testing Prograv (ATP) SUmmary, Re-a

41/4port Service of the College EntrantExamination Board tbEEBZ.. 12
This allows

analysis of such things as Scholastic Aptitude. Test (SAT) scores, subject

grade point averages, intehdedarea (discipline) of study, etc., regarding
.

.prosPective-applicante enrolled Freshmail, other. four -year college, students

within.the y,state, etc. In this way, course needs can be determined for each
. _

college's' clientele.

. .

. Constiva and BehaVioral Objectives , ..- . 1

. . . 4 ,. ,
. 0 .., -

The new director of the National Institute of Education recently gave an\
\

agenda Of:Aew areas to be included under postsecondary edUcation.13 In par:-

ticcUlar, he stressed such things as personal developm4ent,and cited a_ sample:
:

...1., \

gurveyindicailng that' ver 30% of the American adult population felt a teed '1'-'q
4 . .

- for` some programs,to assess and deverbp personal competencies and growth.14

';Beneath these topitis are the more fundamental needs for developing, constructs
4 r

... such as scientific attitude and- self-confidenCeyven qmeasures of such ,,

,

"behavior" may not
15

possible. That is,'although there'May be difficulties
_._

with th4etiormanc evaluOioiLof some proposed programs, that.ihould not
. .

,ipso facto diminiSh the''importance of the program.'
. . - .

.

4 .4

.
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power Training'geeds
Af;

iting to state higher educational coordinating agencies in the

fifty states, very little was found that was helpful in the area of needs.
, . . .

t

Most of the related material dealt -with manpower-heeds projections.
. ,

In 1971, Arthur D. Little, Inc. did.a study for the Connecticut Commission
4 4 o

for Higher Educati\ on
''

entitled "Needs for Higher_Eduation belated to Regional

and Statewide:Econ mic Development in Connecticut." The projections for
. .

, .

changes in occupati nal needs (between 1968 and 1975) can be easily judged

in-1976. denerally,,the projections were poor. For instance,aeronautical

engineering was suppo ed to need-25% more people by 1975 while ,chemical

.engineering isms cited s needing a zero ihcrease. According to a Spring 1976

publiCation of the Conn cticut Labor Department, just the reverse turned out
%

to be the case.

-, Manpower st dies and occupational needs shouid,,of cogrte, always. beT . ,

.'''sought. Howev ,'the deg ee of(fluctuation frone,y4ar to, year and the re-7
. ,

-_---

Liability of projections m st be appreciated. Further, the numbers of students
,...... t ;

. going into various fields affect the market or availability of positions.

There 'seems to Ibe evidence of the instability of a.sydcni too finely, tuned
, . . ,

between input and ouput forces. This, in turn; further "feeds"'rapid shifts. ...

and fluctuations in student majors and,joh opportunities. (Feedback Effect)
: ,.

In studying the master plant and needs evaluations from other states, one
- ,

easily detects the very limited increases *in. job opportunities and the very
. . ., ..

large numbers of students projected for the future. Apparently state plan-
.

. .

nere'do not Teel compelled to ekPlain the diTferent-rates of growth beyond

.
adding"that obta*ning.a job is not the only goal. Further, their funding'

i
forAtlae do not seem to differentiate differing'rates,of grOwtW-amOng'types 1,.

t , of instirutidns or (heaven protect,"us) among various programs. The point is
,

I',

.

.
%!=

that we have not clearly and comprehensively coordinated the on or new ob-
'4,

jectives, dollars and studenmnumbers. --: -. -
.

.

6 .._

New Wine, Old Vessels'

A'
L This is the part where everyone, can join the presentation:. ft' lists

,..
.

some hbrror stories-of cuveni practices.' The reigning determination of
'

o. . .. i.

pros:aril. needs, if annual 'budgets are examined as "indicators," is past.
.... %

1.,-;.

,
.--,-;--
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patterns. The conventional wisdom seems to be that. past patterns for fund-,

ingshouid be tatpered with only gpaingly. Why assess-new needs when.the

"fairest" procedure is to givd everyone (whole systems, colleges, departments)
.

the same percentage increase-
o s

The Connecticut Legislature Went beyond the conventional wisdom last year

when they asked each unit how muc h money they needed,to maintain present ser-_

vices. the result was not only'a status quo in reallocations but a reenfor ce-
4

ment.of the growth. areas and exigencies Of'the'previous decade. No qUetions-

. were asked about large shifts in enrollments among' colleges and degree pro-

grams or about emerging needs to the individual, the economy and the common
,

welfare, essage conveyed was that -money can 'be allocated according to ,

the "facts" and opinions Which pa rt-time .legislatats can grasp during a

11-

v
few meetings withadvocates from diverse segment4_of state higher education. r

Across'the coUntry,there are similar cases of downgrading planning and I,

coordinatingterspectfves in favor of the politics of the .present. Over-

impressed by a definition like "the art of the possible, some propose'

solutions before they have even heard about the'real or main problems. 'It
. -

)
!,is small wonder that as statewide educatiOnal agencies move toward 'program

budgeting fto bring aboutquore relevant information),,they also seemA6'need

more authority (to implement savings by directing reallocations). The

,., rationalization for constituent wants vs.. cbmprehensiye needs Must be ap-

Asieciated as existing at the individual, institutional and elected official
. ,- 4

levels.
,

I.,
.

..

:State-Institutional Relationship
. Cs'

The question to be asked by the.state is does it want to subsidizeevery-
.

thing by the same -'1. If the answenis ."yes"-then there are no priorities.
-( I

However, if the.state believes that some aspects of education are more important

than others, its budget should reflect these ,ptiorities. ..4

1. ,Enrollment Changes: A ew needed changes seem- obVious., The large increase
. '...

in. 18 -19 year -olds that occurred beg3uning in 1965-66 frOm thligPot World'

Par II baby -boom is no causing a large ,increase in 28-29 year-olds,' The

baby-boom numbers are mOvingthrough theupper 20 year-uldsibeyond the'.

traditional undergraduate age's. Yet, we have,pot shifted OUT funding
11

JJ _

\

4
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formulae, say, to the county colleges where the large influx-of adults

cannot find room to attend classes. On the other hand, some state colleges /

.are-"beiting the bushes" to find more 18-19 year-olds: Regarding 18-19, s,

year-olds,.theii'numbers are leveling and their percentages continuing

to'college have'been decreasing. Our objectives might be externally judged-

as accommodating the numbers of faculty rather than the numbers and needs a

gos-

/of students. . .

. . .
*

2. Funding' Changes: Percentage increases--across the board -- leave li ,t..ie room
- .

',to move with the new numbers and new heeds. -For instance, rere are now

large'increases in the numbers of a dults over 65'years of age. With many
. -

in this
.

age group living on fixed i ncomes from Social Security benefits,
. . =

should there not,be special tuition rates to meet this reality? It is .

*IPA- %
;probably more important for the state to underwrite the continued mental-

health
.

health of our,Senior citizens than to augment the intellectual pursuits
t

of younger age groups when the budget does not allow both.

,

Besides the large shifts among types of institutions, ever larger

percentage shifts are occurring among the academic-departments within the

institutions. which causedhe institutional shifts in the first place.

-1 Between 1966 and 1972 biological, health, andlsocial sciences have each.'

increased enrollments by over 3P% while engineering and ,physical science.
---

have decreased enrolimento'over AA.
16

wOuld'seem appropriate for each

institution zo account for expenditures and 'student numbers when applying
.

forincreased appropriations. As it. stands now, usually the state does

not. even have a clear account of numbers of students by institutionOr

by grogram. The state doles 'not know whetherellie additional numbers. are

in expensive departments or in highly-needed 'departments. The justifica-

tion of Tunding shodid be based on comperabl facts about costs an bene-

fits of programs so that the state can to the greatest gOod at thellowest

cost. The request for 'budgeting by program add as much' performance
4

r .

evaluation as ,appropriate is an invitation to monitor and, react to chang .

(3. Economic Changes: The, fllast two dedades saw the education industry" grow
.

, ,. 1111 '
-.;._ .

' , from two percent to about seven 'percent of the Gross jilationEtr Product.' ,

17

. t _
-

'There are signs of decline in both higher education and the GNP's at of.
r .
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A.
growth. The need to realize that we cannot all grow at ever-increasingp

rates is,popularly referred to as the "limits to growth" *tor after

the publication by,a group atOIT.
18

Nevertheless, farmer Secretary of
,$K

Labor Willard Wirtz believesithat the mind is a "boundless resource" and

may be the only answer' to the growth-limit dilemma. This is highly signi-

ficant. Rather
di
than jut reacting to economic developments, edUcatiOn can

act or'cause economic changes and patterns-by providing a growth area for

jobs and national benefits. Education is a-labor intensive industry

creating about twice" as many jobs per "million Sollars in, expenditures as

created .by' similar expenditures in the U.S. Department of Defertseand

Transportation.

We must realize that the higher educational dollars are going more

and more to overhead items (fuel, maintenance, etc.) and so, unless large

'changes occur in minimizing new and existing facil!ties', we will be

responsible for effectively decreasing our own budgets each year, This

seems,to reqUire that the full c,st of programs(direct and indirect) be
Ai

calculated so that reallocations can be done at the:expense,ot buildings

and not by lying off people'or decreasing output-- services. A

corollary seems to. be that we should avoid measuring growth in to o

facilities, budget-gains, etc, and Understand that.exiansion_androgress

does not necessarily mean physical growth and more dollars. Our measures
. , . .

should be in terms of people.

I

cv

.4. Societal' Changes:.. Another factor. a epting educational needs sselsmeni

is the change in society or culture'itself. ,$uch sub-factors a the

large numbers of women entering the labor market, the decreasing priority

of 18 year-olds towards co ege education; the increasing twid or company J.

. educat,iofand adult (ndh2gredit) education, non-traditional forMs of

studies, etc., are "inrcators" of new-or changing educational needs.

These shifts must be studied 4o, determine themesi priorities and hoW
$ .

'higher educationcap meet new needs. Virtue is not in doing iood ac-
c.

cording to our detinitions butt, in,doing what the s
Nktjation

requires.
A..

A
' ,....s.,

...changing.environment requires a corresponding amount of effortto help
.

the most 'affected 'and the most in need. '

'0 .
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. Summary

This paper attempts Eo get some handles on nees'assessment. The conclu-

sion, at this point, Is that change must be monitored and evaluated to know

"how'we are do ng,and where We should be going." Further, the amount of Change- -

in enrollment state funding, the economyt:society, etc.indicates the amount

of 'change ,needed in our program budgets. 4 /
A /

Performance evaluation is.thereby relegated, to a necessary but not a suf-
.

1

,

ficient condition in needs analysis. According to this framework, perforMance
,

evaluation should be done every year_generally (e.g., costs and numbers of stu-

dents per program) and in detail only when there is,a question. Detailed

faculty analysis (types and numbers'of publication, etc.) and complex cost

*algorithms are not wise in their own right but tertiarysto larger considera-

tions of the so ciety and indiv,idual (Needs Hierarchy).
. .

We never'haye enough money to finance everything of worth. Indeed, the

'future promises to make the choices and tradeoffs'harder. :Yet, to'the 'extent

that we are cooperating and diligently working towards helping our fellowman
4

will be the extent to which human suffering is alleviated. Without such
.!.

planningt and hard Oecision-makin, large numbers of faculty and students will

be "set adrift" as funds are dissipated by non-essentiafs. ,

The sizitof environmental changes must be weighed against the outcomes and

egpenditures of present...programs: Allowing.excessive overhead costs; salaries,

etc., or under-utilized-facilities and faculties, is to,be'a co:conspirator

to waste and hardships. As thelFrench philosopher'Sergsbn put it:, the great

'tragedy of civilization that people fail to realize that the fate .1a in'

their hands. Notice the emphasis:on,the plural.' Notice also that this is
-

-consistent with Aristotle's, finition bf "politics" as sl'aernal ethids'

(Ethics, Book I, Chapter

°

1

,
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THE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE.AND INSTITUTIONAL GOALS:'
A' VASE FOR THE, COLLECTION OF "SOFT" DATA

,Lorene Hoelcle

SUNY at Buffalo

1 . /.. ....,

- "The Ideologies o 'Tough Times'," which appedrs.in the August, 1976,

:
issue of Change, is artinsightful, reasonable, vital, and persuasively written

article, vinteresting for the analysis it provides and,the.valuest defends.

Of interest als6 to those of us whb are concerned with higher education's
tI4 4

individual development goals is its twenty-five year old author, Martin Kaplan..
t / 4

A graduate, with honors, of'some of our most prestigious educational institu-

tions, he seems to embody the student-development goals to which many of us

would enthusiastically subscribe.- lie is liberally educated, with a tate for

study and reflection, and thas an ability, even a compulsion,,to arrIve'at

.:Value positions,' to make choices. Highly.trained and apparently self-motivated,

he is prepared to be a productive member of society; he if even emploYed.

.

All. An individual with a well-developed intellectual style, he is-serious, respon-
Al

sible, and critically. concerned with society and his role in it. His own
. . .,

.--.: statement of &lois for higher education -derives from his'view of what adult-
. _

hood implies:

..R ughly between the eges of 15 and 25, peo le come of intellectual '.

and oral age. Through their education, the peers, and their world,

ltb earn that some of the ideas and values that they -have acquired
mak ense, and,that some do not. They learn to recognize the premises

and a amptions that underpin arguments, and.. they learn to deal

critically witb.hose,underpinningS. They gain facility at scru.--7 ,

tinizin& social institutions, kayingbare'the values and special
"political.interests embedded'in themes. They understa a what being a

: anieal" means, and what "consent of the go erred ", implies. They come

to tell the difference between ideas and values and structures that
are natural,, and thos9,that are conventional. However tentatively,.

they begin to ,sort the events- af the.world.intO '"have.tO, be that way1'
and "happened to be -that way. And when they pApt a conventional

_

act, "happened-happened to bethat-way," theycan also try to see whose
partieUlar interests and values'are-being served by those cony Lions.

To spot a donveition is to begin to pa ticipate: Whats socfnly
made can be socially'unmade, remade, clanged. 4

88
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He concludes -.

__My placing critical responsibility. at age 25 or
tram formal schooling, at the moment of entry to the
and _spending and proCreating - is also, of course, a
gesture. (It is not a claim that all young adults ca
premise, or that. theS, all have the eurgy and talent
vise their- society. Rather sugfesting this as
a Moral goal for education."
Here i a restatement of somezof

tion: the-d velopment of critical in'

social responsibility. Qther writers

_5b._--at the exit
worlds -of letting
distinctly normative

n..spot a hidden
to resist and re.7

ci-earn; a vision?
1

e traditiOnAl purposek,,of higher educe-
gence,- of moral judgment, and of

. _.

- - - ..
e advocated, thee colleges be concerned

. with the psycrtilogical,. social,. arid emotional,developmerrt of students, helping-
,themater develop self-knowledge, understanding, conflencep. aesthetic taste and ,

expressions, and realistic self-asseSsment. Some agpects _of_ individual 'student
; -

development have' been cited as pririiary gdals by every, mayor
with higher educaticin frpm--the Truman rep -tom'n 1947 until he predent.- Some

_ .

ission concerned

combination of .these outcomes are prOmised by e and uniVersity-
catalogs.: Of -ccihrse, these-italues are deeply- aoted iirthe e-r.f arts tradi-

-tion, elitist as that tradition 'of t'enwas,' But these evelopment goals

are not the luxury of agealthy nation..or of In iriberitOrataloile. They, - . . . .

are 'the most dLocrat;ic of goals. In the contektof univeligaI-access and _

li

long learning, they ar,e, advocated by the UN Commission report,- -Learning__

to Be: "The phyr.ar, 1ritellfeCtUal., etational,-and--athical integration of
--,. _- -- ..-_-_ _

. _ _. .. - - - . ..the :indiVidual into omplete roan .,(sic), ig a- broad definition of the funda-.

.amental aim air educati .11 While the Carne'gie Commission' was nosp.
.to &o so Tar, its- list of purppses of, highereducation begins with. indivi

'development: 9

The,prov n of opportunities for t
. ethoicai,' and s 1 development- of_,.in 51 students, and the - ,..... r t-provision of camiSuse_nvii-onmetits ----whick can .constructively assist '

.,i--!tudents' in their more-general developMeiltalgrowth.3 " .
'.(The Catnegie Commission recognised that diemselvols, undergraduates

.

,.. . .. , . , . . _. _. .

...at- -.least, v-ipwed.: .- ... ° .... . -.. . . . . . .. __

--the, college expei-ieneg. as. one _related, to _their' total developmental .

= -114r-of:kb, and...not to the cognitive and" oCcUpaticinad. aspects bf their
-.-' dives alone. T,hey -thns- -expect more out Of then college experience

.; than the college ,._as an institution; -.0-f tEri can and even houl+11 de-
.-- -1.1ver--Partittil:arly in the area of personal development. -

- ... ... -, , .

.., -1 _-_
--...

-.- .

ellettual, ,aes-thetiC,,

-
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V$Colleges should, in the Carnegie' Commission view, provide a supportive en-

. 1.7ironment within which students' can tend to their own emotional and inter-.

personal growth. Not a bad summary of what, under the best odnditions, pro-

bably happens: But this view is a peculiar 'one, separating emotional and.
.

interpersonal, growth from the study of the arts and humanities'in which con-,
. .

text such.growth,was once presumed to take place: Emotional growth, faCili-
At

.

tated by, interaction with'faculty as well as peefs, and sparked by insights
_-

gleaned from classical and modern
.

Waters, was more th'an
1

an accidental by-
)

. ,

(7.3oroduci of traditional liberal education. Why can't modern insitutions deal

\Yf

'with these aspects-of individual development?
. 41' .t,-.

In any event, td the exteht that colleges and universities espouse per- . '.

,
... .

. o '. .

sonal development goals for their students, how do they measure their sudiass

at achieviftg these outcomes in the lives of their graduates? Put aptiother way,
L V s'

.

,

Wodld any institution of 'combination of schools have served Martin Kaplan as-
,, ...

well, or did Harvard' or Cambridge or Stanford do something right? What did '..
. . ,

they do? What are the tiesbetween higher educational experiences and student
:. .'outcomes? .

.
.

.

.
(-

In the same issue of Change with theReplan piece; is.a brief discussion
,

b`Y. Harold Howe of s'The Trouble 'with Research in Education." 5 He:observes,

that there is a vast amount'of ve4i bad educational research; ;that ev thel
good reSearchi.s presented in Such a wayrthat educators and policy ma rs can-

not read 3 let alone use it; and eriat the nature of the educational ter-
_

.

prige, dealing,as it does with indiyidual human beings with diverse needs and

experiences, precludes the possibility that research will proiVide simple; -
.

.- ....
. -

definitive;-broadly generalizable okonclusions- 'From the Rerspe,,, Ceiye4g. -.

.

' higher education .these is,;ariother
,

point to be-tade as well:_ even 'the good,
i-a .,/.

S retheareh,generally.fails to build.bridges between what the ipftitution does
, ,

,
b

:and that the student learns; or between how the .student changes and what
.

.
. .

initiates or enpourages or sparks what change. This is a difficult order--
. .

aidpossible task for clasSical experimental research. You simply cannot

control that many variablear You -can,'hOwever, gain some insights,into,student,
.

.experiences with. which to make,colleas and universities pay-attetion to the
.

.

implementation fatheir expressed Student development goals. Yo ) can begin to
e 07,

find ties between what the college does and hoW students change ;by exploring
.,6 1

1

the student expeilence,
,

6
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Ate wordexplore" is used, advisedly- -the research we-need is cumbersome;

the data are hard o handle, and the'process is amazingly time consuming. We
_

,

have to do exploratory LesLch because we have very little theory to test and

a great- deal to develop: Many of the questions to which lip need' answers are
.

maddeningly general. Fok example; such questionL as these should be
t
directed

t students' agA former stOenth:
. 9

!
I.

. -

$

o I r .

,." What have been theme values Of your college experience?
. / :. ,

What expeiience4,irave contributedgmost to your development personally,
\:. e6cially,.aelhetically, vocationally ,

What would have increased the value of'collige,for you? p

What would you 'have done differently?.
.

What could your oblleieor dniversity.h.ave done differently? . .- . .1,

What are the prioritie§. oiyour institution? What should they be?
, .

..
These and similar questions are open-endedbecause we do not knowwhat -, -:E---4

: ( .,

students think, what they seek, or how to facilitate their effort. At least,

we can no,longer assume we know these things. hey change with each new
..i ,

=----
.clientele we presuthe.to serve! older students, bers of diverse ethnic groups,/-

..---.

children of blue-collar,iorkers-who
,

afg first7generation college attenders,
.

and:the culturally and educaTnally disadvantaged.
1 -,

,

.

.

,

-..
"Longitudinal studie are desirable,. beetuse we want to know how students

.

. . .

:.
.

changellver time, where changestake place, why they take, place, and hos:7 the

institution has helped or hindered thet. ,Case studies are valuable, because

changes are unique, personal:, individual.,In short, methods and research de-
,no- .

. .
:,

'signs should-be employed that take a critical look at college life through the
: ,: *.'. 4- .1',:,-

eyes, of those who-are expeOfthangr have expeqgnced it.k

To.whai' uses will thelvAalof4his type'of research be put by dour ,

alleges and universities ? 1411A5,44 we do when
,

we know what we are doing right
'::1: ' -i -

'
. 8

:.,.: ,
. ,

for significant* numbers of studeirptl, What tie tahnot.expectAp do is .everything.

Keres'notion of a "multiversity" weleet.evex'yonels needs is dimpossible
-7..),:,4

,i:" , *-

. .,

dream, albeit a brave one in the.190'S. Drawing upon all of the most ire-

qUently cited philosopffies of higlet-educ4i0h, Kerr suggested that

A Unihrsity can aim.no higher Vkn, tb be as British as possible for
the sake of the undergraduaEas,IS German as paiSible,for the sake'

o''
of the graduates and-the research Pers nnel.:i as American aa:poesible
for the sake of the public d'aCconfused as, possible for

the sake of the brepervationthe whole uneasy balancp.6

r

t
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. .AI"
But ewe do not

,
need toebe, nor can, we bp, all things to a peciple; tha is not %

what individual development implies. By exploring what w do best and speci-
, .

. ,

1.,,,,'fying our goals, we can appeal directlyrto.students, selling our ins itutions
- '

'realistically, to prospective consumeq. Some,01e,small, ptivate,.sometimes
y e

'*sectarian institutions, have sways known what they had to offer.,' The rest'

1 .1

us need to find oUt,,, and tp, low isSIons policies and r advertising

to'certaln types Of students Withy rtic4 ar pposes.and interests.
-

This point is clear1y.,r0.ated to t' current dOtandsfor "consumer" pro-.

'tection, f6sz7spectie students,a
i'

flaieAmilies to have
-

teiNtiC in-
.

formatibn about what schools theyscAider attending)have.to offer and

what they cats expect to accomplish by enrolling inthem.- Ouzstudents are

gentle critics, kindereto us than we probablydeservek, Their.observations 44

about the school atmosphere, its priorities, and its cblitribvtions to. their
r

,development describe tine alue of our offerings 'a 'east -.teliably as othe

assessments And probably amore persuasir
1116

The use of student ii to/clarify an

program development as wel0.1-. Rican
f4as well as a rational wlewo fqr p

e"
extracurricular experiencA of value Io students% Such data can also be used 4.

4 . .4
specify our.gba% wil -1 id in

.. .

as a bas for, curriculum reyision, ,

idini\khe types aeco-cgrricut.4i or ---
......

, . . -
.

to devdlop evaluation tools to measure odrjuctess at reaching the goals C./b
6

set for ourselves. 4° , . V
. ' . .. t

It will come Ihs no reat surprisk ta'you,tohear lie confesstthatikthe type H'
.a

.'

_ . 1>

of'researchI advocate lot indeed,theitype of research-in-,which 10 ,Lvol47177.-s- ,-

The Office of Student Testing and Research at OTY/B initidted4"a longitudinal; _ -

study in ,1966, using two random samples of 100 students *each frOm:the 1966%ana
. t

1967 entering freshman classes, respectively. Each group was inteiviewed,twice-.
,-. .

during the freshman year andonce in each suc e ing college }we Follpw.2up
4

/ questionnaireswere administered each year therea
*V

iver for a total orten Swears
1

.4 . ,. . -

for each sample. Descriptive studies, based on each year's returns, have been

and are being prepared and distributed for thewinformation of the university'
Isl. ...,

. .

community as well a'6 prospective students and the communitraelarge. Although

.,the real wdrk pf longitudinal analysis has hardly begun, t4re have been(somes.
L

. ,
. .

. . .

payoffs along the way.' Students evaluated their academic experiences, re-
/

porting what they liked and,Jisliked about their teachers and the ir corses..
i.

.

I,
0,

r-
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We forwarded these comments, anomfmously pf course, to the department chairmen

to aidin,tftlieraluation pf their offerings.4rHaving data on'the student ex-

perience has shpred-Up the ppsitton of the Division of Student Affairs in its
3 3

dealings with other.4niversity div

in negOti tions f

our role a student

ments,antd,d isions.:

forms the writing of

t

s n andWith the central administration -

J
°

creasingly scarce ndsemid'yer,pnnel, and _has enhanced
4 e I

ocate in all our dealings with other university depart-,

Finally in the diScussibn_pfuniversity goals.
-
that in-

.

ten-year plans-and evaluation documents, the case for

reater attention to individual student development can be made based- on
.

tudent-expressed values and perciptions of the ,role ofifthe uniVerAtl in

,ering_their development. .
, ,

1, ',

But where are the connecti s we seekbetween the higher eau ional,ex-
4

...
,

ti.erience andstudent'
.

growth and. Wthe SIINIY4 study, they are
P . ° ,...'"'.-""...'''Still to be'found in the analysis oi.the longitulinalrdata ind the' develop

I .- 1 1

'meht of casestudies on -several members pf the two samples --Whp responded"

(every .year, ,and" 'perhaps who d,roP,Ped out for a time and-told Us why.
.

.believe that the keys are there' and that we- Will Xin4-at least some of. them.
dl o, ,

In the aeantime, the,projecf'hasbeen.valuable for Selling the university to''
.-

prospective Students; for 'informing students, faculty, administr

'staff; as well as the public, about
.

'providing fuel for stUdent advoacy
' 1P

interests compete for Increasingly r
.

,-.
theocollege experience for those students who have taken part in the study

. .
. .

over the years and have thus been encouraged 66,evaluate their', .e3cperiences
,-.

,

in light of their developing goals.
, .

. What, gOals do We set for higher education? 'How do wejput*le thee?
'.-

.

Martin Kaplanyresents one set of,,goals,..and suggests one Way to,approach

-their realization in ,young adults lives....adults'. 11

-..
. , .,

. Ferhaps'we need more techniques for worplIng our s, tudents. We

.

could'uWmb-re vfay,p to interrupt the ullimpided flbwdo-f. fact froth us
to them, More.waiaito intervene and meddle in their` lives,'

.

more:ways to focus their attention4RA gome,questions that education
Seems recently to have forgotten-7questionslik4, who am I? and '

where do I want 6to 6. and, what do I belieVe?7'
..

, , ..,,....

It

ion and )
- -

what college life'at SUNY /B i %like; for

in a wSrld where lots of legitimate,

are resources; an& protably for' improving

4

t

:
,

4

A

Is
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,

; ':
7 . ,f, .

,.--1__Pehaps7:t4las what Harvard did right firjMartin,KaplaA, or peas&
r- .. ...- I. , ....

wishes it had- Perhaps a litte proportion of our sarents would be delightedfee -___-. ,

with those prospects. iSertainlysl. large numberq$ our interview group mem- /
..

. -
bers welcoma4,our "meddling" in their lives over the years,. As one pers n

reported.in his senior interview,

I think the'project has been a goo4 thing forme, that I was dne.:of .

.the one hundred people picked out. -I think too' that it'-s- been gob i A

for all the other kids.. It's helped thell by having somebodyquespioning
and listening'. tes-Bellied them to. know more about themselves.. ..Sliq,

besides helping you, you've helped me. I've had a chanoe,to express.
myself,,,and my views': Then when you heA-tyourself say these, things.
I thinkyeu,undeistand'y8urself artiet/e. better. . .

.,..
4

NirM..years after hip Participationjin the study began;canother pifson wrote:
. .

.
. .

I phpdad like to be able te,,comPate this questionnaire :with mSr.yerY ,\
I

irst interview. I thinktit. Woul.d.he interesting tbsee if the change
feel,within myself has indeed taken pIede. .... 4 '.

$

A..

'1 always look forwSrd.to this questionnaire ,eith 'asense of
dread---.buI CflInrit orces'Ime t6 iNconsfde vy feelings and,va*es.
We need to do that cdasionally. ' .- / .

- -

In any event,.1,
6

t to k2bw what the -State University of New York at

Buffalo is doing'well so

,and should be doing to enhance

c

weTean do more 8f it, and, what we coin do,weil .

student.grewth. And Lbelieve that students

can tell us.in ways that can be used to

flew direCtion to some ofOUr)endeavors.

t

, I

refren our perspectives and give

O

tl

,
%

st

"1
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4. Ibid., p. 15.
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HARCUM FRESHMEN SELF-EVALUATE THEIR PREPARATIONFOR COLLEGE. A.._

4

- .

Boris Blai, Jr.

'Harcinii Junior College

The.quality and depth of high school preparation for college has.signi-
.

ficant'impact'upon the many dimensions of student coping behavior. Therefore,

in an'e'ffort to obtain information about thbse areas in which Harcum freshmen

believed that'they needed help before entering college, an anonymous ques--

tionnaire survey was conducted. The practical implications of this type of

information, for both secondary school and college guidance counselors, as Well

as instructional staff, are clearly obvious--for this approach can yield

specific information regarding the areas in which students believe they need

help,.or,counseLing. Inshort--pingbintink those areas which, in the students'

collective perceptions, represent the skills and knowledge most frequently

considered to be deficient; is the first practical step in identifying those

specific areas which should receive greater attention in the future.

,There is, today, little disagreement with the view that the reasons for

failure of students to satisfactorily achieve their collegiate_ aspirations

are many and varied. Some of these obviously devolve upon the student, ybt

others are more appropriately ascribed to the college learning experience, or

environment. Both, however, sittre acommon characteristic--they are' subject,

in varying degrees, to change and, modification.

Those who are assigned the responsibility for eduOtional and student

fife decision-making, are Ow accountable indilridualswho must determine what
-

shall be done to 'close' such preparation gaps. In addition--they must also

make another important, pragmatic decision: what shall be the order of

priority followed in seeking tbmodify a variety of existing conditions and

practices? Some of the major areas to consider are the following ones:

lack, of adequate aubjecti7matter preparation of students;
2. lack, of student motivation tostudy and learn:,

,

3. student prsonal adjustment and emotional problems resolution;
4. student ack of realism about college 'life'--both academic and non-

academ c.dimensions;.and
S. studen,E financial problems.

96
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In considering these areas, certainly'the yews of students thetselveS

are'most germane in seeking to identify condi ions of.Maximum effectiveness

within secondary schools, in'their tas:, of elping prepare students for sound

college' articulation.

As one means'or approaching this assessment assignment, The Student EdUca-
,

tional Questionnaire instrument was utilized. It was designed by Thomas R.

'Colemmn in 19.74, and was utilized in conneetion with 3 practicum submitted to

Nova University in partlal fulfillmentof requirements for a doctoral degree.

The,questionnaire was administered to Harcum freshmen in February 1976. as

.

'a structured and standardized method for exploring the students' self-evalua-

ted assessment of quality of their high schobl preparation for college

attendance. Some 272 freshmen,. after completing one full semester, responded

to the questionnaire--anonymously.

The questionnaire instrument (which is attached as an Appendix to the

_paper w?ch relates to this presentation), was designed to explore three broad .

categories of information. These are: items 1 through 9 relating to Educe-
.

tonal Information; items 10 through 15 which relate to Psycho - social

tion; and items 16 through 19 which concern themselves witfi Vocational Infor-

mation. By thistructuri4of items, heresponses of the students Immediately
e

identifiedthespecific dimensions in Which they believed they needed assis-

.

,tance--or counseling. An open-ended questionnaiTe was also included, per-

mitting stUdents to respond freely.and write in other artasinwhich they
. 0

believed theywere ill-prepared to cop- upon entering colleg e.

The group-assessed.strength of d for each of the questionnaire items
41'

was determined as.follows: a nuterica score of1 was assigned for each item

selected as a "Least" need. A 2 was as igned for each one. selected as a

4Some".beed, dnd a 3was assigned for e ch one selected as a "Moat" need.

Therefore, the degree, or 'strength' of group-asse§sed needs, could be con-

veniently expressed asa percentage of 'he maximum possible 'score! for any

item--this_maximum being a §Core Of 816, derived by multiprying the number of

respon nts-7some 272--by thp "Most" sco e of'3.

The group-determined ,priority-ranla g--or relative 'strengths' of ex-

pressed'needs--consisted of the followin , listed in descending order of

need Strength:.

"
If
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I

Reading skills 4%,:
2. .Studying for an etam 67%
3. Improving my motivation 64/,
4: Preparing a bibliography 62 %-
5. Math.skills and ponicepts 61%
'61.. Selection of goals or when I leave Harcn6 60%
7. Obcaining,financialAid 59%
8. Selection of schoolvocations, and

\
oppOftunities.after , I left

high school 58%
9. Organizing and blpgeting time in order to meet, school deadlines 56%

-10. Awareness af extracurricular activities f5%
11. Selection of courses appropriate for me 54%
12. Notetaking 53%
13. Gaining the proper information regarding admissions exams and

,

applica!tions'52%

14. Identifying my, interest areas 50%
' 15. Helping me cope with failure 49%

16. Helping me get along with teachers and meeting their expectations
and demands 46%

17. Preparing term or research papers 45%
18. Helping me with my social interactions with peers 44%
19. -Helping me with my personal' problems and social adjustments 40%

,

Among the 5 strongept needs expressed, 4 are in the Educational Informa-

tion category. They are: Reading skills--the greatest need, or preparation-,

gap; Studying for. an exath; Preparing a bibliography; arid, Math skills and Con-
.

cepts.

The only non-Educational Information category Incluird'among'the top -five

needs Was "Improving my motivation"--a Psycho- social item.' In a sense, this

one, as well, is closely related
1
for although not stated 4a reasonable.in-

ference is that the'moelvation relates to studying, learning, and matters ,

If-the percentage 'strengths' of these 19student-assessed needs are

averaged for each of the thieCmajor categories, the fallowing results: 'fr.
. ,

Educational Information-58%; for Vocational Information7-56%; and for Psycho-
,.

e results of this ques-

social Information--50%.

$everal,general conclusions are sil/g4gested'by t

tionnaire inquiry,:
. a

1. Preparation in various ac3detie 'skills' ar as is very ,clearly fore-
,'

. most in the 'preparation -gap' needs perceived by then- Harcum freshmen.
,.,

2., Following closely are the Vocational Informa ion.heedb, and the least
e4

expressed 'concerns' were for the items in the Psych -sociai.Information aria.

/ -9 8
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3. Among this groupt of,fteshmen-students, the,intensity level of these

felt needs isquite 'high', when expressed as a proportion of the maximum

posSible need-score. The very least 'degree of concern expressed was 40%

, the item being: "Helping me with my personal problems and social adjustments".
. . .

4. These Harcum flOshmen have expressed str'ong leve of concern reg/rd-
.

v,

.

ariods dimensions of their high school preparationT °liege attendance.

Do these 'preparation-gaps' result from student 'failures' to learn? Irom

teacher 'failures' to teach? Frot guidance counselor 'failures' to counsel?
( 4

Or perhaps a combination of all factors? Whatever the proximal causes, this,

questionnaire survey reVealed some serious 'preparation - gaps',, as perceived.

by a recent class of Harcum freshmen.

The extent to which these results may be. generalized beyond Harcum is a

matter .-best answered by replication of the queStionnaire query among another

sample of freshmen students. In .any event, it is a scheme offering ready

identification of freshmen perceptions which can be of considerable vane--

boeth to instructional and guidance personnel. \ .

1

t
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HARtUM JUNICII _COLLEGE

Office of Research

Student Educational Questionnaire

..4

'This brief questionnaire invites your considered views. It is-not a test. 'Theie are
notrighty or 'wrong' 'answers! It is a completely donfidentittlsurvey of theOpinions of '.
Harcum freshman as a group: do not sign your hame.- J Thank you for'your serious and

a, ,helplifl cooperation.
..: Arig.:_1;-. ''''' '.

. .1:
Boris Blal, Jr. , Ed. D.It $,

February 1976 Director 0 Research.,-,

Your Har'cum prograni of study (Secretpria,l, 'Animal Technician, Liberal Arts, etc.)
.

Directions: - Please circle the number which you believe'best defines your needs I3EFCRE
entering. college. ,

1- refers to NEEDING THE LEAST help in that area
. 2- refers to,NEEDING SOME hell) in dig area

3- refers to NEEDING,THE MOST help in that area

Just before entering college, I believe I needed help in the following areas: .

V

Least ' 'Some
1. notetaking 1 2

2. preparing 'term or research paper
$:

. preparinga bibliography 1
A . i 3 . s

4. studying !for an exam 1
,

# 5. reading skills , 1
9 41

6. Inathskills & Concepts 1

2

2

,2

2

. ..
.- 7. organizing & budgetirr,, time in 'order to' 1, 2

meet School deadlines

8.. obtaining financial aid 2
,.. ,- .0

9.. gainingtheproper information regarding.
aliniissions exams arid applications

.-
.

10: Improving my motivation
a

o
4114C

t .

c

uU

Moit
3

-1*

3

3.,

3

$

3 -,a

' 3
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11. helping me 1,\4it my pers'onal problems
Least 3orrie Most

and social adjustments 1 , 2 3

12. helping me with my social interactions
with peers

13. helping me to get along with teactier§ and.
meeting their expectations & deMande 1' 2 3

, 14.,helping me cope with failure ' 2 3

15. awareness of extracurricular activities 2. 3

16. seleCtion of courses appropria'tc for me . 3

17. identifying thy interestareas 2 3'

1$. selection of goals for, when I leave
Harcum 1 2 3 s-r

\
19. selection of schools, vocations and other

'opportunities after I left high school 1 2 3

20 . 'Are there any other areas in which you believe you were ill-prepared to cope when
you,entered college? Please name and comment upon them here:

1

1

ro

1

4."

/

a
...re:- I 0

Your cooperation is sincerely'appreciated

0
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SUMMER 'ORIEN'1:ATIdN PROGRAM 1974: AN EVALUATION

William Coles, III ,

JNY at Buffalo s.

A
Programs and projects, as we are all aware, are often initiated modi-

1

fied,:and_terminated intresponse to individual and collective whims and

'passions: .Those with the most/political clout reshape programs to reflect

. their own disposition and perceptions, disregarding frequently the objectives

and the effectiveness of the programs. A more, logical course of action (and

these tevas occasionally trigger ap automatic disregard for the ensuing dig-
,

cussion), partecularly in decisions regarding large ependitures of resources,

is to evaluate programs on the basis-of their, effectiveness in carryi g out

their o bjectives. The following report describes Ale such program eve ua-

tion, initiated out -of the conbroversy, created by lack of-information

consensus as to the

described from

should serve,

purpose and mechanics of the program. The evaluati
rvg,inception,

at least, as an

nd .

n. is

thropgh'implementation, toits conclusion,an

impetus for eVa uationim general, and, hope-

fully, as a model for,,thetevaluation Of similar projeCts.

The Summer-rientation Program (SOP) at the State.Univeltity Of New it,'

York"at Buai.o (SUNY/B) is an extensive program which involves/approximately

2,200 freshmen each year and virtually every university office which works

with undergraduates. The 1974 SOP consisted, of twelve cOnferences,ccinducted

for freshmen expecting to, enter SUNY/B in the Fall of 1974. All incoming

freshmen-were invited to attend one of the conferences in order to plan their.

first semester academic program and register for their Fall courses as well

as to meet other students and familiarize themselves with the resources of

the UniverSity.

t4From July 15 to August 23,;two conferences were conducted each week;

one from noon Monday to 11 A.M. Wednesday, and the other from noon Wednesday-

to 14 A.M: Friday, All students who attended the conferences, whether they

intended to be residents or commuters, resided'in the dormitories during"-

activities
.i.,their stay.' A wide variety "of and programa were offered. Daily

, ., ,,

activities and workshops fOcused primarirS, on academic advisement and course
,

!.

.,

.

A.

J.
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regisbra ion; several PrOgrams and touts were

students with the facilities and seryices of,

vicies and workshops offeredduring the evert

. oppoitunit'iesttO Ocialize with fellow stude ts and become ftrther acquainted. .

1 -'

t

available to familiariie the

he university. NUmerous acti-

ngs'provided the st%Idents with

with the university,.

_ 'The goals and polidiesof the Oriente

imptemented-ET a coordinating committee, /p

'the.six.areas involved with'the freshm,L

c

gradblte Edueati5 (academic advisement)

materials and procedures'); Student Activ

and programming for the,copferences)-; Of

.(minority student programs); Housing Of

and supervision of d.ormitory,activity);

to student government and activities).

early in 1974 Outof 6onCern on the pa
4

ferences were.too extensive or, perhap

fibm Admissions, and Records, fbi-

On Program are fftmulated and
/ I

nsisting of representatives from

ientation: Division of Undet-

Adiniasions and Records (registration

ies (training of the student aides
.

ice of Educational OppOrtunity

ee (training of resident advisors

ni5Vbtudent Association(intrOduction °

The comulittee initiated an evaluation
)

of.some of'its.members that the con-

, not .even needed. Representatives
r

r , t
.ice, felt/ that.julst mailing out the '
J.

fegisethtion materials would be suffi 1.ept, wh4e representatives for the

academic advisors strongly desired either, a mailing of,registTation, materials
ior a much shOrtened orientation ptogrlap consisting ,of academic advisement

I 4.and registration to be held during 6' academic year, either in the.Spring or ,
, I

the Fall.' Several offices'in the Div sion of Student,Affairs strongly argued
E -1i. . . , ,'

.L

.
- to continue'theprOgram.in its predtn Ztate,,lcoricentrating on interpersonal

communication and increased familiaiify with. he ,university'in.,addition to -.

advisement and registration. .

' Discasion was, in fact, so heated' that workshop was formed.to discusst

.

the goals.for the orientation that wpV1d pro idea frainework.wiihift'which,to,

formulate short and. long,term operatiOnal Objeclives. The offices and divi- -

."sions involved invites an outsider tO.partic pate in the workshop who was'

experienced in workshop leadership and who c uld assist the committee in der

fining its goals and objectives, 0,

'After much discussion and deliberation,,thegoals were agreed upod.and

listed 'as follmVS:

.

J.
4 -).

r
.
101i ....
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--To initiate development of a sense'of competence regarding
the utilization of university physicaland human resources;

To cultivate'an environmehp.tonducive to the freeing and ex-
pansion of interpersonal relationships among peers, faculty, aid
staff,,and to encourage mutual trust'and respett; 1

.

To initiate the development of a sense of ind'ividuafpurpose
within the higher educational experience;

To create an environment which fosters potential for en-
lightened criticisms,;annovatipn andself-study;

.

%

Toiniante:develOpment of a ense of institutional identity
and',..coniequently, a perspective, from which t1 deal with common
problems (i.e. alienation);

To help students develop a 1espect for their own abilities
and those of others and a realistic understanding ofitheir re-",
spective limitations;

ti

To initiate developmentof an individually meaningful balanCe
between autonomy and interdependence.
.

,

'The Committee proposed' tHat the next orientation program, Sumpe, 1974,
be evaluated by outside evaluators to determine to wHat extent the preSent

program was fulfilling these goals and in which ways it could be modifi%'d

for improvement. Data from students who. had attended'the conferences seemed

a more rational basis for-decision making. than the armchair philosophizing

that Batt characterized previous discussions.
. . 0

The committee postponed an outline of the aspects of the program that they
wanted evaluated. Detailed proposals regarding questionnaire, design, admini-

stration, sampling, and dAta processing and analysis were requested. Pro-
.

posdis were submitted and later defended before members of the'. committee.

The evaluation itself was two-fold:. (1) examination of the overall

- effects of the programs on the-students and tht chang desired by-the students,

and ,(2) determination of the effectiveness of. the various specific aspects of.

the program in meeting the'stated goals. The firststep was the clarification

of the objectives of Cie SOP. The committee* 1140 d4cussed and defined their

gods fikr the arogrlp, Theseo goals now had to be operationallY.defined:-,The

six offices directly involved with the program were contacted to determine.
.

,the manner and form of their participation ih the program, and to clarify,
/

and operationally define their particular objectives.
.

0 4
kr?
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Extensive efforts were made to exp]ititly deffile the role bf each of the

...3- offices in the progiam, pushing the representatives, almost literally, to de--5
.

_lfneate what they wanted to.do and how they were going abput that task: Ex-
.

planations were solicited regarding the 'details of their interaction with
, =

*.

.
_ -

.

the,,students, particularly the type of programs provided (purpose,_natuKe)
, -

and the aides and mate;ials involved.
: .---

In this manner,;queqionnalre'items were designed to evaluate the over-

'

: .

all affect of.the conferendts on.the students and the effectiveness of the

"p

I

z

effort& of the individual ofekdes. The items were formulated ancrthen dis-
>

eussed,wIth individuVs. from the respective offices and with the coordinating

committee. The objective of each item was to provjdb information to the offices,

and to the,committee'on the effect of 61eirefforts, providing them with in-
_

foreation as to what extent and in whin areasjheir workshop& and prograta .

,were working and 'their personnel and materials effective. .

Items intende to evaluate the overall effect's of the program and the

changes desird by the students were constructed to enable students to

# ecifythe types of concerns (anxieties) they hadt.befoie..attending SOP d

#t W.''t9 indicate the effect, attendance had on their degree of-concern. Items

-were also deigned to allow students to note .changes they would have liked

in the types of activities'available-during their SOP and to indicate..the

desirability of including various activities, in futureprograms. Modifica-
.

tions -ft the location and duration of6the programs were also recommended.

Each conference of the Orlentation Program consisted of abbut 30 adtivi-

'lies, primarily programs and workshops for course registration. and academic

advisemkt, and activities and experiences for socialization and familiatiza-

-don with the unAetsity. To assess the benefit derived from each of the
4 activities and programs available during the SOP, three dimensions mere in-

_

vestigated: -student attendance at each function; the contribution to-meeting
ts

fellow students;, and the-contribution.to familiarizing Students with the
44itt

facilities and services of the university. Although all activities were

examined relative to these three aspects/ some activitie , of course, Were
... .

includgd in the SOP Tor other reasons. Therefore, find ngs of low benefit in

socialization with students and/or familiarization with the university do not
.,

,
. ,

neCessarily.indicatelack of value in these other dimensiods. ..
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' The eXpe fences of freshmen at the Orientation Program-can strongly af-
, .

.

feet *their e ectations.of interactions with Universitipersonnel during their
.

-

college years. Their perceptions pf the helpfulness, friendliness, And
.6

terest of iniversify 'staff were 4nvestIgated by asking theifreshmep to rate. " . .
. , .

.several groups of SOP personnel on these' dimensions. The groups were: stu-

dent. aides, registKation aides, .librarians, academic advisors;
:,

and resident
f
. .advisors._

Students were asked to indicate hOs,helpfuland friendly /interested in -..

.- .6 ,them Bach group had beery during SOP.. The latter two dimensions were'combined.
. .

,-

because,of their close relationship and the greater appropriateness. of one'or -

' thepther in various situations discussed. Respondents also reported thei

helpfulness and-friendriness/interesf in them Of the acgdemic.advisors and
. . . .

'-' -

.
librarians'Ziring the Fall semester. The 'amount o'f.student contact with -the

-$. N .,
-7.

). acadetic advisorsAuring ehe..SOP and the Fall semester Was also reported.

Since one of themain functions of the brientatibn PPagtam was as-

sist- the freshMeP.in selecting an registering for courses for the ,Fall '

isemester, the freshmen were asked to indicate.'the helpfulness of the Course
_ .

information avaidable and to note diTculties in .completing the registration

forts. The freshmen also reported the number of pritarjr courses for which

. they were successfully registered when they returned to 'the university gin-the
- .

Fall.

The questionnaires were sent toa sample of 599 studenZs randomly

selected from the 2,129 students who'attended,the SOP. They vere mailed in

- the third week of October,1974; three f011oW-up cards' were mailed urging cOrv-.

pletion'of the survey. The evaluationmaS timed for the end of October,in

or der to gain,the students. perspective of the SOP after having completed half

of theFall semester.. Dy this time, it was felt that the greshmen would be

. familiar enough with the procedures, regulations, afid life at the university .

to effectively evaluate the preparation they had received, during,SOP. Two.

hundred and twenty.-four-studenti, 11 percent of those who attended the 1974

SOP, returned usablequestionnaires...
,

I
10U
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Analysis, of their responses indicated that the 1974 SOP provided a socially
. . s

..positive and academically realiitic perspective oftheir pending university,
.experience. . i.

s
.,

, /
.--

o

411le findings, indicated that the Orientation Program provided the students'

with a wide variety Of opportunitiesi to meet fellow studeAts and to 3.6"Come
o

, familiar with the facilities aid services of the university. Program attendance
. .

seemed to lessen the students anniety,inAcial and personal areas. Concern

with the impersonalnessoof a large university, social competency, and perSonal

"adjustient ideased, althoUth the students 1ported that they would have liked .'
. . ., - ,

more informs to, bout the universiWs facilities and services. The relative, ,....
1

success of the stu enfis socially was refleCted in their greater satisfaction

with the existing levelsof social actiVities.
.

The student aides, the registration aides, and the academic advisors

Weta
:4
repcirted to-have ieen helpful and friendly /interested in the student's ,

regarding registration. ,qiieir efforts seemed successful; most students were
. .

,registered for at least three'of iourpriMary_courses When they returned in the
- . . .

Fall:

The academie advisors were alsftelpfuI and friendly/Interested in the

studemet in academic areas. They4ere reported to'-he-Mbre helpful 'and friendly/
.

,interested. in the students during the Summer program, than during the Fall
.

'semester. Fewer students distussed personal problems with their advisors than

discussed adademic prbblems, and most of those who did,discussPersonal mat-.

-,.ters reported that,they advisors were not very.helpful or even friendly/

interested in them. :It should be remeMbered,,however, 'that the function,of

the academic advisors is academic advisement, not personal counseling.

In spite of the efforts of the, academic advisors, students reported that

SOP attend"e heightened their anxiety relative to academic areas: courses

,'selection,'getting desired:courses', class size) and their own academic com-

petence. Difficult es in. selecting and 'registering tor.courses and contact
-

.

with numerous students with equally impressive ataeemic credentials may account.
..

1
-Coles,.H. Willianr, III, Summer prientation 1974: An Evaluation. 'Student
'Testing and Research, SONY at BuZfalo,,1975,:_

1 a
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for much of the increased concern. This heightened concern with academics

is reflected in the types of activities the students reported that they would

have liked in their Orientation program: mareacademic-related programs, par-
. , *

ticularly mqe interaction with faculty members; and more academic information

2(requireients,, grading,- courses, etc.).`

ot'Y

Students emphatically endorsed the need' for an orientation program for
, ,

incoming freshmen and indicated that it phodld be three or four day. long and
.

heldon both campuses Of the university., Recommended emphases of the activi-

. ties were again fanaliarization with the university's facilities and services, ,,

% r

social activities with fellow students; and academic counseling, Small-group
, .

discussions of concerns and interests were also advocated. Inc.reased,faculty
, 0 .vb.

41

involvement in the program was indicated to bdesirAble relative to academic.
.. A r

counseling and discdssion of.students' concerns a ;d interests; social contact

with faculty and sample lectures, however, were of interest to cansiderbbly
4

u'
I

., .. .,. t
feldei'students. , ..i

,

o

The evaluation oF the SOP provided the committee and each .of the sup-
,

porting offices with detailed information upot which io
1

base their' decisions.

As a result of the findings the coordinating committee recommended that the

Orientation Program remain a series oflilrifereh'oes hen over-the Summer.'

Faculty involvement was to increase in the acadeMApounseling areaawith*the

designation of specific conferences to emphasize sOpOal areas such as

natural sciences, engineering, and health sciencesOn which the, faculty fromIr

these respective areas would play a'much more ac vb-. rode. Several of the -

_ irt
programs and workshops were ,omitted sand others re esigned as a result of the

(...

0

student responses.
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ROOM USE DATA - USE AND MISUSE
7A

Loren Gould
Worcester State College

One of the problems facing the Office of Institutional Research at Wor-

cester State College is how to'present roam use data that, is accurate and

yethat is acceptable'to those wishing to argue foror against the need for

more classroom space. This is area th44 might seem to be a simple gathering

of purbly objeCtive data but up ki inspection the methodology to glean the

data is extremely subjectiVe. Presidents wish to have data that will, aid

their arguments that more classroom space is necessary while legislators

are looking for, data that proves the college is underutilizing its space.

The Office of Institutional Research is caught between the two positions

trying to develop as objective a measure of room use as is possible but pne

that, at the same time, will be acceptable to both groups receiving the'data.

Here at Worcester State we first began collecting Nom use data nearly

ten years agotby totaling the percentage hourly use each room had,'based

upon the then existing, thirty-six hour week (eight hours oit Monday-Wednesday-

Friday;and six hours on Tuesday-Thursday). ,See attachments and B.. At the
a.,

same time the percentage use was broken out into.general use classroom's and

special use rooms. General use classrooms were defined as ones that any de-
.

partmentmight be assigned to for lecture-discussion types of courses while

special use rooms were primarily laboratories of one kind or another. This

type of analysis resulted in rather high use percentages and was obvioUsly

not objective since no consideration was madeof the other l3-2 hours in each

. week. Just by beginning the school day at eight in the morning instead of
7

'eight- thirty and ending-it at five in the afternoominstead of four-thirty

would have, added three hours a week and by.making Tuesday-Thursday the-same as

Monday-WednegdaY-FridaY would have added an additional six hours for a total,

'of forty-five available hourseachxeek instead of the thirty-,six used., The

evening .hours fromour-thirty to ten.p.m.qwere usedby the -Program of ,Con-
,

tinuing Education when the room rise survey was begun'bUt since the program

rda limited number of rooms Withonta great number of students the program

"-,.,1

ha.- --jCa
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was, not calculated into the room us study. This is no folitger true, ioday when

the Program of Continuing Education ves two-thirds the 'number of students

in the day enrollment' However, in this paper the Program-of Continuing Educe-
,

tion will noe be included althOugh some references to it will be foUnd on

some of heattachments.

Attachment A shows the percentage of classroom and special room use fOr

four consecutive semesters and with a detailed breakout of'the most recent

.semester ax.the time of the report. The detailed data contains information

relative to-the Prpgram of Continuing Education but this data was not included

in developing the percentages shown. This "is a typical example of thef,room

: use study produced during the first several years. Attachment B shows,simifar

. informatidn from a couple of years later. -At this time, however, only the
,===.

general use classroom percentage was developed since it was felt that the

-special use room percentage did not and would not change appreciably,

Another factOr.not included in these studies was the dine of the classes

and any inefficient use'of rooms,resufting from small classes. Consistently ,

over the years, five to six per cent of the classes at'the'college have been

five or fewer in enrol1.ment and a glance at, attachment C reveals that the

,smallest general use.c ssroom has twentylive student stations. Atta'chmen't

C lists the capacity of X11 rooms as of the date of the report. Recently, a

number of small Classes h ve been held in professors' offices'without being
1 t .

listed as assigned classes but appearing onthe roster under.theguise of

T43A (to bAlannounced) in reghrd to location'o,

In 1970 the (Vice of Institutional Research began to use an alternative
o

method of presenting room use data, This consisted in using the. percentage

of the undergraduate Student'body assigned to classrooms each'hour of the class

day.as a measure of room use. This Aid not require the separation of general
V.

' and special use classrooms 'and the sizes, of'the classes had.nobeaing upon the

entages developed.but the resulting figures wets fifteed to_twenty per cent

lower than those developed by the prior method thus reducing ihe coltlege'
,

t

. ,... .

justification argument for more classroom space. .

..
.

A typical example of this type of report is'shown on attachments D through '

H. Attachment D explains the methodology andsummarizes the results of the
.,

study along with supplying a key to.the visual presentation-of the data as

. .1 , a '. .
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shown'on attachment E.. Attachment C shows the datain.a''viSual form with
I.

horizontal stripes indicating the hours with above average assignment of

'students to classrooms and the other patterns indicating,belOw average
ig.

assignment of stqdents
.
to 0.assrooms. The darker the symbol, the further

removed from
/
the averagethe particular hour is Thus the eighth hour- on s

- ---
,

Wednesday and Friday
4
is the low point in student assignment to classrooms
. .

. ..

while'the'greatest assignment,of students occurs during the second, third,'
. .

and fdurth hours of the dey. Another factor as 'to why the lack of student

assignment:to classrooms in the late afternoons is a result of the 'changing

' times that have.occurred in colleges nationwide. -Unlike years ago, both

faculty and students have choice as to wheri courses are offered. The. faculty,

hrough their department chairpersons, choose the times that they wish to
4 .

offer the various departmental courses. Then the students, through a lottery

method, select the courses and times that they want. As a result of these op-

tions the-late afterribom tend to be vacant.' If I were to return:to teaching

I know what hours I would choose'in order to have small classes. Usually

seniority tends to rule in departmental time selections and most faculty would

like their afternoons free. This results in the newer faculty, basicallsy uti=

known ko the students, dominating the late hours of the day when our students.

want time to work at the part-time jobs most of them.hold. his is an ineffi-

cient vse of room space that, is very difficult to explain to state iegislgtors
)* ,

wio are dut_of touch with the changes that have taken.place in colleges,in the

past ten years and is one 1 the reasons why leny paper that I present is alwaS7s"

sent to the chairman of our state Ways and Means Committee. Attachrgenb F shows
,

the percentage of the total student body that ate assigned to cleSsiooms each
"

hour of the school day.- Rather than showing the deviation frOmthe mein as at-
44

4

E.did this attachment shows; for example, that.only nine per cent Ofa,,,

the entire, student body is assigned to a classrooth on the eighth hour on.,Friday

afternoon compared with nearly half the student body population assigned to

classrooms on the.second hour of Monday-Wednesday-Friday." Attachment. sup-

plies the numerical-variation in, the number of students assigned tq classrooms

eaeh.hour from the mean., This shows, with numbers, whet attachment E shows
4

visually. Attachment H shows the number of students assigned each hour to
,

classrooms with cumulative totals to show which days and which hours have the
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greatest number of assigned stu nts. It is selOf-evident that all five ofthese

attachients are showing the Sam informatidn but in different ways and wite.
' -401r

different amounts of detail with the first page '(attachmeAt.D) giving the most
,le

/

m1 verbal description and with attachMents F, G and H giving the. ore
I . . .

specific details. During-the:five
0

years that this format was produced by the

Office of Institutional Rese rch,- requests came from-the Prasident's'OffIce
,

for the previous method of c,lculating roam use because the earlier method'
/

show 'considerably hishei.percentage of use figures. Thus during most of-the
/ ,

.
. . .

five )-,ears both reports: we e produced.
.

Attachment Is a sample of.a.report issued when needed to update the status

of the number of student stations available ir each room) This wasdone by

actually going to each toom and counting the student stations available. In

the case of th e labbratores therevas little or no change unless a room was
.

added or del eted but-with many of the eneral use'classrooms there was con -

siderable variation tram year to year, ThiS points ont another ,y

jective element to such room use stud±e/S,since most of,the classrooms haVe'-

movable hairi and no attempt was.made to estimaie the optimum number of atu-

ations thee corld be placed in each room. In some cases'as many,as
I

een more chairs could be added without crowding.

AttachMents J and K summarise data for fisdal years 1971. through 1974.

Attachment J shows the Changes in available classrooms during the four years

of the study. SUch,changes were.thinimal because of the renting of eight class-

rooms in a Jewish Temple classroom building adjacent to the campus. Attachment ,

J also shows the increase in part -time students which accounts for the decrease

in the number ofittudents assigned each hour -since the normal full-time stu-

46
dent takes twellie td,fifteen Semester hbUrs compared to three to six semester
8

hours far the part time student. Attachment K shows the percentage of the .

student body assigned to classrooms each hour for.the four years of the study

along With the percentage change from the first year of the summary (1971) to

the lastyear.(1974).

In 1975 the President requested a further variation in regard to class-
.

room use. First a listing was developed of all available, student spaces on
.

the campus. See attachment a This was done by actually Counting the number

of student stations' available which as, mentioned before is another subjective

1 12-112-'
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element with rho rule used to define optimum space Per student. Then.a listing

of the available general purpose student stations that were occupied for-the

semester by each class hour was developed and-translated into percentages of
.

use. Attachment L-Exhi ts this pr esentation. The' percentages, higher

than the ones-devel ed by using percentages of the student'bodyassigned to

classrooms each hour and thus rent themselves' easier to justifying the need
.-.

for more classroom space. For comparison purposes the three Methods of

showing room use are supplied for the,same semester, spring 1976. Attachment '
. .

. .

L shows the percentage of available general purpose student stattions that were

occupied, attachments M and N show, espectively, the percentages of the stu-

dent body assigned to classrooms etch hour dnd the actual number of students
.

assigned to clasprooms each hour, and attachment 0 shows the percehtage use
a

of availahle,generat,dSe classrooms, for the spring semester. Attachment.°

also',gives a comparion'betwetn spring.1973 and spring 1976 wItich again shows

degreasing Percentages 'because of the increase in part -time students.
.

.

These three Amethodg,maAipulate the same data in different ways for dif-i
. . .

,ferent purpaseS.- A complex fOrthula could be developed for computer use but

in our case we do, not have available the computer expertise to develop such

a formula./ The /fore my question tp the group heft today is, "How do you pre-
.

-
sent room use data and what modifications can you suggest without involving

Aoecialized computer knowledge?"

yr

.\

r
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Number of General, Use Claapro6ms: W4 ..
--; leverage %ober of Student Stotionsi 0.9 ,

Perseattaghof Scheduled Use of General]. Classokens, 1973-;714: 83%
' .

' Fig.11. 1973.. Spring, 197h Stadeat Stations
,

2h hours 31 hiurs + 1 PCB"
'OA;
003'

28
36

"
''" .

33
36

A301 ". 33
A302 36 " 36
A'303 29 'I` 36-

'130/4 31 " 22
k305 33 " 33
1315' 33 11 + 1 PCE 1 - 36'
1316 33 " 33
S117A 36 . " ...

3.0
S117B 33 le

. 33
S123B 27 " , 31

, S1211 33. " 36 ,
S125 36 . " 36
S126 3h " -+ 1 PCE--* r 36
5128 3h " 1 PCE 30
S132 28 ° ." +2 PCB. 33
S205 35 " 32
S21.1k 26 " + 1 PCE
S211B 30 " + 1 PCB 36
S2.1.2 -36 " PCE , 3 6
8214 36 + 2 PCE 33
S216. .33 ." 26,
S217 33 " ti `PCE 30
S219A 33 " + 2 PCE 33
S21913 33 '" + 1 PCE 31
S223," " 36
S224 -30 " 3 PCS. 33
S225A ' 29 '+ 4 PCE 28
S225B 26 " + h PCS 36
S226 36 " + PCE 35
S227 2h + 4 PCE_
S228 4A.3 PCE 29
S231'. '31 ", + h PCE 31
S3(14 , 26 "' 33
S309 33; " 36

29 32
S311A* 33 33
S31143 33 30
,S312 33 33
S313
S314

22
26

" 32'

30S316. 2h 28

-

"

" .
"

".
"_.--

' "
"
"
" + 2 Pat
" + 2 PCE
" ,+ 2 PCE
" *1 PCE
" 1 PCE
" + 3 PCE
" + 2 PC!),

, " + 3 PCB
+ 2 PCE.

" + 1 PCS
P C E

+ 1 PCE

+1 PCE
11.3 2. PCE

+3 PCE
11- + 3 PCE
" t 3 KS

:" + 3 ME"
". + h PCS,
11-, -+'1 PCE

+ 2 PCE
" + 3 PCE

+ 3 PCE
" + 3 PCE
" +14,PCE

1 -PCE

"

"
11

" t 2- PCE
" + T PCE

4

ti 1,379 -hours + h3 PCE 1,1428 hours + 62 PCE'

bo

45

35
35
35
h5
45t

,

.45 ,

25
, 25

45

/45
20

35
35

45.
25
25
45-

5
45.
.45
45

25
25

.45

.t

1,800 .

.
Room use based on 40 hour week, 9 'a.m. to 5, p.m., five dais a week. Classrooneire

also used up to 10 pal.' four rights a week for other coarsest, sponsored by the Program
of Continuing Sthisatio'n. -I -.

. : - '4.- ,,(r, .

.... Ninety 13.1"1" of ,yearly total are ioUsic courses taught in general elansioots. '

B
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Semester,

Fall,- 100
Spring, 1971
Fall, 1971
Spring, 1972,

4

Room Use
, ..

Classrocnn Use Special Roost Us*

(
Room Use

85%
,

148% ... 72%
914% 52% 80% '.
75%, 57% . . 70%

. 79r 49% . \... 69%
\

-

.
, '. e

/ \
Decrease in room 1188 reflects' addition of rooms in Learning Resources 'Center plus
subdivision of existing classrooms /And conversion of rooms into classrooms from other
uses. Neu media labs plus subdivision of existing labs have' enabled special room.u5e*.
to meet demand, oreattlei irj- increased number f course in speech and science which

...
'have been. added in the past year. \. . ,,'

. .-.,

The above figures are based on our existing 36 -hour 'week for ieacting acxiivi4ies -..
in the undergraduate proem. --,. . .

- , ,

Rooms'
_Perioda

Used:

Old Auditorium -; 12

Amohitheintre .22 (3)
Art Room4100, 26 (9)

.36

100A - lib ,41%,
10013, lab 32
105A 'ir'11. lab t- 9

105B - 32
14 (3)
29' .

12
26'

S12 music lab" 31 (3)
Masi° lab

-.6129 1Xab 8

320i ;01.41046 2 ,
S204 -
S216 - 'edtication lab ,12
,S223 -.speech lab 21
S232 - lib 20

.S235 - lab '3
S393- lab -: 214

S3lD8 labguagelab. 19

110.- lab
205 -'1.11s

S101 - lab
0 5102

;

,(

S317 Ut"b 6
S32CT 1.ab 1. 9

.SP61. 0).1972
Room Use .

RDOIM

S221.1-

S 225A'

S 2t511___ -25 (3)' ,
S 2118

S226' .',28Ciz&k.,S 212
'S22'7 23, (9) -ds.2114 ".
.\-s228.

S231
S301'

,S3014'

-)309 .

S310 ,

S' 311A (3).1. .

S 311B-- '29.
S312

,S313
'S314 35. (9) .

(3)
c149 27
C160 26
C16F. 2
C16 '123
-C171 2,5
"C3;23 23
C32 (12)

feriods
Upecis

23 (9)
(9)."

1r
s 5 \ 29 (6i

211A 33 '(3),,pS
27 (1.2)
33 (9)

((99) ,ss21.2719A ((91.122)))."

s 219E )3\(9)-
33C3\1 *.

. 30 . ,

.....je,
C147 - Keilia 3.4 :-...1 4, Possible hours available: .4.,

, ei
Citil media lab 15 79, romp 'x':16 hours each week 0, 2,8414"Y
,Rsser :Per,Us..4-Room Per. Used Total Use 1,959, Wars

Iri

c

-LH622- 305 .36 Percentage use ! 69%

0211 2ti 315 30 Claserocas only 52 to,E3,12 1150 e-1';1479
103 33 316 33

. 21,3 20 S117A.
300 . 36- ' S1.1713 2r#
101 36 S125 ," 28
30? . 36 S126.:29'(6)
303 30 S128 26
301(, ' 36 . S1,32 30 (6)

- 023 8 (6)' 306 26'

,- Percentage use iii 79%
,---;

-' .: '7, '.;
Special moons onlY ;r06'° 972'-' tap .., 480

" Feieem,'tstige Ilse
.

(0) .. nuitber'Of kourVelinght dart Program of Coltiaming
Educntion-

_ -
A

1 1 5- 1 .5/'



Studeib St)ttions

General Use Claisrogne
Roma with 45 student stations:

A 3Q3 A 316 S 132 6§ 223 S 228

. .0 24 A 3014 S 125 S'205 _ ,S 224 S 231 .S.312

A" '301 A'305- S 126 7'S 212. S 226; s304 S 3.13

A.. 302 A31 S128 S 217, -S 227 309 S 3144

'

Other .geaeral use classrooms:

a. o.

A 103- 60 ot..;.tiois"

.*S '117 A 35 "

'S'117.13

S 123 A 35
'3123 B. 35-, -"

, i

S 211 A 2C stations "'°' S'225 B , ;?5 stations :

S 211 B 25 " S 311 A , 25 "
'1 )

1S 219 A 35 " . S 311 B _ 25 "

S 219 B 35 .11

S 225 A 25
.

0 ..

. .

5 316.-
C 140-1

Total student stations in general ue elnsmrcianal

Laboratories and SpeCial6Use ROMS

A 100 A (Biology)'' 20 stations

A 100 B (Biology) .32 "-

/ A145 A (Gkemsitry) 24
.105. B , (Art) 2h

if
if

A 1104, (gloaerktary Science) 140 stations

A 300. , (Cartography) 21i stations

. A 400 (Art) 35 stations
0*.23 (Ari) 20- "

, . .3 401" (Botsu4) 32, "

's '1'0 2 . .(zoolory), 16 "
.s 01usio-r 145 " 4
S41'29 '("Bacteri.a-Ristoldgy) 32 stations) C 323-N

S 201 (llectronics)

at;

1

S 2 1 11
S 12 16

232.
S 235
S 303'
S '317
S 320

C 11191L'

q.

C1.6014
lg

3? stations C .32870 .

S 2011 (Physics) ,..t6 stations

Other Special Use Roans:

S '301 Chemistry Lecture, Room : 35 stations

G -161-N. Large Lecture HaUn Learning-Resources Center

C 171-Q Snail Lecture Ball in Laming. Resources Gtr
Saimaa AnPhitkaatre 200 statione

, 0

(Education) 45 -stations 4.

(Educa.tion) 20'
(Physical Science) '32 stations

(Atoaic) 2t stations
(Physical ChenistrY) station

(Organic, Chemistry) 32 4 "

(Analytibal Chemist:4) 3219.-.

ORadla) 15 stations

CiOdisi) 15
-(Media) 15 "

(Mega 15 ."

(Media ) ZO
(Media) 20M "

Ii

-41

-L

Theatre 1,094 stations
, ,

,Old Auditoria-SC 450 stations

Tot]. laboratorY40,61, special use rooa station/3.1: 2,707

'Theatre and.eld ,auditirium should not be echeduled'which 'maid
... ,

,

Total colleie .stUdant stations(Ulthout theatre and old 'auditoriUn:

129, hitions

9? "

Grand total of all student stations availiblelY 4,477'.
.

C
-116--, .

s

leave:, 1,163 stations:

'2,933 stations

k.

I.



11
e

By using the official computer- run of Octobitr,214, 1975, I have totaled the number of
students assigned to classrooms for each hoUr of the 32 hours used for the bulk of
the undergraduate classes of the college. The. average number of students assigned

.to classrooms this semester was 1,3214' or 38% of the total student population. Varia-
tions ran from 27% above this figure. to 75% belch it. The' attached diagraniatic
representation shove the continued lour *sage ir;late afternoons. The maximum usage'

is 2nd th.rough'Itth hours -on Monday-Wednesday -Friday and the mania= usage is 8th, hour.
The other attached aheeta show the same information in different, ways; one avows it
by pekeeatage of the whole student body; one by d'ev&ation from the average and sae
simply r rte the total number of students' assigned ta11.1.aseroosta each hour of -each'

day.. el seate3tter, for the first tine, tine clams on Tuesday and Thursday ale
75 min tee La length thus reducing the number of rheura" trio 6 on 'those days t. h.

KEY

:4 ts.

0 -9.9% below average

10-19.9% below average

above average
I

30-9,11 below average

60-69.9% below average

.

70-79.9% below average

I ', ,

ss

, ,II-1177

.

10'49.2% above tvsrage
.

20-2t9% above. average,



Fail; 1171!:

1

Diverr,mce from the everract of 1,32h etudento 41111tpleq to clavaroone each hour..
-11(ey iF em preoeding.

E

k -118-

1.1b. A

,
,r



i'sitceataiga 5 To tfil Studeit Body Aosigaiml .to Classrooms Each Hour
Falls, 075

--.,
.

HON= ''
. *TUESDAY

" ADNIt&DAY
'

THURSDAY , FRIDAY

,

let
_

41% 39% 39%

4

.

37%
% --

.

-----)

42%

tad' 4896 .' 45%,.

.

48%

....

. .

45%
.

48%

.

.

3rd

.

.

'43%f

,

. 47% ,

. .
,

45%

fs* .

.

2

.

,

.

45% - --

.
. ,

48% '

,
.

146%

.

.

,
.

.

'3-8%

. ,

.
45%

.

t

s

.

,,,.,

36%.

.'

,
i.t.,.. ..

.

.,: ,-

43%'-

5th

.

46%

.

.

.
.429 .

. .
..

140.%

.

6th .s.:
0

36%
.

.

,

-

.
,.

37%

.

.

.

.

.

:

0

.

,

33% ,
4

,

7th
. .

26%

_

25%

. . ,
-

23%

Bth

, :.

.

A13%* .

.

,

, .
,

10%

.

. ,

.

.

.

,

,

.

,
9%- _

.

. '119

e$F



.
Fall, 1975 ,

.71 O

.
'MONDAY . *IUESDAT

-. C ..
.
WEDNESDAY

1111, /
. TIUU:DlY

. ..
'_FRIDAY

.

.

1 at /'

.

, .

0

+104 A

..

.

+b3

V

.

! '.

.

Itl
.

+53
.

.

.

.

,

,,,-..,
.

.,

,

-12

0

.

.'

00.,

,
.

.

.
.

.: .

.

.
,

+149

-'':
6 .

.2ad

.

.

+363

'

.
.

.

+260

...

.

,
'4.359

.

.

+256

o

.

. .

.

.
.

7

4.

+352

.

.

3rd

, ,

s

.

.

...

+209 ''''

u,

.

.

v.

+3140

v

3

.

+250 -.
...

4 ,

.

. .

.

.

:

.

+2714

,.
,

--545-

,

.

°

.

14

.

.

2___

.

.

.
_

:.

+364. --

.

41.1i '
.,

. Ilth

, .

.
+293

.

, .
.

-,
_

.. +32
,,5

4

-

.

N...i.,
, . .

.

+272

. .

' .-

.

+200

.

5th

. .

.

,-.:

+71 ,

,

. .

+169
./

--

0

. .

.

..
...

+88. ,

. .

6"
:.. .

0.

.

.

.
.

_145 ,

.
.

. .

-

.'".;
. .

.

,

1

-37
-.---

,

'

.

.

.

.

s

,

-159
.

-z ,

.

w -'
7th 14422

,

-

.

-,-

-,

,

,

w

-443
.

.

.

.

.. .t-..
-

.

.
. 't
-518

.

.

.

8th

-

''
-8132

.

.

.

.

o

t..

.

+

, ,

.

.

.

-961s

..

.

5

.5 .

...

.

.,

-

.5

.

.

.

, . .

-994

,, ..

*

Avorige lumber of studs:ate asaitiod to olagaroons for 'each hour it tke 32-hott.'weei:
1 3/4../'

otol snifter of studeatt belly fall, 1975: 3.;525

cr.
120

t

O



limber of Studanta assivied Cliuierms fall; 1975, pei Official Claisaveav,
Joist October2144 1975

.

MONDAY TUESBIY WEDNESDAY
.

THURSDAY FRIDAY

let

(6,97)

1,1428 1,387

.

1,377

.

t
-'

1,312

.

1,473

?ad*

(8,210

o

1,687

...._

_1,584,

4

'1,683
,-,

.,..

1,580

.

1,676

3rd.,

(8,057)

1 ,533

,

1,664 '''. 1 ,574
. -

1,598 1,688

1

.

.

4th

(7,361) :

1,61?

,

1,356

.

.......,

.
1,596

.

.4.

1,268 1,524

I.4 :

(4300 .

.

61 ,395

° ...,

1,493

.

;
,

/ '
. .

1,412

.

.

-6th

(3,731)

.
),279

.

. .

1,287

.

.

i

,

.,

.

1,165

7th
(2,589)

..

902

..
.

a, 881

.

,

a

.
_

806

3308th

(1'032)

_-

.

'.. 360 .

,

.

14;357) (10A3)

. Averag 1,324 ,

(5,991) (10,251)

H 121
* -121-'

,-(5,758) (10,074)



S 24 32

A301 43

A 302.
# 30j 50

304 39

A 305 5o
A 316 44

4(..

8 117 B 37

S 124
140

S 125
S 126 - 48

S 132 35
5 205 43
S 211 k .26
S 211 B 2:14

S 212
S 214 38
S 216 140

S 217 112

S '219 A 39
s 219 D 33
S 223 43

S 2214 42

. 3 225 A 23
S 225 B 27

. S 226 48

s 227
5 228 37

S 2j1 45

. 3 301, 73
S 304 52

s 309 49

S 310 36
S 31 1 A 28

.s 311 B

,

seats

n

*
,n

if

.M

if

Student Spaces

Science Ampkitheatre 200 seats
Old Asditorium 390

College Theatre 1,094, "

L 117 Large Lecture 129 ; "
;,.L 121 Soiall Lecture , 92 "

1,905 seats

o.

Labs
.

: 1 A 100 A
12 ettedeat
20 II

G 23

A 100 B
A 105 B
A 110
A 300

t A' 315

A 400
S 101
S 102
S 129
,S 201
S 204
S 232
S 235
S 301
S 303,
S 308
S 317

32
24
140

12
24
35
32
16 :,
32
32
16
32
2h
32
ho ,

35
32 ..

"
If

"
If

11

*
"
"
11

"
"
"
"
"
n

"

1/,

"
1/

11

11

11

"
*

"

0

n:
c

II

(Art)
(Eleatestaa-y SeieneeS
(Cartograpky)
( G eology )
(Art)

I (BOtaW)
(Zoology)
( Bac teri a-Hie tology )

( Elea trosies )
(Pkysies)
(Pkysicil Saiesse)'
(Atomic)
(Analytical Ckestietr7)
(Physical Ckesiiry)
(Lisgsige) '41'' -

(Organic Zansistry)

22 1Z"---Idea1 t stations

For use purposes:

1,729 general parpose slassroom aeats

8 312 -

S 31 3
S 314

S316
L 1194
L 114, ,

-L 116
L 1,18

-L 122
L-30h
L 306

ho

31

43
15
15
15
15
15

.20
20

19,

,

I

200 seats is Science Asplaititesitre
221 seats is two LRC -lecture Salle:

7,17 seats avtilable fsr general class use
411.,

S 128

),729 Beats

45, Beats .

121)
-127-

4



Room, Use 1970-1974

The attached sheet shows the percentage of students *81dg:tea to classriions

for fall 1971, fail 1972, fall 1973 and fall 1974 along with the'pereentage 'change

between fall 1971 and fall 1974. Tho,pattern is consistent with a decreasing

pereentage of students being assignedt* classroom between 1971 and 1974 except

for slight insroasen in sone of the afternoon glass hours..

The- student too. increased 21% frbm 2,840 .students in fall, 1971 to 3,1435

students in 'fall, 1974. The first four classroon hours show decressos,Anthe

percentage of students assigned to olasarscas for every dmi in the week while

the lite afternoon hours siow.ixoreates in 4 heir out of 16.

Rooms inb.use:

1971-72

1974-75

52 classrooms7 special use roans (primarily labs)

-79

51 classrooms (8 rented in Temple)

26 special 56.reauts .(prinarily labs)

77

Approximately the sane number of reens,are being used by a decreasing 4

percentage of the 21% larger student body.

During the fear years, part-tine students increased fiVe tines from 99 in

4fall, 19 .71 to 500 in fall, 1974. Tke number of credit hours take* by atodeats

increased 12% from 43,745.5 in fall, 1971 to 48,993.5 in fall, 1974.

4
WNr

J
-123-

123

str

ell



Pertoktage of Studomt Avty Ariel/nod to Classrooms, Fall 1970 -Fall 1974

MONDAY TUESDAY _ , WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

.

. FR/DAY

.

1971
1972
1973
1974

st lemur

50%
51%
148%

41%

- o%.

-7

50%
52%

47%
45%

.

--11-

53%
50%
119%

43%

.

i (It-104
.

118%

148%

1414%

40%

-8%

fr ..

50%
52%

48%
142%

.

-8%

1971'
1972
1973
1974
ti Moor

61%
62%

50%

145% '

Aot

: .1'7
5
46%
46%

-1°.%

1

61%-,
60%
53%

149%`

.

-12% a, .

55%
147%

lit%

-14%

60%
63%

', 494

48%

-12%

.1971.
'1972
1973
1974

-11 Moor

&r.g
51%

54%
49% :,

-1i4

le

611%

54%
514%

45%
-

-19% '
,

.

57%

50%
61%
52%

-5%. ,

61%

52%
514%

45%

-16%

57%
534

-- 59%
53%

'
_IA

'
1911
1972 i

N
1973
1974r '

th Moor

60%
53%

55%
146%

-:i h%

51%

54%
149%

42%

. -9%

.

58%
58%

57%

10%
,

-9%

51%

5°%
47%
46%

-5% .

56%

58%
55%
147%

-9%

1971
1972

1973
19714

k

146%

50%
149%

149%

, I-

+3.4
P

148%

141%

1114%

142%

-6%..
,

149% -
56%
57%
49% ,

0

,

149%

41%
113%

143%

-6%

52%
52%

.554
51%

.11%

1971
1972
1973
1974

-A kora

1414%

145
142%

140%

-14

43%

38%.42%
41%

-2%

-,

. .

11/4.%

147%

46%
41%

.

. -34

.

1434
37%
41%
141%

-.4.

.

149%

146%

145%

43%

-64

,..,
..1971

1972
1973
1974

`ti Ilona-

37%

36%
3h%
31%,

.

-6%
-

.

32%

.35%
36%

29%

5..3%
..

'

a.

33%
33%
,314%

30%

..:3%

19-71, .

1972'
1973
1974

th Oar

18%.
16%

17%
21%

+3%

'

., ..-.

.

-
16%
17%
.20%

19%
$

..

.

*3%.
,

., .

,

,

. 15%
1,.(4
11 a
17%

.

4

124
-12Z-



4

Percentage of available-general purposes studeat stitiossoacupiod is apriag, 1976
per official olisroon list, Morck 15, 1976

MONDAY TUkSDAT .

.

WONESDAY THURSDAY

ks

I.

FRIDAY

1 et 57% , 50%

,

56%

__---

_50%-

.

'564
.

tad

.

',

.

71% 68.5%

,

67.k

.

_

.

68%

;

.

' 68%

.

.

3rd . 80% 63%
.

.

....
77%

,

_
..

63%
.

'78%

.

.

1.4tk

.

.

73%

.

.55%
,

.

.

72%.

,

.

,

4

50%
.

, .

72% ,

, .

.

62%

..

. .

5th 65%

. i

.
.

.

.

66%

.

.
.

.
.

.

,

6f.k

.. ,

.53%

.

.

,

.

55%
. ,

.. .

. .

51%.
.

7th
.

28%

.. _
.

21% ,
---..2b4.1

8tip"--
It

.

13%

.

a

1.%.

1

,

.

._
L

..

'10%

`Freiroge 554

1.25
L

-12-1



Perelman* of To Stndeat. BodVssicaod t-, Clasaroomolach Hoar, sprint, 1976

hOND4Y TUESDAJ WEDUESDAT
. ,

THIJRSDLI FRIpl,

.

1st
s.,

.

39%

,

3h%

.

.

38:5%

L

34%

-70

39%

.

2ad

,

'

.

,

/18%

.

.

h7%

.

346%

.

47%

.

47%

,

'- 3rd

.

... ,.

55A

1

,

.

* A

43%

4

52% .

. .

.

43%
.

54%

.

*

hth

.

.

5o%

I.

,

37%

.

149%

,

314%

,

a

119%

.

,

.

,

5th hh%

.

.

.

45%

--,
.

.

:143%

6t.1%

. .

36.5%

.

,

37.5%

1

.

35%

.

18%
.

.

7th

.,

_

19% .

. .,

.

.

.

.

./....'

19%

.

.

8%

.

.

.

,

.

.
.

8th
.

.

9%
.

1

.

.

l' .

1
..

.

7 %'

.

.

.

M

126



.

Number'sf Students Assiened,to ClasarillMorSpriag, 1976, per Official Classroom
list March 15, 1976

Komi Tusstax b./Kumla! muitsbAY
.

FRIDAY

1st; 1,226 1,073 1,211 1,073 1,249

(5,823) .

1,521 1,473 t,1435 1,468 1,471
. .

(7,368) . .

.

,

3rd . 1,717 1,357 '1,647 1,354 . 1,685 -

(7,760)

.

0

40 1,567 1;175 --- 1,551 1,077 . 1,540

(6,910)

.

5th , 1,395
, 1;1428 .,

1;339

(4,162)

_
,

60 . 1,10 1,178 . 1,105

(3;430)

.
. .

7th 591 588 567,
1.

(1,749) .

., .

80. 276 262 213

'051)

37,953) (9,443)

os.

(5,078) (9,3Q0)

,
N 127127

. ,

(4,972) .

4

(9,160)



Room tillage, Spring 1976

0.72 °

Amphitheater
0 23 (Art)

0 24
A1001 (Lab)
'A100B (Lab)
/103 (Psych Lab)
A105B (ArW
/110 (iimcation)
1300 (Cartography)
A301

A302
13(13

A3CC
/305
4315 (Geology)
A316
A400 (Art)
S101 (Lab)
S102 (Lab)
S109 (Lab)
31171
4117B
5124.

5.125

S126

3128
. S129 (Lab)

S132'
S201 (Lab)

5204 (Lab)
5205
S211A
S211B
5212
5214
5216
$217
S219A
$219B
3223
4224

c.
p225A
3225E
3226
3227
3228
S231
3232 (Lab)
S235 (Lab)
3301
5303 (Lab)
5304
sio9
S310
53111

$31113.

31

16

11
26

8
8

24
20
24

9
29

29

29
22
27
22
26.

19
7

18

24
21

29
26
26

26

2

,

11
26
22
26

25

14
2fr

22

24

22
29
32

24

19
26
31

30

29

13,

a
24

19

27

24
24

22
23

kattreAreek
Si

X

\

X

n,

ay'

M

M

Si

Si

fl

Si

,Si

J

Si

"

"

"

"

"

"

n

n

#1

v

0,

Slt2 6 hours/week

5313 R M

5314

5316 2,2

S317 (Lab) 3

S320 (Lab) 9

L112 24
X

L114
L116 (Media)

, 24
21

.n

ft

L117 (Ldi.ge Lecture) 12

L118 (Media) 20

L121 (*all LectUre) 29

L122 (Media). 16 n'

L304 (Wealth tducation) 20
L306 (Nursing) 6

.Si.

73 rosins used for11,475 hours out of a 1308

aible 2,336 (73 x 32) ... 63% use.

49 general use classrooms used for 1,169

houri out'of a possible 1,568 (49 x 32) -

75% use.

' Wen Usage by Day and by Ho

Percentage of available general purpose

ter runs
eat stations occupied in sprint, 1976 and

ring, 1973 based on official e.
of t!.W5f--1976 and March 9, 19

1976 1973
1st Hour 54% '63%

2nd Hour 68% 70%

.3rd Hour

4th Hour 64% 74%
5th Hour 64% 64%
6th Her'', 53% 60%
7th Hour_ 27% 41%
8th'Hoir' . 12% 16%

Miaday 55%, 59%
Tuesday 59% 63%
Wednesday
Thursday

54%
58%

59%
62%

Friday 53% 61%

Overall t 55% 61

128:
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RAZING FACILITIES FOR -FUN AND PROFIT

e
..'

N.........., Eric Brown
New Hampshire _

College , 4,
and University Council

_

Introduction

This paper is a case study of a private university's effdtts to more

effectively utilize its facilities in order to,,xeduce physical plan operating
7tik.

expenditures through this increased efficiency of use. .

The format used in this case study is a description oftheimethods a

0

,ts

facilities task force used to approach the problem, the analyses which were
. AP

made'` facilities (classroom academic and administratfve space-utilizaion),

the recommendations which the task force made, and at review of results Stem-

minrfrom these recommendations a year latee.'

Background
411,

In the fall of 1574, the President of Brown University appointed a'series

of task forces to review various components ofthe institution's opgrations

achievedand make recommendations to him concerning economies might,be echieVed

pr additional revenues which might be grerated to assist the University in

moving towards a balanced budget. The author of this paper served aeChairman

of the Facilities Task Force, one of seven task force b appointed by the, e3-

dent.

4r ;s4,.
The Approach to the Probtlem

. .

Prior to taking ahy action, the facilities task force met several times

to develop altasic strategy--a strategy which consist- ed of three elements.

_First, no space could be removed from the institution's inventory until a
;,

clear Picture of ctrrent space utilization had been determined-and this infor--
mation'had been disseminated throughout the entire Campus. Second,.in addi-

tion to creating a climate favorple toJimproving space utilizatiOn,"it was

also necessary,to establish equitable university71iide standards,mstandgrds

against which all- partments could be judged. Finally,, there must berg dear

-129-1,2
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demonstration of the Aavingg and/or increased revenues,inVolved if buildings.

were removed resulting in better utilization of institutional space.

Analysis

To gain a clearer piclure of how university spate was being utilized,

the task force commissioned three studies in cooperation with the Office of

Institutional Research:. (1) a classroom iltitlzation study;' (2) a study of

space usage in academic departments; and (3) analYsis of space usage in(

academic support and administiative departments.

_. The approach used,in the classroom utilization differed. from that used

in the academic and administrative areas. 'As a large number of classes were

scheduled on an informal -basis between faculty members and students, there

was little data available on where 30% of the University's. classes met. There

was, however, accurate,rnformation on .theindividual-course enrollment as well

as the seating capacity of all classrooms on campus.

Given the data which was available, Ole -method used was to match the at-
.

tual clans enrollments against the potenti,a1 ,capacity ofrthe-Universitys

classrooms. In theory all that was,required to determine if excess Class-
, .

room-space existed was to-ralte a comparison of the pote&lal number of classes

at various size's which could he accommodated with the actual sizes of the

classes which had to be' accommodated.

In practice, consideration .had to be given to classroom "ownership--

the registrar scheduled the general 'classrooms, the academic departments had

restricted,classrooms in which they scheduled classes. The number of hours.

during the week when classes could be.scheohled was a secOnd factor. Finally,
.

as it,was unrealistic to assume classrooms would be used 100% of the'time oil

' that the classrooms would be filled to capicity, What Were some reasonable

assumptions about.classroom utilization?*

The solution to the problem was CO buil&aserieS of models° with a large

classroom building already removed to see under what assumptions the institu-

tion could still operate with enough "slack" spaca to make Acheduling humanly

feasible.

Tables 1 and 2 provide the background data for the model: Table 1 in-

cludes all general and,restricted classrooms, the seating, capacity ofthese
.;"

1 3
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1%.

r
classroom at,80% occup4Ocy with a majoi- classroom build ng removed, and the

capacity at 80% occupancy' with one classrLuilding removed and several
0

dormitory lounges added to the inventory. able 2 breaks down.the class en-

rollment bysize. Table 3 prOvides an example of one of a number ofalter-

natives developed from the model. In this case, general and restricted class-

rooms'were utilized 75% of the timr<at an 8 % occupancy level of student sta-

tions. A major c],assroom ui ding was remo ed and dormitory lounges were

included. This,alternative dicSted that it was possible to remove one class-
.

.?oom building from the dniversity's space inventory and still have enough

., surplus hours to permit flexibility in scheduling,
.

In the case-of the analysis of academic and administrative space, the

task force was again faced with scaling down the theoretical to A practical

level which was feasible in a, short period oftime. Ideally, to undertake a

complete analysis of academic and administrative space, one would divide, space

into two otegoriies: (1) the amount of office §pace 'required, to achieve a

suitable environment for the pergon working in that space; (2) the additional,

amoun of specialized space required to undertake instructional, research; or

a ministrative activities. Having determined the requirements of these cite-

gories, one could then furthe; examine the quality of the space and the utili-

zation of this space to assure that an optimunioenvironment existed and was

used to its fullest extent.

The academic and administrative skid.' undertaken dealt only with the

firstcategory-.7.th6 amount of office space, available to individuals in the

various'departments of the University. No attempt is made to assess the

quality or utilization of this/space--the subjective nature of this type of

data, the dif!iculty and expense of collecting this information,/ and time being =

,

the major factors for exclusion of these characteristics. Although non-office

space may maker up a significant portion off a departments' space, no evaluation

wasemade of,this space because of the difficulty in establishing an appro-

priate method of determining the various space .requirements for such activi-

ties as research, performing arts', or athletics.'

The approach-used further assumed that the average office space on campus

was adequate for the individual who currently occupies this space,,and focUhes

131 .
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primarily on those spaces which fall at th'e two"extremes-Of the spectrum of

office space. In addition to the distribution of office space, the office

of Instiltutional Research was also asked to include in the report all shared

.offices, all members of the faculty /administration having more than one office,

and all offices which were vacant at the present time.

To accomplish this task, each department was given a printout from the

University's space inventory system 'and h budget roster which included names

and ranks of individuals' but'excluded salary data. Departments were asked tO--,

indicate, the office space occupied by each-person on 'the budget roster.

University space standards were then developed from these data (see Table-
,

4). A similar table was created for aaministrative,ranks: These standards
werelkhen used as a basis for evaluating the way faculty, graduate students

and administrators were housed in each department. Table 5 indicates hoW
1

this eve ation was done. Faculty at each rank who had office space which

fell more than one standard deviation above or below the University norm for

their rank were indicated as "high" or "low" respectively.
. The results of

each rank were -then aggregated to provide a picture'qf total departmental

office space. This picture makes it fairly easy to determine those depart- '

ments which appear to be poorly housed, e.g., the French Departmdht with 52.9%

of its staff housed in the bottom 16% of the University,nOrms for 'those ranks

contained in the department.

Task Force .Recommendations

Once copies o) these analyses had been distributed to all department's'and

4.

a public discussion of these- analyses had been held, the task force prepared
-4

its recommendations based on the preceding analysis.' Table 6 provides an over-,

vlew of these recommendations. The.task force identified 15p,000 square feet

of space or about 10% of the total academic and administrativ.space ae,top

priority for removal from the University's,inventory. The-dollar.values and

space implications for departments involved were also included. Because of

the detailed office space data available, it was further gos %ible to state

th'at any dieplaCed department could be given office space equivalent to the

average Univdrsity space. As most of the office spaces contained in these3?eae

were on the low end of the spectruM, this provided additional motivation for

departments to consider the moves:

-132-
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,4
In addition to the recommendation that those buildings in Priority I be.'

closed within a year, the task force also compiled a liaroof all University

held properties whiCh were not used fOrkeducational or housing purposes and an

estimate of`the value of these 38 pieces of property was obtained. The task1
force recommended that all properties which fell outside the foreseeable areas

of institutional expansion be gradually sold off. (A.conservative estimate of

the value of these properties was in .the excess of 1.5 million dollars.)

- Epilogue

As more than a year has gone by since. the early spring of.1975 when the

task force submitted its report, it is now possible to examine the results of
A

this approach to analyzing institutional space needs. 711 terms of concrete

measures, the faculty has adopted a class schedule which permits the offering

of classes at a broader range of hours during each week. Of the Priority I

list of buildings, one_large-classroom building has been'closed ,clown, although *, ,

the University has'hot yet been able to receive permission from the Zpning

'Board to chatige the zoninvregulations in order to accoaqiiodste the planned

tenants. Two frame 4...urfdings were given toCt)e-PAvidence Historical Society

and were removed from University owned property. One building has been sold,

and two others are currently rented. In all, about 40% of the Priority I

. square fOetage,which the task force recommended be removed from the Univer-.

sity'A.invento;y has been.removed by rental, sale, or "mothballing.!'

06M a subjective point of view, the financial problems coupled With
S -

public information about current space usage appear to have Created a climate

which made these recommendations feasible to implement. It is interesting to

note that the discussion of the closing of the remainder of th e Priority I
- ,

buildings as well as the sale of University-owned property outside potential

'peas of institutional expansion slowed down,as the stockmarket rose and the

institution received a very generous unrestricted bequest:-These factors,

in-combination with other economies which had been introduced, significantly

improved the institution's financial position. The inference to be drawn,from

these latter events is that impleme ttion of space reduction programs require

::both data and a high level of perce' ed benefits by those affected.

133
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Table 1

< -

CLASSROGI DATA
11

Capacity Con

All

Res

,

T

Number at
80% Seat OeCupancy

(0H1 excluded)

Ceti Res

2

7,

4 Number at
8Q% Seat Occupancy

C611 excl, Lounges2added)

Cen Res T

2500+ 1*. 2 2 2
4

476-500 (-;

22.1$,&250 4 1 1

20225 1 :I J.

136-200 1 1 3. 3 3 3

151-175 1 1

126-150 2 1 3 2 2 2 2

101-125 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 2 .4,
91-100 1 1 1 1

81,-90 2 2 1 1 2 1 4 5

76-80 1 1

71-75 2 2 2. 2

66-70 2 2
I

61 -65 1 3 4 1 1

56-60 6 1 1 1.- 1

51-55 2 2 2 1 3 2 2. 4
.

46-50 1 4 -5 6 3 .9 6 3 9

41-45
34,

2 3 2 2 2 2

25 4 25 2 3 5 2 3
4 P

31-35 4 3 7 5 2 7 5 4

.5

26 -30 5 4 9 *` 6 1 7 6 3'

.9

9

21-25 18 14 32
.

.

-

7 12 5 8 13

16-20 7 '7 14 17 14 31 .17 15. 32

11715 4 6, 10 4 t 10 14 4 10 14

. 6-10 2 '3, '5 4. 5 q. 9 4 5 9

Total ,.93 48 °141 .. 69 . 61 130

J
7.= WhitehallV.11

!Lounges &14ed to classroom

Source: 14orking

inventory---- Crud Center

West Qua--.:1

Adrews -

Metcalf 611.-
..Miller , Hati.

Alunuiao

1.3 .

Paper on Classroom'Utilization, Carol,
tutional Research, Brown -University, October,

-134,

Rms 129, 214A, & 212S
Bigelow ,& Arnold Lounges

Dining Hall, Rms 103 & 106
Rms 115 & 121 ;

Rm 107
Rms 103 & 104 .

L. Wooten, Office of Insti-
197/, -/ . a

- 4.4



Table 2

titiber .of Classes and Class Hours per. Week

Semester 1,'1973-74

Capacity

Number of Classes

Total

,

Classes

Class Hours

TotalClasses Sections Sections

500+

476-500 1 1 3 3

.

226 -250 5 . 5 15 15

201-225 4 4' 12 12

176-200
,
8 8 .24 24

151-175 5 % 5 15 15

126-150 4 4' 12 12
. AIp1 -125 17 17. , 51 51

91 -100 N 5' 5 15 15
.

81 -90 8 8 24 24

l6-9 7
7 23 21

71-75 15 14 r42
.

42

66-70 2 2 6 6 '

61=65 9 9 27 27

56-60 9 9 . *27 27

51-55' 14 14 42
' 42

c46-1' 11 1, 12 33 1 34

41-45 25 7 32 75 7 82

36-40
..

25 ,..

.

25 75 75

31-35 28 8 36 84 8 .92

,20-30 32 16

'39

48 96

'1369

112

21-25 56 ,. 95 168 207

16 -20 110 50 160
-, it 330 SO , 380.

11-15 145 28 173 435 28 463

'6 =10 159 7 166' 477 7 484

2-5 102 102 306
.. 306

,

.I. . ... .... ./..

, Total : 805 156 961 2,415 , 156 i 2,571

Source: Working Paper on Classroom Utilization, Carol L. Wooten, Office ,of Insti-
tucional itsearch, Brown JJniversity, October, 1974
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'Source:

Capacity

500+

476-500

226 -250

201-225

176-200

151-175

126-15Q

101-125

91-100

81-90

76-80

71-75

66-70

61-65

56-60

51-55

46-50

41-45

36-40

-31-35

26-30

21-25

16-20

11-15

6-l0

2-5

. Total

Table 3

Case 5

Assumptions:

-- 75% scheduling of
33 hr/wk generals

hr/wk restricted,
80% occupancy of CRS

-- Residence Lounges added
Wil excluded

G R Tot

66 66

'18 18

33 33

99 99

66 36 102

'66 36 102

3.3 18 51.

33 72 105

66 66.

33

33

66

198

66

66

165

198

165

56]

132

132

36

54
s.

54

72

54

144

270

180

9,0

33

33

102

252

66

120

237

252

309

831

312

'222

2277 1098 337Er

Tot CR
Tot CL Hrs

63

3

,21

75

-15

54

51

36

81

'60'

-6

6

6
60

218

-16

45

145

140

102

451

-151

-262

-306

840

*.

Cum. Freq.

(Surplus)
Tot CR Hrs

840

777

774

753 2
678

693

639

588

552

471.

492

432

438-

432

426

366

148

164

-26

-1166

-268'

-719

-568

-306

tt4:

Working'Paper on Classroom Utilization, Carol.L. Wooten, Office of
Institutionalltesearxh, Brown University, October, 1974

-136 -
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Table 4

OFFICE SPACE, ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS, 1973-74 ACADEMIC YEAR -

Associate Assistant' Professors
Assistant
Professors

FACULTY Professors Professors Professors Instructors Lecturers Emeriti Research

Median (sq.ft.) 177.0 159.0 134.0 108.0 72.5 154.0 154.5

Mean (sq.ft.) 188.9 176.2 149.6 128.7 95.8 160.1 143.0

S.D. 66.4 56.6, 59.1 60.9 60.7 73.0 46.0

Range ( sq. ft. ) 52-464' 60-321 40-345 56-240 20-210 4" 71-304 37-225

Total Square Feet 46,852 14,270 17;199 1,416 1,245 21242 1,573

248 81 115 11 13" 14 11

STAFF

Median (sq.ft.)

Mean (sq.ft.)

S.D.

.Range (sq.ft.)

total Square Feet

N .

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Administrative Research
Assistants' Associates

101.4

f17.9_

44.5,
t.

40-192 r--

2,712

23

Teaching
Assistants

.80.0

93.3

40%7

37-17'9

2,706

29

Research
Assistants

76.0

.4

57.8

20-210

4001

12

Assistants rellowships

Secretaries

121.8

143.6

78.3

40-411

11,918

83

Research
Assistants Self Support

_41

Median (sq.ft.) 58.0 50.8 41.6 51.5 53.5

Mean (sq.ft.) 63.4 61.4 54.8 64.2 58.0

S.D. 38.3 36.0 40.4 42.1 16.6

Range (sq.ft.) 24-177, 19-231 19:-207 24-291 31-85 O

Total Square Feet 1,585 12,288
4

2,245 6,035' 870

N 25 200 41 94 15

Source: Space Utilization Analysis of `Academic Departments; Celeste F. Griffen
Office of InAitutional Research, Brown University, December, 1974 .
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Table 5

O A

OFFICE SPACE, ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS, HIGH LOW RANGES, 1975-74 ACADEMIC YEAR

, FaTalti. Staff Graduate Students

- . Asst
. Fell- Rsch Self TotalAsoc Asst Prof Prof Admin- Rsch- Rsch Teach

Prof Prof Prof st .Lect Emer Rsch Asst Asoc Asst peaty Asst Asst shps (Asst Supp Ifttal N in

HUMAN HtHLHL L H L H L H L. HLHLHL. .H L HL HL H-1, HL H.L H' L Ranks %H % L

Class

Co Lit

English
4

?Tench

German

- Hisp & It,

(...,

)..,

Ling
o6

4:;sic

Philos

Pet St

Slavic

n. Arts

Total

Anthro

Asian

Eccn

.Educ '

Egypt

Hist o' Ma

History

Poli Sci

Lckictl

Total

Source:

'139

' 1 5 1 5 15 6.7 33.5

1. 3 1 2 . A 4 3 14 ,28.6 21.4

2 1 , 1 2 '9 11.1 22.2'

7 4 4 3 2 13 15' 18 83 18.1 21:7

11 1 1 1 1 1 . 2 4 , 21 9.5 19.0

'1 1 41...
.g 2 9 17 11.8 .52.9

2. 1 1 3 6 2 11 18 11.1 61.1

1 1 1 2.
3 2 11 27.3 18.2

1 4 4 0 °
. ,

. 2 - 9 17 52.9 11.8

1 2 .3 21 14.3

2 1
It 1 3 1 17' 17,6 5.9

1 1 .1 2 1 14 14.3 7'.)1

1 ' 1 1 1 7' 14.3 14,4

10 17 9 7 7 6 1 1' . 1

.

3 3 3- 17 19 3 48 50 264 18.2 22.3

1 1 1 2 1 13 15.4 7.7

1 2 ',- '2 1 6 33.3 16.7

1 1 1 3
i

3 S 47 6.4 6.4

1 1 '3 2 8 8 '100.0

, 1
1 2 50.0

-
1 2 S. 40.0

4 2 1 1 1 1 1 5 6 32 1 .6 18.8

2 3 -*,1 2 . 1 9 23 39.1

3 1 '1 1 2 1 1 I 1 -1 1 1 3 4 3 1 13 1 1 57 22.8 22.8

13 5 3 1 10 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 6 4 1 1 ,2 3 4 3 1 1 45 24 193 23.3 12.4

Spare Utilization An ysis_of Academic, Departmentst- Celeste F. Griffen and Carol L. Wooten, Office of. institu- 140
tional -Research, Brow 'University, December, l974
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poration
and

ustodial Build.,

Cost '.No.

27,0n5 TAT',

7,710 8N46

10,340 C172

5,9%15 B4'53

'1,750 DI32
- ,

7,560 DG40

10,760 D044

1/',550 EM50

8,485 CP69 .

48,285 }1A50 ,

9,500 DR45.

$155,850

' 17,310 DX27

18,660 DK31

8,40 H150

12,600s HGS1

57,020

21,

10 10

31,8

152

. '::,;244;760

JH

Tot':!'

Xrep.

Nor-
assignable

Ay ca

Table 6

I,

Building Users Rent* Close* Demol* Sell:*

Rental
Price

C1
.-4

Annual
Incomc

25,07

3,6')C

7,50i'-',

2,142

3,45')

3,436

- 4,080,

24,5)9

7,378

64,9'9"i

n6 r

i
(r,816

'1,420

3,422

48'

1;210'

1,142

.1,Z51.

,.5

1,765 r

13,580

1.317

40,458

3,426

. 2,927

3,046,

3,2J.4

Classrpoms; Aoplicd \tath '. Yes 1

Bl'cr.,-r, Univ9rsity Press Yes %.

inst, for Life Sciences; Sociology Yes 1

Mai; Credit Union. i Yes 1

vacant Yes 1
. .

History"; Philosophy; Summer Programs Yes :

Brolql Student Agency-.:s Yes /

Bio -Med; Classrooms (4)--2 large 19ture

Meeting Street School; Classrooms Yes -I

University Library System --

Photo Lab Yes

,

Physical Education , --

Career Dev.; HERS; Pembroke Library 74-

Music Y68 1

Music. Ycs 1

Security Dept.; Copy Center; Classroom$ --
. _

ModOn Lang.; Applied Mat'::; Urban-Ovserv. Yes 1

*Numbers after -Yes- indicate priority- \
bC action.

Ycs 2 1,es ,

Yes 3 --

Yes 2- --

Yes 2

Yes 2

Yes 2. Yes 3

Ycs 2 Yes 3

Yes --

Yes 2

Yes 1

Yea
2

Yes, 1

Ycg

Y&s 2

Yes 2

Yes 1
.

Yes 2

0 i
1 /-4

--

,Yes 1,

--

--

--

--

--

--

Yos.3

Ye§ 3

5.5/s.q.,%.

300/mo.

300/mo.

275/mo.

275/mo

300/mo.

275/mO.

4/sq.ft.

273/mo.

275/mo.

350/mo.

3.5/sq.ft,

$'87,805

' 3 60C

3,600

3,300

3,300

,3,600

3,30

--

3,940

3.300

L53.

12;162

14,42:

S,13'

9,107

$148,745

3,300

'4 200

41,841

'78,978

6.054

12,613

4,943,

2 '395

$. .7,500

24.199

25,889 7,338 $ 24,199

220,831 '60,439 q77,444
s'?
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RATINGS OF THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM BYFRESHMAN STUDENTS IN
1SYSTEMATICALLY DESIGNED" AND "CONVENTIONAL" COURSES: A DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS. 4

Ernest T. Pascarella and' Patrick T. Terenzini
Syracuse Univetsity .

rt.

Abstrift

The purpose of this exploratory study was to determine whether
- freshman students enrolled in two or more of seven courses which had

been systematically designed by faculty teams differed from students
not taking these courses in their attitudes toward-their academic and
non - academic experience. A stepwise discrilAhAt analysis indicated
that a factor dimension termed Interest Value best distinguished be
tween the two samples. Ffeshmen takig two or more "systematically
designed" courses rated their academic progrIm in a significantly
more positive direction on this dimension that did students not en-

. rolled in these courses. The findings. suggest that systematic in-
structional development efforts may have positive impacts beyond the
course ,level.

The li rature on experimental, innovative and non-traditional instruction

in higher education has grown rapidly since the mid-1960's. One leel..of re-

search in this area has dealt with student responses to very specifit inStruc-

tpnal-technologies, e.g., television and computer-assisted instruction (Mathis,
A!

Smith and Hansen, l \70; Davis, Johnson and Dietrick, 1969; Menne, Hannqm,

iKlingensmth & Nord, 1969), or instructional systems, e.g.., the auto - tutorial

system (Postelthwait, Novak & Murray, 1964raild the "Viler Plan" or Personal-

ized Sy;tem of Instruction (Keller, i968; Riner, 19,t1 Roth, 1973; and Smith,

Grey & McCauley, 1973). A second level of research in thisarea hasfocused

on'the evaluation of curricular or instructional experiMents involving entire

institutions- (e.g.,'Gaff, 1970; Morgan., 1972) or majex units Within an institu-

tion larger than a department' (e.go, Siebel, 1973; takenas, 1972).

Little research,, howevei, appears to have focuStd on the relationship be-
,

tween exposure to experimental/non-traditional inSeruction.at the-:course level
.

and student attitudes toward more global aspects of-i.:ollege such as the quality
.

i
.

of the academic program in general. The purpose of this study was to .determine

whether freshpan students enrolled in coursesde-
s
which had been systematically

w
471&signed by 'faculty-'teams workingwith an onz campus instructional development
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center differed from students not taking these courses in ratings of their

academic program, ratings of their non-academia life, amount of informal inter-

action with faculty and degree of involvement -in extracurricular progr'ams. The

impoAanee'of, such research is .twofold: Larst, it is aimed at determining the

extent to which systematically designed instructional efforts may have impact

aG beyond the course level; and second; it e)iplores the potential impact derived

?fr

from establishing units which instiuttionilize those effrt ,

Methodology O

Samples

The setting for the study waS Syracuse University, a lge, private uni7

vprsity with a total undergraduate enrollMent of approximately ro,000 students

located in Central' New York, State. A simple random __,sample of 500 fr men was

drawn by couputer:from the population of freshmen enrolled in the College of

Arts and Sclence at that institution. The Arts and SCience poppIation.from
r.

which the samplywas -Arawfrwas approximately 54% male and ,46% female, as esti-

mated at frle beginning ofth4spring p75 semester.

rument

so BAs a meaitre if their ratingS' of -teir academic program, stud'enfs were

asked,.to rate thel.siavm'ent "I40AVE'FOUND MY ACADEMIC'PROGRAM AT- S.6. TO BE:"
, *

9a the Adjective Rat ng tcale'(ARS) (Kelly gad GreCo,, '1.975). The ARS consists
,-. ,

of twenty-four
a

adjectives (P.T
l''

-good,
q

d, enjoyable, demanding, 5Bring, useless,
- 450

practical, different,,intqr&sting, dull) against, hlch the respondent rates'
- , .7,,

certain specific statements using te f fOiliOpoint scale: 1 = extremely,
$

'2 = very, 3 = somewhat, 4.= nowt' at TteChilicalrAfoi-Mation on the reaiability

and validity of the -ARS is available on5'reguest.-A ,. ____ _.,
.

.....-1 ,

.

Additional Items on the instrument 'asked stu'tiedents,to estimate both the num-

ber of times during the semester they,:had met informtlly with faculty members
6 .

for
ten minutes 'or more and the appAximati number of4extracurricular activities

n which they had participated during the year i '.

(
*$, I

Students were asked to indicate whether they had taken, or were presently
.--

'...

enrolled in, any coursesseen large undergraduate coursea which had been developed .

,
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by faculty teams'eams Working in collaboration with an on-campus instructional de-

velopment unit. The development of each course-required from, six to twelve

months before the initial field testing. This typically included a four- to

eight -week intensive summer period in which the faculty team was paid full=
-

time to work with a professional developer in the design and preparation of

the-course for the academic year. A more detailed description of the general

lk process followed in the development of each GpourSe is found in Diamond, et. al.

(1975).

Students were classified fn the .'systematic design" group if they had

taken, or were currently enrolled intwo or more of:the seven courses. Those

respondents who indicated that they had not.t4en, or were not presently en-
.

rolled in, any of the seven courses were classified as a "conventional" group.

(It should be noted that the word "conventional" in the present study is fn-'
4

tended only for classification purposes. Clearly it may not be the most ap-

propriate term for all the courses to which.students in the conventional group

have been exposed.

Response

The
1

questionnaire was 160stributed by mail to the entire sample in March

of 1975,.usable responses being obtained from 379 subjects'(75.8 %). The repre-

sentativeness ofthe sample was indicated by two factors: the high rate of

response to the questionnaire, and a chi-square analysis indicating non-signi-

ficant differences between the distribution of responding males and females

and the distribution of males and females in the population. Forty7six

respondents indicated that they had taken two or more of the Specified courses

and thus constituted the systematic design group. One-hundred twenty-seven

respondents had not taken any of the seven courses. These individuals formed

the conventional group. From this latter group," subjects -were randomly

selected to give equal in both comparison graups and to permit later use

of the remaining 81 subjects in the conventional group for cross-validation

Purposes. Subsequent tests indicated that the.sut-sample of 46 "conventional"

students was representative ,of the group as.a whole (details available upon'

request).
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;
.Additibnal tests Indicategonon-significanto differences benteen the

systematic design and conventional groups with respect.to: 1) sex; 2) expected

major; 3) Clark-Trow typology choice; 4) rank-ordering of four educational.

goals; and.5) verbal quantitative Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores.
.

.

Statistical Analysis <-

Principal compofients factor analysis .14,i.th varimax rotation of Components

having eigenvalues > 1.0 (Kaj.ser, 1959 ) was used to,rdentify the underlying

dimensions of students' ARS ratings of their Academic Program and their Non-
_

Academic Life. A separate analysis was done for each statement. Factor scale

:scores, using variables with fotated loadings .40,-were computed for each

student This me9od was chosen rather than a complete estimation method in

wh c variables, regardless of their factor loadings, are used in order

tnincrdase the internal consistency (alpha) reliability of the individual

factor scales (Armor,'1974). Such a procedure, however, may result in the

loss of. orthogonality and lead to substantial inter-scale correlations. The

authors judged it preferable to'optimize the internal consistency reliability

of each scale despite the potential loss of orthogonality since the latter

situation can be,dealt with effectively by employing" multivariate procedures,

-specificallY.discripinant analysis.
.

47.0*

The faciiir scales scor es derived from respondents' ratings of theix

academic program_nd their non-academic life were combined with their number

of informal interactions with faculty and their participation in extracurricular

activities. These variables formed the basis of a two-group stepwise discrimi-

nant function analysis (Cooley and Lohnes, 1971). The criterion for controlling

the stepwise selection of variables for inclusion in the analysis was the mini-

mization of Wilk's Lambda: T e minimum F-ratio to enter the analysis .wasoset

at 1.0. Subsequent to discriminant analysis, a classification assils-is based

on the'pooled covariance matrix aneindividuaI discriminant scores was used CO

assess the efficacy of the discriminant function obtained. In order to cross-

validate the discriminant analysis classification was performed both fqr the

92 subjects on whose scores the discriminant function was derived, and itt the.

remaini*g 81 subjects, from the conventional sampleoathose scores were not
- .

included in the computation of the discriminant function.
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.Results

Factor analysis of students' ARS ratings of their academic program and

teeir ARS ratings of their non-academic life yielded five factors and four

factors respectively with eigenvalues ? 1.0. The composition of,these two

sets of factors are shown in Table 1. The alpha (internal consistency relia-

bility) coefficients and the percentage of explained variance accounted for by

/each factor are also shown. Each factor has' been given a tentative, name which

was felt to represent the underlying psychological 'construct tapped. The reader

is cautioned, however, against attributing surplus meaning to the factors be-

yo .,the scales which characterize them.
_

Table 2 dis plays the means, standard deviations and u ariate F-ratios

for each of the predictor variables. Significant univariate F-ratios were

found on two factors from students' ARS ratings of the ac ademic program, In-

terest Value and.Practical Appeal. The systematic aign group rated the

academic program in a significantly more positive direction on both dimensions
2 1

than did the conventional course group (recall the ARS is scored 1 = extremely,

= very, 3 = somewhat, 4 6 not at all).

The results of the stepwise discriminant analysis are also shown in Table ,

2. As indic'ated, 5 variables entered the analysis with an F-ratio to enter,

.?. LA. The discriminant function based on those 5 variables yielded a chi-
, , .

square value of-13.79" With 5 degrees of freed.59, significant at.the .025 level.

Inspection of the standardized discriminant' function coefficients indidatee

that three factors derived from students' ARS' ratings of the academic program%
.-

contributed"most to
.

the dycrimination between the systematic design and con-
6 .

vgntional groups. As indicated by the change in Rao's V, however, only
.....)

,

interest Value (Academic Program) made..4 statistically'significant ,contribution
\ _

to the digtsimination between the two_groups when it entered the analysis. The

amount of informal interaction with faculty and the-Practical Appeal factor

from students' ARS ratings of theiif non - academic life appeared to contribute .

less to.the discrimination than the thee academic Variables. elop
. .A.

In the classification analysis? 69.6% of the total'sample of 92 subjects,
''''.1..'-....-

.

on whose scores the discriminant function was derived, were,correctlY classified;
.' .

4



, TABLE 1 0

r.

- VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR' LOADINGS FOR STUDENTS' ADJECTIVE RATING
. SCALE .RESPONSES (N=373)*

'I HAVE FOUND MY ACADEM/CPROGRAM
AT S.U. TO BE: -

FACTOR --

INTEREW'VALUE

LOADING

o Enjoyable .78

Exciting .76

Stimulating .74

Enlighteniqp .71

Interesting* .67

Rewarding .66

Good .62

A Provocative .58

Informative .54

Alpha.Reliability =
% Variance = 23.1%

DULLNESS APATHY

.90

Irrelevant .75

Dull '.71

Boring .66

Useless .65

A Waste .62

Alpha Reliability = r)
.

% Variance = 14.1%

PRACTICAL APPEAL

Necessary . 74 /"..

Practical .611

Valuable

Worthwhile .51

Relevant .44

Alpha Reliability = 82

% Variance = 11.0%

DIFFICULT CHALLENGE

1Demanding

Diffic
Challenging

Alpha Reliability
-% Variance = 9.3%

UNIQUENESS

.86.

.85

.69

.78

General ...70

Different .55

Alpha Reliability = .27
% Variance ='4-./.%

Total Variance Efplained = 62.2%

HAVE FOUND MY NON-ACADEI, LIFE

AT S.U.

FACTOR LbADING

INTEREST VALUE

Exciting 04_
Enjoyable .81

Good / .78

Interesting .7?

Stimulating .71 .

Rewarding .71

_Enlightening .67 .V
Boring -.63

Worthwhile 11 .61

Dull -.60-

Valuable .59

Provocative .57

Alpha Reliability .94

7 Variance =27.7%

PRACTICAL APPEAL

Irrelevant -.72

Useless -.71

A Waste -.70

Relevant ' .63

Practical .54,

Informative .54

Necessary .49

AlphalFeliability =. .84

Varidnce

.

DEMAND /CHALLENGE 4.

Demanding .78

Challenging .75

DIfficult ',. .74

Different 42

Alpha Reliability = .69
% Variance = 9.6%

UNNAMEB

,General .70

.1"

% Variance =

Total Variance Explained = 60.5%

*The complete factor matrix and related infOrmation are available upon request.
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TABLE 2

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, IAIVARIATE F RATIOS AND RESULTS OF

STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS (MINIF1UM TO ENTER 9E1 AT 1'.0)

VARIABLE

SYSTEMATIC
DESIGN (N=46)

CONVENTIOW4A,
(N=46) RATIOS

CHANGE

RAO's Vb

STANDARDIZED
-DISCRIMINANT

WEIGHT
SQ N 5D

STER
VARIABLES IN THE ANALYSIS

(F to ENTER > 1.0)

1 INTEREST VApE.(ACADEMIC PROGRAM) 2.53 .56 2.81 . .46' .7.05** 7.05**. .91'

a. 2 . DULLNESS'/APATHY (ACADEMIC PROGRAM) 3.33 _50 3.34 '.43 0.04 3.18 .64

3 INFORMAL INTERACTION WITH FACULTY 3.46 4.14 4.04 7.66 0.19 .1.79 '.37.- ..'

4 PRACTICAL APPEAL (ACADEMIC PROGRAM) 2.38 . .57 2:64 .47 -. 6.00*' 152 .61

5 PRACTICAL APPEAL (NON-ACADEMIC tIfE)' 1.80 :48 1,76 .45 0.14 1.79 -.39.

.

VARIABLES NOT IN THE ANALYSIS
(F TO ENTEP < 110)-

DIFFICULTY/CHALLENGE (ACADEMIC PROGRAM) 2.42 .62 2.52 ...64 0.59

DEMAND C7IALLENGE (NON- ACADEMIC'LIFE) 2.85 . .59 --2.91 .55 - 0.24

EXTRA C.:JRRICULAR ACTIVITIES 3.87 7.5? 2117 3.67 1.85

.e,
a
Degrees of Freedom = 1 and 90 -

=1-, ' t.
.

. ---b
Indicates incremental increase in discrimination due to that variable.

.*o --;025 .., !
'

.o. .01
4

.

.

Ne.
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4

56.8% of the 81 conventional subject sed to cross-validate the function were

also correctly zlassified. THe,overall correct classification, including the

cross - validation group, was 63.6%. This'represented a 27.2% improvement over

chance.

These results were supported by a comparison of the p#rcentages of re-

r
spondents in each group who ranked their "academic work" first or second, from

4

. a choice of six possible areas of campus life, as a source of personalksatis-

faation during their freshman.year. In the sypteMatic design group 63% of the

students ranked their "academic work" either first or second with 23.9% ranking

it first.and 39.1% ranking it second. Thiscompared with 43.5% in the conven-,,

Clonal group who ranked thelr. "academic work" either first or second as'a source

og personal satilfaction with only 9.7% ranking it first and 38.3% ranking it

second. A Mann-Whitney Pest was catrded out for the rankings of thg) two groups

on this item. The mean rank for the systematic design group was 2.26 while the

meanifor'the conventional group was 2'.73. A z value of.2.03 was obtained, sig-
..

.nificant aL p < .05.

4
Additional Analysis

In` order to determine possible differences.between the systematic design

lb
and conventional groups on personality tia.riables and Initial expectations of

the college environment, a post-hoc analysis was conducted using the Activitie.A

IndeX (AT), a measure of personality needs', and the College characteristics

Index (CCI),.a.measure of perceived environmental press. Both instruments are

administered to all incoming freshmen shortly before'arrival on campus.

students',response's,on the College Characteristics Index may he regrded as

their expectations of the institution's-environment. A.s4arate stEpwise

discriminant analysis iJas conducted on the available AI and tCIscale scores'

of the sy stematic design and conventional samples. Data was available for 39.,

of the systematic design, subjects and 38 of the conventional subjects* En

neither analysis was the. discriminant function significant at p

COreclus ions. and Discussion.

The findings of this study suggest that students enrolled during their

,.freshman year in two or more systematically designed courses, tend to have

.
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40

significantly more positive attitudes toward their overall academic program on
ti

. a dimension termed Interest Va1u6 than do freshmen not enrolled in these courses.
. It

A review of the variables' loading high on'the Interes't Value factor of the ARS
. . . .

i

suggests that this dimension has both 'cognitive and affective'components. This
.

r--conclusion is.prompted by the.high loadings on such cognitive-related adjec-

tives as Edlightening, interesting, .and informative; and the high loadings fOr

such affect-related adjectives 'a< Enjoyable, Exciting, and' Stimukating. The

structure of this factor ang the more positive ratings of students who took two

or more systematically designed co,urses strongly suggest that these courses
. .

here not only a greater attraction for students but also that the attraction

is broadly based in terms of the intellectual and emotional make-up of students.
.

Exactly how such courses might lead students to be more favorably disposed to-
.

ward their freshman academic experience than'conventional courses is more dif-'

ficult to explain. The most evident- and indisputable -c onality of the

seven courses is that theywere all developed by teams of faculty members',

workttg closely with an instructional development agency on the Syracuse Uni-

versity campus. The process, affo-rds faculty 'members the time, brofessional .

'assistance and financial support necessary to effect a rigorous re-evaluation
-

of educational and in structional philosophies, course content and instr uctional

style. It is quite possible that the cumulative effect,of this type of support

can be associated with measurable differences in broad based instructional or

attitudinal outcomes far students. But4Wh.ile such a result may be intuitively

plausible,.it cannot be substantiated on the basis of the tesearch reported] '

here. -:

Moreover., the ex post facto nature of survey research makes the causal
.

attribution of results difficult because of the myriad student, faculty, ang

contextual variables which may,interact to influence .instructional quality and
.

outcomes. Clearly, a number of alt ernative hypotheses may be advanced to ex-
, .

4 plain'the study results.

For a substantial number of freshmen, the st,ructure of many of the sys-

tematically Asigned courses may have been sufficiently different from the kihd& .

of instruction typically received that they, perceive themselves to be in an ex-
Noses.

, perimental'situation and therefore work-harder and find the course more

intellectually and personally stimulating..

7.;
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This "Hawthorne Effect" may have held to som0-ilegree for faculty as well.
4

The fact that4the instructional developMent process frequently , involves faculty
.

with an intensive analysis of their assumptions about the struct-dre of teach-
,

ing and learning might conceivably reinforce an increased sensitivity to the

quality and effectiveness of their own in-class teaching behaviors, particu-

larly in e course in which they have invested considerable time ant energy.

At the, same time, a self-selection ,ptocess may be present.. As a group,

faculty Members who participated in the redesign process may fepiesent some
mA

of the institution's most effective and provcative teachers. Thus, the

systematic design group may have responded more favorably to the academic pro-.

gramethan their classmates in the conventional group, not so much because of

the particular instructional design of the courses in which they were enrolled,

but rather because their enrollment in these specific courses involved a greater

probability of exposure to individually good teachers.

Perhaps the most valid explanation is pne which posits the potential tinter-

action between course instructional design and effective teaching. It seems

ehtirely possible, that studgnts,in these courses may be responding to an in

gtrpctional gestalt in'which the course design and instructional format amplify

the faculty member's most effective teaching behaviors.

But the findings might, also be the result of significantvariationS in stu-

dent characteristics: Although the systematic designand conventional student

groupg ppear quite homogeneous in terms of such variables as sex,distribution,

expected major, orientation toward college, eduCational goals, and academic ap-

titude; the fact that students by and large "self-selected" themselves into

the;e groups rather than being randomly assigned makes it at least possible

that other variables, such as the stitdents' cognitive style, may have accounted
,

for-a signifiCant portion-of the observed sample differences.

Ille.study is limited in the degree to which the relationship bgtween atti-
.

P
udes toward instruction and actual student behaviors (such as academiC achieve-

ment and attrition) is left unexplainbd. Despite this limitation, however;

evidence does exist to suggest that the attitudes toward instruction developed

during the freshman year are critical in providing a foundation for the student's
.

subsequent openness to the impacts of college (e.g., Wallace, 1466; Katz and

associatgs,

- 4
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The linkage which the study tentatively identifies between course design

and students' broader perceptions of. their academic, program has several clear

and significant implications botE'for the area of instructional development

and for research on the impact of college on students. The results suggest

that systematically designed courses do make a difference; however, ferreting

but the most significant elementsin such courses may require the adoption of

experimental (or quasi-experimental) designs.

The nature and extint of the interaction between thelinstructional develop-

ment process and teacher pefformance also needs to be more clearly delineated.

IT the instructional development process makes a difference, to whom does it

matter? Are thOdiffetential results obtained from student groups attributable

more to-rbstructured course content? to varied instructional delivery systems?

to enhanced faculty performance? or, as seems more likely, toteraction among

these variables? hoes the instructional develpent process `benefit students

directly? Or are the benefits students derive mediated through the involvement

of faculty members in the course development process, udent benefits eing,

therefore, of-a second and different order?

In.many respects, this study raises at least as many questions as it

answers. .But it also tentatively. establishes a link between freshman students'

exposure to systedatically designed courses and more positive attitudes toward

their academic program.
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ACADEMIC OUTCOMES OF A COMPENSATORY PROGRAM AT°FOUR.
SENIOR COLLEGES OF THE CITY 'UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Judith Piesco, Lawrence Kojaku, Lou.Genevie and Lawrence Podell
City University of New York

In response to'the change in emphasis, folIarins publication.of the

Coleman Report,' from equal educational opportunity to equal educational Out-

comes, programs of compensatory education were developed at every level of

education throughout the Country. The program entitled "Search for Education,

Elevation and Knowledge,-"NoT SEEKS 'begun in 1966 by the City University of

New York (CUNY), was on47:4t.tch progrant. SEEK was designed - to help disadvantaged

New York City high schocilduates successfully complete i college education

at senior colleges of LUNY. (CUNY is a tuition-Mee system, consisting of

ten senior an\deight community colleges, supported by City and State funds.)

Applican6s
\
who were eligible for- admission to SEEK fpr exceeded the num-

ber,of available penings. kjandom selection was performed (by computer) to

determine which st enbs from the eligible pool would be accepted into SEEK.

Rejected SEEK applice ts usually did not haiie ,the qualifications to enter

the senior colleges.

With the onset of open admiskons in 1970, students who .were previously

deemed unqualified for entry,

included applicants who, thou

it by randbm procedures; many

opportunity for comparative asses

were ow admitted to the senior colleges. These,

h elig ble for admission to SEEK, were denied

them entered the_5enior_colleges anyway. The
4

ent'o&performance was thereby created.

SEEK Prograr

The SEEK program is a compensatory

economically and socially disadvantaged

New York. It, was implemented in -1966.

education program for edueationally,.

stu47ts'at the. City University of

The prop-am'currently operates within.

the framework of the Higher EducatiOn Opportunity Act 0 ihe New York State

. s. 7-
Education Law.

1 In 'September, 1976 tuition was imposed at CUNY.; However, during the period

of time covered by this paper, the university .was tuition free.,
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According to.its designers, the program is intended "(to) equalize the

opportunity for admission, and to facilitatesaxlvance into the college main-

stream, through to gradfiyon, of...economically, educationally and sociipy-
.

deprived students, (and) special funding was authorized for recruitment,

counseling, .tutoring, remediation, and stipends." Its major educational goal

is assisting "students to gain entry into the mainstreamof the 'regular'

student body and the 'regular' college curriculum." (Annual Report on the

StEK'Program, 1971-72, pp. 1-2.) Theispecial features of SEEK (e.g., small

class size, low ratios of students to counselors end tutors, and financial

aid) are intended to facilitate the objectives of the program.

The extent to which the SEEK program, with its emphasis upon compensation

for past disadvantages, has provided the outcomes sought by its designers has

not been established throughtsystematic empirical study. In the past, such

studies could not be conducted because of the lack ofia comparable group of

students at the se1ior colleges ofCUNY. However; with the advent of open

admissions, similar students have enrolled and pr4ressed, without the special

comjensatory enrichments of the SEEK program. The issue is whether as many

have prOgressed'as far as fast as the SEEK students.

The SEEK program at each senior college is administered independently of

the others; there is some variation in the way each program operates. This

paper was originally intended to assess the impact of the SEEK program at City

College. Adequate, data have become available,. however, to allow evaluation of

the:programs at Hunter, BroAlyn, and Queens Colleges to be conducted, as well.
4

These four colleges Are the oldest institutions In the CUNY system, with both

the largest student bodies and thejargebt:SEEK programs.

at the four,colleges, the oldest SEEK prolgram is at City College. Spe-.

cial emphasis was placed on encouraging SEEK students to participate in the

larger college coMmunity.
2

At Hunter College, the program stressed remedial

English and Mathematics. ,Brooklyn College's SEEK program emphasized-its

eutok-ing prer:M\and concluded a special project to teach standard English as

a dialect to speakers of'nonstandard dialects of English. At Queens College,

2 ,
Information for this sect!on was obtained from several reports including:
The General Plan-for the SEEK Program, 1971-1972; The General Plan for the
SEEK Program, Lala-1973; and The Annual Reporton the SEEK Program, 1971-1972'.
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the iselcprogram Was separated, toira great extent, from the rest of the college.

Contrary to Board of Higher Education Guidelines3 the program at Queens 6311ege.

offered, iu addition to remedial courses, some credit bearing courses in the
ft

disciplines. *

Subjects

This study includes all SEEK students and SEEK eligibles who enrolled as

freshmen in the above four colleges in Fall, 1971.
4

Measures Utilized
4

Students who enrolled as freshmen in Fall, 1971 were followed through

years--until the time of data collection'in June, 1976.

1) Number of Semesters Enrolled

'A stepwise multiple regression analysis was performed with number

of semesters enrolled as the dependent variable, and the following '
. -

independent (control) variables entered*in the descending order of

their contribution to the variance: college admissions average;
5

high school quality index,6 and^sex. The independent variable. of

major, interest, SEEK participation/eligible iltnparticipatiQn was

entered into the regression last in order to assess it's unique

contribution't,o the variance.
IP

3
.

The Board of Higher Education is the governing body of the City University

of New.york.
, 00.41

In 1970, the first yar of open admissions, there wask4 relatively small number
of SEEK eligibles, whO:after being rejected from SEEK by randomized pro-
ceduros,enrolled in the senior colleges an4way;Ae number was too small
for meaningful analysis when additional variables were-introduced simul-

taneously. Entrants of 1972 and later Had less than eight semesters in
college by June, 1975, the time of data gathering.

5 College admissions average.(CAA) is the mean grade of high schoA academiC

.courses.

6
,

High School quality, index (HSQI) is the mean score on the Stanford High School

Reading Test obtained by all students from each high school who applied to

CU,NYin Fall, 1971.. Although intended for all freshmen, tA,test was taken

by only 50% of the 1971 tering class,sbecause of difficulty with its admini-

.0- stration. With regard to its validity- and reliability for use as a control

5
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Graduation

A stepwise multiple regression analysis was performed with bachelor's

degree receipt/nonreceipt as the dependent variable and the following

independent (control) variables entered in the descending order of

'their contribution to the variance: CAA; HSQI; and sex.' The de-
..

pendent variable of major interest, SEPIK participation /eligible

nonparticipation was entered last in order to asse,esits 'unique con-

tribution to,the variance. 4

Research Findings

1) ,,Number of Semesters enrolled

a) Foethe four colletes combined, SEEK participation made-a small

(but statistically significant contribution to the variance of

the dependent variable,' number of semesters enrolled (F-ratio of
,

the increment in R
2
is significant at the .01 level of kobability)%

b) Considering each college separately,' he contribution of SEEK par-

,I.cipation was small but statistically significant at City and

Queens Colleges, but not at Hunter and Brooklyn Colleges.

2) Graduation

Far the four colleges combined, and 'at each of the four college s'

ivTdually, the ceoportion of variance contribueed by SEEK parti-

1 cipa on to the depenent variable, graduation, was nonsignificant.

Summary

, -

After five years, SEEK students areslightly more likely to have a larger

number of semesters enrolled than SEEK eligibles. This small difference in re-

tention does not_appear to contribute to higher graduation rates. Additional

variabLe, three tests were performe : a one,way analysis of variance which
demonstrated rhat'the variance of th scores within high schools was signi-
ficantly smaller than the variance o the scores between MO schools (F
was significant int the .01 level of'probability); because the test was ad-

-
ministered to freshmen both in 1970 and 1971, Pearson product moment (r=.95)
and rank order'correlatidr4 (rho=.96) were pei2formed hetweet....the mean scores

obtained by each high school for the two years. These extremely high cor-

relations indicated .the of 'the scpre.,

-1587
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data,..not reported here, indicate that the greatest differences between t4he

proportion retained SEEK.and SEEK eligible students occur in the early

semesters. Differences between the groups d'imiArsh with each succeeding

year of attendance. This decreasing difference in retention rates ultimately
t

results.in equivalent graduation rates.

This, study is incomplete. More effective comparison demands.,the demon-

stration of similarity of groups, data for which T-S"'lacking, 1p has been
.

suggested that the ligibles who, after rejection for admission to the r

SEEK program, enroll. in the senior colleges anyway, possess attributes
,

(e.g., motivation) makithem significantly dissimilar to the SEEK students.°

Further, more fective comparison demands the demonstration of the dissimilar-
-------,-

ity of tegatment of the groups, data for which is lacking. It has been sug-
w

.gested that the eligibles may hare received temediation, counseling, tutoring,

and stipends; even if less than.the SEEK students, perhaps e amount` was

equal to what'was necessary. ;,/,

Because of the ihcOmplete nature of the study, this paper should be

viewed as a progress report in a continuing program-evaluation research.

J.

0

0 0.O

0

0,
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SHP;;ISE .7,-IESSIOTi RESULTS FOR THE OF.RO..2,E;,7 BACHEL0W6 DEGREE RECEIPT/;;O;;RECEIPT;
AT FOUR COI_LF_'TS CO:12,INEO,

. Independent Variable

-
SIAJOETS ELIY.ELE- FOR T,-E SEEK PROGRA:1 (N=1635)

Control VariaPles: '

High Sch-,01 3;-a.]:= rage
air .

Sex

meanStanardized Reafing Score

4

Researc'll Variable:0
SEEKIEllSitie no 7. SFEK

, C
-6,

Standardized
Regrestion

CoeffiCient

..

Increm:vit

in R'
Cumulative

-R1

F

.22382 8t,93 .05644 97..67** .05644 97.67**

.13589 32.24** .01678 29..55** .67222 47**

.08769 13.55** .00798 .(08120 48.05**

P

.04293 3.13 .00176 3.13 :08296 36.86**

S

,

St

.55

-

r

O

:41

I

O



STEPISE SE',;'ESSIO:: RESULTS FOR. Tr_
2',CHELCR'S DEC':EE RECEIPTECEIPT:

IndepEnd'.mt Variable
_

711-rofVariables:'
Hi;h Scia.6c4 Grade ;.Z.,:ar4ge
Sex,

.

Mean Stancardized Reading Score
Research '!ariable:

SEEK/Eligible not in SEEK1

'<'Ttia-61es:

14

High School Grade.P.ve,age
ir

Mean Stan:.'ardized Peading Scor
Sex

Researc'l VeHable:
.

SEEK/Eigi'ole,rot in SEEK

at CITY- 00!.LEGE

STUDAFS ELIGILE FOR L'E 57.:"K (=565)

-

Stan&ardized
.Regression F-Test
Coefficient

Icre7'ent
in R2 4.

F-Test

R2
F-Test

.23631 32.41** .05431 a2.33** '5431 32.33x*.15693 15.20**,. .02717 16:62** .08148 24.93**'.12949 10.10** .01672 10.4' .09,820 0.20.36**

.06982 2.94 .00472 2.95. .10291 16.06**

k

at HU:;TER COLLEGE

STUDENTS ELIGISLE FOR THE PRCGRA (N.349)

:27535-4 26.26* .&9237. 35.3.1** :09237 35.31!:**,. 11746 5.23* . 01260 4:87* .10497 20:29**
,
.09537 3:26 .0081'4 3.17 .11311 14-:67**-

.01746 0.11 .00027 0.10 .11338 11.00*

*p<.05

16
.4tt

.
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A

AP)STEP,:lSE REGRESSION USULTS F0:4 TFE D!-.EE:,2ENT 2:1UELC3'S

at ERMIIN COLLEGE.

STUDENTS EL-I:ELE FOR Trr- S=cK FPC(=RA:1 (N=367)

Independent Variable
Standardized
Regression F-Test
Coefficient

racrement
in R2Variables:

1-Mah,School Grade kvarage
12.62** .04357Sex

. .13652 6.94** .01708MeanStandardized Reading Sco):e .04472 0.76 .00201Research Variable:
SEEK /E 'ligible not in SXI .00565 0.01

.00093

.

at QUEEflS COLLEGE1-,a.
N) STUDENTS EL :G:ELE FOR 1.iF. SEEK PROc(1:21354)

.Control- Variables: .-High School Grade Average
.18898. 12.95** .04548Sex
.14931 8.09** 2142Mean Standardized Reading Store .03007° 0.34 .00071Research Variable:

. 4

-.SEEK/Eligible not in SEEK
.03563 0.47 . .00126

* 5.05
,k-tp<.01 M.

F-Test

16.63**
6.62*
0.78

0.01-

Cumu 1 a tive

R2

,e?

F-Test

.57 16.63**

.0E065 11.75**

.06266 8.09*.,

.06269, 6.05 * *.

0

16.77**
8.06**
0.27

0.47

.04E48 16.77**

.06630 12.58**
.:06761 8.46**

.06886'

)

4..5%
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STEN:ISE REG7;1SSION RESULTS FORThE DEPENE,ET SEMESTERS ENROLLED; at FOUR COLLEGES COBINED

STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR THE SEEK PROG (N=1635)

,

Indep=rident Variable
Standardized

r\Regression,
Coefficient

Control Variables:

High SchoolGrac,f;e Average .14053

Sex
.12582

,dean Standardized Feeding Scor4 .10040

Research Variable:A .ch. .

SEEK/Eligible nof. in SEEK .-.^12955

0.

168

F-Test

12,.27**

17.31**

27.76**

9

Increment
in R2

.01871

.01301

.01121

.01602

F-Test Cioulative
R2

F.-Test

A

27.75**

.01871 31.12**

.03172 26.73**

,.04294 24.39**

.05896 25.53**

4
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STEPISE REGRESSICN'RESLTS FOR T.c.
VAE:IASLE, SEMESIERS.E.ROLLED:

at .CITY COLLEGE

STUDENTS-ELIGIELE FCR THE SEEK nOGRAn (N=565)
Standardized

Indeper'.!,,nt
Regression F-Test.
Coefficient

Increment F-Test
in R2

Cumulative
R2

. F-Test

Control Variables:
Sex

.16315 15.81** _02660 15.39** .02660 15.39**High ,School Gra,-.e Average '.11097 6.88** .06823 4.79* :03432 10.14**Mean Stararc"zif Peading Score '.05512'x'. 1.75' .00351 2.05' 7.46**ResearCh Variable:

.SEEK/Eligite r:: in SEEK .17464 17.73** .02951 17.73*k .06785 10.19".

at HUP ER COLLEGE

STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR THE SEEK PROGRAN (N=349)
= Cont7FF-Varlables,..

$a. "Highhool Grad_ Average .17070 9.54*k
rSc

.03696 -13.321k* ,03696 l3.
(32**

.p.--,

1 : Sex '
,. .13361 6.05* .01326 4.83*. -.05022 9.15**. Mean Spr,dardize.t Reading Score .09260 3.07 .00881 3.23 .05903 7.21 **Resea-rchVariable:

-:-- SEEK eligible rat in-SEEK .05727 1:07 .D0291 1.07' .06194 5.68*.

..4.1<.05

**1)<.01

A



STEPWISE. REGRESSICH RESULTS FOR T''E r-PEDENT
VRIAELE, SE,ESTERS E' ROLLED:

at EROCTLYN COLLEGE
I

STUOEJS ELIGIBLE FOR THE SEEK Pr\OGRA (N=367)

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient,

F-Test,

-4-
Incl=ement,

in R2
F-Test

.

R2

.

F-Test

0

Controlqariables:---- //'
lHigh School Grade, Average

.16969 l0 84** .03482 13.17** :03482 13.17**.

Mean, Standardized Reading Score .17095 11.29** .02820 10.96** .06302 12.24**

Sex
.

.10079 3.86* ; .01069 6.31* .07370 9.67**

Research Variable:

SEEK/Eligible not in SEEK'
4.., .09369 3.39 0080 ,3`.39 ..08230 8.12**,t,

at QUE N COLLEGE

STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR THESEEK PROGRAM (N=354)rn

Control Variables:
High School Grade Average.

.13846 6.87** :02046 6.96** .02046 .6.96 *t

Mean Standardized Reading Score . :11914 5.21 * ''.01100 3.77 .03146 5.70**

Sex
.07241- 1.88 .004 0 1.58 .03606 4.36**

1Reearch Variable:

SEEK/Eligible not in SEEK .14986 8.23'"* .02221
.05827 5.40**

J

*2<.05

4
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SENIORS EVALUATE GOALS, 'UNCTIONS AND; FACULTY

Paul Succpp
SUNY at Buffalo

.
.
Recent concern for the protection Of-the consumer of postsecondary educa)

tion has translated into a, number of federal government-strategies and guide-
,

lines (1.,2,g1. The intentions of strategies are: (1)-to.protect "stu-7
44

dent rights" and (2) to prevent ostsecond ry institutions_ from misrepresenting
400"

course offerings and other ben fits promised in he institutional literature.

The phrase "in the nstitutionaI literature" g all-important for both legalC,
and practical purposes, as an institution of ighbr learning or any members

of its,staff On be held accountable for only that which is stated in the

institutional literature and not the beliefs or attitudes about the instttu-

ion propagated by those external to the process-Of' policy- king: 4

Economic inflation and recession, the devaluation of post ondary de-

grees, and the decreasing demand for college graduates add a few confounding

dimensions to federal protection of *student rights.' To survive, a college

or university Must attract students. To attract students and to remain com-

petitive with other educational( institutions, the.in titution,must have some-

thing to offer in the educational marketplace. ,Postsecondar-y educat'orral

policy-makers must be cautious in their promises t the students, fo legal

.

and economic reasons.

.Given these political and-econamic realitiegiolioy-makers have essen-

. tially-hree aleeYnatiye decisions: ay no-nothing, and run therisk of re-
. - >, .J _

trenchtdenx or 'curtailment; (2) attempt to be_competitiv, by making false or un- .1:

t

t # :

substantiated promises; oT C3).attempt to improve'their situation En'the educa-

tional marketplace through active and honest rreuitment of students. VI order

to honestly recruiectUdents, administrators need to *Ipw potential students'
.. .

, 4

.1

expectations 'and present students'-perAtions ofth5tr college and college
4.-_,

_ _

. 4 :
experi,-ence. InstitutionafTesearclhis recdared. . .

/-.,

,

ThiNpaper relports a methodology for and the results of research 'into
. .

.

/

-college students' experiences, which haS been u dertaken by the Student Tegtih
.

and Resegich Office, SUNY/B. The methodology can b viewed as a mode fo'r

1 ,
,

.
5..,,

' ). )..--,--

4 . ( A '
i .`t

I -167-
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research into student needs. The results should be exported with ca.--
o

tion, as the students' responses manreflect attitudes and opinions peculiar

tostudents at SUNY/B:

Methodology
.

.
.

Sample. Seven, - hundred and sixteen students were randomly selected from cli

the populationdf*2O72.SUNY/5dtudents who indicated on their January registr ar,
It

tion materials (1- 15 -74) that they expected, to receive a baccalaureate in ..

May, 1974.
1

Questionnaires were mailed to these senors in mid-Apri1,t1974.
le-

)iTwo hundred and sixty-eight students returned us bele questionnaires..
.

Complete data, however, was obtained on slightly fewer than this number. The

data analysis used a subset of this sample, as specified below. .
Questionnaire. of the eleven -page, 345-item l974 SENIOR SURVEY, one-

,

hundred and forty-six items in three areas were selected for analysis for .

' .. ,this report. These areas are: (1) Personal goals--past and present.;

(2) iValuations of Major dnd non-major faculty; and (1) Functions of the,

' University--thdir actual importance and the importance they should have.

,Similar research and'questiOnnaire depigns have been previously undertaken and
.

.
. ,-voted in the research literature (4,5,6,7,8): -

%
. 'I

.
, ,

The gtudents were asked tcp Indicate:' the lmpOrtance to'them of ten goel

statements, both'during.college and at the "prepent time,"lifie'degree to which0 y ,

their initial goals had been fulfilled during(pheir college experience;
.

and
y

the' degree of-benefit they derived prom coursa_at SUNYPB towards goal fulfill-
4

4ment. -Importance items were resixonded.to on a fiye option scale ranging from
. ---i

-..

4
"extremely high" to ".of no importance. The fulfillmentecale_ranged from

.fliqtally"-fillfilled to "not at all"ofulfilled. For the tenefit of courses" -'

s.

items, the scale ranged from "of the utmost benefit" to "of no benefit."
oc .Ar

Twenty statements
f
about major and noy-Majev4aplty were included. The

studIwed'ents we asked to respond for both sets of faculty pn a five option-scIe

ranking from r all faculty" to "true for'nO facUlty."
.

,...,

.
e 1 --, --, ie ;---;"-Random 'selectlon was produced by_the, generation a Pseudo-randoTbinary ,-,

'iricegers.by a congruence method. Pnivac,lgath-Pack Program Abstracts, UP-4031.
-A

.

'Rev.-2., Page 14.1. ''' : -",
4

, , ..

,

0.
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For the importance functions at SIMY/B should and .actually.have, a scale
4-

ranging between "of extremely,high'importance" and "qf no importance" was

used to rate twenty-three possible functions of thi's university..-

Data Analysis.' Two-way multivariate and univariate analyses of variance

were peiformed on each-cluster of SENIOR SURVEY items. The independent

Variables assessed were: the respondents initial and present Faculty member:-

ship,
1
and their Sex. Clusters Of dependent variables were analyzed together

in the multivariate technique to produce a single F-statistic for making deci-

sions regarding group differences on the independent variables. The eight

sets of items analyzed were the four sets of ten personal gdal'items, two sets

of twenty statements about faculty, and two sets of twenty-three statements of

importance of SUNY/B functions.

Initial and present Faculty were crossed with the sex variable in separate

analyses, thus resulting in an .8 x 2 statistical design. The prograM

uARIANCE (9) was utilized for all statistical computations.

As the mutvariate tests required complete data cases, Ss with missing

_data were excluded from the statistical analysis, by questionnaire area. Two-
. Nft.

hundred and -thirty7two seniors had complete data for the goals items, two-

hundred and thirlty-one students for the faculty statem947s, and two-hundred

and thirty-five' for the importance of SUNY/B function statements..

'esearch Design. The independenevariabres of Initial and Present Faculty

jowere of interest to this researcher ,due to the status of the Faculty as an ad-

dirministratili and policy-makitg unit. Are students'within the same.Facuity a
.

morelomogeneous group than sediors in general; after controlling for sex dif-

ferences? Theanswer to this question provides the answer to 'others, namely

on what-level must
('

any administrative or policy changes be Made? Shouldstu-

dent*prove not Co differ by Faculty, centralized Admipistratioshould take

leadershilrin making any changes inditated.by the students' responses. if
C #

differences Ore noted, individual Yaculty units must initiate policies appro-.

priate for their students. .

1
The eight raculty groups analyzed are the seven' Aergeaduate aca emic divi-
sions at SUNY/B and an eighth group consisting of students with'-a "Double"
or "Special" major.. %.

4

6
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TABLE 1

MULTIVARIATE F-RATIOS FOR THE TESTSOF:S4CNIFICANT EFFECTS

OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES THE SET,S OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES

- _ 'Present .7!Initials

Present
1

Initial . Faculty Faculty_
/ -..

Sets of goal items:
Faculty Faculty Sex . * Sex * Sex

Importance of goals during college 1.89 1.56
a

1.9513(pf) -NS. -
.._ -NSA'

. .

. ..

Degree of fulfillment, of goals a
_ 206 '1.55

a
,) NS NS 1.41a

. during college . .

.

Contribution of courses to
fulfillment of goals

ImporeanCe of goals now.

1.64a NS NSNS
.

1.36a NS NS . NS NS t

.2

-

*
..-

Present Initial rs

i
Present Initial, - Faculty ;Faculty'

Faculty Faculty .Sex *-Sex *-Sex ip
ii. r

. Sets oil faculty items:
:- . ,--..

Y
94.For: Major'faculty 1 NS NS

6
For: Non-Major faculty . NS NS a.860pf) NS . NS

,.

441 1:94 (if)

Presen,, , Initial

Present, Initial Faculty Faculty
. Sets of importance Faculty 'FAtilty -Sex . * Sex * Sex

. , - :,function statements: ,

E
Importance function should have 1.27 NS N S NS NS

ImPortance2function actually has 1.52E 1.35c NS ,NS NS

..-,-

a
p 4.05, df=70 and 1213.824

p <.05, df=lb and 207.
.

p'<.05,df=.1.46 and 1312.833
6
p=<.05, df=20 and 196 ,

p <:05, df=160 and 1336.107
- .

NS'- notsignificanE (c1.05)

(pf) - 'significant after conttolii4 ,for-the students' present Faculty

7-7
.

if) - significant after controlling for the stAdents' initial Faculty',)
. , ,

,i.k,. _
.. . -

1 ,
Faculty refers to the seven undergraduate academic divisions at SUNY /.B and

.

>-

an eighth group"consisting of students with a "Double" or "Special" major. *

... ...... .
. .

..

. ,..
. _

, .

7 4'
. ,.
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The sex variable served as a control for differential enrollMents of males
o

. and females in different Faculties and helped to answer.the_question: With
a

all this talk about Women's Lib, should males andlemales be treated differently/
o

by administrative policy? If no differences are noted between males and females

'in terms of goals,t-reactions to faculty and importance of University functions,./

his time-treasured variable can essentially be ignored in.making such-policies.

If differences exist, sex of the student should betaken into account in

polficy-making,

- Result's and Discussion %

The sixteen tiqo7way MANWAsresulted in fifteen significant (p < .05)

multivariate F-ratios. The F-values and degrees of freedom fonrthe tests of

significance are presented in Table
. ,

Responses by the seniors in'different Faculty groups differed si:gnifi-
,

cantly on each Cf the Clusters of Items except statements about non-najor

faculty. For the students' initial Faculty groups, four significant dif-

ferences were noted'. These occurred for: "Importance of goals,dfiring college;

- "Degree of fulfillment of goals";, "Contribution of courses tofulfillment of

'goals";,and "Importance SUNY/B functions actually have. 1,

Only three significant multivariate F-ratios were noted for dilferences

between the sex groups: males and females differed 'significdntly on the'im-

portance of their pals durinkpollege when,sex was crossed with theseiprs'

present Faculty (but not when this variable was crossed with the Ss'initial

*FaCulty),-and the two sex'groupS differed significantly in regard to state-

ments about non-major faculty members after contrailling for either the students'

tinitial-ot present Faculty affiliation.

One significant Multivatiate-F-ratio for an interaction between a Faculty'

variable and the sex variable also wassnoteip This occurred for the set of

:'degree of fulfillment of goals during college" items.,
'

..:

The students' present? Faculty is clearly the mosttimportant variable
1

'veyed here. The.nature.ok these significant differences can be ascertained
.

. . I ,
1 ( .- 1

by examining the group means, by cont asting each individual.Faculty group
If..

the sample-mean
1

for the it em s wlere significent,mulekvariate F-ratios
.11

F- ratios

1
Deviation or D-type,contrasts were used for-this-Obrf3ose.,

4
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were noted, and by noting which goal items, major and non-major faculty or

importance of functions statements, received significantly different responses

4 by the groups of*seniors. These detailed analyses are too lengthy to go into

here, but a summarizationtOf them follows.
]

The 'differences are largely stereotypical; -FOr students with majors in

Arts and Letters, "inifeased openness /skill in interpersonal relationships"

had teen a more important goal, and "care. preparation" a leSs important'

goal than for seniors in general: Engineers attributed lessjimportance to
it

four of these goal items saying in essense: intellectual and vocational goals-
_

are More important to them than interpersonal and personal goals.
_
Students

4

in Health Sc415iences claimed "career preparation"- to be highest on their list

of goals, well above the marginal mean, as was "inciteased openness/skill in

interpersonal relationships." °Students in Social Sciences attributed' ess im-

portance to "career preparation" and "development of critical thinking and

problem solving skills" than did seniors in general. Seni ors studying Renege=
.

ment rated "career preparati4 as their most important goal, significantay.

more important to them than to seniors in. general, but "increased knowledge
7

I , of humanities, social science, and natural science" as their second.least

important goal,- well below the marginal mean. Perhaps the mosVnterest*ng

.responses were by students in Natural Sciences who rated the importance of
c.

all items similarly to the group.in general, and.reSponses*by students with

double or special majors who emphasized the importance of "development of

critical thinking and problem solving skills" and "incre *sed knowledge of

humanities, social science, and natural science" to a greater degree than the

average senior.

Similar differenceppervade the other two questionnVre are aA: Students

.in,Art s and Letters 'e d fewer of their major faculty giVe them "out-of-class

'assignments that arrreasonable in length" than students overall. Students

In Engineering,ipdic'ated elisat a larger proportion of their major faculty

treated them impersonally, avoided contact with them outside the classroom,
,..

-..

and
,

gave_assighments that were irrelevant to tkpotirse than did seniors fri
.

Healthgeneral. Students in Health Sc iences indioated a larger proportion of their
.., '4...

faculty expressed "concern and dedication to their professional area" and

, . .

1
A more detailed analysis may be obtained through"inquiry to the author.

_e..- . ..
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t
related material to contemporary life" than did seniors ililAother Faculties.

Students in Educational Studies_helleved_the_University_streases_ibe_nmamd-

tion of knowledge and interest in world-wide issues" to a lesser extent than

students in general. SociarSci ice students believed the University to be

-"promoting ex llence in teaching to a lesser extent that did students lh

general. And so on:

The whole point to the numerous ways'students in the various Faculties

differ is that a substantial amount of the recruitment of students, policy

changes to accommodate students, and further institutional research, musf-be

undertaken on the administrative level of individual Faculties rather than at

the centralized level. Given this kind of research? both Faculty and students

are better able to assess the programs which they provide or consume. Discre-

pancies between Faculty and student opinion of impArtance of goals and nine-
:

tions can.indicate.a number of things. Students of a particular major may

feel-a particular goal Or importance function is less or more important than

'do Faculty members. This may repult from a, general and honest misunderstanding

by students or misdirected aspirations on their parts or failure of thle Faculty
4

to define and implement the goals and functions..they believe are important.

on the other hand, recognizing',the importance of various goals. and functions

to students within their Faculty, they may want to modify their programs to
.

support fulfillment of these goals.

..' Other analyses -o4_this data rcenshowed that nearly half pet) of this
.

,
.

.
-. -7<- ,*

sample changed majorsAu-ting their tenure at. SUNY/B (10)'. 'Although this is

not necessarily undesirable orlroblematic for adainistrators, it be a

:problem for.students. "Ars;the statistical analyses "controlled" for .differences,
$ .

.- .

attributable to sex, it is not at all impossible that students Originally
. I.!

-..

- chose majors which stereotypipally attract greater propo ons of a certaini
. . .

4 sex group, then during their college career, chavged to a diffkrent major
) ,

-which moreocompletely fit their stereotyped views of`
.1

hemselves. If the remit

. ficattons of.ttis largvroportion,Ofstudente Changing majors are.probleatic,

,certain administrative policy changes may be warranted,'

Administrators at the centralized level cannot 14 left out of this, how-'

ever. If the results of inatitutiOnal research reveal a rather negative over-,

all response-to a goal, 'faculty Statem6it, or iniportancelaf.fUnetion stateltnt

4 '160-
-

f ..4
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V.

/

which administrators feel necessAry and important, examination of policy and

its iMpliCations on the University level is warranted. Again, human judg-

ment and, perhaps, fUrther research wilAe needed to pinpoint fhe sources of /4
,

this problem. Differences'in the endorsement of items by sex is one example

of a problem that must*be'handlea at this, level. One of the significant

Jmultiyaiate F-ratios noted in this report (after controlling for the students'

.present Faculty), occurred because males were moreposittve abou% non-major

Alfachlty members than females. Specifically, a greateiproportion of men'than

women felt non-major faculty gave fairer grades.- Females more frequently than
. , t .

males indicated_sht they, were gilien les"oppertunity to panticilste in dis---- ,-- _

cussionsi ask questions, and express points of view." If such a blatant ex-
.

w
i

pression of sex bias does, indeed, exist,it must be remedied immediately.
;.,

It's the lay. .

,-, 4
-:4.>

Similarly, those colleges and universities that can most accuritelyAle-

scribe their functions and goals and demonstrate fulfillment of thtm are most
% . A

apt to a ract and maintain a viable student body. It is also a law: of
,

economics, of survival. ,

A y

4

I.

NI

.1

.

2
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-A GOAL PROGRAMMING MODEL FOR FACULTY TEACHING LOAD_ EQUALIZATION

0

I-- .

Robert Lewis
University, of .Massachusetts_ -! Amherst

I. Introduction - S tement of the foblem

IR a universit1 where program enrollments are'changing and restrictive

faculty recruitment policies are in-effect, wide'variatias.in faculty

teaching load's develop over time. For example,- Table i depicts faculty

4 teaching loads at UMass/Amherst for fiscal year 1976. Teaching loads (student

credit- hburs per full-time equivalent faculty) range from a low of 340.9 to a

high of 1028.3 for undergraduate'level teaching d.from a lowof.143.1 to a

high of 317-2 for graaudhe level teaching.

Academic managers tc an respond to this situation in several ways. One
s

response might2be to encourage the sharing of -taculty between schools and

colleges oin order to teach courses- that are similar in content. Table I

-
provides some evidence that this praotice already exists. For example,

teaching loads inxthe Interdisciplinary Programs were not calculated'because

.
.of the undetstatement'of the number of faculty,in those programs due to the

-

sharing of faculty from Humanities and Fine Arts. While other ex*ples of

the sharing,of faculty might not be as substant al as this one, it is not aif-
.

ficult to imagine instances of faculty teachili outside their discipline.,

ore implementing suc,b, a policy, whidh might meet with Opposition from

those culty who are discipline oriented, it would be Useful_toihave some

_measure of the equalization in teaching loadsthat would result. If tke pos-

sifileimprovement were rather minimal, a delisionlmight he made to investigate,

some other course of action% ' - -

One.model t hat provides a framework within which one can investigate the

policy of sharing facultyis'a goal programming model. NOwevet, before pq.:

Sdntinga model for faculty teaching load equalirAion, it 'will peusefUl tO

.4

O

1

first describe the general characteristics of goal programming.

00

4 . -
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, TABLE 1 - FACULTY TEACRING LOADS AT UMASSiAMHERST FOR FISCAL YEAR 1976

F,T.E

SCHOOL/C6LL-EGE FACULTY

Humanities & Fine Arts 363.3
se*

Social & ,Behavi oral S.ci . 176.9

Nat'una-1---S i. & Math, 264.3
ovo

FOod,,& Natural Resources
--

Engineerjr ,

Res4hess" :

Physical Education

Health Science 012-:*co

idUcation
_ -

.

INSTRUCTIONAL)
LOAD

UNDERGRADUATE
)

Interdi scipl

Amheist: Campus
_ .

I'

-.J20;995.

-117,44 9

68;245

42,352 .1v

13,

1/W952

-

_

'

INSTRUCTIONAL
LOAD

GRADUATE
(S.C.H.)

.

-

9,489

11,403

6,292

4,634

8;664

,a980.

-16,331

-660.

,

. Underseatemp4t...affacuity in Interdisciplinary_Pro.grams sharing_Of faculty

pecludes accurate dalcution_of-teactii ng ldacts..
J

181

TEACHING
LOAD

UNDERGRADUATE
(Ss.C.H./F.T.E.)'

402.9:

728.9

620

789:6.'"

340.9

1,0n.31 '

708;6

578.

990.5

632.2

from other schotils

1

4

TEACHING
LOAD

GRADUATE
*(S.C.H./F.T.E)

147.3

184.4..

'152.4

-19t.b

143.1

317.2 o

230:6

181.0

290.0

i

216.1

colleges

4
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II. General °Goal. Prtigramming Model
C,

. .

.

,t

Goal programming is a variation of linear programming. As such it is a

techniqueforminimizing/Or maximizing) a linear objective function subject

to a set of linear constraints. The important difference between goal pfo-

gramming,and linear programming-is that in goai programming the'obriective

rifuction contains the surplArs vaTiablV(amount of goal exceeded)iand th

slack variable (amount-Of goal unattalned) for each goal, whereas'in linear ,

.

..',. programming the objectiVe function contains the decision variables.
.

Figiire 1 depict/a mathematical desdription of tI7 gene;argoal.program-
,

ming model. .Equation*(0) defines the-obSective function. As indiCated, it ,4
,

Is possible..to weight the slack and surplus variables for each goal, which
-..

.?'"allows investigation of priorities for competing goals. '

EquatiOn (1) defiiies the constraint set which consists.of Qne equation

for each goal. The technological coefficieii in each equt. ion defines the
- '

contrigUtion of each'decision variable to the tainnent of that goal.
_

The
---'---.

, . .
10slack and surplus7vS0.4bles aIsci appear in each goal equation.- ,

,_ . ? . .

Equation (2) states t i all ifecitionNariables will take on, nonnegative
,

vall:leSi - . 'il.

i,

III.:,JFaculty Teaching Lad Equalization Model
.

Figure 2 depicts a biithematical-deStription of the faculty teaching load
,... .

equalization model, Equee,Lon191,_defings,the'phAectivefunction, As before,
.

, ,-.1,.. -.:. , ...,,,,: ,,
, ,

. .

it` contains the slack and]i.k4ttplus variable; hoWever, tberare unweighted.
0

.':.i',, .-.: -.. -i. :.
.,

,

.

. ft-is assumed that both &hie ili,46ate and graduslie,instruction are of equal' /

, .
,0 ., w.

importance: '':7: -
_ it4.,1.1.. 0 , :

Equation' (1) defines the gc,aJ of satisfying..the demaih fcyr instruction,
4, 4

at the undergraduate level. Ther0is.oti.e '4quatlon,for each department. The,
,'.. .., .

assumption is,made that all faculAy who" teach in a depdrtMentat the under:
.., ; .1,

. ,,, , , -
graduate,leVel carry the same eke-rage tedChingload for that department regard- -

.. :. . .. .

:., .less:of where, they originate. ..' rt.i:, -
. ',, .

.

.
.

.

. .

. Equation -(2) defines the goal of'sat sfying the demand for instruction Nt
A ...,

4 -.--,.-

. 'the graduate level., As for tfleN4kindergrad ate:level, there is one equation for
-

t.

each depirtment, and the same assumption-regarding the.graduate teaching load '
.

holds.
,... ':. ., ; , i

.

* . 4 -- .. f"
4
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.; . FIGURE 1 - 0-ENERAr;COAPRO AMMING MODEL_

a ,M +
MINIMIZE.: .E W. Si -1-'14. 7

. 1 1 - -1 Si

. ' ..4

i=1

N ' + -.)
SUBJECT' TO:' E A. X.X. Si + S. =-

,J

3TJ 1

.=:-

.

.. '4
t

.,

C..x > o / i ir' v .

' -. . ,11 4-

WHERE X
J

the jtt) de_cls-icn variable ,

.
. ,

A. ,j = the technological coeffi cilpt fort i'jthd'ecision,

1 -
. . wpriallle in the ittygoal r---' 4.. ... ., .

G. = the ith goal, '''4 ;---N----6 +'
1 4 \

S
+
. . jthe surplus,ve -i-abl'c for i th goal ..,--- *

.

.. * t''.. 4-1.'t.lie s4ick Var,ia for the ith-go%)a -.-
0

. 1 i. - -
.
,

.

1, 2,...M ,(1)

j' = 1, -

Wi 4 = t e
........

eigNf' th i.th.goal,
. 1..

=

t., q . ,

he number
_

of goals
-.4 t I -

the number of dee sion variables, -

M

°
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FIGURE - F4CULTy TEACHING LOAD EQUILIZAC MODEL
.

4\ '
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.
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,
,

+ E
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X. -- ki = F. ".for i -= 1,2,-..N
,j D - 4 ,j A

. 1

j=1 . S;--(10

0 4

a.
i l's

for i ,j7 4 ,2,...
.

n

T.
G
X. T.

,j G ,j Fi

X. > 0
G 1 ,j

/ 1

(3)

(4)

for ,j = 1,2, ...N (5)_

for i,j = 1, -...N . '(6)

T X = number of fu 1 1 -time, equivalent faculty from department
U 1,j U 1,j teaching at the undergraduate, level in department j .

T. X. . = number of full-time equivalent foCul ty from department i
G lyj G 1,3 teaching at the graduate level in lepartment-J

,--

--" 'Ul-f,j = index of shared teaching at the undergraduatelevel
for faculty from' department' i/tir department j -

.
. -

T .

G 1,3, = index of .sliangd_teaching --at the graduate level for

AKs faculty from department - i in departmAt j

4
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4,
F.

a,"

-t

Ujj ,

GIji

L.
U

4

7
Us j.

u
8.

4

= number of full-time equiielenf faculty for

. departMept i #

= instruct4onal load (student credit hours)at'.

fqe undergradqate'leiiel for department /'

r."
= instructionarload

departmept j

average teething loacr(studentcredit hours per,
-equivalent faculty)-at the undergraduate..

. level for department.j

at the graduate.level for

0'
4

average. teaching' load

departmegt°j
. ,

slack variable at the
departmont j

surplUs'Varia.ble,at,,t

department j

at the graduate level for

Nc-

AndergraduOte-)67e1 for
-(

he undergraduate level for

, ..

- 'P.**
- G. j. -

+_ 'sal anOeble'eWhe"iraduate level for department j

,

surplus variable at theAraduate-level forfOepartment-j
....... .- .m,

.

, 4.4.

4

.11

= number of -departments

4

a
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Equation '(3) requires thai'all(ay.ailable faculty, teach somewhere n the

system: This may create
A
a surplus (too much instructional capacity) in a de-

'partment, whith would decrease the average teaching iced for those faculty

teaching in that department. Likewise, It may erg,Aeva slack. (too Tittle

structional capacity) in a department, which wouleincrease the average for
1

4

-4 those faculty teaching in that department.
. .

Equation (4) sets an'upper boundon the number of faulty frOm depart:-

menti that can teach in department j at the,undergraduate-level. Likewise,

Equation (5) sets an,uppet bound at the graduate level.
A/ -

- \Equation (6) states that-all*decision variables take on n nnegative values.
--,. _

IV. Implementatioc oT the Model
fr

Th'e,determination of an index of shared teaching, T, is crucial,to this
7

model. One way ,to generatejt would be to base it-on an Induced Course Matrix.

(Briefly,. an Induced Course Load Matri2 measures the number of student credit .

hours, SCH, that a full-time equivalent student in department i takes inde-
. - .z"

.,partment.j) Since a- student commonly takes the largestshare of his instruction

in his own department,\the'shared teaching index could be ieferenced,against

`this value. For example, 4 full-time equivalent student in Depditment A takes

8'SCH in Department A, 3 SCH in Department B, 2 *CH in Department, C, ant), 2 SCH
...

. ,.
.

'in Department -D. $ The shared teaching indices for Department A would be as.
r.-_- .1' ..-,

follows: .
.

P = 41.0 It. = L25 .% 'TAD

''

.

.AB' 0.375
AC - = 0.25

,

.The use of a shared teaching-index, generated as described above,*asumes that

the academicbackgrounds of the faculty in a department are re flegted in the
. .

courses taken by the student majors of that department. In order to insure
.

.

some minimal ,level of academic background, it may be necessary to set some

loWer.limit on each -T . -(e.e. T. I'' 0.1). '

i,j -' 1,3

The.average teaching loads, L, are' also iMpOrtant to
t

the model. They .

. ,
might be based.on gome iMprovement over prekhous average teaching loads (i.e.

.
, .

-,,

an ihcrease.in average teaching loads to' those lees than'the campus average' -

/ e

or a decrease (n average teaching loads.f r'those-Peater than the campus
2 '

4

' 'avdTagb). Alternately, each L. could be,set equal to the campus average.
.

Either method prdUCeuseful .

.
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. 4
'Tablg'2,contains the teaching loads, T Load, and instruCtiopal'joSds, 4

.,,
i ,

.

I Load; and Table','the teaching indices, T, for one run of the model. .

- -. - .,
.

The instructional loads for'each school/college areuthe same as in Table.1,

. while the teaching loadg are the same as the campus average in Table 1. The
..,

..

teaching indices were generated asdescribed above.
.

.

Table 4 contains-the optimal solution of the model for the data just
,

. -.
. .

.

described. Thestem is almost imbalance with two exceptions. ,Theresis

slack of 535 SCH at the graduate.level.in BusineSs and a surplus of .536

SCH at. the graduate level in Education. This represents an imbalance6f.2.5

FTE faculty,system wide: It is interesting that this solution is one of 56

alternate solutions each With the same imbalance(1071SCH)

V. Extension of the Model.

The faculty teaching load moder!discusse6So far only considers where

faculty are able to teach: not whete they would prefer to teeth. Figure
0

3,depicts a mathematical model which extends the previous model to include
,

this consideration:

Equation (3) defines the goal of satisfying fatuity teaching preferences.

It includes an index.of desirability of teaching, D, which is analogous to
-

the index of shared teaching, T. However, instead of measuring the extent

to which teaching can be shared, it measures the desirability of s naring

'teaching. t

Also included in Equation (3) is the faculty preference,. P. Since the

desirabsilily index, D, has a-maximum value of 1 -, the faculty preference in'

each department will he equal to the number of faculty in eacli department.

Relative weights for undergraduate and'graduate instruction and faculty

preference appearin the objective function, Equation (0). By assigninedif-
..

ferent values to these weights, it is possible to investigate, various priori-1;

ties for the three goals, Equations 1, 2, 44 3.

All other eg.uations are the same as ins Figure 2.

VI. Implemen ation of the,Extended Model'

Table 5, contains the same test data.as Table 2 with the addition of the

weightsfor faculty preference and instructional, loads, which *were chosen to

189
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"TABLE 2 - FTE FACULTY, TEACNINGILOADS, AND INSTRUCTIONAL LOADS (ORIGINAL MODEL)

.
DEP4T Nott.q"' 7/FTE FAC T LOAD U T LOAD G I LOAD U I

...7_
..,

,' 4961 Pum/F ART/ p63.3 . 623; 2 . 216.1
.99C2 FOC/85"/SC 176.9 623.2

264.13- - 60. 2
22166:1

990: tIAT FCT/mA
49904 FD/NAT 7R ,SS 1q108:7c% 623.2 216.1
9905 clIGIN Pt 623.2 216.1
9.906 0USI 68.5 623.2 --- 216.1 '.F.SS

9907 -PHY /EDIJC '33.2 623.2 216.1
9908 1-1E.).(TH SCI

0909-- cOpCATION
5C.2 623.'2 216:1

2 ---216.1
9910 T EPOI SC 13.0 623.2 -216.1

/

J

,

120995.
91426.
117489
68245.
19638.
.42352.
20513.
17952.

5507

1:

-e.-

LOAD

9256;
9489'.

11103./

4.
664.
950.
3455.

1633&.
660.

/

d

4



.TABLE 3 - INDICES OF SHARED TE CHING *ORIGINAL MODEL)

DEPART I DEPART 71I1J) U l'1114)-r OEPAPT J Tf

9901
99131 -
439 0.1
9901

7

6

9901 1, 000 1 0 01 9902 . ° ; 205 . 028
9°03 , .109 081 - 9901 ,j .060 .009
9905-e---- .002-- 00 ,9906--;- ; . 0 1 2 0: 2-
9907 .1323" 1.'00 9408

l
i .00'3,, 0.000'.-

` 036 9910 I 1271 002
01'5 -"" '9902- :7:I LIMO -7-71 000
077 9904 .082 GC3 (

0.0130 '9906 .042 . 009
6001- 9908 .008- .002

".032 t 9910 m 148 .101
./004' 9902 1111 ' .007

-1 00 0 --99,0 4- -------. 0 4.5 .T . o o g
.0Q7 9906 .012 .0,06' .

0.0 0 /99 0 8 .007 :.003- ,- :034 -9910 .113-7--- 005 -----'
./130.2 '' '9902 .- .112 .G.51 -

9901 9909 .085
' 99C2 9901- .429

\ii.

i 1

1---- 9°06 --;---,497
1 / 9906 . 975 005
I I '990'6 907

/ 4-4-- 9 9 0 6 --on.032

: 9907 994. 26
9907 03 .2'.2
9907 9905 O. C.,0
9907 9907 .1. co

99 03I 9909
, -9901

9903
:Z56:

8 9.905...z 0;1'3
908 9 9 0/7 1.;48

9908 . 9909 C8-0
9909 9901 251

--9909 9903 ----'-' 131
9969 on;5 0.003
9909 9907 .031
9909- 9909 l". COO

... 9910 9901 /1.000
901C ' 9901 11 COC
9910 990.5 i/ .035
9016 . 9967 .142
9910 (3909 . 24'66,

9902- 9003 .189
9902 /i 9905 3C3
'9902 9907 :633
99`02 9909: .109
9903 / 9901 .281
-9903-------99'13 -7-1:000
990 9905 -.009
99 3 9°07 .02

.., 99 3 .9909 . .07
9904 , 9961 1.'4
9904., .9903 3t3

--9904---- 9905- .13i.o

9904 99C7
9904 61 9909 40
9905-'---1.°01.

7
99C"5 9905
9905-'7 99.07 1

99CY ' 9-903 7

' 9905 '9990
-1.033-7-,

9906 99,0 .4201048

r.

1

.154 9904
023 -9906-

,0.000 9908 L

29 9910

. 069 9904
1.000 9900:

. .024
.072 OGL+

-7- .005
.018. .117
.1018 020

. 001- 990e ---O 000

.001 99-16 - .156

.062 9902 .387
0 0 3 990 -66 07/8

. 010 9906
005 9968

.010 9910-
,6040 '9902

104 9904,
u. -990,f
1.000 9968

4

1.p00
.001

--74)11 2
.331
.050
.009
024
.10
.365
460
008

ii000
.191,
370

-2.-7.'08 0

.004
066

- .129
1.000

',.
238

.04
t.00t

.009 9910

.000-- -9902

.050 9904

.005', 9906
C:000 '9908
.053. 9910.-
.008 9902

002 990-4-
0,6000. 9906
0.000 9908
1. 00 C--1r-9910

.039. 990,2
66182 990'4

9906
0.000 9908
.055 9910

-186=

.007

.020 .
:036'
.007.

1. 000
003

0.'000
046 6

. 032
---:--- 3,1341

.0C

r

01.2-
: 0_84

.008

.016

0.000
028

-7c .iotn.
.0116
.001

-- 001'
.383

053
--- .1311

to 000

f

A
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Ar . TABLE e4 - OPTIMA SOLUTION (ORIGINAL MODEL)
.

-/

DEPT J / NAK.E. DEPT I NAME FTE F AC LEVEL ,
h

4401
9911
9911

.990/1
9901

HUM /F ART
HUM/ F _ART
HUM/F AFT
HUN /F ART
HUM-/F. APT

.

9914 HUM/F APT 151.8 / UF;RAD
9901 HUM/F. ART 41.7 GRAt
9903-kAT SCI /!1A -42,3-1---OtPAC
9903 NAT SCl/HA 1.1/ GRAD
940'4 FO/NAT RFS .2 CRAP. .

. _T LOAD U 6,23.2.* SUPPLUS.0 04 SLACK U C. I L'OAD I 12099E.T,L,OAD Q 211.1. SURPLUS G 0. -SLACK G p, I LOAD ` z9286..*3$4$43...**A3....41:44.4*****14 4.. 'vs ....9...A.1...$8.3**-. i37342.4.......?v**Thill`mv **** ** ,..433.1.4341...$434,....**9902 SOC/BEP SC
9902 SOD /SEH ,SC
9902 SOC/LUH -SC
9992 r SO C / CEH SC4

4 99C2 . SOC/BEH SC'

T LOAD 623.2 SURPLUS U
T Loan G 216.1 SUP.ELUS G

9901 HUH /F ART 74.5 ur;liAD
9902 SOC/BCH SC 67.4 UGRAP
9902 SOC/AEH SC- --'-39;7 42-"- GRAD
9905 ENGINEEF 4.9 UGRAD .
.9908 HEALTH SCI . 4`2 '5 GRAD

3

0. SLACK U I LOAC U 91426.0. SLACK- G 0.' I LOAD G,e3$443;.. ***** ..*P$414:******.t.in **** *******9903. NAT s,pTimA
. 9903 NAT SCI /'m.1

990A--- NAT- SCI /IA
99[13 NAT SCI%NA.
9903 NAT SCl/ma
9or3 NAT SCl/ m4

'99r:3 NAT SCl/M
99'73 NAT SCI7MA
99'34 --'FD /NAT RES
''9C5 ,ENGINEER
9907 PLIYS EDUC
9909 EDUCATION

T LOAD U 623.2 SURPLUg U 0. SLACK U

,169.3 LirRAC
31.3 GRAD
18 ..3-----GRAD

UGRAr
3.0 , 1-RAt5

GRAD

.I LOAD U 117489.-7-1 OAD-G ----216.1- SURPLUS G -0.-7-SLACK -0 .'-' 0.- I LOAD G 11403.*****4-....-1=1.....**4...******4.4.,**30.****m4,334********** ,...$249**4-$3....mt.$44344.$*.$4.$4433.
19904.,:z. PQ/ NAT R ES .9901 HUM /F APT 21.8 -ArAc-- 9904 FO/NAT 0ES ,9902 .SOC/EEN Sc 14.5 ---,--- OVA°

,,9904 FO/FisAT PE'S 9°02 ..SOC/OPH G . 5 G90(14 OFD /NAT PES 9913 'NAT SCIP1A 11.9 U(RAD. -99047- ED/NAT F'I'S -9°04 --,FDP9AT--PES----48.5-----7 U$GRAD
..

,-,
9904 FD/NAT FE'S 9904 FO/NAT RES r. 26.t GRAD9904 .4r FD/NAT j ES 9907 PHYS EDUC - 1.1 ' GRAD .'°,14 FD/NA1 RES -9918 HEALT4 spT7-- --3.11-----UrsRAC: -1,- i

GRAD.
a

I'- 9904 FP/NAT PES 9909 EDUCATION 6.7 UGRAp9904 FO/NAT F FS '9909.: EDUCAT UN .1
1
3

. 9904*---FD/NAT-fiES 9910 ---INTEkg,ISC" 7.1.-_:UGRAD , --'-''''9904 FO/NAT PIE
GRAD

S' 9910' INTERDESC ..- .7 ; ,
- .

I s $

i-T-t OAP U - -623.2 .4, SURPLUS U ---"=-0. ---SLAC,K 0
.

------0." I LOAD 0 682454 . sT LOAD 6 21f .'1 S0PPLUS -r$ ,:-%, 0. SLACK G ' C. I LdAD Q 6292. ,

33......134v****$.3.$3.**4*,.4$4.1t***m3...**33,3.44***2.4.4.:$4*.*$$44,4.334e**$3$4.$3.4m$-..***i.$.4,433.13...44-.' 9415 ErIG/WEEP -4 99'.;11 AIR' /F. ART :- -;'7'- ',"' UGRAP -19905 ,,EMINEEE 990.1 'HUM/F AF\T .4 . GRAD9905 .rtlCINEEF, 9904. ', ir07/JAT PES Br U61: AO
I9905 ENG NEE° 9904 ± F0 /NAT PES 2.7'- --* GRAB

k9 IC 5 .:Ft!; I NEEF; 9965 ENCINEER tI30.0 CRAD9905` 4EvrIt4EF ',.9905 ENGINtio '111.4 CRAP.._ . .
,.

.
. .T LOAD U '6?-3.2 .- Stti PLUS (1 0. . St A-CK_ U 0.-_-,I LOAD U .,96311.T LOAD G ,,a16.0 SURPLW- G ' (Y. SLACK G 0. I LOAF' c 14614; i

*3!444v,r/e4x4,4o*4444,v***4*-iLov*A*,o$1,*44y********44fo****4****44.4**a-4.4.***** eirtioti/P 4

910,6 Ell'SINEES 9991 h301/F APT 4..4 0Gt. A D - .
3' . :9106 rucil Nr:: E99,01 HUIV APT. .7 Glz.AD

,

. 0 ° 'A BUST ITc,-: 990 2 SO C/ 9Cii SC. 7' 4 , u&p.ikf
to zq,C 6 DOSIlii ,F,!. ' 9'1:12 SOC/I3LH SC 146, r:R.4,(..,.

-187-
192 . ,

4

e
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TABL.44 - CONTINUED

is V

DEPT J NAME -DEPT I NAME FTE FAC .LE EL

< 9906 BUSINESS 9903
9906 . BUSINESS 99113

-9906 °NSINEES 9904
,9906 .BUSINE'SS 9904
9906 BUSINESS - 9905

; 9996 'BUSINESS , 990,5
9906 11 BUSI'NE'SS .9966
9906 BUSINESS 9906

8°USINESS4--"--998-7
9906 @t1SINESS 9907

NAT SCT/MA 3.2
,NAT SCl/ MA 1.6

-FD/NAT PES
'FO/NAT, PES 2.4
ENGINEER , 1s6
ENGINEER 1,8 *--;
BUSINESS 41.8 '
BUSINESS 26.7

EDUC
RHYS EOUC r.4.

U WAD ,

G AD-,
GPAO
A AD . .
GOD .

GF,21A0

UGRAD
GRAD

GIIAD
GRAD,

9 °36 BUSINESS 9938 HEALTH SC/ .4. . UGRAD
---/- 9908 BUSINESS ; 9998 - HE AL TM SCI -------.8 GRAD

990'6 BUSIkNES3S 9909 EDUCATION at 3 i UGRAP
9906 - BUS TNE S S 9909 EDUCATION 5 (RAD "
9906 $2USI NESS -991,9 -INTEROISC -1. 4----UGRAD------

. i ,9906 BUSINESS:. 9910k INTERDISC' ,, :1 GRAD .
.

-T-LOAO U ' 623.2 :SUPPLUS. U 0. SLACK U --=- -13% 'I LOAD
..

U 42352.
.1. .LOAD G 21 A.1 SIP PLUS G 0 - 0. SLACK r 535. I. LOAD r: 8664,
.0044*444/44444444 *444 2.,..,.**44,..,,..e.t.t..4.42,***t,,..****.,*4i4.,A...

I
9907- PHYS EDUC -9901 .,-HUM/F ART 7.4' -7-GRAD

J'
9907 PH-YS-EDUC ,9932 SOC/EEHSC 5.3 UGRAD. ,

-9907 . PLIYEECUC 99112 SOC/BEH SC .2 GRAD

. 9907 PHY$ EDUC 99G7 'PHYS EOUC , 23.2
GRADUG

-GRAD

D

'9997 .,- PHYS EC Ur, 990'5 ,- ENGINEER-- -1
9907 PHYS ECUC '9907 PHYS E;DUC 3:9
99',7- PL1YS,- EPUP 9909- -e-- EDUCATION --i'--2.6-------1.1";RAD
9007 PHYS EDUC. 9910 INTERDISC , A1'.8 UGPAD

. .

-T-L DAD-U 623,2 --SURPLUS U -':-.- 0: SLACK- U.--- --; -0 i-i--L01,1i9 U
T LiDAD G : 21'.1 suP.PLw.-r, 0. SLACK G. 0. I LOAD G 'ft

+Fato,,.***&"*.****************c********y.v.fv***1********44.*********444.2;4444.**********
948-----.1-lEALTH- SCI. 9902- --SOC/BEH SC-.4---,,----GRAD ----:-

9908 iliE AL:TH SCI 9903 NA1 SCI /FHA 1.9 UGPAD .

9998 HEALTH 5'CI . 9963 NAT SCl/MA 8 GRAID

99,08- -*HEALTH SC1 9904 rD/NATRES --------.8 ,-----UGRAD.
GRAD9a08 HEALTH' SCI 9904 ED/NAT PES 1.8

.6
99Q8 HEALTH SCI '99.38 ,HEALTH SCI 25. __:..______GUGRRA'0417._

, -9'401t---- Kai-TM SCI .---,; 9901 --He ALTH -Stft-,-----12.
9908 HEALTH SCI 9909 EDUCATION ' GRAD'

' x ft908 HEALTH .SCI .99i.0 INTERDISC .6 . UGPAD

2351.3.
980. .

I

r LOAD U E 23.2 -SOPPLUS U 0, SLACK U 0. I LOAD U 17952.
I LOAF' G 216.1 SURPLUS. G C.. SLACK p 0. I LOAD C - 3466

* 4 + 4 4 4 444 **** ** ****4;44 f4.1.4,1****444444041,4*************10441)V 4.011,4,814 44,4
9909. *EDUCATION .99111 HUM /F APT 20*1 UGRAD

99'.:9 EDUCATION 9932 :SOC/BEH SC 19,3 UGPAD
, 990.9 ION , 9902 SOC/BEM SC 5.7 (-- GRAD

991'...9 ELI-VC A:1 Tr N. 6 9 q r) 3 NAT SCI' /MA 1.1 GRAD.
9909 ,EDUCA-T1CN 9908. HEALTH SCI 2.7 .GrtAD

-9909 FOUCATIC4, "9909 EDLICATs'ION - '4.9 UGRAD
., ,9909 EDUr.;AT TON 990.9

.;
EDUCATION 68.7 , GRAD

-T 1.0A0 U ' '''31*623. 2 SUP,PLUS U .0*. SLACK U 0.- I LOAD U 27,629.
.T LOA -` ,G ' 216.1 .c UP rst.M r 9 if.; F( ACKI 0. I LOAD G 16331,.

,c+*.**......t.44..0.-....#.,.44......4.:44,./tvv..iot,i,4*44,1.*444.1,44,/**44or4..2.**v*,44,:04.
- .; loin I tl'T F P IT c 0- . 9= r 1 HQ rr/ F APT 46.1 'UGRAD

lr 9910 314,TE.H11'..C, 99n i 11111f/F ART .7 GRAD

As; '

$ 1Q.4
.S4 .' -788=

4

A

ro
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TABLE 4 - CONTINUED

O

\

w

T---1-04
T LOAD

*

DEPT J NARE DEPT I ' NAME FIE. FAC LEVEL

9910 INTERIIISC 9902 Sr3C/BEH SC 114:8 UGRAD
9910 INTERDISC 94;4 SOC/BcH SC 2 GRAD

-UDRAD9911 INTERDISC FO /NAT FES
9910 INTERDISC 94964 FO/NAT- RES .5 GRAD
9910 INTERnTSC 9905 ENGINEER t4.0 ' U6RAD

GRAD9910 INTERDISC 9907 PHYS
9910 INTERDISC 9908 HEALTH SCI 1.6 UGRAD
9q1.0 INTERDISC 9909 EDUCATION .1 GRAD
3S10 INTERDISC 7.9910 IN-TF.7DISC UGRAO
9918 INTERDISC 9910 INTERDISC 1.2 GRAD'

623.2 --SURPLUS U--
SURPLUS G O. , SLACK. G . 0. I LOAD G

.

5.50784.
660.

1.

dN

r

o
(4>

4,

4

3

4

O

mJ

a

O
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FIGURE '3 -: TAGUbTY TEACHNG._1209 EQUILIZATION MODEL ',
.

.,

.WITH, PREFERENCE GOAL" ''-'

, +
MINIMIZE: E W. ( S. + AS:) '0%-GW1IGS,j, + uS;) ryWi

U j 0 j, J r

j=1 .
'i=1

1/4

O

.

SUBJECT TO: "U U
L. E T.

UX.
. - S.

p
Sj. = I. for I = 1, (1),ji,j

1=1

N
. .- +,

L. E T. X. - S. + S." .4 I.' . for j = 1, 2,...N (2)

..e

G j G i,j Gi,J G 3 G j G3 P

(

i=i
,.

5

N' N

E uDi,i uTi,j. uXi.1. + E
. i

+ T =
G
Di

,i G
Ti

,j G ,j P
S P.

i i
,(3)

j=1 - j=1 for i = 1, 2,...11

N

.E uTij E GTi,j-GXj,i

j=1 j=1

.

T. . < T1. .

U U 1,3 U ,3 Fi

T. X. < T. F.
G 3,j G G

. .

,U
X1,J 0

G
X: . > .0

WHERE: = index of desirability of teaching at` the undergraduate
,

. ,

Upi,j level for faculty from department i in department j

I

for i = , (4)

for (5)

for 1,

.4

N (6)

. for i,j = 1, 2,... N (7)

= index of desirability of teaching at the graduate level

for, faculty from department i in department j ,

faculty preference for departuent i

4

.
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'

surplus variable for preference for department i
1

!-a

= relative weight of ihstruetion gt the undergraduate
level in department j .

. .

W. = l'eTative Weight of instruction at-the graduate level
:-

G
in depttment j 1" . .

,

P
W. = relative weight.of faculty preference inideOrtment i

1 ,.
..,...\ ,

. ` . (

,

t

It

,

1.96
-191-

V
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j.

I
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TABLE 5 FTE FACULTY, TEACHING LOADS, INSTRUCTIONAL LOADS, AND WEIGHTS (EXTENDED MODEL)

.
. 0E,PART , NAME ; FTC rV.: ,I. LOA) U T'LOAWG I LOAD U I LOAO G.

P! ,WGT oRe. WO. IL U WGT IL G ..
4 ?

...._.-_
3901

.

93'12

.....,-... .- 990.1i

99,4

9905
.

___A __ 3946

e 9907

3.908

4
- 9309

.', 99/0

9

ALIVF ART
-.

SOC/PEH SC

NAT 'SCl/VA'

:,D,NAT RFS

ENGTNEER
:,

.BUSINESS
% A

.PHYS EDUC

qEALTH'SCI

FOUCATION
1

INTEROISO

1,
/

O

1.

1

a

363.3
- 8C r.
176.3
8!.1°.

264.3
'.8(0.

118.7 '

-,89"..

''/90.1

80E.
65.5
8C 3.
33.Z
8Gr.
57.2
80C.

%
84.2
800.
13,0.

80.*

- 623.2
-

623.2

623.2

623.2

623.2
1

623.2

623.2

.623.2

623.2°

623.2

3

-

1.

0

216.1

2.16.1
,,

216.1

,216.1
--

216.1

216.1

216.1

216.1

216.1

216.1

d

120995.
1:

94426.
I.

117489.
1.

68245..
1.

19638.
1.

42352.\ 1.

2J513.
1.

i7952.
1.0

2729.
1.

55078.
1.

9286.
3.

945;':,.

3.

11403.
1.

6292.
3.

i

4634.
it

43664.

Y.

980.
36%.

..3466.
3.

16331.
a.

66s?.

1.

I.

IP

19'1.

-1927

°

a



1

demonstrate the effects of the faculty preference goal and di.fering weights' A'

, -
for undergraduate andAraduate.instructionaF loads. .

.
. .

.

The values Of the index,of desirability of teaching were set equal to the,'

index of shared teaching in Table 3%

Table 6 contains the optimal solution of. die model for the dataAtivt de-

iseribed. There is more,imbalance in this solUtion than in the one shown in.

Table 4. :there is a surpkusaof 5201 SCH at the undergraduate-level in Humahi-,

ties and. Fine Arts, a surplus of 10354.5CH at the undergraduate level in
4W

Engineering, and a .slack of 15632'S)CH at the undergraduatp.level in YilusinesS.

This _represents an imbalance-of 2K1 FTE faculty system wide.

J

The increased imbalance in this solution resulted from the additioof

the goal of satisfying faculty preference. The imbalance appears at the

undergraduate level due to the increased weight given-to satisfying demand

for instruction at the graduate level relative to the undergraduate leVel.

VII.. Conclusion - 'value of the Model

the goal programming formulation of the faculty teaChj..ng_aoad equalize-

tion prpl?lem ,provides one approach o resolving the imbalances ±h faculty

teaching loads that develop_in an environment of changing program enrollments

%and restrictive faculty recruitment policies.

For the .data used in testi4g,.11hich came from a real setting, significant

reductions in teaching load variations resulted from application of themodel.'

.WhiXe the results are not conclusive,, they cid demonstrate the potential in-

herenq in this,approach.. , .0-

gso, it has been shown that it is possible totincorporate faculty pre-

ferences in the model., With this Addition, the need for differentially

weighting faculty.preferenceslarldinsttucadnal loads becomes apparent.

Hence, n one modejthree el'e'ments Of short-range instructional planning

have been co ined4, They are -(1) the. demand Slor instruction, (2) the facult

'available to satisfy,the demnd, ebell: workloads, and their preferenceS, and, .

(3) the priorities for resolving conflict betwpen the'firaCtwo elements. .\

,

low
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TABLE` 6 - OPTIMAL S(tilTION (EXTENT MODEL)

(ART J 'NAME OEP;T I Net'1E

9901 NUN /F APT 9901. NUM /F ART
99C1 G NUM /f` APT '99(.1 HJ14c ART

it
I LOAD J , 623.2 SUPPLUS U 5231. FAA: " U .

T LOAD ; . ?16.1 SUPPLUS C; SLACK 5,,0***** ***Ier
9911 HJM/F ART
9902 SOC /BEN SC
9902 SOC /BEN SC

'9908. HEALTH.SCI

4

.

T'LOAD.J .

T L2AD 5

T LOAD J
I ,LOAO

04g

9902
9902
99:2
99C2

623.2
'715t

99:3
9933

623:2'
216.1

SOC(3114 Sr
SOC/BFH SC''
S.)C13E-H SP
SOC/BEH SC

SURPLUS U
SUFPL US G

NAT SCI /MA
NAT SCI /HA

SUPPL US U
SURPLUS G

99C4 0/NAT RcS
999t FO /'AT PcS
99 :4 FO/NAT' RFS

T LOAD J 623.2 SUPPLUS1J
I L, OA 0 ; 216.1 SUE-PLUS c,

9395 ENGINP.FR
9355 ENGINEER .

L011.0 SUVRLU S Uj LOAD' 1- 2161* SURPLUS

9906
99C6

.!,
BUSINESS k

p USINVESS
99.6 BUSINESS
9996 BUSINESS
9956 BUSINESS

t.
9906
99C5

BUSINESS
BUSTN7SS

99C5 BUSINESS
93:16 14 BUSINESS
9026 BUSINESS.
99C5 3USIT.:"SS'--
9906 LB'JSLNESS
99.16 `BUSINESS

."
LOAO J

I LO.')
****Mf

,

c TE FAC LEVEL

"2P2.E UGRAD
43..0 GRAD"

C 'I I;0A0 U r .121' 935._
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."IF DNLY*"THEY W6ULDLISTEN ."

ACADEMIC DECISIONMAKERS AND iNSiITUTIONAL'RESEARCHERS .*
I

1

i Andrew T. Ford -

New Hampshire College and University Council

'3

r,
. Who's, not listening, academicAgeCisionmakers or institutional researchers?

TO putsit another-way, who'S not talking clearly or effectively. The answer, _

in a word, is both--for academic deCisionmaker's as well as Amstitutional

searchers are neither listening, nor;talking, to one another. Exceptions to

this assertion, and oth s that follOw, undoubtedly abound, but they may be
At0

the exceptions that prove tile rule.- In any case, I begin this afternooh' pre-
,

-

sentation,with:the premise that more often than riot these parties do not com-
.

A

nunicate, and that those. who do can always use help in sharpening their listen-'

ing and communicating skills* tshall now reviewwhy'they don't listen to one

anothersuggest how institutional researchers can improve this.situation, and
. .

k
conclude by identifying several vital areas where improved communication may be
- T...........:

critical to ail institUtionalJs suryival. , .

'i
-A. '

' -a ,
. , .

-.
Put most simpliNcademic decisionmakers dod't listen to what institutional.

,..,

. researchers' have to say Vecause they are,. not interested- Tined in traditional

academic disciplines and having soled career ladders anchor to that disq-

, ;dine with ruAgdmade of serving' oil committees, teaching within the 4eprtmtnt,

4 .

and publishing .thin the field, these individuals, for the most part, have riot
, ,:. ,,/

developed a sustained interest in higher education as a field worth studying.

Moreover, their very success prompts skepticism about'the need.fox spcif an in-
.

. .

terest. This skepticism extends to institutional researchers as representatives
. . . /
of rhiS specialized interest inhigher education, and perhaps helps

.

explain the
. .

I..

disdain'withwliia traditional,- academics view Ed:D. degrees-. . ,

Apprehension strengthens this diddain. Apprehension that the'on-the-job
,..

. .

',training received (that is, the admlnigtratiVe and managerial skills developed,
', _ .

.

.
however inadvertently) might 1.3e inadelete to the task and exposed through the

.', -_!,- .......

. , efforts of the institutional researcAft ''Remember'in this cOntext that the major--

ity of academic administrators inhabit a world of waiting: chairmen are waiting.
. ..4 0 _

to be'deans, deans are waiting to be'vice residents or provoSts, and provosts to

be presidents or chancellors. Under these anditionS,'research that so much as
f %:....

t.,

suggests less than perfect performance threat ns.the academic decisionma4er:

1.
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,-, .

.Institutional researchers should be aware of another fear that they
I'iA

awaken in academic administrators = -the fear that institutionAl'stUsdies will

4, unleash, albeit unintentionally, :dark,,disruptive, even disastrous. Arcs among

A -..

, the faculty. ,Having,risen from the ranks, so to speak, academic decisionmakers '

. .

:,,o, '1.- (
believe only they have their finger on the'faculty's pulse, and they live in

., almost constant fear that it will be quickened to stroke proportions by an
. .

unwitting institutional analysis.

For these reasons, and obviously Others, academic decisionmakersare'not

, .

especially interested in what institutional researchers have-t6 say. To make
-

matters worse, some academics aredi5interested-=that is, they,consciouSly.

disavow the products of institutional research. I recall an academic vice

president telling the representatives from SRG's Campus'VIII that he didn't

care how good the data and _reports were, they still Would make no difference
.h

in the way he ran his college. The teasons,for such disinterest are. fairly

, complex,yet one stands out rather clearly, It'is that academics distrust the, .

resulti of institutional research (perhapb.becauS they want to); thus they

'fbcus-pn; and enjoy retelling, storieecof bad dataor reports. the current

tale making the rounds, and one that is surely apocryphal, begins by observing

that City University of New York enrollments are down 17%this year:, It then

tells of how the first study prepared at CUNY analyzing the financial impact

of imposing tuition failed to build in a student attrition factonthat would

result from-this major policy change. True or not, it seems certain that1t11
-

P47=
. .

institutiona researchers are suffering from a bad. press. ,r

.A bad press notwithstanding, institutional researchers are not free of
,

blame for academics not listening. While)We all a0preciete(the utility.of
-

multi-purpose survey instruments, we should be cautious about relying upon

r -multi-puIrpoge'report, for they tend to have minimal impact. Recipients, of

such documents, especially when they are indisposed to begin with;. simply will

not, sift through,the layers; columns, or rows ofdata in search of what they
-

,
consider relevant. The impact,-or,,if yuspi-efer, readabilityis further re-

dUced when insofficient'Care and attention is. devoted to the report's' format.
c

I fancy myself an.advocate for institutional research, yet-even I sometimes .

3
think your reports are designed principa lly for professional colleagues

$

where; ratherfthan the particUlar intra-institutional audience. A related

0.1.
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point centers on the report's significance. eesearchers, in my view, can be

neither too basic. nor too elementary when explaining the significance of

their-data. Indeed, agood rule of thumb might'be that if a report is so

4 elementary that you would be embarrassed to.share it with a fellow institu=

tional researcher; then it is ready to be released.

Concern s for format and significance should obviously take into account,

the audience for whom the report-is intended. 'I recall an academic dean who

for several' years had been receiving from the registrar's office semi-annual

reports on student attriitk As Soon/as they hit her desk, she quickly
- . ,

scrawled "fill? in the top, right-haneCorner and fed them to. the "out" bask-

ket. NOt until the report title was changed from "student attrition" to
tr

"student retention and attrition" did she finally bother tolook inside. It

turns out 'that she felt that attrition was the Director of Admissions and

the Dean of Students. problem, whilOretention was her concern since retained

. students received.the education-for whic) she felt responsible. Hers is surely
. .

a naive or narrow view; and hopefully one that is,hot too common, but institu-
.

tidnal_leseapehers must be aware of, and alert to; nuances of this. sort if
t

.

they. want academics to listen. < . .

t ,

4T:et's now shift gears slightly and discuss why institutional researchers "
a.

don't listeri to academic decisionmakers. In some respects, ttre, following is
f .

a i&irrbr image of my earlier comments about academip deqlsionmakers-as non- .
_,, a ,

'--------.;. ..._
risteAers. Thus, for example, institutional researchers aren't liteding b4-71,

cause ttly i7eKatiespeCially interested in mat academics,have to!!
.

.
. .(1;-

Through either formal or on-the-job training, institutional researchers culti

vate a profespional interest in higher'educat4on as a field of study. As
d

I . .

sophisticated, highly trained students,
c

and less patience for, people who have
,

without benefit of formal training and

they frequently have little faith in,

merely worked their way up the ranks,
4

without, at least by implication, ac-
..,,

quiring the overview intitutional,researchars deem essential far really under-

W O

standing how the'institution works and ought to work. At best, this impatience
,

,

--- comes through as a kind of conceit concerning what is importantand what has

to 'be done; at worst, it'tranpmits a father condescending and hence offensive,
. - .

auttulle..
. ,

.

t

'

1/4
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Allow me to illustrate this point with a short, but true, example. The

chairman- -let's call him Professor Hui f,the Oridntal Languages Department
.

at ,a southern university--asked the institutional researcher, Dr; Jones, to
e

ascertain the cost of teaching Classical Chinese over each of the last three

years and to compare these costs to the teaching of other languages in this "

P .

and other departments% Dr. Tors, at that time, was de4ply,immersed'in a
.

.

crash program, ordered by thd President, to identify ways of reducihg that
. .jyear's opera g budget Io as to erase a Projected deficit of 5250,000. Tn

i.

addition, with the end of'the first semester drawing rapidly to a close, he

knew his staff 'would soon be deluged by studene evaluatipn of teaching forms

that had tO'be processed according to a. previously, agreed upon timetable. Un-

fortunately.,:however, instead of identifying these constraints, Dr. Jones chose

simply to inform Professor Hui that. institutional priorities prevented him

from fulfilling the request in the immediate future, but that if Professor

Hui resubmitted it in the spring, he (Dr`. Jones) would see what he ,could do.
..

1

Subsequent conversations made clear that Professor Hui left this encounter
. ,

. .

thinking he had been brushed off bx the institutional researcher whose job, .

.
. . - ,.

whatever it was, was not o support the concerns'of department chairmen unless

and until it .had nothing b tter to do.

Another reason institutional researchers tend not to listen to academic.

decisionmakers is that they re'not deeply interested in institutional poli-

tics. They believe the data Oilght to stand by itselfand, if you will, speak

itself, whereas academics want constantly

*because it not only colois the data, but also

together. From this position, unfortunately,

slipover`the precipice and fall into the, pit
, yj

report Is the decision itself, that there are

to review-the political ,context

occasionally obliterates it al-

some institutional researchers

of believing that the data or

no alternatives to 1,t. .When

'this happens, storms break -out
,

' Most of us know of'at least one liberal arts college attempting to de lop

career emphases, while continuing rather traditional programsytrich, by any

measure, are not Carrying their weight. Yeto,,when institutional researcher's

confront the dean or vice-president:yith this fact, he or she stubbornly re-

fuses even to consider terminating the..,program b ause he or she be-
wok

, 4
_jlieves smell programs are essential to,what a college is all' about, that there

I



.

would not beta "true college" left if these programs were rolled back or' rimi-

slated: .1.t will be a long time befdre data' overcomes this s u orness,' a tub-

_ orness441th which, by the way,sI have a goad deal of sympathy. At any rate,

incidents such es.,these remind us that at thete is a huge differenCe etween ,.. k ,./

4

?

;

, . I ..'r

a
.

report and a decision'.
,

.

Continuing the mirror.image, academic decisionmakers also are not free of
. .

blame'for institutional researchers not listening. Recalling academic decistp-
.

. .

makers' previously discussed attitudes toward.institutional researchers, we '

-should not be surprised that they tend to be rather circumspect in dealing with

yoo.4.Fearful of beill embarrassed by the expertise of others and unwilling to.
.6 . A

share the politich details. o what they are up to, theyirequently will give/

4
you only a piece of the problem. Yet, they nevertheless hope'that you will/

develop the entijepicture or answer-they seek. Ip this context, watch for

sudden changesof heart. If, for example, the chairman'or dean, out of a

clear blue sky, suddenly desires sppcialized,reports on teachingqef ective ess,

be sure you, for your own:Isake as well asthe institution's, kno 'whether

,,the intent is to save or, set rid of a particUlar professor.

Xeaaemio decisionmakers contribute further-to the lackot,communication

by using jjk-gon, jargo they are personally unfamiliar with. Ithipk of, the

provost who'used the erms "headcount faculty" and "F:T.E. Faculty" inter- °

changeable; untilte attacked the work of the vice prhsidentfor institutional

research once too often at the president's!staff meeting. A knife .ccluld slice

I

the silence that descended u*on that meeting.when the vice president showed

:0

a'

12

the provost the_error of his ways.

FinallY, academic.decisionmakers contribute to the lack-of comiunication

by frequently not knowing how to.pose questions adequately. Precisely because

thejr are not specialist, they.do not.know-how to phrase'conCerus and questions
0.6

with words that are instantly meaningful to institutional researchers. Perhaps

the best story to illustrate11 strate this point is the academic dean, whom our office

approached about pilot testing the utility. and cost effectiveness- for small,

liberal arts colleges of a computer generated induced course load matrix.

After a.Significant'investment of time and energy, he finally relented and.we

,went ahead and collected the data. Only after we returned-with the completed

. '

repoi.ts did, he finally realize--or at least adMit--that he had beeri doirig

204. ,`
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ICLM's for-years.,..by

felt the need'fo th's information, but didn't know how to express4tin

meaningful to

hapd. Ther point of this story, of course, is that',he
-.

.

,, .t'
Thus it appear that neither institutional researchers nor academic deci-

sionmakers
/ r

,- 0 , .

are li tening to one another. At this juncture, i4 seems ap'pro-.

. ) .0 ,
priate toodiscu s what institutional researchers, as opposed to ecademiC dk

oisionmakers o 'ere not here, can do to improve this situation..,

Some of the points I would make.under this heading are obvious and hate

been ment oned earlier: ';when possible, stop generating-multi-program data

repor

t

s analve,the 'audience or reclpienta before deciding upon a format and .

issbi a study; be alert to the unintended consequences--especially political

,conse uences--ofwhat you are doingTmnd find out the real,purposeof what you
- %*4

are eing asked to do..
. .

..
. , '

, I 7 ,

n addition to these' specific, pointsothere are e couple of mope generel
. .

ones woad like to touch upon lightly. Since we are all ix the.ed cation
0-

.._--busid s, it seems appropriateedially appropatee that we try to eOch one nother.
.

In the ontext of these remarks; this means thatI am suggestinglthet you, con-

sciousl adopt ihe_role of teacher as welt as the more traditional', role of a
support service.' Steel up the courage,, take the time, and try t6 teach your

,,

academic' colleagues about what' ou can do and what you cannot do. But don!t

undertake this task lightly--first study the literature on intervention. and

teaching'strateeies and.then develop a plan of attack most suited to the

audience. . - ,

i

A.,,,,4,
,

This recurring theme of knowing audience brines to mind an observe-
, ,tion offered by David ReismAn. Ina discussion Concerning the best-way to,_

, .

...

train.tdUcattonal administrators, he .suggested that you should start with

people eduCated in cultural'anthropology. For cultural anthropologists knoW

how to draw meaning from the artifacts of,a civilization and, hence, hai".re an

edge in aiSoc(rning signals put forward,by.people working in complex organizations.

. Shey:have, in other words', some skill in analyzing the audiencef

My second general observation or recommendation for enhancing the communi-
.

cation mess is to'wherever possible, keep your reports institution specific.

Given what we, know about academic decisionmakers, we should avoid sending them

abstraet essays or detailed literature'eeviews. They are not interested in
,1?

fi
a
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- these; they do not feel they have the time to read 01011; and,_just as impor-
o

fantly, they don't think you should have the time to write them. I recall

the laughterit was of the derisive, hitter variety--of a president who had

requested a study on faculty workload. After. waiting several months, he

. finally received whiC,pre. expected to be an analysiS of faculty workload at

his intitUtion--instead, he got a detailed study Of the generic options or

variables one might consider in approaching this topic. Obviously, such

studies are important tovEhe qqality of the institutional research being con- .

ducted, My point Is simply that these workare best confined to your eyes,

as background information, and seldom should see the'light of day.as a major

part of your operational reports.

I would like to conclude today's remarks by suggesting a couple of
t

areas'

that are, and'willbe,-yitally important to institutions of higher educdtion,

and whereclear communication betWeen institutional researchers and academiC
, ' .

decisionmakers is absolutely essential.;.

-_,

It ig.not surprising that facUlty staffing 4 most important,_for faculty
,

\compriae the'heart of the'iristitution in terms of ,people, money, ,and programs. -

'T--- A

Staffing has traditionally'been important, and, if anything, will be even more

sO fu ure, gimen the projetts of declining enrollments.. Indeed, in-
,

stitutio tal re earchers and academic decisionmakers will have to work hand in.

glove'to prepare for the 80's and'90's. And estimates of the capital invpst-
.--

meat rep epented by today's ,tenure decision will not be sufficient. Institu-

tional r' earchers will have to know thoroughly the varip les within the.

staffing personnel system, s We/1 as the alternatives to it, and find a

way of d5 these issues ip sucha,fashion that the results are both good

fot, aildappropriate to, the particular institution: Since the projected

crunchim the 80's will exert incrediblepressure'on traditional personnel'

systems, we must start studying and.designing alternatives now.
,

Related to these issues of staffing, patterns and personnel systems is the

whole notion of faculty teaching load and faculty workload. For years these
,0l'

terms have been used almost interchangeabfi,iyet the-reent work Of Harold

Yuker, for one, clearly indicates that they are not synonymouS.. He has added

to these\discussions the idea of faculty work time--how much time do faculty

.

6. i'
2 0
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actliallyspend Workingfor the institution, and how is this time spread among

'teaching, advisifigt grading, and the like. ?4uch,workhas still to be done in

this area, blit institutional researchers would'be well advised/to start
,

sharing these distinctions with academic decisionmakers because they may hold

the key tp a practical, workable definition oflacUlty productivity. They may,

for example, point the way toward having faculty teach additional courses be-
.

cause they realize there will not be a'corre'sponding, equal increase in their

actual worktime. This distinction will appeal to academic deciiionmakers who

'are naturally concerned about not overworking their faculty and mays as well,

help the institution respond more flexibly,to the pressures of the 1980's,

Finally, institutAnal researchers and academic decisionmakers are going

to have -'to get together on, collective bargaining and unionization. Although,

as one commentator hag suggested, unionization may be a bad idea whose time
4

has come, there is- Little doubt that-it'is-here to stay. Indeed, it has been'

with usquite a long time already. ,Yet; few institutions appear to be prepafed

whin organizing begins at, their campts. I pave witnessed this pitocess at four
it.

sharply different institutions and in no case did.management have a clear idea

ofhow-much time and money it coN.d,expect to expend on the negotiations and

the contract administration prodess. An4."it was'not because data like this is.

UnavailableCon the contrary; hat been published rather widely. ,

And this kind of concern is merely the tip of the proverbial iceberg:,

There are costs and trends that administrators should he aware they can
.

. negotiate the belt possible contract for their institution. Recall, for exam-
.

ple, the recent piece.in.the Chronicle of Higher Education indicating that /

,faculty unions are ecoming more oncerned about joblsecurity than salaries

and fringe benefits This infy tion can help management to anticipate the
7

union's demands and', consequently, to prepare better for the next round of

negotiations. Moreover, the kind of information illustrated by this example.

is especially interesting to the academic decisionmafcer becuse it may indi-

cate what is on the mind of his'or her faculty. In providing it, the institu-

tional researched is speaking to the acs mic on his terms -- faculty

and this may ultimately improve communi Lion between the two all the way 4'

down the line.

20'1'
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If so, it will not come a minute stoo soon, for in a collective bargaining

situation these two parties-:-to use the jargon of the'day=-must have their'

act together. Returning to'a previouS example, unionized institutions can ill,

affNd two different definitions of whht.cons4tutes a ftll time faculty mem-

C

. ber, especially Itkey administrators don't know there are two definitions.

In a situation like this the union will naturally choose the definition most

euitedito its particular agenda, perhaps to the detriment of management goals.

.Ifanything, this demand for coherence is even more'acute for publicly sup-
.

ported 1istitutions. Public colleges, ,for example, that'have different defini
.

tions for out-of-state students, one for'Internal conerption and another 'for

the legislatUre, are playing with dynamite. Dynamite which, in at least one

case, a disgruntled faculty member chose to ignite by tipping off several key

,legislatrs. The resulting explosion blew both the acadethicvice president

and the.director of institutional search clear out of their joba, Mbpefully,
t

other's will not have-to pay sucks high price tor not listening.

.

Olo

+ q .sue

1
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-Introduction

c

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION:

GOALS, ROLE-$AND PROCESS- -.-

.41

.

Joseph J. Durzo .

Ntw Hampshire College and University0Coundil

The purpose of this paper isiteprovide.a frame'of'reference regarding the
.

nature of instructional development services intended to assist faculty in im-

proving the effectiveness and:efficieney of collegiate instruction. The pri- ..

1
-...---...

mary focus of the paper, is on issues related to theyrganiiation-444implementa- _

)Y
,

tion of such services rather than on specific instructional - design prdcedures
f i1. _!

ox mots used by various agencies. NO atttmpit is.imade here7tO review the
z

o

theories, research evidence or, procedures used in the design or evaluation of

'-(

Instruction Consideration of these issues' isbeyoT,id the scope:of this paper.
.

_

General reviews and discussiolps of these topics 'may be.fgund in sources such. -

as: Baker(1973), baker and Schutz (1971)Thiapond. ee'al: (1975),, fld,e5erlach
_

and Ely (1971) .' 4 .
j.-

ti. .

d
-

.- ssa
,

The papei consists of two major parts. Part one presents general'hack-

ground information about the:nature of the goals and roles.of instructional

,.

development agencies drawnfrom a review of literature.. The
:

second part sum -

marizes the prevailing opinions from the literature about several issues

which are important to the,proCess of implementing instructional development
,

.. . -.

:
-

programs.
,

0.1,
,

g
.4 .

.

Instructional Development--A Frame of Reference

A Definition of Instructional' Development 4

Despite the many different point's of view held on various issue$ by authors

writing about instructional development, there is general agreement that in-
.

structional development implies.6ome sort of systematic approach to the design

or improvement of instruction. Jerry Gaff (197,5 .b)'offered a clear, simple

definition of instructional development*

,
.1.For information about the nature of particular instructional dev elopment

agencies see L. T. Alexander and S, L. Yelon (Eds.), Instructional Develop-

ment Agencies in Higher Education. 'East Lansing, MlicW.: Michigan'State

University, Learning Service, 1972.
. -

.
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7

Instructional development is a recent,academic .speciarization
that Maykbe defined asthe systematic and continuous applica-
tionwoflearning principles and educational technology to de-
velop the most effective and efficient learning. experiences
for students.' (p.47)

, 0
When theterm "instructional development" is used in this paper it will be

in the sense of: Gaff 's definition.

-Approaches to Instructional Improvement -Goals and Roles
. , .

. %

Not all instructional improvement programs approach the task 4.n the same

manner. In fact, different agencies often, view the same symptoms,asrelating

to different problems. Folliowinga study Ofinstructional improvement.programs-

for, the Exxon Education Foundation, Gaff
.

Although all instructional improvement programs are designed to

, ,

A r

. raise the cipailty of teaching and learning, these programs vary-
considerably.. Depending on what aspeCts.of the teaching-learning
process they emphasize, they may be categorized in.pne of three,'
ways: as.instructIonal development; faculty development,. or

: organizationaldgy9Topment. ,Each,category draws.on.different inl...
tellectual raditions, makes different analyses'about whaLails
teaching and j:earning, and prescribes different solutions. (em-

phasis added) , (p. 44),
r

c.
.

His book describing the results of the Exxon Study (1975 b) explained the

differences among the three approaches. Instructional development, he thought,

focuses on "courses or curricula, and...seeks to improve the Conations and

materials that piomote student learning" (p. 10).. H e feliethat the intellectual a.

roots for this approach lay in curriculum and instruction, learning theory,

educational media and technology, arid sysaMs theory. This view is general4y

i agreement with the viewd of the majority of those writing about instructional

devlblopment.
.4

He d escribed the faculty development approach asone which "focuses On
_ -

faculty members and seeks to promote/their individual growth and development"

( : 85., He observAd :that Nych programs help faculty to.exploretheir etti-
.

tudes about teaching and learning and acquire-more knowledge and skills re-

lated to the teaching-learning p rocess. Gaff-feli'that "the intellectual
1

underpinnings of faculty development are in clinical, developmental and social.

2 Po
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psychology, psychiatry,

4

awl ihe socilogy of work and socialization" (pp. 8-

*10). he facus of this aOrroach is on faculty members rather, than the Cou'rpes

, ,. .

they teach. . ,
...

14 --'''',OrRanizational development, he said,' fOcuses,-on the institution as a ,...,c.

.
. ., .

.

andwhole -cor on some. sub -unit such as a department oea diyision and "seeks to
i _.. ,

., . , iteaching
\

create ,a,moe effective environment within which ,and learning can
. .

occur: (p. 10). This approaCh is based orrorganizational theory, 'otganiza-
.

0

tional change, and group dynamics. The' goal of organ'zational. developtent
. ;

."

. is to develop administrativeand,interpersonal compet ncies among organization

leaders-and to develop polAies that support teachIng.\improvement. Table 1 't,

_ .
.

.

.summarizes the three.lapprdacheadescribed byGaff. '
.

Gaff presented'a useful way bf distinguishing amo the
....,

types.of instruc-

tional improvement efforts; however; he did not attempt to evaluate the rela-
...

tive effectiveness of each approach in improving theteathing-learning process.
t

He did, however, suggest that these appr%aches are complementary and should. be,
''' I 4

q

combined in any comprehensivelapproach to the problem of instructional improve-

ment. eiaMond (1974), Buhl (1975), and otfiers'haVe commented on the.need fOr

a comprehensive approach to instructional improvement-efforts_without speci- .4.

fically referring to the types of categories used by gaff.

-,' ((._.

.

Produce Development or Peopli, Development

Professionals.*orking withirrthe field of instructional` evelopment are,
,

,beginning to broaden the roles that their agencies play by-e xpanding Gaff's

(197, b) definition of instructional development to include a concern for the

. development of faculty skills as welly as the development of courses and

materials. -.41.edor and Gustafson T1971) pointed out that any product, no matter

how well-designed'and validated, has a relatively short useful life compared

to the length of time that a.faculty.mmber will be at an institution. This
.>,

is particularly true how that faculty mobility Is decreasing. Consequently,

they argued that, in the'long run, a faculty member who'is committed to'in-

stiuctionardevelopment and has developed his/her skills'in the process is

likely to make a greater contribution to the improvement of teaching and
.

learning at an institution tha/ will-Me,development of any single course.

1
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ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS OF INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMEKT

1 . .

TABLE. 1

Focus

``Purpose :'

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

Faculty members- ( .

Promote facutty growth;
'help faculty members acquire
knowledgeskills, sensitiv
ities, and techniques related
to teaching and learning.

-1%

Intellectual

base:

e,ev. P

Typical
activities:

-

Clinical, developmental, and
social psychology;"psychiatry; c

C."

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Courseror curricula

. ImproWstudent learning;
Orepaore learning Materials;
redesign courses; make in-
"5trAtion systematic.

-

Seminai workshops, teaching
evaluation.

Education, cnstr'uctiolall

media 'and, technology, learn-

ing-theory, systems. theory:

Projects to produce new.
learning materials or'r&.:-'
design courses; worksop
on writim objectiVes,
evaluating students..

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Organization

Create effective environ-
ment for teaching and .,

;

learning; improve,jnter... .

,
.

loprsonal relationships; .

. 'enhance team' functioning;
create policies that sup-
port effedtivA teaching .,:

and learning.

Organizational theory,
qrganizational change;
group.processigs.

WorkshOps for,grqup lead'ers
or team members, action re-

starch with Ark groups, --

task forces to revise cr9an-
izational policies.

SOURCE: J. t. GafV.Toward faculty renewal.

`212a

San Francisco: Josspy-Basl, 1
II

e

975, "p. 9.

:
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Beilby (1974) discussed the problem in economic terms, reasoningethat the

task of applying instructional development effectively to the public school

setting "is too vast to be accomplished by any army of instructional developers

ye could realistically expect to produce" (p. 13). tRe*aiso pointed out that

school systemS cOulA not' afford to hire the required number ofeinstructfonal '

'developers. The same problem of scale and economics appliesto higher educs-
0.

Lion,
..* i-

.
.

There are drawbacks to the people development (or faculty developient)

approach. Holsclaw (1974) concluded thee development agency with a major

focus on people development may not generate tangible results as quickly, as
.

agencies which focus primarily on'course development. Abedor and Gustafson

(1971) also pointed out

considerably more time,

measure--or predict" (p.

the time problem, adding that "people

effort, and money while the impact Is

22). Schauer (1971) commented that,

6

developient takes

difficult to

in.the past, of -,

forts by faculty to create innovation had not been productive as he would

have hoped and argued for some method of supporting their efforts. Diamond

et al. (1975) observed that academic change is never easy. They emphasized

that It is often frustrating, sometimes traumatic, and, regardless of the

investment, never guaranteed. It requires talented faculty, full adminiitra-

tive support, and purposeful direction" (p. 3)

The solution to the'protaem seems to'be to incorporate both,emphases-m.

in an instructional'development program. 'Abedore and Gustafson (1971),'

Gustafson (1971), Hoban (1974), DeBloois and Alder, (1973), and others have
,

argued persuasively that instructional development agencies must strike an

effectIVe balance between product development' and people development.

The Scopeof Instructional Tievelopmeat, Project
.._

.

4§0,:.

.

Thelliteratureon instructionardevelopment deacribei a geneeal agree--
_ .

ment among professionals in the field of instructional development that a

-systematic approach should be used to produce solutions to educational prob-'

lems.. The disagreement among these professionals seems, however,, to relate

- .

to the size or scope of the problems to be solved by instructional development.

Some instructional developers concentrate on the development of small, dis-

creteunits of instruction and others concentrate on larger projects,,such as
r

t ,

214
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thedevelopment of entire courses or whole curricula. :ickmann (1975) sug-

gested that,one of the Characteristics that differentiates among the varidus.°

instructional development programs in the country- irthe scope of the projects

undertaken. He listed five sizes of projects: (1) 'curriculum, (2) mogram,

(3) course,, (4) smaller:than course, and (5) tiny. 7r.

Diamond (1971) made a strong pleaor instructional development programsk

to concentrate on large-scale projects that will have major impact. This ap-

proach isoften-called the "major project" approach or the "concentrated" ap-

proach. The opposite ap'pi'oach, called the "'Shotgun approach," is to engage .

in a larger number of less 'intensive, smaller-scale, short-term projects.

"Diamond argued against the use of the shotgun approach. He felt that the

goal of instructional development must be to create fundamental ehanges and

that to do so projects must be selected appropriately:,
s .

Supporting numerous, small projects may make a lot of friends and keep

our staff busy, but our long range impadt will be minimal. This route

takes too long to - produce meaningful results. We should select major

projects diddo them.well. Smaller efforts must be, in effect, pilot

case studies designed to form a base fort complete course,orturriculum

design. (p. 7)

(

.Not all instructional developers agree that-the "major project" approach

is appropriate. Holsclaw (1974) interviewed a group ,Qf instructional:developers,

some of whom expressed the following reservations about large projects:

up for year and only1. With a large project, you tie yourself
satisfy one or two faculty members:.

you,concelittate on tone big* course, you havg.a great impac
within one departmentrbq you end up having zero impact on other

W.110 departments.

3. There are many political and financial obstacles-in the way of

the big projects. (P. 97)

Within the field of instructional development, there is no universally ac-::

cepted site or instructional development Projects: It' seems tcidepend on'the
4

role that each development agency sees for itself. .Alexander and Yelon (1972) I
_summarized the choices facing an instructional development agency:

,?1

C
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An instructional development agency can invest its resources-r-
,-

4 time, energy; and money--in ,a large number.of small projects or

fewer, more comprehensive projects. The choice of project size

should depend on, its impact. A large number Of relatively small.

instructional projects produce an impact on many departments. gewer,

larger projects produce large changes within ehe target departments.,

Thq main criterion is the estimated probability of success. Pro-.

.jects 'that produce no definite resultS, or' that are not implemented,

produce frustration and disillusionment. (p. 13)

Project Generation and Selectio*

Diamond et al. (1975) identified two major methods to generating instrud-.

tional development projects --the internal approach and the external approach.

In,the internal approach, the staff of the agency works directly\ with the

administration, deans, and department chairpersons to identify high priority

'needs and to recruit the appropriate faculty to carry, out the. project. Little

, effort is made to sell the services of the agency to the faculty at large:

Rather, the focus of this approach is to support only those projects which

may potentially have maximum impact oft the institution. They listed the ad-

.

-- vantages and disadvantages of the internal approach:

Advantages

(1), Better balance between priorities and projects.

(2) Fewer rejected projects.

Disadvantages

,(1)' The overall effort WIllbegin slowly. ". ,

(2) Requires extensive administrative cooperation at both ,the

department and college level.
(pp .-, 28-29)

In the external approach, a highly - publicized,, faculty 'grant program is

initiated to encourage individual faculty members and departments to Submit

proposals for support by the,agenci.''The,scope of` this support varies from

,agency to agency, depending,on the context of the institution. The advan-

tages and disadvantages of- the external approach were alio listed:

414

4

Advantages.

(1) Generates many project requests.

(a)' An excellent method of advertising administrative commit-

ment to instructional improvement.
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Disadvantages

(1) Reny projects will be,low-PriOrity and of questionable quality.
(2) Faculty who are turned down may be antagonized.
(3) Close control of projects may be ost unless specific opera-

. tional guidelines are built into the,funding process.
(4) Coordination-of projects to Mee specific institution-wide

goals maybe limited.
(5) Political considerations for i stitutional balance may force,

awarding of grants to 'some hierrisk, low-priority projects.
(p. 32)

Alexander and,Yelon (1972) offered a set of four criteria which haVe'been

used to assesscsuch proposals: "(1) -the number of students'affected;-(2) evi-
.

t
'dence of an experimental approach;, (3) potential application in other areasC

and (4) the possibility 'of evaluatio0 (p. 9). They'alsb added that the staff

of the instructional development agency should stand ready to assist the

faculty members in writing and:carrying out the proposals. Diamond et al:

(1975) went further and argued that, if quality,is to be maintained with this

approach, "then the control of every project must remain with the development

unit rather than with the reque4ting'department" (p.'32). They asserted that

incaseswherefundshavebeen,given-Airectly to the departments without suf-

ficient-control, the results have been unsatisfactory.

DeBloois and Alder (1973) described the appVoaCh used at Utah State Uni.7.
,

versity which they. felt combined the best aspects of the external appro h
.

.

with the need for developer control. =The program consists'of three phases of.
I

,
,

iactiviey: These 1 involves eness activities, designed to make facult .,

aware of the available services and ,tOccirculate information about the teaching- c

learning process. Phabe 2, faculty support activities, provides small grant

4

awards-to faculty to support limite'.efforts to improve their iistruction.and

'provides gratis support fom the instructional development staff. Phase 3,

instructional development-activities,2provides both financial support and

assistance front the instructional development program for faculty who wish tostru

initiate a full-scale cievelopment effort. They:felt that this model repre-
,

'Sented a low-'profile approach:which cultivated faculty support for'fristructional

development activities and provided for.control by the instructional development

agency.

21 7
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Process Concerns for Implementing Instructional Development Programs

This section of the paper is an attempt to summarize the advice from the

.literature regarding the implementation and operation of an instructional de-

velopment program. While there''are many issues which must be considered in
)

the implementation of such a program, eight of the most important ones are

v 'discussed here. ,

'., 40
'(,

Administrative Commitment

Major academic,change,requires serious admitistratiVe commitment in ac-

tionsas well as words. Ideally, thicommittent shOuld include: (1) finan-

'cial supportfor the prograi, preferably from "hard" institutional moneys .

rather than fromshort-Xerm grantd; (2) establj.shment of administrative proce7

dures that facilitate change (a new credit system, flexible classroom
.1

scheduling, etc.); (3) access to various institutional,resources which may 12e

necessary in the development process (such as computers, media sdpport, etc.).

Without a firm commitment to instructional change,' the fate of any(program is
,f

.sealed almost before it starts (Buhl; 1975; Detweiler, 1973; Diamond, 1971;

.Diamond,' 1974;,P1amond et al., 1975; McMillan, '1975; Schauer, 1971).

Administrative Location of Instructional Development Agencies'.

In order to proiiide a catalyst for change and to support faculty in their

`attempts at innovation, some sort of instructional development agency or pro-

,gram should be established. The administrative location of such an agency or

Trogramshould be such that,it reports to the chief academic officer of the

,institution. Access to this level of administration.is important since a wide-

ranging instructional developient program may have institution-wide impact and

.may necessitate institutional policy changes; reallocation of financial, ma-

terial, arid human resources, or may require other high-level 'administrative de-

-Cisions and support (Alexander and Yelon, ]972; Detweiler, 197.3; Diamond et' al.,
,

1975;'Heidich, 1971).
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Institutional Reward Structure

0

The institurlionai structure .must reward faculty for quality teaching and

innovation in instruction. Rewards such as campus recognition, faculty

teaching awards, and the like are a step in the right.direction, but they are

not enough. The most effective rewards are ift the nature of,official recogni-

tiop by the institution in terms of promotion, tenure, salary, and'other marks

( of status.
.

instructional development age'Lles should play ,p part'in attempting
..,

to change.the institutional reward structure where. necessary so that faculty
. , 4

b

.

may benefit in a concrete tanner'from their attempts at innovation (Alexander

and Yelon, 1972; Buhl, 1975; Detweiler, 1973; Diamond, 1974; Diamond et al.,

1975; Gaff,t1975 a, 1575 b;,Group for Human Development, 1974; Hoban, 1974;

Holsclaw, 1974; McMillan, 1975).

Instructional Development Procedures I

. There are many different "models" of instructional development' processes

which are followed by Various instructi onal development agencies., Each model,

represents ayarticular individual's or ageOy's method of applying a system-,

atie proces to the.development of instruction: Little research exists to

guide-an agency in selecting oz develOping a moddl'to follow, but the advice

from the literature seems to be,clear that some sort of instructional develop-.

mint procedure should be adoptecrnd-fOlfowed in order to facilitate the de-.

velopment process and assure communication among the individuals involved

( Diamond, 1971; Diamond et al., 1975; Hamreus, 1971; Holsclaw', 1974; Lee, 1971;

Schauer, 1971).' , . /''''''' ..

.

f Team Approach to instructional Development

The complex nature of the academic change_ process and the comprehensive-

4

ness of a brstematic'inptrUctional development effort 'require many sets of

talents and areas of expertise. The use of a team approach, involving several

faculty members and various professionals in instructional development, and,

evaluation,-s highly recommendeil as a method for bringing'varied humanre- #

sources to bear on this complex task (Diamond et al., 1975; Faris, 1970;

Gustafson, 197.1i Jee, 1971; Schauer, 1971; Wittich and Schuller, 1973)2
AikiN
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Faculty Development .

Producing meaningful, long-range academic changes in higher education re-

quires that faculty be effectively involved in the instructional development

program. Attention should be paid to the development of faculty-members'

skills in instructional development. The majority of opinions offered suggest

that a major goal of any Sutcessful program should be for faculty to become

instructional developers in their own right (Abedor and Gustafson, 1971; Beilby,

1974; Briley, 1971; DeBlools and Alder, 1973;FatiS, 1970; Gaff; 1975 b;

Group for Human Development, 1974; Gustafson, 1971; Gustafson, 1975; Hoban,

1974;'Roueche and'Boggs, 1970; Ullmer and Stakenas, 1970 .

,Vatious workshops and training sessions have been advanced as ways to

achieve thii objective; howeVer, little data. about the long-term'effectiveness

of these approaches are available. Hammons (1975) repOrted that short7term

workshops by themselves have not provep to be,effective in producing long-

range change. He suggested that certain follow-up activities be included in

order-to maximize the impact of workshops. In addition* he listed a set of

guidelines to be followed in the development of workshops intended:to improve

faculty skills in the teaching7learriing proceS.

Maximizing Impact

To have maximum impact on institutional prOgrams, instructionalideverop-

ment'agenCies.should identify the top priorities oftheAmstitution and .Cht:ose,

projects which reflect these priorities. The goarshoUld'be_ta complete a '

few major projects which have widespread impact rather than to support numerous

small projects which have little overall impact on the neture_of the academic

program. In addition, every possible attempt should be made to assure ,the

long -term stability of the project. A key 'first step in the process` is to
S

select projects-from departments where the staffing pattern is relatively

sctable and where the Political cliMate is free'rom divisive projl4ms which
-

.

wopld eventually doom' any project to failure. Another step toward stability,
9

is'the involvement,of more than one faculty member in the projects, thereby

assuring that.other faculty members will be able to carry on the project even

-1.f a key person leaves the institution. Finally, the agency should structure

ra 122,0
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the conditions for institutional support of the project so that after the

developmental stage is completed the institution will continue to support the

new Course as a part of its normal academic program (Diamend, 1971; Diamond

et'al., 1'97; Haney, Lange, and Barscln, 1968).

Include Evaluatioil

The consensus in the literature is clear that any instructional develop-,

ment effort must include'evaluation. Evaluatioti can help insure more success-
.

ful projects by informing the devetopment process, but iris also,important to'

assist the institution in, judging the worth of the instructional improvement

enterprise. Without adequate evaluation, it is not possible to'describe ac-

curately what was accomplished. InstruCtional changes, attitude changes, pro-
,

gram effectiveness and efficiency,, student learning, and faculty attitudes

shOuld all be examinedas apart of the evaluation process (Diamond, 1971;r
Diamond et al., 1975; Engel, 1969; Gaff, 1975 b; Gerlach and Ely, 1971;.

Gustafson, 1971; Hamreus, 1971; Holsclaw, 1974; Lee: 1971; Topham,:1974;

Schauer, 1971; Wittich and Schuller, 1973). r'

r^

vF
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IDENTIFYING DROP OUTS, STOP OUTS AND PERSISTERS
BY AFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

David Nichols
SUNY at Buffalo

,

N

, To be able to 'Identify the behaviors, attitudes and characteristics of

students who drop out'of college would.beof great benefit to everyong,-from

the university o the student pivolved. Some researchers (Fenstemacher, 1973;

Suczek and Alfert, 1966; and'others),have attempted to describe the typical ,

dropout, while others (e.g. Astin, 1975) have even tried.to predict which stu-

dents will drop out. For example, some variables found to-be a factor,are as
,specific as whet er or not the person smokes or keeps his desk tidy. In' pre:,

dicting the futulk we, as researchers, play the role of soothsayer with the

hopes of` facilitating th4.-lives of students, teachers and administrators.

iot,A The most comprehensive.and definitive statement about college dropouts has
.

been made by AlexandefAstin. He has devised-a formula which attempts to pre-
,

dict'which college students will stop out and drop out. The predictors most

frequ tly examined by Astin,and others haye Veen
,

objective and behavicf61-in
A

. r
.nature, S T scores or Study habits, for example,* Although high schoolgrade

.

point average has ptoven to be the single best,p"redictor of attrition and,

-i' l

,,,,1

college 'success,"%a major part of a person'slife and petsonality, his affec,

tive Iraracteristics, has been virtuakly ignored by researchers. Such diken.l..--,
4,.;

-A,

lions as relationships with parents, or satisfaction with-high school exper-

iences influence a person's behavior and should belpv-eStigated*relative to
4.,_

potential' dropping out of college. This paper examines,some of those affective

0

characteristics and the relationship they have,to students',dropping_out of
r.

college.

Procedure

The population in this 'study was 1506 entering freshmen at State University

W York at.Buffalo (SUNY/B) in September, 1973. During their summer orienta-

ion rogramthey completed the College Student Perception Survey,(GSPS), a

F.
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questionnaire developed by the 9ffice of Student Testing and Research. Three

years later in August, 1976, a list of all 1973 freshmen was obtained indicating

how many credit hours they completed for each of the slzsemesters from geptem-

her 1973 to May 1976% This list was.then analyzed according tq the results of

the 1973 CSPS.

The Questionnaire
e

,..

The 1973 cvs consisted of 18 pages of multiple choice' questions covering

several different aspects of a student's life, e.g. high school experiences,

career plans,' relationship with family, interpersonal relationships and self
. . ..

description.

. Data Anaolysis

/Three years after entering SUNY/B, each student was categorized as either

a persister, a stqpouf or a dropout. These categories, born:oed froitAstin

terminology (1575) were defined as follows: a persister was any student who

completed not less than andcredit hours fall and spring semester

from September 1973 to May 1976. A stopo447as any student who completed ng

credit hours for at least one fall or spring semester from September 1973 to
L

Fall 1975 but returned no later than Spring semester 1976 to complete three '

or more credit hours. A.dropout was defined as any student who completed no
,

credit hours for a fall or spring semester from September 1973 to MayA:976 and

continued to complete no credit hours from that semester to May 1976.

Following this categokzation, each group was analyzed according to its

'responses on several Variables of the 9SPS The variables examined were:
e.

1. satisfaction with high school 'experiences

frequencyof association with-various categories of people

3. Understanding the values .of those people

' 4. comfort ta.SSsociating with thOss people

'45. description of family life

6. relatiOnship with father ,

7. relationship with mother

8. raliber"or siblings

9. description of self

10. understanding of self 22.6
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Res0Onses
t
to each item were analyzed to determine whether significant °af-

u -
- .ferences existed among persisters, 'topouts and dropouts at the .05 level of.

confidence. Results were'also analyzedto determine differences in the responses
of males and females for each category. Chi square statistics were calculated
for'items with categorical responses and't-tests were used foritems answered
on a continuum. . .

The population Consisted of 1102 ersisters, 140 ;topouts and 264 dropOUts.1,.
, .

.

,

Results

Considering the number of variables examined (10 major area with 'a total

of 93 variableg), few significant. differences'were found among persistexs, stop-
ts,duts and dropouts. EVen for those cases where differences did occur; the

.

4
sample size was so large that statistical, significance showed up for fairly
small differences among means. °consequently, in interpreting the results one*.

must ask what that difference means to him, as a researcher or administrator.

K
ay

. .

Satisfaction with High School Experiences- C

-..
_ .

Yreshmen indiCated on a fOur=point scale how satisfied they were with
,- -i u,

eleven areas associated with high school." The areas examined were academic,
.4.

-, -

. soCial.and-extracurricular activities; relationships with peers, teachers, and._
.

administrators; and the degree of effort invested,in these activities and re-..
t5,

-lationships. The scale ranged from "very dissatisfied," "moderately dissatis-*
fled," "moderately satisfied" to "verY,Satisp.ed."

Overall, persisters differed XiomAropouts in"pnly two areas: academic

experience and amount of effort put into academic'work in high school. Both
. .

.',-121,11e.persistersandfemalaPersisters'weremoresatisfied with ,their academic
-.\ , tr,*-experience than dropouless. Also, female persisters were consiagably more satis-,

effort
.

.

. -'..,'Afr
fie&-with the amount of they had put.iflftfheir academic 'Wofk than either... , _

=:3- ''.1,h4. .-f-:, - . ,

saopOuts or dropotitsq while the maleg in_the three categories we?ieequally

satisfied. NOt surprisingly; it apiek.Sthat persisters,View the academic as-,

pecta of high schOt1 more favorably teen, do Aropou4,and stopouts:-

.

, . ...
. _.1

Those interested in obtaining additional information contained in tblep,,

.write to the author.
0 .

._.
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Aside from these academic differences, agreement was reached on all other

Satisfaction varieties. The two most satisfying ,experiences for all three

groups were relations with peers of the same sex and the degree of effort they,

had made in establishing relations with them.' Both stopouts and drbpouti felt

that relations with 'students of the opposite sex were the third most satisfying,

experience whil persisters chose academic experience. Perhaps this has some

meaning in that stopouts and dropouts may have spent more'time socializing

g while persisters were more content to stay home and study.

Interpersonal Relationships .

The next three variables examined in this study dealt more specifically

with students' interpersonal relationships. Forthe first one, they indicated
1 A

.on-a five-point, scale,how frequently they asso ated with certain group's of
.

eople which included peers,- adults; children, elderly people, teachers and

people of a different race, religion and socioeconomic status. "Ti;e:scale

rariged from "not at all," "rarely," "occasionally," "frequently," to "daily .

.or almost daily."

Male persisters differed from dropoUts in that they associated-more fre-

.4,,

quently with peers of the same sex... _(hi the other hand, female dropouts were

more inclined to associate with People of a different-race than.'were persisters

and stopouts. TTis finding seems. to indicate a More nonconventional, perhaps
.

open-minded attitude on the part of'both male and female dropouts. Also in-
-A

. .

dicative of a more mature, attitude were male stopoutetendeftcy to associate

more frequently with people froM,a "different socioeconomic background." How-

ever despite these differences when looking at the three types of people °most

frequently associated with, they are almost identical. The most frequent as-

sodiations for all three grotipS. are peers of the same sex, people bf 'different .

religion and peers of opposite sex.

The second interpersonal variable was concerned with understandings the

values of others. ,Options ranged from."not well at all," "not very well,"

"fairly well" to "veri, well." Theie were'no significant differences' among

i.perqisters, stopouts and droPouts along this variable'. Similarly, they all

agreed overwhelmingly that they understood the values of their peers of the
e

same sex best.
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L4kewise, no significant differences existed among the three groUps in

their degree of comfort in associating with people or groups of people- How7

ever, male.stopoutsyere more comfortable than dropouts in their associations

with people from a different socioeconomic background. In their associations,

with-elderly people, male persisters were more uncomfortable than stopouts and

dropouts. Once again, the three grpups indicated they were most comfortable

associating with peers of the same sex.

Description of Family Life
C.

On a three-point stale ranging from "not at all descriptive," "somewhat

descriptive" to "very descriptive," they indicated what their family life was

like. Some ef the adjectives-to which. they responded included affectionate,

cold, loving, hostile, loyal and quarrelsome.

Somewhat surprisingly, the,three groups shared very similar family lives.

Not only were there no differences on arty of the dimensions but allfelt that

"loyal," "loving" and -"sharing" best described their families.

Description and Understanding of Self

Using the same three-point scale, students were asked to describe them-
,.

selves according to thirty variables. Once again very few differences existed

among the three categories. Persisters described themselves as.more honest

than dropouts and stopouts dikand more self disciplined than stopouts did.

The data also showed that persisters were more competitive than either stopouts

or dropofts. This finding seems to indicate that pet-Sisters will strive harder

fOrwhatever goal they wish to.attain. On the other hand, they rated themselves

as less "independent in action" than stopouts and dropouts did, which probably
-

-means they are less willing to step but of line to do soMething not.socially'

acceptable, for example, drop out. When the responses of men acid women were .

examined separately, the profiles 'looked different.' "Male persisters indicated
. .

being more honest but less insightful than dropouts. Female persisters felt

they wpre'more competitive than did stopoutrand dropouts., Despite-these few

differences, perqisters, stopouts and dropouts viewed themselves aspossessing

the same traits. The five characteristics chosen as Most descriptive of them-
.

selves by all three group's were "honest," "open to ideas,""open.t0 experiences,"

-"responsible," and "sense of. humor,"
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In regard .to their father's values and beliefs, pe4isters understood, them

better than dropouts. Students' own values and beliefs concerning politics

were the least understood of all variables but significantly less understood

byldropouis than persisters and stopouts.

Relationship with Mother and Father

It was hypothesized-that persisters Lame from a more stable environment

and'ConSequently were better ablejto-cope with the pressures of college. The

criteria for measuring a stable environment were whether or not certain aspects

of a relationship existed. The results supported this hypothesis, at least in

part. When asked to describe their relationship with their parents, no signi-

ficant differences existed among the three groups in terms of relationship with

the mother, but many occurred with the father. For the seven dimensions, i.e.

loyalty, humor, expression of affectibn, sharing of interests, helping with

.problems, and acceptance of other's weaknesses and values, a significantly

larger percentage of persisters than stopouts and dropouts stated that each

.was a'behavior on the part of bath him or her and the father. Why relation-
.

ships with mothers and fathers are quite different for persisters, stopouts

and dropouts is not clearly understood at this point. Whatever the reason it

appears that those people who have established 'a good relationship with both

_parents are more stable, more secure and less likely to change their environ-

ment, as-demonstrated,by persiSters.

Conclusion

After analyz4g the affective-type responses that persisters, stopouts ana

dropouts made on the 1973 CSPS, itiis evident that not many differences exist

among these students. For the most part they were equally satisfied with their-

high School experiences and had very similar family lives. Although they dif-

fered slightly in their association and understandirig of a.variety of,people,

they ,all agreed.that they best understood peers of the same sex. They were

also most comfortable associating with'peers of the same sex: It Was-interesting
4 ^ ,

t9 note that persisters, stopouts and dropouts were very similar in their de-
yr

scriptions of themselves. Finally; their relationships Withhe mother. was

the samelor each, of the three..cittegories.
,
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However, some differenqes did exist among persisters"stopouts and:drop-
.

outs. The most conclusive and prdbably.least surprisinediscovaxy4 this

study was that both male. and female persisters were more satisf -ied with their'

high school academic experience than stopouts or dropouts.''This finding is

closely associated with the well-researthed fact`that high school grade'point

average is the best predictor of college persistence or attrition. Students

who receive good grades are reinforced for it and consequently will be more

satisfied.' Because the rewards stem from doing 'well, they will Continue to

strive for them in college.

Because.fewAlifferences'exist among the female groups, it ±s difficult

to make generalizations about personality types. HOwever; the fedale dropouts

seem to be a little more openminded in their attitudes towards different groups.

of people. Also, they tend to come from a slightly less comfortable home situa-

tion than persisters.,

Similarly for the males, it is difficult td generalize fromethe results

on how the three groups differ. YetsiS'tets have established a better relation-_

ship with the father. Also, they seem to be more peer-oriented while stopouts

and dropouts are more likely:to associate with a variety of people. ,Again,
- 1

.

this may be indicative of a more mature attitude on the Rart of stopouts and

dropouts and as Suczek and Alfert (1966),maintained, a need for a less structured

_and conventional tnvironment. Persisters also indicated they were more honest

but less insightful.' The inference here may be that the :insightful person, *.

being less naive aboyt his environment, views the college experience more

critically in that it does not neceSsariliT -providelor a good job and a more

secure future. 'Therefore,, lie or ,she dr/AA out in searc4i.:of something mtre-

satisfying.
ro

This study offers a fragmented profile of persisters, stoposits and drop-
.,

°sits and a method for more accurately peedicting a student's future. But what

implications does this have as far as students, administrators and the univer-_

ity system are concerned? ..

.

Students aye usually quite interested'when.sonline'attempts to predict

their future. In addition, I believe they have the right. to know what is anti-
, ,

cipated for them. Therefore, if university personnel haveoinformation abosk the

student which maybe helpful in terms of'his future, he should be informed. Onq
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should realize that informing'a student that he'is a potential dropout may

result in, a self-fulfilling prOphecy or it may have the opposite effect. Re-

gardless of its influence, it gives the student and another concerned person,

hopefully his advisor, an opportunity to discuss this and other issues impor-
-

tant tb his future, e.g. why he is in college, whether It is for him, etc.

-Identifying potential dropouts will also allow administrators to become

More.aware of students' needs and hopefully provide programs that fulfill

those needs and increase their chances of staying in.

-Judging from this study, programs which allow for greater academic satisfac-

tion would he appropriate. Fot example," tutoring; or providing a greater

- variety of courses with more relevancy to student life, or work-study oppor-

tunities, especially in the community, might enhance satisfaction: In can-
_

sidering programsifor students who have avoor relationship with the father,

they might benefit from support groups ormore available cou seling services.

Another. approach which may fili,this need 'would be to get students more

naturally involved with au0ority figures, for example, teachers. By "naturally

involved' I mean allowing.stnInts to see teachers in roles other than teachingf,
1where they can act as role modelp for ,the students. Whether' this mewl just a

talk after class' or visiting at home, this type of-student needs to,id4itify

or associate with a male authority figure. By providing more of an opportunity
,

for this interactioh to occur, students' lives are likely to be enhanced.

I ,see several advantages to these approaches. First, administrators would

be creating a university with reputation for helping students and having its

majorhuman resource as their ain concern. Second, it is economically sound'.

As Astin and 'others have pointe out, a-university loses a'certain'amount of

financial support,by not receiving tuition from those who drop out Having

more students persist in college means a more solvent university.' Also it can

notnot be argued that these prograMs exceed the budgetary ,limits for if in fact

they ate successful, the cost would beabsorbed by those students who remain in
4

, schdol. Third, and
.

perhaps die most important of all, the More itudents. who
-

stay,'the better the chances administrators and staff have of keeping their job.

Withinthe last few years we have begun to realize that college is not the

right place for every student with college potential. ,Teachers, administrators

and parents should respect that. However, if a university can prevent..a*.student

from dropping opt-and still'have the collage experience be a beneficial one for

him, then an effort sillould_be made to keep him.

V
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STUDENT ATTRITION AT HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE:
QUALITATIVE AND POLITICAL I LICATIONS

. /

Daniel L.' Keganlit

Hampshire College

,Abstract ,
.

.

.X.-
Fifty'students sampled from the 407 who withdrew from Hampshire

. College during the two academic years 1973 to 1975 were interviewed

. by telephone. Three majo'r factors were reported as contributing to
,,,the students' decisibn to withdraw. Sixty percent cited prOblems with

educational direction or resources; twenty pereeht cited Hampshire's
isolating social atmosphere; and fifteen percent4cited cost considera-
tions. Based on this study of withdrawal's and prior studiei of the
duality of.student life using Cycles surveys,,it was\also found that
the College's isolating atmosphere, a dysfunctional consequence of
our individualized academic program and ether factors,-cost the Col-
lege over $100,000 in.lost tuition.

, -

. .
,

4* 4 A formal retention. program has been instituted,to trto reduce.,
our attrition'rate and to improve the quality of campus life. This °

several-faceted program involves greater contact with and monitoring -

of students, the ejetablishment of new student support groups convened
by faculty or staff, and a general campus-wide heightened awareness .

'of our attrition problem. he extento which fundamental contradic-

;tions,in the design and op ation of the College or more surface pro--
cedural,issues will beNaddressed is currently. an open questiOn.

Student, attrition has beep receiving increased attention froi campus ad=

mlnistrators concerned about balancing their budgets:and from administratOis

and researchers concerned aboufthe deeper ills for which attrition is but\,

,symptom. For both of these 'concerns. Hdmpshire College cOhduCted a studyrof\

its attrition.

Hampshire College., in consort with much of American higher education,

has a serious ptoblem with student retention. We lose too many students.

Ftom both the student and the institutional our-attrition repre- 111.

sents a significant(cost.
.

Because of Hampshire's liberal leave'policy and its lack of an expecta-
,

tion.of graduation exactly four years after matriculation, our definition of

withdrawal is so one who withdraws from the .College and does not return to'it.

Hampshire's with awal rate (virtually all voluntary) is a fairly steady 40%

per annual enter ng clads. Because of this, each year the College has a 1a4ge

2.34
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proportion of new students and a larger proportion of Division I students.

Roughly 300 students a year graduate, approximately 200 students a year with-
,

draw. Thus, the.Admissions Office,_Must find almost double the number of

qualified applicants than would be the case Without student attrition.
fl

Of-course some withdrawal cannot be avoided, some should not be. But

Hampshire has too uch. The national average for any kind of "dropout" or

st pout"--those not Lompleting a bachelor's degree within.four years of

matriCulation7-is 40%. However, this national average combines the experience

of community colleges with attrition rates of over 80% with that of elite

liberal arts colleges with attrition rates of under'10%., 4

These national studies have found th'et a major cause of attrition is the

lack of fit between a studentts developmental schedule and that assumed.by the

four-year progrgm of most colleges (Cope & Hannah, 1975; Hirsch & Xenniston,
1

1970; Shulman, 1976; Timmons, 1975). Yet Hampshire's lack of a rigid fresh-

person-senior sequence and our flexible, encouraged leave policy shfuld.avoid

,this cause of withdrawal. 4

That are the causes of-our stvdents'.Withdrawals? What are these students
,

now doing? How do they now view their experience at Hampshire? Mow do they

now evaluate their decision to.withdraw from Hampshire? These and tela'ted

questions were investigated in a telephone survey df a sample ofitut want-

drawals.*

Method'

NN

Fodr hundred and Aeven students withdrew from Hanigshire during the two'

academic years. 1973 to 1975. FrOm this group of 467, a random sample of 100

students was drawn. Some analyses using the College's Academic History data

base used this-100 person sample. Half of the hundred person sample was also

involved in the telephoneaurvey. Using the telephone number or address last

known by the College for the student or his/her parents,'we were able to talk

with 62% of our telephone sampleMstudentg). Interviews were conducted

* *
David Reuman conducted the telephone interviews and assisted in drafting the
internal repOrt on which this paper is based. This research was partially
supported by a research subcontract frnm Empire Stat7 College, which in turn
received'a grant, entitled "Developing cost/effectiveness'iodels foi pbst-
secondary education," from the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education. .
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during March and April 1976 and averaged 25 minutes; they ranged from- li to

minutes. We were able to contact the families-of 6 students, but unable

to reach the'se students themselves., -Some had no telephones, some were over-

. seas, some could not be contacted after'several weeks' attempts at various

hours on.differing days. For 26% of our sample of 50 we were unable,to,contact

the student or the family. No student contacted refused to be interviewed:

Compared with other studies of attrition,. With othir attempts to contact p,pfle

one or two years after they leaVe an organiAtion, or with other survey e-

search projects, our response rate was very good. Our group of 31 interviewed

students. is representative of the entire random sample of 100 students in terms

of (a) the number of terms actively enrolled at Hampshire, (b) the number of

Divisional examinations completed, (c) the number.of Five College courses

taken, (d) leave taking, and (3) percent men.

The telephone interview schedule was developed, revised in consultation
.

with *seveal groups on campus, and pilot tested on students who hAd withdrawn

but were:Ott id the sample of 50to,be interviewed, for tile formal study.

ts
-

'Although Hampshire's withdrawal rate has been a fairly steady 40% Per

annual entering class, few of these-are "dropouts" from hi her edUcation;

85% of them have obtained or plan to obtain a bachelor's degree.
. ,

Three major factofs were reported by stuae*ts as conttibuting t8 their

-decision to'withdraw (see Table 1): First, sixty percent cited problems with

educational direction or resources. These included a personal'lack of motiva-

tion (20%), the student's specialized interests- thought better pursued else-
.

where (20%), a,lack of facilities, advising, goOd courses, 'or access to faculty

018%), or the insufficiency of Hampshire's radical alternhtiveness (2%).,

Second,twenty percent cited Hatps1hre s social atmosPEZie, with equal pro-

pOrtions describil the alienation, isolation and lacic-of.community support,

and describing the homogeneity of students. Third, fifteen percent cited cost-
,

considerations: 'feeling Hampshire was no longer worth that.much money or

having a financial aid reduction (cf. Demosf 1968; also see Dresch, 1975, on

how the poornational economy lowers the fulrcost of,college). Six percent
mss.

had family or medical problems.
f

2'3.65
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Students tended to involve their family, adviser, and-friends in their

decision to withdraw, but did not involve their%House Staff, the'Financial,

Aid Office,,,or the Health Service. Those involVed tended to support the with-
L

drawal decision.

Most students said there 14as nothing. Hampshire could have done to change
,

their decision to withdraw. MoSt thought their- decision to leave Hampski.re .1
. _

was a good one, and that,their decision to come'to Hampshire was also a good

one. Reporting retroSpeCiively, only 22% of the students said they were
4

satisfied with their Hampshireexperience when ail-lolled; In contrastiwCycles

surveys over the pagt several terms 'have found general student satisfaction,
. .

with the Hampshire experience to be 80%. As ekpected, dissatisfaetd.on'may
.

be a good predictor 'of intention to withdraw; our prior studies of contr tors, '

,- .
. .

.

toward satisfaction underscore the importance of satisfactiOnwith acade c

feelingprogress' and not feelinA isolated.: - .

. .. r,.
For some studentywhoM.Ihdraw, the experience ofjiampshire is a Useful

....

and necessary stage in their fur.thet groNI ankeducation. Some students
f t .

.. , . t1,

initially(misperceive'the fit between them
1

elves and the College; catalogs and
. .. .

admissions processes should be ktudied tominimiie the likelihood of

such Mb4erc ept i on.4 4.p'n a lly ' , some-students w i thdraw
. -

who could benefit from
*t .,,°

continuing ae the Collete.,*AttentiOftto faculty7,. work responsibilities and to
., . -,4 , , 0 , 1:1.),

course 4nA advising.qualitY,cduld help retain some students' who withdraw, for'
. . .

.4 o . ,
academic reasons. Attention tb4problems 8f student isolation would not only

..
.

. i,

also retain some students hUt would improve the.quality,4f life for many std7
. . , . g ' .1. ..

G tdents who do not withdraw. . . , )
G. r :4a ",rY

10/ a'? '

.Secondary Study
o

.After our initial analysis of withdrawals from the College, we.were able

to use the data of that study in combination with pidor studies of the quality.

9f student life at the College in order to answer a queption ad'ressed to us

as part of our study of Program Effectiveness al% Wated,-Costs. That .question

Vas:

What is the cost to the College of inadequate or, inaccessible ad-
- wising and lack of "community" supportmecHanisins;shat are the

costs of isolation?

23T -
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BaSed on ,several studies conducted during the past-few years, we Were able to
give an approximate answer. The Collegloses over $100,000 per year due to
our isolating social environment.

, This hundred-thousan6 dollar per year figure primarily derives, from our
study of students who had withdrawn from Hampshire.1_ Table 2.indicates the
major reasons for withdraWal, and apportions them among academic, social; and
exogenous factors. For exaMPle,,two-thirds of the problem with specialited.
interests is attributed in this analysis to academic factors which.could be
improved, such-as better courses or advising, while one-third is attributed,
toexogenous factors, the College cannot control. Likewise, two- thirds of the
problem with alienation is attributed in this analysis to social factors the
College could improve, while one-third is attributed_to exogenous factors the
College cannot control. These attributipns of causality/are rdtgh asiumptidns,
but they are reasonable and serve to yield an initial rough estimate of t 'he

cost of deficient academic or social programs at .fleCollege.

While the attribution of 'various reasons for withdrawal:to a proportionate

social factor is relatively straightforward, the centrality of'tudent isolation
,needs additional comment. Iis assumed that if withdrawn students had been

more interconnected with other students excitedly engaged in intellectual pur-
suits, then the withdrawal-prone Students may have been.more llkely to find an

academic path of interest, and thus lack of personals motivation would be less
of a reason for withdrawal. .Homogeneity of students,-as used by our students,

Primarily refiects.their feeling of being outside,the dominant group andtheir
lack of any positive group of other students with which to identify and inter-
'act. Cost is generally'associated with a "not worth that much" feeling. A

withdrawal-prone student would be morelikely to remain actively enrolled if

.s/he felt more identification with and reward,from the College.

By this analysis of reasons for withdrawing.frophampshird, it is found

that 2&Z of our withdrawals or 50 students per year - leave due to social factors.

At $2045 tuition per term, this amounts to $102,250 per year lost to the College.

Much -of. this costmay-be considered a true .past to-the. College, since we have

been, unable to maintain our desired enrollment of 1300-students.-

6

Additional student enrollment to the desired-43-00-would-somewhat decrease

the-proportionate cost of fixed, adminiatratiiie, and other overhead expenses.

Much more importantly, however4 if we had a lower withdrawal rite Admissions

3?8
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would be under less pressure to find sufficient qualified applicants and the

College woul be able to enjoy less uncertainty in enrollment projections for
-. .

future budge iiiilitng. 'As-discussed in another Hampshire'report (Kegan, 1976), the

uncertaint3, o a series of one-year soft-money faculty appointments in the
s

amount curren ly borne by the College has severe dysfunctions for the,College,
,-

-for the stude ts, and for'the faculty.
'

There ar additional costs of Hampsh re's isolatioil and lack of community

snpport'mecha i The College loses room rent from students living _off-,

campus when the Houses are not fully utilized. A February 1976 sutvey found
.

,

that a quarter of the students would want to live off-campus if there were no

res e requirement. iSince,there is'bOA_th a residence requirement and a some -

what, restricted close off-campus housing. market, the College does'not have as

-many unpaid rooms as it might under freer market conditions. This very re--.-

striction, however, must increase the frustration of some on-campus students.

Not feeling isolated is an important contributor toward satisfaction with

one's HaMpshAe experience (Regan, 1975), and this withd;awal study found that
..0

-4,
students who withdraw'are much Tess satisfied with their Hampshire experience

. - .

.

than students who remain.

Altogether then, there are aOstAntial finaficial, psychological, and
.

educational cots to our current isolating social atmosphere. There are thus.P I
substantial financial, psychological, and educational benefits that could occur

1._

' if the College'Worked to decrease its isolating atmosphere. Such is possible,
...00" .
Our rate of.felt isolation is not immutably connected with theAmerican

college experience. It April 1975 arallel Cycles surveys were conducted at

Hampshire College, Amherst College, and the University of Massachusetts.,(Kegan,Hampshire

'Benedict, & Grose). At Amherst and at UMass 4Q% of the participatingMllients

reported that they felt isolated from met of the people'at their college. At

I

Hampshire, the reported sense was half again as much, 60%.

Our academic program and the personal dispositions of our students con-
.

\tribute to their individual freedtoond also to their isolation. 'However, it

is possible tdwdevelop support systems to- balance theses isolating factors.

- 23j
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Conclusion

There are several implications of this study for institutional researchers

at other institutions. Methodblogically, this was an inexpensive study: inter-

viewer and telephone costa were less than $350. Symbolically, this was a,

*Ow
.110'

study wfth'major impact'. The study provided an opportunity fbr correcting cam-

pus misperceptions of our attrition rate and focusing attention an the problem..

Administratively, a formal retention program was instituted to try to reduce

our attrition rate. This several-faceted program involves greater contact

with students while on leave, more active monitoring of and discussions with

potential'withdrawals, more active monitoring of students' academic progress,

the establishment of new student support groups convened by fac lty or staff,

and a general campus -wide (administrative and faculty) heigh ned awareness of

our attrition problcm. '

Politically; the` mplications of'the study and its recommendations are

still being worked out. Conflicting images of the Colitge's proper and possible

role will iniludnce the depth to which corrective action may be taken. 4 ,

,principal issue is the extent to which fundamental contradictions in the design

and operation of the:College'or more surface procedural issues will be ad-.

dressed.

d /,
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TABLE 1. Stated Reasons ContrdbAting to Withdrawal
ti

1.,

r

,
'' .

tack of motivation

Specialized interest
.4 LackflacilitieslOr guidance

BC not sufficiently alternative

Reasdhs

Rdfciited

`"

Wefghted
Reports*

4

Weighted
Percent*

.

.

-, .

a

10

11s,

10

3

34

-,8-
8

1

-117

7
2

9s

_ 2

2

4

64

,

`

.

6.0

6.3
4.6
1.5

y

a.

x

.

.

.

19%

20%
15%

5%
AY

4
Direction and Resources

Alienation, isolation
StUdent Homogeneity
Residence requirement

18.1

2.9
2.6
0.3

59%

9%

8%
1%

Social Atmosphere

Not worth that much.

Financial aid cut

5.8-
..,

I

3,4
' 0.8

19%

11%,

'3%

Cost

t -

. Family/Medical problems
,

-.

Emotional Ploblems --

-4.2\_.

4
2.0

.

0.7

30.8

147.

6%

2%

99%
TOTALS

e

Weighted sol.that, each interviewee's reasons,sum to 1.

..

i .

4!

Reasons

Acadamic,.Social,

.

Reasons for Withdrawal

.--

ii

for Withdrawal

. '--='2 '0%

20%
20%
10%

10%
15%

6%

-.>

TABLE 2 a
1r

AssuMed Causal2actors

'.1,...,''

,

Allocated Among
or Exogenous Factors

Allocations to
AdadeMic .10- '`Social. Exogenous

Lack of personal motivatid4 h

Specialized interests c
Lack of facilities

k ,
Alienation
homogeneity of students
Cost

Family/Medical

L/3

"..-0/3

-CorS"

, 2/3

': 2/3
. 1/3

.0/3

.

.?!

_ ,

1/3

1/3

1/3
1/3
1/
1/

'3/3,

-,

''

.-. .
:1/3 --,

2/3
2/3

0/3,''

0/3
1/3'
;0/3

TOTALS , N 101% 38% 25% .-38%,

d
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Withdrawal Phone
Syrvey .

Start time:

FIGURE 1.

IANIPSHIRE COLLEGE Office of Institutional
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01002 Resgarch and Evaluation

I

-Hello. I'm from Hampshire. College and I'm hellS,ing the
.

student/faculty Admissions,pommittee here survey a small sample of stu ents
who withdrew from -Hampshire College. I have a'few questions to ask which will
take,about 10 minutes. Is this a good time; /pause/

if'not, when: Day & Date & Time Phn p

Your answers will be held strictly confidential -; that is, your name will notbe
identified' with any of your answers. Your responses will simply be tallied
with those of other alumni. We would like your answers ,to bg as open and frank
as possible. Becituse this is a long-distance phone interview, please answer
briefly.

'1. Could youtell me what your major current activity is? /pause, if necessaty/
school, work, something else? -

/probe for specifics, eg Berkeley,junior in psychology,*bagel baker/
4"401**.. .

2. Howlong have you been doing this?

3% What did you do during the first semester after you left Hampshire?

-1 4. /Only if needed/ What were you doing between then and:now?.

A k
5. You requested n transcripts- from Central Records for' ;-did

you_ complete each application and mhere -were you accepted?

gr

As I mentioned, 1'm-doing this study to help learn'about students' decisions to
withdraw from Hampshire.

6. What factors contributed to your decision to withdraw?,

. .0

7.
A

/If no Hampshire factors mentioned/ How did your Hampshire experience
contribute to your decision to withdraw? -

8. /Only if needed/ -Did You have control over your-decision to wiihdr&W;
could'you have stayed if you wanted to?

9. Could you list the names of the people -you talked, with about withdraWing,

-from the time you first thought of it through your formal withdrawal.
'Include bothHampshice and non-Hampshire peoplerev I

, /CHECK THOSE MENTIONED, AND OMIT FROM QUESTION'411/
Ne,

10. What was the reaction ofthose people to your withdrawing?

-239-
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11. I'M going to read a short list of people Students sometimes consult before
withdrawing. For each person, would you tell me first, whither you
thought of talking with them ,about withdrawing, and second, if, you had P

thoUght of it, Ay .you detided not to consult with them.
/CHECK THOUGHT Y OR-NO, AND LIST' REASON/.

your adviser
Your hous& Staff /which role/

f.

,

the office of the dean of the college, Ken Hoffman or
Courtney Gordon

financial 'aid off ioe, 'John Taylor
the health service
your .parents

12. Was there anything Hampshire could have dope to change your decision td
withdraw? - . t

'k---, ,0.13._ Do you now feel your, goour, decision to leave Hampshire was a od.
t
ne?

'96s* .......; ;z

14. Do you think your decision to cote' to Hampshire 'was a' good one?-
f . ' . .I

*15. V4 as any of your ini ;ial information about Hampshire unreliable? What? ....., .r

/ "explicit information and source/ "
.

, ., . ..

... ..16. /fi a word or phrase, whit effect do you' feel your Hampshire experience
had On you?

- '
, .....

-.).: . .

. ...,
.

17; What do you think you'll be doing, over the next few years? ,

4, --- /probe to get feel of expected careei/life-style/
, ,

1
18. -How satisfied sare'you withyour current major activities;, would you say

you are:..very dissatisfied, 'dissatisfied, neutral, satisfied, or '.

very satisfied? . 4 r1
. ,o

, , , . .
V

,
19.., In retrospect, whet: you were at Hampshire how satisfied did you feel with1--,

,:li''your Hampshire
.

experience?' /use abdVe .categories- phrases/
.

20. From your present periO4tive, hoi,z satilafted are you wttEYour Hampshire -
, .. -..

). experience? /use above phrases/
.1, -

. ,.. ..

4Tliat'b all the N4Uestichis I have nOw% /pause/
. oa

If you'd -like; 1,;(1.can send YOu a suumari, pf thisstudy. Would you like to
receive one? N Y

/If yes/ Do I, have your address correct:-

Finish time:

24J
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,FOOTNOTESa4
The sole meas re of a;Student's academic good standing aeRamnshire is, his /her
-progress on six Divisional examinations-- student initiated and.designed learning
contracts hich are approved 1 a faculty member. A student begins in Divisidn

(whicW consists of four, distribution exaMs),and graduates from Division III.
Hampshire participates with Amherst College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College,'
and he University of Massachusetts in a Five College Consortium. Students at

of these five colleges located in the Connecticut River Valley may-relatively
asilylregister fox and attend classes offered by any ok the 'five colleges.

2 ,

-Cycles serves are fifty-item questionnaires periodically used to monitor the,.
Qrstudent.life: These indicators,, developed at'Hampshire, provide

'a .low cos l. longitudinal research and yaluation program and permit data com-
imrisons with:other institutions.
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STATISTICAL DECISION- MARINE AND PRACTICAL REALITIES: THE
;'

EFFICACY OF PREDICTING PROGRESS.IN,COLLEGE.FROk.HIGH SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT

san Loveland and Barry kaufman

CUNY ,

7

C

The prediction of academic progress and achievement in'college has, been

and remains.a topic of considerable study by college admissions personnel and

researchers. The investigation of the relationships between the various measures

of achievement at the high school and,college levels is .of theoretical interest,
qr,

wherpas the feasabilify of assessing a student's probable degree of success in

collpge priai to his admission Is of practical interest. However, the evalua-

tion of the regressions in predictive studies is often complicated by such

factors as: (1) the choice of the criterion variable, which is frequently

limited to freshman year cumulative grade point average and/Or Second semester

retention, rendering problematicthe longitudinal validity of the regression ,

equation; (2) unknown attenuation-of correlation, due to the study's,being'

. limited to bnly thOse students whom the institution selectively admitted from

the more heterogeneous pool of applicants; (3):the lack of inforimatiot.on thode

staents-missing data, calling itto.question the representativiness of the re-
-

gression sample and (4) the difficulty in interpreting the practicer usefulness

of the prediction equations, since the ciosenese'of fit is usually, expressed

as the proportion of aicountable variance..
.

The present study'eAMines the predittabilitir'of :performance of 1'970. and
,

1971 siulior college'freshmen at the CitylTdiversity of New York four years
- . .

after their initial enrollment;
i-..

.

More-specifIcally, the study/analyzes the relationship Of pre-college aca-

demic

, . N.
achievement to college performance by: (1) comparing applicants to en-

rolleesith"respect to the distributions of the` pre-cdflege varial3lei'; (2)

examining the distribution pf the criterion variable in both the total enrollee,
.

population and the populatiot for which complete data were available; (3) re-

gressing the cri4erion variable on the pre-college entry variables; (4) cross-\ 1,

validating the prediction equations; and (5) assessing the practical signifiy

A64cance of the regression analysis-thrpugh cross-tabular tables. 4.0.,

-243 -r.
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.Pre - college, entry variables consist of the total number of academic

units (TOTU) completed' as of the end of the junior year (11th grade) idhigh

school; the grade average (CAA) based on these academic courses; the cor-

responding percentile rank (HS%) of the student in'his class;' and the student's

raw score on a,standardized reading test (OATR), administered in the fpring

preceding the falladmissions. 'Due to the availability of longitudinal data,
A
all colldge performance variables are measures taken four ydars after initial

3

admission and consist of: cumulative grade point average (CGPA); cumulative

.credits earned (CCE); and enrollment or gra ation status.

Since graduation is the successful out ome of the college experience from

an admissions point ofview, studentswere categorized as to their progress

ea

towards graduation, thus defining the criterion variable (RTNSC8). Accordingly,

students who had graduated received the highest score, those enrolled in the

eighth semester with at least lower senior status (based on cumulative credits

earned) and a cumulative grade point average Of at least 2,0 received the next
.

highest score, those enrolled with less than lower senior status or less than

a 2,0 cumulative grade point average received the third_highest score, and

- those not enrolled .Whatspever received the lowest score. ,

It should be noted that the 1970 and 1971 freshmen entered the City Uni-

versity under an open admissions policy in which all diploma graduates of New

'York City high schools were guaranteed admission, regardless of their high

school average. This provides the study with a fairly heterogeneous pool of

enrollees. Thus, most attenuation of corielatidn is due to the' self-selection

of the,applicants, rather than selectiveedmission on tliepart of the:institu-
.

eion. , fi^
- r

Table 1 provides distributions of CAA,'HS%, and TOTUlor the 1970 and
1

1971 applicant and enrollee populations. Note that OLTR was not available for

the-applicanes. It can be seen that.the two populations of enrollees were

more homogeneous than that of applicants with respect to CAA, although the,

medians and standard deviations do not differ radically from a practical_ point

oliY view. With respect, to HS% the enrollees, as a group,, were of sl4ihtly

higfier calibe4. All Populations were essentially identical with 'r'espect to

2 4
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Since it was known, that of the four_independent variables.(the.pre-.college

entry measures} HS% and OATR were. the most likely to be mis sing, Table 2 was

prepared to indicate to what extent three important populations differ with

respect to the distribution of RTNSC8. It can thus he seen that therequire-

ment of complete data on CAA, TOTU, HS%, and OATR produces a population which

is relativelymore "successful" than the population of all enrollees. However,

the exclusion of only those cases missing CAA and/or TOTU does not affect the

distribution of the dependent variables.

Linear, step-wise, free-entry multiple regressions were then run. RTNSC8

was first regressed on CAA,ITOTU, HS %,, and OATR for both the 1970 and 1971

,freshman cohorts, yielding R2's of about .128 and .125, respectively. For -

cross- validation Purpeites, the regression equation derived from the 1970
;04.9

freshm4n Was applied- to' ehe 1971 freshmen and the resulting predicted RTNSC8

was correlated with its actual.valug. This,resulted in a colation coef-

ficient of .3524,5 which compares favorably witthe multiple'regression cor-

relation coefficient of .35335 obtained from the regression run on the 1971

data and is the maximal R'possible from the 1971 data

Since HS%-and OATR were entered into the equatibs last, -eontributing

very little additional accountable variance, and, since these data were missing

for roughly a thiV of the freshmen, linear, step-wise, free-entry multiple

regressions were then run on CAA and TOTU only, resulting in R
2
's of about .127

and .119 for 1970 and 1971 cohorts, respectively. Similarly, for cross- valida-

tion purposes,'the correlation' of actual ,1971 cohort "success" scores with

the spores predicted from the 1970.derived equation yielded an R of .34363

whi.Ch also compares quite favorably with a 1971 multiple R of .34431.

Two "piteresting outcomes, of the regression analysis are illustrated below

//(in which the four pre college entry variables along with CGPA, CCE, and the

product of CAA with HS% £CAAXHS %) are correlated with RTNSC8.

Correlation Coefficients:' In,dependerie Variables with RTNSC8
I

CGPA GCE -CAA OATR HS% CAAXHS% .TOTU

g1970
RTNSC8 .59 ,.86 .14' .22 .24 .27 - ,.29

1971

RTNSC8 .57 .85 .34 .24_, .24 .27 .28'

st
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.2:

.

Firstly, since CCE correlates much higher than CGPA with the criterion

variable, the tentative implication is that predictive studies unable to obtain

graduation data should pefhaps consider the validity of using credit accumula-

tion measures avcriterion variables, rather than the more commonly used-cumula-

tiv PA.

econdly, it appears that high school averages, even unweighted by ranki
;

in ,clas§, are better measures of college success than high school rank alone

and at least this particular standardized test. Perhaps it is because one'

grade aveiage includes non-cognitive components of academic success, such
. , ,it.

:

P persistence and other related motivations, whereas a standardized test is 'a

"one-shot" cognitive measure, that the unweighted CAA was the more important

variable. .0

Lastly, to evaluate the pr4ticai usefulness of the obtained regression

equations, espeCially in these cases where relatively low R2's, were obtained,,s. 4 ...

the predicted scores, using the 1970, regression equations, were cross-tabulated

. against the actual scores (see Tables 3-6) for both the 1970 and 191. cohorts.
, ea .. .0 at ., a_

To facilitate the cvssrtabular analysis, the predicted "success" scores were

first lineay transformed to maximize score spread and then collapsed into

fiVe categories, each containing roughly 20% of dlicaaes.

It can be see that all dross- tabulations yield roughly the same percent-
.

age distributions cross rows and columns. DUe to the high 116-rcentagp of

"unsuccessful" freshmen and to the low R2's, a large number of ,students with,

low criterion `score's are instead predicted as being "successful" and barely over

one.half of the "unsuccessful" students received the lowest 40% of scores. On

the other hand, appr,oximatefr two thirds of the graduates received predicted

scores in in the upper 40% of the range. Thus, these regression equations -appear
4

to be less effective at'identifying unsuccessful cases, but reasonably effec-

tive at predicting successful cases. _it is suggested that the cross-tabulations

represent an important supplement for evaluating the usefulness of the regression
,

analysq, since the derived equations may be differentially-effective along the

range of predicted scores. 4

4 In conclusion, this study of prediction of college success from so-called

. ,. "admission variables" involved large numbers of studetta'with relatively mini--
-.t.

nial attenuation of correlation. The dependent variable, instead of being the
4

. "' ''+.,,, :.
2 418.
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more common criterion of cumulative grade point average, was a composite Measure,

based on progress towards graduation. The regression selection procedure

favored unweighted high school grade averages over more standardized achieve7

ment variables, with potentially impottant implications for admissions personnet:.

The Tfect of missing data upon the distribution of the criterion variable was

explored. Lastly, through cross-tabular analysis the practical usefulness for

2
decision making purposes of a relatively low R is illustrated.

.,,

0
.

f

2.4 9
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Table 1: 2istriputicr?on Inceoencent Variables for 1970 and 1971
Senior Colle3: Applicants and Errpllees

75-
z75;85.

1:85

11ca*t5

23.5%
--# 44.6;

31.9% ,

1973

. E-7:1e.s

22.17
50.'.
27.5%

Mean 86.2 79.8
Median . 0E0.6 80.3

S.0 * 7_7 /.1

N 34,121 18,980
of Total

HS % & Ran.,

99.3%

25.7;

, 96.0'

19.t%<50

.:.50<75 32.6% 39.5%

:75, 41.7% 41.0%

mean '64.6 66.6
PoAlan 68.8 69.3
... . 24:5 21.1 ,4.

'1 N 22,524 15,882

.g...

ha % of'Total 83.1% .80.4"

Oo '

HS Units
Mean 13.7 & 13.7

A Median , 14.4 ' 14.3

S.D. 2.4 2.4
N 34.128 18,025

of Total, 99.2t ,91.2%

TOTAL ,34,362 19.751

-4310

1971

--.arts Enrollees
T

50.3%. ,.1%

22.42.8.29.7%

27.5% 27.6%,

Taole 2: Distributions of' 1970 and 1971 SentorCollege Enrollee
Populations on'Eightn Semester.eriterion Vaeiable

1

!

970

All

Enrollees
Enrollees

Cam.- & TCTU

Enr.

Co t 7-E

I,
Not Enrolleo

: Enrolled "Unsuccessfully"

41,5%
19.0

40.1;

18.5
38.01,

17.6
,

Enrolled "S.,ccessfully" 17.3 18.2 19.3

Graduated ' 22.2 23.2 25.0

Total N 19,133* 17,526 12,870

yr

1971.

Not Enrolled , 43.8% . 43.1% 39.9%

Enrolled "Unsuccessfully" 2013 20.2 19.3

Enrolled "SucEessfully" 16.2 16.6 18.3

Graduated -19.8 ,20.i 22.4

Total N 18,340* 17,559 11,477

79.0 79.9.

79.2 \ 80.2
8 0 7.0

C.E.g% 97.518,558t

39,72C

31.61

30.6%
S7.81

61.4

65.2

25.9

31,055
77.2%

13.'3

;4.0
2.6.

39,685
98.7%

43,201 .:

22.5%
38.1%

3q.4!,;

65.5
68.4
21.7

15,500,

81.5%

kao

17.4
141
2.5

18,167
95.5%

-19,025

K

*N's differ from those in Table 1 due to mIssind or incomputable GPA'

.1
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Table '3: Predicted Score (CAA, OATR, HS%, TOTU)ty Actmal,Performance

After Eight Semesters, 1970 SC. Freshmen

PERFORMANCE k

COUNT 1

ROWRCw PCT 1

I SUCCe T GRAD.TOT PCT I UNSUCC.

TOTALCCt PC1 I NOT
ENROLLED

ENROLLED ENROLLED p

I IPREDICTED SCORE, , 4 --,- ---- I ,.:.:., 1.

Lowest 1 1 1309 , 596 I 193 1 139 I 2237
I 58.5 26,6 I 8.6 1 6.2 I 17.4 OK
I, 26.7 26.1 41 7.8 I '4.3 I

I J0.2 4.o 1 1.5 I 1.1 I ':

I- -... 1 /...-.......--.7.....1

2 I 12C4 -- 569-- 1 437 1 374 1 ,*2584

1 46.6 .22.0 1 1649 1 14.5 1' 20.1
I 24.6 25.1 I 17.6.,1 11.6 I

1 9.4 4.4 1' 3.4
I

2.9 I

-1 1 I

I 815 459° I 536 I '575 I 2445
. I 35.7 18.8 I 22.0 I 23.5 1 19.0
'I 17.8 2C.2 21/6 I 17.9 I-

I 6.8' 3.6 I 4.2 1 4.5. 1

-1 1 '1 I

4 1 853,- .1123 I 724 1 921- 1 2921

1 29.2 14.5 1 24.8 1 31..5 I 22.7
I 17.4 ' 18.6 1 29.1 I 28.6 I

1 6.6 ' 303 I 5.6 I 7.2 1

1
-- -I- A .

5. I 656 222 1 595 I 1210 I 2683

Highest 1 24.5 8.3 I 22.2 I 45.1 I 20.8
1 13.4 5.8 I 23..9 I 37.6 I

I '5.1 1.7 I '4.6 .1

I

9.4 1 .

-I I
1

COLUMN 4895
1,1.6: 19.3 .25.0

2487 -3219
.3

12870
TOTAL 38.0 100:0

..
V,

f

252

Table 4: Predicted Score (CAA and TOW) by Actual Performance
After Eight Semesters, 1970 *.freshmen

COUNT 1

PERFORMANCE

RCM PCT I

CCt PCT INOT
TNAL

.
.

ENROLLED' ENROLLEDPREOICTEO SCORE TCT PCT (.ENROLLED
I UNSUCC. I SUCC. I GRAD, I IL est

I 1 1 1_ I .1 1 1926 I 897 I 264 1 164 I 3251
I 59.'2 1 27.6 I 8.1 I 5.0 1 18.5P I 27.4 1 27.6 1 8.3 I 4.0 I
I 11.0 1 5.1 1 1.5 1 0.9 1-1 1 1.$11-, - ..1

I2 I 1661'. 1. eio 1 508 I 475 I 34541 46.1 I. 23.5 I 14.7 1 13.8 1 19.7
1 23.7 1 24.9- 1 16.0 1 11.7 1---"^r9.5 1 4.6

'
1 2.9 1 2.7 1-1

1 1-*

Highest

8

D3 "I 1323- I 663 I .690 I 720 1 3396
1, 39.0 1 19.5 1 20.3 I 21.2 I 19.4
1 18.8 1 20.4 I 21.7 I 17.7- I
1 7.5 I 3.8 I 31.9 I 4. 1;-1

1 1 4"-4 ..- /
I4' I 1263 I 584 I 991 '1,:, 1237 I 4075

I 31.0 I 14.3 I 24.3 I _3(F.4 I' 23.3
I 18.0 I 18.0 1 31.1 -I 30.4 I,
I 7.2 .1 3.3 1 5.7 1. 7.1 I

-1 - 'I ,-I - -? I I5 1 648 1 296 1 , '729 1 1477 I 3350
I 25.3 i 8.8 I 21.8 I 44.1 1 19.1
I 12.1 I 9.1 I 22.9 1 36.3 l'
I 4.8 I 1.7 I. 4.2 I Q.4 1LI

COLUMN 1021
1 . . I 1

3250 3182 4073 ce -..-117526TOTAL 40..1 18.5 18:2 23:2 100.0

0

4
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Table 5: Predicted Score (C ,11ATR, H5 %. TOTU) by Aetuel Performance Table6: Predicted Score
0

d TOTU)by Actual Performance'
ee After Eight Semesters, 1971 SC Freshm7

of
.

. .

After Eight S sters, 1971 SC FreshmenN

^ -

PERFORMANCE )1/
COLhT

ACR I ROW
CLL PCT !NOT. ENROLLED. `ENROLLED TOTAL

PREDICTED SCORE TCT. PCT I ENROLLED I UNSUCC. I SUCCI I GRAD. I

L est I
, I, ,I- - -! I

1 I 1290 1 604 1 216 1 120 I 2230
1 57308 1 27.1 r 9./ .1 5.4 1 19.4
I 28.2 I 17.2 1 10.3 I 4.7 I

I 11.2
I

5.3, 1 1.9 1 1.0 1
1

- I
I I I

2 I 1146 -1 594 -I 398 I 280 I 24..L&
I 47.4 1 24.6 I 16.5 1 11.6 '1 21.

-:.0. 1 .0 1 26.8 .1 18.9 'I 10.9 I

I 10. 1 5.2 I 3.5 I 2.4 I

-1 I 1-r I I

3 I 781. I 424 I 444 I 409 I 2058
I 37.9 I C.6 I 21.6 I 19.9 I 17.9
I 17.0 I .1 I 21°.1 I 15.9 1

I 6.8, I .7 I 3.9 I 3.6 I

os

. -I I I I . I

4 1 601 I 398 ,1 615 I 863 I 2677
AP 1 29.9 I 14.9 I 23.0 1 32.2 I 23.

I 17.5 1 18.0 -1 29.2 I 33.5 I

I 7.0 I 3.5 I 5.4 .1 7.5 1

- 1 I 1 1 1.0

5 I 563 I 197 I 433 I 901 1 ,2094
Highest I 26.9 I 9.4 1 2C.7 1 43.0 1 18.2

I 12.3 I 8.9 I 20.6' I 35.0 I

1 4.9 I 1.7 1 3.8 I 7.9 1

-I - -I I I

CtLLM4 4581
11 I

2217 2106 --)01, 2573
9

114770
TOTAL 39 19.3 18.3,f 22.4 ° 100.0

I

*

PERFORMANCE
COLNT I

RCN PCT 1

0(itAlCCL PC1 !NOT ENROLLED' ENROLLED 1

PREDICTED SCORE TCT PCT !ENROLLED I UNSUCC. I SUCC. I GRAD. I

Lowest I I I I 1

1 I 2141 I . 984 1 259 1 161 1 3542
I 60.4 I 27.7 I 1.3 I 4.5 20.2
1 28.3 f 27.7 I 8.9' I 4.6 I

1 12.2 I '5.6 I 1.5 1 0.9 I 01
1 , I 1 1 1

2 I 18104 I 905 I 535 I 360 1 Molit
1 50.2 I 25.0 I 14.8 1 10,.0 1 zo.r

, I 23.9 I 25.6 I 18.4- 1 10.2 1

...

O 640 1, 90 : 324'2

.-I 1 I I

3 1 1334 /1 678 1

I 41.1 A ?C.9 19.7. 1 18.2 1''8.5
1 17:6 I 19.2 I 22,0 1 16.7 I

1 7.6 I 3.9 j 3.6 I ' 3.4 I
At

-I I
. 0 1 1

4 I 1381 1 651 I 861. .1 ,1181 I 4074
1 "33.9 I 16.0 I 21.1 I 2:9.0 I 23.2
I 18.2 I 18.4 I 29.6 1 33.4 I

o I 1.9 I 3.7 I' 4.9 I 6.7 I
o

-1 I I-r I I

e . 5 I 9C5 I 325 I . 616 1 1241 I 3087

I' 10.3 I 5.2 I 3.0 I '231 I

Highest

o

1 293,3

9
I 1C.5 I 2C.0 I 40.2 1 17.6

1 41. 1 9.2 1 21.2 I 35.1' 1

//
1 5.2 I 119 I 3.5 I 7.1 -

O.-
-1 1 1 , 1 1

.,

CCLLMo 7.573, 35t0 l 2911' -3533 17559
TOTAL 43.1 2C.2 16.6 20.1 100.0'.

410'

.

.

"
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IMPLICATIONS.OF TWO STATEWIDE FOLLOW-UP STUDIES
FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION

James D. tsdhechtelin
Maryland State Bpard-for.Community Cciflegea

..

Thit report draws imPlicationOoplanning and evaluation from two State-

wide Student Follow-Up Studies, joint projectsof the State Board for Community

-..
ColYeges anethe Maryland Community College,Eesearch Group, The full reports

are available from the State Boara bffice. The-central problem was that Mary-

landland community colleges and the State Board for Commufiity Colleges had insuf-

ficient i ormation about the outcomes of the community college education, in-

1
.. .

.

formation ecassary to improve the quality of education., The primary purpose

of. the study was to help Maryland community colleges evaluate the extent to
. ..- .

Which they are assisting students in achieving their educational goals , their
_.

immediate career development, and their preparatitin for transfer to senior
)

colleges and univeraities.
°

.
-

Specific research questions were directed toward five areas: student
; 4

educational goals, goal achievement, career development, transfer, *and

satisfaCtion with college. In 1975 and 1976, qdestionnaires were sent to all

persons whO were first-time students in a Maryland commdnity college in Fall

1971 and 1972, respechvely. The results from both studies were quite similar,'

and the most recent data will be reported in this paper. The response rate

among those receiving the questionnaires was 48 percent., A sequential sampling

procedure was used to test for'nonrespondentbiae, and significant differences
J

. were found between, respondents and nonrespondents. In general, the reapondenis

were b ce academically successful andpmore'likely to have transferred.

Student Educational Goals

Colleges should 'consider assessing,student educational goals at each

registratiqn. There are two variables to be assessed: the first is the

The follow-dp,studies were conducted with the,exd.ellent assistance.of co-
,

ordinatais from Maryland community colleges: Roger. Anderson, Richard Behrendt,

Allan Bickling, Susan Bravman, William Campbell, Robert Gall, Marc Goldstein,`

Jan Janssen, Mary'Johnson,-Matthew Kelly, Tom l'aBonte, Paul Larkin, Toby Milton,

Cheryl Opacinchharlene Wenckowski, and Paul Yorkis.

4 -2512 5. _pi
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studont's degree aspiration and'the second is the student's personal goal,
. .1 37

"such as immediate career developtent or transfer. The...fdllow-up studieS have
shown that programs are not a valid indicator of educational goals. For_

example, many students in career programs aspire to transfer (Table 1).

WO"
. Table 1

Educational Goals of Respondents-by Program Type

Program Type

Educational Goal

Transfer'
Career'

. Development
Courses of
Ifiterett

Transfer 72%. 17% 11%
.

Career '36 57 , 7 -
Special Student -3b , 36 34 ;

.

-Without an assessment 9f student goals, nothift is known about the grow-
,ing number of students who do not declare a prograx and and classified as .

special students. In Fall 1975, 21 percent'of all Maryland community college
students were in this category.

Since the follow--up studies also showed that students often change_ their
educaeiollal goals, it woad be ifisuffitiont to assess goals only upon entry
to the.college or even once a year. In order-to 4nderstand and be respondive.

' .'°-to student educational needs, goals should he asteSsed at,every registration.a,
0 '-

c Figures 1,.2, and,3 illustrate the changing goalp of students. The reduCtion, 406,...---, .

between column 4 and.column 5 reflects goal changes in each figure. In all,
. e'r, //t .

nearly one in fiveosaid they changed/their edutcational goal Since entering the- -
community college.

Defini,tion of student Success

Anew effort must be made to inforra.educsOrs and citizens about'wfiat

'constitutes success ita community college. The .follow-up studies not only Nts.

found that half of ithe incoming students dl,d not want an,AAdqgree (Figufg I);
r4

but thai' nongraduates get jobs:receive increases in'salary, and even recommend
I.

,their experience t6 their friends. 'Figure 1 show's that only 21Tercent'of all
.

respondents had received the AA degree within three and one-half years; Pow-
_ . t_ever, column 6 on the same figure shows that among those w an AA ioal;

of

1'sp. 25
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1.

45 percent earned theAA degree: While h'percent were emplOyed full-time,

c 74 percent were employed full-time when their goal was iareer development

(Figure 2). While only 38 percent transferred, 68 percent transferred when

tfieir goal was transfer (Figure 3). The common definition of the term "drop-,
_r-out" and it9.corindtation of failure must be changed. The program proposal.

manuals and the program monitoring, systems should'be revised to describe suc-.
ow

cess in the context of.student goals and in terms of criteria, such as educa-

tional goal achievement and employment of nongraduates.

Concept of a Program in the Community College

The traditional concept of a

considered. An increasing number

declining to make a commitment Oro

.
.. -

prograi in community colleges should -be re-,
-, s ,

of- students are enrolling
1
as special students,

.any particular progftm. The follow-up

studies have shown that only a minority'of students complete.an academic pro-,

gram (Figure 1) .and that special students rate their educational experiences

as highly as students who'Were enrolled in a specific transfer or career prb-
.

- gram (Table 2). In short, fewer students are using the traditionalprogram

structure and they are.finding sucess as special students. is suggested

that zdvierning boards and appropriate faculty committees review the traditional .

definition of a program and,4consider alternate ways to plan, structure, imple-
.

ment$ and evaluate educat -jonal experiences.,,

.a

-1=

r.

4. Table 2 -

Satisfaction with Program by Program Tyne

Program Type

Tranefet

. Career

Special Student

"Would you recommend your program of,study to'a friend?",
Yes ',No Uncertain

.
79% 9% 4" ,. 12% .

79, 10 . 11'

79
.

14,

......

1,

Career and Personal adjustment ,
..

..,
, .

,,. It is' suggested that-further research be conducted bn

,

the mass.64. ive adjust-

ments that apparently-take place between the 'students' initial gdals andywhat,_



4

S

they ultimately-do afterl eaving the community tollege. For example,. the

follow-up studies showed that a considerable proportion of students entered

a community C811Pge aspiring to an associate degree and' transfer to another

college. In reality, few student's transferred and ,even fewer achieved the
, .

AA degree. Compare columns 2,-3, and 4 among,Figures 1,,2; and 3. Degree

achievement'anc ransfer are clearly,"underachieved," while employment is

clearly "oagTach eyed."

tirther research.could,explore whether this career and personal adjust-

ment is real or imposed. A "real" adjustment is defined as a genuine rec-

onciliation of personal attitudes and abilities with the demands of the world

of work, While Often'painful, rearadjustment is positive.. To the extent

that the student's adjustment is real, the research could Investigate the

ways in which community colleges are helping or-hindering this process. An

.adjustment can be defined as "illIposed" if thesdisParitY'between initial goals

aid actua l eutcomesis imposed upon s;tdents from_causes beyond their control.

For example, d persons become turned off by the academic lift and-change

thlir goals because of a frustration with classroom oroecolleie.experience?

Further research would help to determine if the student adjustment process

is.real or imppsed and suggest waysto deti with it.

,

-
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Number

8,000

7,000

6 ;000

5,000

4,000

3,000 r"
A -

2,000

1,000

F inurw 1

Degree 'Aspiration, and Achieveent a:qu:It: Respondents

7648

f

I .

,-

N,

t

7 col . I

-
TotI
respondents
In the

sitdy

6287

'Col. 2

Number
In

degree '

prOgrems
at 'salt

(82% of

total)

es.

16 31

+4S71

Col. 3
Race ved
AA ciagrre

(211 of. .

total)

5

4

016

Col.

Goal was
M degra4
(5,0% of
total)
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2829

!;;

te ;111.'44'

1.%

,ge

teL 5

00.1 was
AA degree
and d Id

not .

change

goal (37%
of total)

1270

.q;

1,).
as,

6
Received
AA degree
along
those
with
unchanged
AA goal
(45% of

respondents
with
unchanged
AA goal)

1.0

1



Fiur 2

Career 'De. ve lopmen t r I; ; uns ,u1 t) At h CV n t a. r,)nA

Number

8,000

7;000

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

)2,000

7

4

1,000

4.

7648

5)

t. 4

2612

:4 4

5465

Part
time

4230

248.P
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1898

COI, I Cni 2
total Number 1n
respondent, career
in the ,rograms
study it e.lt

(31% of
total)

Coi. 3-, 6C. Ii . Col. 5
Number Coal was, Goal was
employed

(71% of develop- develop-
total) went went and

(322 of did not
tote!l chirp.",

goal

(25% of
total)

(7k2 of re%ow+de^t% to unchanged development goelk

2 b

CP

1401

Col. 6
Ewoloied

and career
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ment was
unchanged
goo,*
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FiYurt 3 :

Transfer i rat ions and A. h i evo <nt mi Res ponde-n ts0
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!CI

2872

,

(
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.
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Ws,

t
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etr,be r
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACADEMIC PLAN
POLITICAL REALITY AND RATIONALISM '

A CASE HISTORY:, SUNYAB

A. Hr. Kuntz

SUNY. at Buffalo

O

Backgrounds

A University is a collection of heretical minds gathered at a common

physical site. akis usually divided into students, faculty, administrators;

operatidrill staff and others. The most heretical minds of all seem housed

in the maintenance staff.

A

Political Reality

Administrators appear to be figures of authority. ,Faculty seem to prac-
'- 4

tice highly individualized prdIessions, sometimes unique unto themselves..

Students are of an age where it seems natural to reject authority and every-

thinOklse outside their culture.- Faculty and students appear to believe

that any authority except their own is restrictive and often are contemptously

hostile to any authority at all. Students question the legitimacy of both

faculty end administrativeauthoilty, as well as ancestry; fr'om time to time.

The loc tion of authority to respond to and to resolve major university pro-

.blegg, as well as student grievances, very confused. It is not clear

whetherfa ulty or administrators are to maintain law and order, to teach and

to administjer, or to protect life and property. Faculty maintain, in the

Columbi radition, that they are the university; they formulate educational

policy, they govern the university. Pai a Brief review of.statements con-

cerAini faculty, students, administrations and university governance, please
40

see thapublication of John Millet ';`Strengthening Community in ,Higher Education.

Some Rationalism 4 "D

.
Speific to this paper; the State University of-New York at-Buffaro i3 a

large urban' university, one unit of'a fairly large university system,- The

262



context of the social forces at work in the early years of this decade is well

known to all of you. Those forces were At work at SUNY Buffalo. Tear gas'an

Main Street was not',unknown .to ma of us.

University responses to t social, pressures at` rk in the early seventies

were many and varied. Some universities changed presidents, some.established

task forces on'university goals, on academireform, on governance, on special

programs. Some put 'faculty senates to work on educational policy and planning.

At,least one produced three abortive attempts'at a"comprehensive university

plans. , SUNY at Bilffalo did all of the above.
Aor

The need for a comprehensive university plan gre despite .the confusion

of organization, governance, and management. The si nation demanded leadershi

to persuade polic,e makers to decide and which now must assist managers to

manage in/ 6i-face of diminishing resources. Further, it must allocate those,'
,resources consistent with policy statement to which the majority of the

-,univerSity community can subscribe.

__ The 4resident of the State University of Buffalo announced during the
4-

ring s mester of 1975 that the coming academic year would be one in which an

.intensive effort was to beilnade to develop an academic Van for the university.--,-- --,__ -
i -

_

_-The-,president appointed a committee and charged it to develop and recommend
-

.

'-adaaademic-plan cons'stent with institutional. goals and cognizanrof-a possible
-,-- i. _ $

,- ,

,,.dIminished,rsource aiIability responsive to the needs of both the university
. . >

...and its constituents, 'detailed to convey the future configuration of t t uni2
-.--,

-vetsity and to the budget development and' esource allocation. h t,com-

-_-- vittee evelOPed_the following statements on University mission.

--AS a State.university with both teaching and research functions,per-
'nent to local and urban' regional concernsv the committee Uyerstands .

t e university's community mandate tcrexpand selectively, and protressiVely
_its-public service capacity beyond the primary responsibilities in re-
search and teaching. Anything less than academic excellence or
the reasonable Kospect of its attainm6t in the wide,range of the uni-
.irersity's academic program, constitutes an unacceptable situation. In .

the first instance, the vigorous intellectual discrimination normally
:characterizing intellectual life should not condone undistinguished .pro..-
grams. Second, an Ira,of budgetary restrictions and state financial
exigencies'pay leave the university only two future choices: general
Mediocrity at best, or selective superiOtfry.



The university cannot willingly choose mediocrity.** In-Its searchfor or

confirmation of excellence, three, kinds of criteria are suggested. These are

the quality, need and promise of the academic programs of the university. It

is axiomatic diet. while froth some perspectives all programs may have some

visibility and respectability, not-all of them can be equivalent tn the alloca-
)

'lion of resources, Thus, where a program ism presently identifiable as capable

of or already manifesting excellence, as evidenced by premier reseaLch,and

teaching, strong student enrollm ents,,and a high level of student satisfaction

and employability, it would appear an obvious candidate for optimal support.

The suggested indices of performance considered by the president's committee

were:

1. efficiency in using resources,

; 2. faculty scholarly and creative nrndu one
1

3: interaction with other programs,
.

\4. attractiveness of program to students, _
1. employability ofdegree recipients.

/ The judgments made by the committeetranslaEed statements concerni7e

mi/ssion and goal into criteria for judgment with the purpose of determining

the degtee to which any-program Supports the goals. ,These -judgments concern:

t

1.. the need for the- program,

the type of clientele served;

3. the quality of programs;

4 public.servroes activities related to program mission,
4-- \ .

. participation in multidisciplinary programs,

6. program efficiency,

7. resour64nAeds,,

The judgment ultimately made is to strengthen, mainal diminish, orjhase

out the particular Programfor the bachelo- r, mastert or.doctoral level qudies

,1\as it 4s presented by a particular program. , ..

,

More than 130aeademi prOgrams and organized academic activities were
,

'evaluated and in February f 1976 the interim report of the president's commit-
,

tee on academic planning3 was distributed to the university community. It is
. . .

instructive
. --

i to quote the preface -of that inferim'report.

.
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1,4

The Pre04ents Committee on Asademic Planning wishes to indicate
the coitext within which it operated. -First, the members of the com-
mittee did not aJt as disciplinary or identity group representatives.
Second, the committee did not act 'as a budget coomittee. 'Third, thec*

committee wishes to-stress that/this is. necessarily an interim rePort C\N
focused solely upon the presenf-positional profiling of each of the
-university's operative academic units and programs. It is in that

frame of reference that its present recommendations have been advanced.
The committee is fully aware and wishes the university communityto be
aware that the fourth phase of its deliberations, which involve con-
sideration of what new programs and new directions the university mays
wish to pursue, will require reflection and review beginning with the
status profile developed here. This may lead-to recommendations for
realignment or reconstitution of some programs already reviewed.

In general, difficulties encountered by the committee apart from those of

incomplete data can be .characterized as, resulting from data being available in

a form primarily relevant to the kind of teaching and researdh that occurs In
.

the majority of,the department, while in some programs a significant function

of the'effort is devoted to the delivery of education or service in very if-

ferent modes. For example, a question arises. concerning the appropriate a ess-
,

ment of the place and the significance of the noncurricular activities of de ,

colleAes which_impose_a_load on faculty and staff and occupy student time, and

which are supported out of the same budget as the curricular activities.' Tn

addition, some curricular activities sponsored by the colleges are supported
.

by departmental budgets. The most prominent problems occur in assessing pro-

grams with a clinical component ,programs which support clinical instruction

throughtthe clinical -deTartment . Clinical instruction is provided by faculty

with a number of different-types of appointments in the university, in loca-

tions both entirely within the university, the Dental clinicand entirelyoUt-

side, the associated ho4pitais, and is'paid for in a number of arrangements.

Clearly
9

it is.not directly comparable in any dimension with classroom instruc-

tion in a nonclinical program. An analysis, of clinical programs reflecamore

similarities than} differences with nonclinical departments, but differences are

numerous enough and interactions complex enough that in the absence of,serious

study and.a differe ata base, only general continents about tthe clinically

based programs coul ade. The same problems arose when the Basic Science

departments of ,the.Hea h Sciences werAikonsidered. The participation of,re-

earch faculty from the Basic Science departments, along with practicing
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clinicians from the clinical departmentstin the instruction of clinical

students is an important facet in maintaining the quality of American medical

education. These faculty' may also engage in the superyision of school or

hospital clinics or clinical laboratories.

The relationship of 'department size and cost to information,availableo

on course registrations, credit hours delivered, student/ demand and'so torth,

whep'the department has such multiple missions, is difficult to assess on the

same basis as nonclinical departments.' For example,art and music, each with

both stun and academic programs, present some of the same difficulty, though

not, Perhaps).as 'complex.

The principal problem is the development of a common data base.

The next major function was the development of the final report, with re-

commendations to be iabmitted to the President and the university community.

The title', Report on the Future of the University--

This report' addressed its effort to a statement of mission, a profile'of

the university,in general,'its statistical profile, its area of strengths.

It next'addressed influences and forces influencing the specific university in,

terms of (a) societal demand, (b ) untapped clientele, (c) support for students,

(d) levei.of university suppo (1. federal,2. state), (e) the state master

plans, reports on the commission on priOrities, and (f) increased influence of
,

external institutions` in university operation.

The general responses'. to influences upon the university are, summarized in

improved self'desctption,' inCreased mutual understanding and support., improved

operational performance of units, improvements of,ducational'operation and

program responses. Directions for the future include edkationA programs in

general education, - liberal studies, American culture, language programs, is

School of fir and performing ants, and addreSsing the needs of new clientele.

The areas of research include technological ali sociologicalassessMents and

the development of basic information. Means of implementation with ajgeritral

cothlentary, faculty developmentomultidisdlplinary research, seleCtive program

improveients, research' and training support, developmental, resources and the

maintenance of balance, cdinclUde the directions for the future..

Unsolicited but also Included are-two sections concerning first, university

administation and the academic plan and seconds, a future (if planning
4.1

,
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activities for the university. It may be instructive to close'llith the final

set of recommendations concerning administration and the planning office.

" "The University administration give careful attention to its interactions

With operating units, that a planning office be organ/zed within the presi-

dent's office, that a planning committee be continued."

'Now, what is of impArtance to institutional planners about all 'of this?

40$
Conclusions

.o0,400-

First, there is no institutional resea ch office at Buffalo. All the d ta

came from public documents existing.within t e University, and assembled by

graduate ass siants,working for the Committe

An obvio s concern was the accuracy of the data submitted. Some errors were

found but certainly some were not. Some data was inc6mplete, and never were ,.t. , i . .

YOund. Grave decisions hung'on very slender evidence at t es. Accura4cy is

impossible to over-emphasize. Data'validity is a sine qua non.
.

Second, academic Planning does not exist in a vacuum of%external events or

influences. The political realitiet of,a legislative .,power controlling resource .
.

.. ) ...,

allocations, both at the Federal and, State level, c nnot be ignored. Massive

shifts in support money can, does, and ought to mod fy some University effort.

However, for, the institutional researcher,, the major 'imphags and t ions g

should be airected to the marshalling of evidence valid, reliable,'and 'ger-
.. _

_
mane. A major question has to be which eviffence o gather and to display.

_

;k . Pe would air feel better if all the evidences objective. They a
.

:

. .

,

pages
,-,.

i

=.

..

notr 'ild'cannot be so: nne small monogrwh of .thirty ges can change the
;,--

' -4entire' research focus of a,major sience from an organfsqic approach to. cell
. ,._

_
c .

and molPecniar biolog§. Et "Iddunts" only as one publication, in a referred k1/44

,

v *
,

journal. All the evidences must be weighed niobn
'
a subjective gale, mild errors-

,

4C8

1.

-- are to be'expected from the outset. Pv lnation'iequids judgment..
... I dr ,

Third; the style of i!nsttution leadership Wcritical to the design, .e"..., i ......
impleMentation, ad manageand maagement an inst itutional academic plan:,

- ,

/
Ilithoutleep involvement of distinguished and respected faculty (and some

"-others), aCademic plan worth the name will e ve, Without leader we
.

founder4,

.
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,

st
st* democratic processes work. Any institution will tolerate deviance

until a tolerance limit is reached. Once over that threshold, reactive car-
t

rective measures,will be applied, Often 'the data gatherer has to feel.ignoted

o
That'repcirts are sent out and never red. That Policy makers don't decide,

.1

and that.managersdo not manage. Take heart, faculty, administrators,and

students hear yo.u They don't often listen, but they hear you, and they need

you. Seek facts, think straight, and loolc, far ahead.
. '
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MEASURTNGTHE OUTCOMES OF.HUHER EDUC6TION
1TWO APPROACHES BASED Old PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

AND PERCEIVED NEEDS 'OF EXTERNAL AGENCIES

Richard L, Alfred
New York City Community

Researchers and planners hive known for a long time that evaluation is
4 °

supposed, to begin.with a statement of educational objectives. And,,eliery good

manager knows thatevaluation includes an,assessment of program costs which

is supposed to involve some consideration of program outcomes.' In the 'field

of community college education; however, these basic rules have often been -.

ignored by administrators and external agencies attempting to carry out evaltia -'
. .

tion stud&es4 rducationalinaster plans, for example, developed. by community

colleges, have little to say about outcomes or costs even though. these plena,

'contain a variety of propositions concerning financing, programs and organiza-.

tional structure. ,

Two-Year college, faculty, department chairpersons, and deans engaged in

,making annul recommendations on how academic departments should be budgeted,

as a matter of policy, do not include any. consideration oflatcoMeg. Year-in

anidorear-out, program budgets are determined on a percentage basisas an 1,n-J

crease or decrease ;from the previoug 'eat's. budget. This practice, as long. .

;kit is continued, can hardly be expected to encourage faculty to deal.yith

outcomes in'th 'r programs and 'budget decisions.

External Pressires for, Accountability

While it is notrentirely clear why the outcomes issue has:been avoided.

by collgges and their-internal constituencies, it is becoming increasingly

'clear that state boarAs and legislatures are'interesteil in higher education

outcomes. 'Policy makers are becoming ends-oriented rather than means-oriented.'

The attitudes of ftndtag sources - clearly reinfoce this trend:- college should

be'rewarded not only for thg number of programs and services they otfer, but,

for the outcomes they produce and the cost beNefits.to the consumer.,

S
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''Although it is perhaps unfortunate that higher education,agencies are

'requiring institutions to provide evidence'of outcomes in return foCresources,

it is likely that'many policy questionswduld be much easier to settle,if we ,

had abetter understanding of the outcomes.problem: The issue of program*

budgeting, for example, is one tOpiC th at has stimulated a good deal of de -1

btte: At-What level should programs by funded? What types'of n2easures should
-7

be used to determine program funding? Who should make the hard decisions on

funding? What ciliteria should be used to determinelfunding levels? Should

programs 'be funded on a'"relati7e" basis (as an increase or decrease over the

previous year's budgetl_or on 'an "absolute' basis as a'rgeasure of the minimum*
amount of resources needed? Suctisissues would be readily resolved if data

9
were available on the outcomes that are actually generated by two -gear college

, 1vprrams. !Tia many .students are enrolled. in a..program and what 'number of credit

hours do they represent? Bali many complete their degree requirements within

two yearsiehree years, and sa forth? What is the-costlier rTE student? _Do
-2

the outcomes, produced meat or falT'short of a minimum acceptable standard?

' What are the cost benefits tb, the bonsumef? ).
'The major premise of this presentation is that much more research needs

to be done on the outcomes of community college education before community

colleges Can be truly evaluated or receive their fair*share of resources. The

studies described herein relate-to outeames in,career programs, to.the charac-

' teristics of these programs' and':the infoi.Mdtionrieeds of externej agencies.

Suggestions are made as to how outcome measures.might be used to improve the

position of higher education institutions In their quest for resources.
_.

** 3

,OutcoMe Measures and Decision Making
. ,

,
1

While there are many possible methods 'that can be used to measure,outcomea'

in community college'iragrams,.a fundamental purpose of-butcoMe-oriented re-.0

search should be' to produce inforthation that:Can-beugea by. decision makers

r--

. ,

- to dete't-mifie the resources for 'career programs. Outcome data are most likely

-

'-to be-useful if they are -based on an upderstanding'of the tsource alloCation.

process'itself, particularly that involved in the ;relationship between -the in-
--., .

,,
---

stitution and -,the stale:
-

. _
,

:

- , - P
...

. P. . :,,.. ,
--

.', .' .7...%t ir...:'
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The need for rendering a decision relative to the resourcesjor community

dollege programs implies the existence of two fundamental conditions:, some
. p

recognized educational objective and limited resources for achieving this ob-

jective. Decisions-on higher education appropriations typically involve a

- .,chpice between available means by'whIch manpower and educational'requirements
...

can,be met. In a.densely populated urban region, for example°, these-means

might iiiclude funding two -year college ahramsto me4 the technic.al an man-

1:power'requireMents of 'business and industry; support for baccalaureate d ree-
' granting institutions to meet mid- management, and human service needs; and sup-

.%
, port for professional degree-grantinginstitutiOns to provide traisedepro-

, .

*fessionals for eperging.manpower needs in health, engineering, and the social

(i4
services.

Every appropriations 4ecision is predioated on a belief in the existence

o9lip causalrelationship between Some educational outcome and the resources

allocated to achieve thatoutcome. decisions-codcerning program

resources can be rendered by consulting the available information., in a college
- ,

..=regarding the outcomes' it is trying to produce'and balancing this,,4h infnr-
-% -

, , . .

=nation about the outcomes it has.actually produced.- The principal function of

- .outcome research is 'to extend this full of information to help decision l-makers-.-

abo h within-and outside of the institution- -to better understand the Consequences

//
,

f the resov.rces they are _miPloying. . :
*

Two studies were cinducted eil_outcoms in curriculvm programs. in,.the
,.

e

Allied Health and Natural ckence.and Engineering TechnoiOgy diviSions,of NeW, -

l'...Yoffc City Community College during the Fall of 1975.' These studies were de -.
, ,--

. signed eo ideneify studentoutcomes

_tilpsfer plans, theiperoegtions o

toward work.andsfuither 'education:

graduates of the Division of Techno

-'''SPandents from the-Division of-Alli

Fpfrtq were, sent to graduates of th
. ,

jik 1975. Approximately 4!+ percent retmr- ,
rates varied dyer the peven-year pgriod tinging fr.op a' low of 35 percent in

1969 tow a high of 60 'percent in e overall response Ate of.'44 peLene

was consiared.a:gratifying return for studies of this kind.
I

{IF

pertaining to tivalix career patterns, their
. .

f college curricula, and their attitudes
/

The study.populationS.consisted of 922

logy betwee1969 Ind 1975, apa 595 re-
..-''T

ed Health and Natural Sdiences.,
--

Question-
,

ese.proiraTs during tha Spring and Fall Of

urned usable questionnaires. 'The response

o.
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;Because the number of outcome measures used in each study was very large,

a taxonomy wasode-Veloped ,not only for classifying existing measures but also

for suggesting-additional ones (see Fieure'l): This taxonomy was based on

the traditional functions of 'two -year colleges: teaching, student development,
_ .

.and-public service.' The first dimension of 1.1e taxonomy was comprised of

three categorie4 career prepaiation, transfer-preparation; and-public service.
, -

-The-second dimension involved the time dimension in.which outcomes in each.

category were measured: before college, during,college,and aFeer college. .

The categories in each dimension are to some degree interdependent. Cer-
°

tain transfer and career preparation outcomes, Tor example; can be evaluated,
.

'through analysis o he same outcome measures. 'Thus,-one of the critical out-,

come measures of a udent'apreparation for transfer or a career is his grade

,point average in the major field of study. By the same,token, one of the most

important aspects'of a student's public service is his participation in or-.

ganized community activities. Publit service can be assessed in terms of the
.

quality and quantity, of student ilivolvement in the community at every point

in his relationshipwith:the college--before nrolls, during enrollment, and

'after graduation. Each outcome is classified simultaneously by ttsotowe of

function involved and its temporal sequence in'the college environAtnt.

-Institutional Functions. The institutional fu ction dimension was used

to assess the effects of college, programs on vario sstudent outcomes under

Consideration. '.The outcomes in each study differ d according to the character-.

.

istict of the programs being studied and the. fu 6
ction being examined. For

.example, students enrolled in the Allied Health program are required to success-_ - . .4..

-fully complete -a licensure examination` before they can in.their careerc

,
field. The outcomes

;
investigated -in this study were those urger the general-

-.
-rubtic of career preparat n but particular to the examination-results and_

.
.

/-
curricular perceptions,qf students (see_Figure2). Students enrolled in

Technology prograMs, on the oilar hand, are not required to take a certifica-
.- l.e.

tion-exam as a,condition for career entry. The fo us shifted in,,thisA..stddy
. .

frad a concern with examinations outcomes to a concer with job performance. ...... ...
. .

.Masures." such as sara ry
Pjob mobill,ty, upervisory .

re4Onsi.. b.ility and employer
A

.

4

.

perceptions were used to evaluate performance on the job (see Figure).
..- , :

.,.'

.

, ,

.. , A
.. ."

i i

4
4
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The'Time Dimensions Classified into sa-temporal dimension, the functions
, .

. 1 i

in Figure 2, portray the sequence of the outcome Measures used in both studies.
' 4.

Although itis not often consiaered,in the deliberations of educational policy

makers, time is a critical element.' Is it more appropriate to make decisions
4,

on' the basis of immediate outcomes of the college experience--that is those

that are evident after only a brief span of time- -or thepUtcomes which show

the lohg term effects of higher education? This is a question that college

cdficialS and external agencies must' apple with. From the standpoint of

those determining institutional suppo t, the long-term effects are too remote

and,too difficult to comprehend to be used in appropriations decisions- Their

primary interest lies in much more immediate outcomes: How.many students. were

graduated?. How many retained jobs in the local community? How much was spent

;to-produce certain outcomes? Did the outcomes produced meet a minimum standard

for continhed_funding? Questions such- as these require answers -if two-year
. -

colleges_are to obtain the resources needed for programs. -

6-

Pont cal-Uses of Outcom-s Research

The call ,for'outc

)O- stateboards and le

in many of Our institu
. .

me data is becoming increasingly pesistent on the part L

islators::- It reflects in part a. failure of confidence
*4W

.

,
. ,

_

ions and in part frustration over rapidly increasing

costs., What purposes_can be served by the results of-the studies reported'
a ,r%

herein? Those who wish to hold ins0.ttitions accountable should become the re- .
, r

.

cipients of outcomes data end should use Such data to examine results and costs--.- .-
. 4

in the educational enterprist. The exchange of i oimation between institutions

htand agencies cannot blat help,twbring some ratio 1 element to all _questions

'torrelating to resources.. .

.

Published result's of outcomes -studies lend a focus, to the types ofre-
. * *

re-
sources needed to operate programs. 'They separate questioniareleted to pur-

,. poses_and procedures and permit educational policy makers to. develop a better

rr.

,understanding of-the educational process.. in this sense, butcome data is a

weapon. It uanleTted "c) educate the policy-Makete abohtlthe_academic 'and

institutional facts of_life, proViding them s far better, -more complete and

cotprehensive picture Of the academic enterprise-than they now.have. Tending

=4224.
-2 J
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to >41ationships with state agencies-has become an increasingly important and

tIme'consuming task for.communty colleges. Failure to' provtde the types of

'information that these agencies should use, in the resource allocation process

could result in some severe short-term penaltie.s.
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Elil USE OF ACADEMIC HISTORIES IN DECISION..MAKING

Robert Grose
Amherst College

- The use of individual learninghistgries is of long standing initsychailp

logical and'educational research. Few recent studies are available, however

Jatthe collegiate fevd1'(Cg. Blackburn et al. 106). Currgni emphase's appear
.

to be thoSe`of atomisticeata element's and short term, cross-sectional analyses.
.

, -

Yet I am urging here a return to the longitOdinal study of indiv40idtial students
. . :

to aid'our academic decision making.
.

There are several facto's influencing my intereat. One cluster relates

to. non- traditional institutions: Such things .as rtsrrative trangctipts at

, Goddard College and New College.in Sarasota, pr gress by examination at.Hamp-
C

Shire-College, the approach.Of.Edison,Coiege in era Jersey, exploration- t--

---'--
of competency assessment 4 Alverno College, the,Sch for 4ev Leapfng at 11

De Pala University, the Cooperative ASSestmentT
Of ExpetientiAl Learning (GAEL)

sly .

. ,-,

and the development di,,the coAteptof life-Jong learning so ably_ delineated .
:-:-

by K.,: .,ricia Cross -all insist' upon the'unique character of each student and
,.

his expeiience. These developments further suggest such other possibilities

' as campus-free, space-free; great-free, and time-free modes of learning:
. 4:'' t;' . 't .

Part of my motivatrN,A suspect, also comes from my discomfort with the
V),/

depersofialization ana ! mechaniZatiorithat:,is takiqg .place-iVany of the,data
A-

management systems and modetZresourCe.aliocation. I looked up the.othet
c.... .,. ... (

day the definition of student__,4 it41VOCHEMS Data Element Dictionary and was
-:- A :'

taken aback that a student is deF441ftthere salely av"An7individual who has

.formally applied for admission att.'Winsititutionir "an irtAri$iial is ',

. .

i:!.-':.'1., ." -'

,,

making'a demand-on the ingtructibnalxdsourcaof.the institution." Nothing

focused on the accumulagion of eduational f#periences by the

or herself,;but- items featured fadui.iy, facjlitieS, finances,
: , . .

.

tion exchange, program measures, Eesoutee requirements-o-t-qat
.

The.integrated singular huMan being called t

The-thiresouroe f.stimulattin vas a r
-

from_facult,, students, tagulty cOhmitteeS, and.administrative offices. They
.

. . .,. , ..

. kr. .

,
,

. A

Student himself

cost, informe-
r

e-wide measures.

e learner was hard-to find.
de.

cent batch of questions coming

4

7).
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ay.

a

$
.

asked about how one course leads to another, how many students in r care

a field and: how marry !do not and'whaCis the cone-'take courses in

enrollments in a

electionsr at

later selection

tration o /7--/ . $

9 /department among its-major& as against general education .

?
.

-were the results of a special freshman sectio in terms Of,.1 4

of course in that Bell? 'How effective was dvising in terms'
, ,-

of ehe breadth of electi es of sLdent
. Hp* useful was their freshman seerr

N

.... .

. 3
-

-..
experience in openifig up, new areas o tddy to stOents,and so forth. Thus, . .:-

I was le&to consider more Seriously4nd if"yarying detail thiNnique echica-,-.
v,

4. ..4 tional expa=lencd of each student ayd or,she,gobs trough four-years of study
N 0

,taking four courses at a time, moving from one level of c Urse to another, ,

` f) .
sampling one domain of knowledge ands another, acculdi4ating 32 courses, under- Nieg

going failures, successes, disappointglents and insights. !
-----;------7--

"tP, ,--, _...6 * f 1 1

. I
Let me

/
turn t000me examples: Examplej-:. The Mallematics Department\

. ..

.
asked me to help evaluaLe the result 1-thPir sp 1 Mathemat s -cctfon for

those students who werviudged.not fit vell-prepared-faMhe stud
.

of cal-
1..

w culus, by their secondar34echo cial I roducto0 Calculus section met.
.

.
° for six class hours eweek ether

.... the%val our4nawas Riven .tPecial-

0

se 1 .

attention in terms of tutor adsi nment of,instructor and r'aterof developmenku

of topics. At the end of the',semestersSpese students were expected to teach+
dm, same level of-competence as those in the ."regular",-course'.: To answer the.0

(- question meant mint back and ident fying specific iddivIduals , seven, ad
r eight years ago ancre..9mining their' erfOlanCe in-the specie celon of t .

A

, %. .r.;.s. , .

calculus course, their later choice of majors,
_lb,
their electiolt-oriatet maths7=-

Imatics courses and the like. It was fail-1y laboridua an'too)t,many
,

hourg..of
:P. . -

clerical work to
q

get
,

even a partial picture/of same of the" answer's-4o

Ddpartmentts legitimate educational questi ns
, .

students and what effect thi course may,havell , upon their later-StudAs, :.

Although we do have a relatively-sophisticated computerAsystemith.a, ?' ' ' '7r ,

bout what,hafth ppened -to. these

r.

,. ...

person- oriented, data baSe', it was impossible to'0, back vigitila computer and .

.

a
-

reconstruct-the total histoiles of individuals with ',patticUlar.educattiona
. . r,

experienc9, namely 'participation in a particular, coux4ep.O:Seceion. .We d

. .

,

this by hand and were able to.demonsirate.mixed result's,' 4ese,inturn led',.
_ t

v.: tt..
to

#

a further analysis 2fjthe performances of students. with,compararilitra-

..
.

14,



..-_
---w _!,..gf the Eng ish Depa tment was interes ed in what courset'EAglish majors ad-

fe7

r

r`?"

:

f
-.

---.

grounds'that were in'the regular caaculus section's. (A1l.of this led to drop- .

.
1

ping the sp 'al sestl,:on and making provisions for student cliversity in

regular sections.) .

. . .
.

, /. 41,

2 . .

I My second example is drawn Erbm-the hmmTrties.4 Here, a faculty' member
.

..7

V

many students would have sqisfied a, reasonable set of requirements thatswquld

L eluaye ensured that English majors experience several..different'areas litera-

ture and modes 'of study. Most enrollments had beeleat lease of mogierate size.
. (-

n-English courses during the years in question. It turned -outs/that after. ;a . ,

' %
tually 'took with -the department since were given a rathet free rein to

- .
P

choose ampng a large number of English offerings. Moreover, he wondered how.

reat-deal of clerical labor, we e able.to ascertain that vety 916.4 of the
,..

.

0
,English majors in their ordinary selections c.i6Uld,have completed a program any-

'

0 ,,,

thing like the one .proposed: For example, there wea'drid;one.out of the 60 /
. ,

majors that had taken all Seven-Of the courses se)ioully ,proposed as the core

curriculum. Changes in the maidr requirements' in English are therefore nd ' .

'being Overhauled.

The moist compleX.query to date (and my third example) came from. our

mittee on Educational Policy and, later, the Select Committee on he Curriculum.

Since at Amherst College wecurrently have a,distributfon-free ele tive Pro

--,.. grem with requlred courses only in the major, students have considerable

latitude in selecting their'courtes both on the campus ancLat the rest o,f the

Five Colleges in the Pichier Valley. 'The central question was What kinds of
.- ,.. . . -

liberal education are our students chdosing?- .
, \ -) , .

,
A summary of the academic history file Of out graduating students in the

,.,

Class of 1976-was printed out showing the number of courses taken in each of ....,,,

the departments or course groupings. These were summarized brdivisions:

Division. I - Humanitie

Natural,Sciences

disciplinary courses,

up the _courses taken a

Fimpahire, Smith, and

s and the Arts; DxxisisCII - Social Soiencesi Divis

and'Matbematics;'Division'IV.,- Independent Study, Jnter-
,

special reading course's, and the 1.9m, We also counted

t the other of,the Five Colleges: Mount Holyoke,

the University of MassachuSetts. By grouping students
. 4k,

their majors we were able together even,further information;

0

\



a).

7able.rahowing simply the coun.ke of, numbers of,courSes taken within each se

..division49rted by increasing order of. Magnitude.. 'le did this first by,
Division I - ilumaniiies, as in the example, and then the'same thing sorted'
by Division II

a single xampl

an overall pict

e A 4 &Lcourses in broad currioular areas and.gives the detail rather compactly for

A

. '

" ,
Now best to display these data is not clear. 5Y6ne approach is found in

- Social 'Sciences, and-bilion III 74 Natural Sciences. (Only .

e is given here to show how this would apilear) .Table I gives -
i

ure of the way, in whicb%individual students allocated their ,N,

. .
.,.

,
, 4the some"222 -studenes'in thg samp16:-.Nbte that the median number of 'courses.

,

. -.,, v .

.,., iik,Div,ision I is cluickly judged. :
. i.

° .
.i- - In.apother approach one nay simplir count'depariments.that are. sampled by,

.. ' ,

. -

.

eaok-student 'and one compOsiEt graph (Figure 1) shows fdr these same 222 "students
:

....-e'

44 4
i

414bthe number of departments"they sampled in their four years at Amherst,. (The
. .

.. i

4.*

t

mean and median a;,..12.5 of depa,rtmens chosen:) Butwthe mean is"perhap's-not'I .,,
.1. ' < .,

..
, .

-----'-r-as important as the'di ersion that is demonstrated. We ha* done .this also .

. .

1 for major groupings for Beta Ttappa students,

If one coMecta the ilotal programeof students and sum em together

over time,.one gains helpful pictures of the education that is occurring. ,In..., .
..- .

''''Table II may be seen how some 289 student. of the'.Class of /976 distribuX4 ...,

their' 8,617 courses over'fAr years among tie various departme,ts, both in terms °-
...,/ .

of numbers of courses and in' terms of percelltdges:. Majors ln the three' Divisions/ *
of Humanities, Social SCience

.4ndNatural'Saiencesdo4,Attribute their courses,
. - , ,,

differently. Note that this not the same as a course load mat;Kx darted- ,
,..

.. 4 a ,i - . i

a
\

byt-it' the..reault of. the course irograms of
., d i, fdal acadOmicCareer. :: ..2.1 %4 6a . .,

.11

out onlyfor,a-'year or semest

individual students over theii
, - 9'

I -Table III for the same class
f of 289students with-Verall figures are'

shown- of

in ,their

! ,tions we had

kthds of..-cour

, . ..
.ow many. had one or more coursestin,particular

departments 'odilletime

r years. The serieA*of coldmns at 'the right-are'related to ques24.-

abOUt-our pre-medical and pre -law students In ale, class., . ?fiat :
4t7f- ...c4

..

esliad they sampled or nit samged2;
.

.. .

The degree f concentration, within theilagrr department lAy studemts may
. also be of, interest to decibionmakers. Theambers ava-small )college are

often sufficiently Small to make'kuch,generalization shaky on a single, ye'ar's
t.t

'282
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basis, but in Table III, for example, 3 English majors over the four years

took 381 courses in En*ish, or an average of.about tenyerstudent; this is

something close to one-third of their courses. 17e had anticipated more.eon-

gentration by students on'the average in their major department's.
e .

1

Finally in Table IV the arrangement is.shifted the Other way ,around.

. The total courses given by a.,'paiticulaf department are examined to see who

actually took them. Looking at the'fourth row', forexample, we find that-the

.English Department o1ier the four years for this Class of 1976 had, 942' courses

enNollments (shown o -the far right)'. We havealready noted, that 381 ,of these

were taken'by the 38 English. majors.. In other words, 40% of the department's

course enrollments (381/942) i.rete devoted to its ewn majors.

I haye no brief for thesebeing definitive or crucial data. They are

first attemptsattempts to find descriptive techniques so that the varieties

of student patterns of course programs can be understood.
4.

An unpublished paper by Alexander
.

W. Astin asiiing for a' Student- Oriented

Management Information Systemnotes in,its introductory paragraphs:

1970'

Although:most calege catalogs claim that study development-

, is a fundamental institutional purpose, the decisiop-makIng process
in. higher, edudation often ignores the student implications of al-
ternative courses of action. this tendency is exemplified by he

- computer -based management informgtion systems (MIS) nok used by
many'colleges and universities.' Except for simplistic information
on enrollments, majors, and credits, these Systems provide almoSt

. - no information on students. Thus, administrbitor§ whO%relTon such
,systems are encouraged to view planning and decision-making basically
as a'prOblemindresource manipulation. The 'benefit' 'side of the
decision equation, as itreflects the probable conseqtiences fors.
studentedevelopMent, receives scant attention at best and most
'cases ignoredaltogether in the decis.ion'process.

Those administrators Gjhe might be sympatbetic't'o a more stu dent-
,oriented MIS have seldom ma -a serious attempt to develop one,.be--
cause they believe-it is OM y unfeasible. . Net .only is such a

.system feasibles.but it would rutfide'an oppoftunity to improve the
qUality of planning,and decisio making substantially and, in .the
long run, to put'scarce educatl nal resources to much more effective

use...
.

\

We areinot yet very far along n oviding--sych information. We are pre-

eenly recording only partial and ndirect indications ofwhat the stydent has

learned. But even with our situp talkies, there are a number of difficulties.

28:1'
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4
Most of our computers do not maintain cumulative records over a sufficiently

long period.of time to enable such analyses. FreqUently only a semester or

tOo are available and labels are produced to make a hard copy for,a,permanent

.transcript.,

Another problem we encountered is that transfersfrom other colleges or

from Other schools within a university will not always have all of their

materlIls in Che same sortable, rubrics:. A significant portion, of an insti-

tution's students may be transferS, have had educational leaves of absence,

or have either credit by examination'or by assessment of experiential educe-

tion. These discontinuous records are'not to be derogated but simply must

be set aside for certain sorts of analyses. Experiences and courses taken

prior to post-secondary education are, usually not:included either. Such

factors only point up the magnitude of the challenge to find new and meaning-
-a'

ful wais to describe the continuous student.

The program of the student has(the characteristics of/being both an in-

,dependent variable and a dependent variable.'To use Astin's terms, the-One

academic history can be viewed both as an outcome measure and_a process measure.

That is,-the selection of cdtirses may be looked upon as the end result or out .=

come of other variables such as academic advising, particular student character-

istics, or experience in earlier courses, whereas at other times we may Wish .

4'to look upon the student's variety of courses as'a piocess.affecting later

performance in such'things.as the.greduate Record Examination,\acceptance at
. ..

medical school, performance on the ob, or student-expressed satisfaction with

his oy her general cultural knowledge.

One may have a bit of 'serendipity. As I have carried out some of these

-comparisons with the'class thargraduated last June, I found myself asking
, .

odd questions such is the extent that Amherst College had given the courses

4
needed for graduation for this class. I discovered that 10%,of the Class of

19764 courses had been taken at the Five Colleges; another 7% had been taken

at other instituli s by transfer students, those on educational leaves, and

such.. Thus only 83%'of the for graduation had been delivered at

Amherst.- (I'wi I not dwell on 'the'fact that we have also been providing

literally hundreds of course enrollments for the incoming.Five-College students,.

so it does happen to more than balance out in this case.)

-280-
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You maycalso find it interesting to &heck on the "potato chip" hypotheis.
One graduate' student working with us deverOped'this. notion wile he was
examining how many, conrseswere taken in a particular department by students.

For-someadePartments it seems that students seldom take just one course; they

take, either none or two or more. As yet, I do not know just how this relates

to our plannin(or staffing, but certain content and certain faculty show

.rather consistent choices by students. I am also:convinced thats,most depart-.,
mens. would Arefer to be in the "potato chip" or "salted peanut" category

k;.

where once you take One you can hardly resist taking more:'

You can see that a suffer froiri one of the serious diseases with'which we

in institutional research are afflicted,,namely, I have more answers than'I
yet have questions. I am, intrigued by the patterns of student choice,,in'

growth and leaining. I-feeltlat these longitudinal data about individual

courses of study belong soli wherein our scheme of things. As our dolleges

shift away fro5 expansion t:b their Management of scarce resources, academic

decision-making will withoUV. doubt. call upon our knowledge of students'

learning histories. We mustexamin benefits as well as resources and costs.

.: V .\\ ,

k, .. .
. ,
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TABLE, I

INFORMATZQN ON DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT .COURSE F.1.1:CTIONS BY CURRICULtR4 DIVISIONS

CLASS OF 1976'N = 222

DIVISI0t4 ;1 Arts and Humanities; DIVISIONI - Social Sciences; DIVISMN III ,

Natural.,%S.ciences and Ma\themzitics; DIVISION IV - Other Amherst Courses (e.g. Freshman.

'
Seminal'S3'; COLUMN V - Five-College Cdursel

4 1

:14SSI,OF 1976 --01V151/14 1 SORT .?'

,D1VftION
_...,.,_ 1 2 4 .5

1.15 13 '6 3 1

' 2 5 ?1 3 3

? 9 10 1 1 1

7 12 15 2 1

2 15, 12 2 3

2 2 3' 1 1 7

2 ?V 1 1 6

' 2 2 i 4 3 7

3' /1 18 1 4

3 9 15 3 114

3 15 3 D 13
3 ?1 3 1 4

4 '4 18 ; 2 5

_.___, 4 4 19 3 2

4 11 1.1 4 1

4 '11 )5 D '1
4_19. 2_ 2 __-5.
4 1 i 6 1 2

4 2.5 .1 1 5

5. -7 19 2 ?

5 3 70 2 ,3
5 4 14 1' 8

5_ _5 14 1 9t
5 5 14 3 4

5 7 1.0 3 -13
5 9 13.3 '1

4 11. 6 4 4

5 19 11' 1 4

_2._ .... 5_ 15 5 .2._ 4
, 1 , 5 17 1 2 5

5 17 4 1 3

5 17 4 1 5

5 17 5 2 1

5 19 3, 4 1
1

..,. 22 0 -f -.4
-it,' 6 1 22 1 1

;1 6 7 17 2 4
1'

5 5 1 9 1 3

6' 4 13 2 2

6 9 15- 2 8.

5 10 1 3 11
I, Ifl 1.11 ,5 3

5 11 7 4 5

5 12 0 2 4

5 17 10' 2 '1,
' 6 15 3 .,.? 5

. i ot i4 5, '1 .'3
4. / ? 1 7

----1".11 6 11 1 3 5

.....---. 6 1/ ' 6 0 2
?

,

' 411 0 1..- 7
,, 1"1 '6. 1 1

( . 1 ) I
4
1 3

1) 3/ 3

I, .'')- 4 :) 1

1 r; 11I. 4 )

01V1S1,01
2 3 4 5

- 7 2 17 3 2

? ? 18 2 i,

7 3 17 5 0

7 5 16. 0 3

7 5 16 1 1

7 5 17- r 1

7 5 in 0 1

: 7 6 15 1 4'
.. 7 6 15 1 4.

/ 6 15 3 1

7, 6 16 2 0
7 6 '17. 2 2

7 7 12 0 6

1 7 13 1 3

7 7 14 2 .1
-7 7 15 1 2

_ _ 7 .7 17 1 0
7 8 12 2

7 .11 3 2

7 17 1 4 3
7 13 0 1 11

7 13 7 2 /
7 V. 1,5% '1 6
7 15 1 2 7

-7 15 4 2 41,

7 17 0 1 5

7 17 3 3. 2.' '
7 18 5 2 2

8 1 '1,,6 1 8
6 3 17 2 1

8 -5----",17 , 1 4

8 7 13 1 4
.t. 8 7. 14 1 1

. 8 10 0 - 5 7

_ 8 10 8 1. 5
8 10 11- :1 1 . ,.
80 1-0 17 -1 1

8 11 10 2 1

3 1? 1 1 7

8 '1? 64 7 3'
8 12 7 3 2

6 1? 10 2 ?

8 14 to 3 3

,. V 14 7 1 2
1144' 1 16 3' 3 1

ft 18 2 1

8 18 .3 2 0
1' 14 " 7 7

9 2 "11" 1 '4
9, ..1 18 1 /)

J. , '3 5 16 0

" 9 4 f 7 1'
'1 7 11 2.

.

9
'

7 14 7

/

I. 9 n n 2 4/ , ) 9 3 ? /10

2 3 4 5
31V1S131

9 10 1 0 13
9 10 9 1 4 34

9 13 1 1 .8
9 13 2 1 5

9 13 2 2 `-

I 9 13 3 1 5

9 13 t
.3 2., 3

9 13 5 2 1 :
9 14 1 1_ 5

9 14 1 1 ,5
9 15 1 2 '14

9 17 1 4 3
9 1 6 4 1 ?

9 17
.

2 1 4
9 11 7 2 1

9 17 3 1 1

1 3 f r 1 5 0 7

10 4 AG 2 2

10 '7 13 0, 1

m1r0 8 1.5'1 0 D i
10 10 12 \1 4.......7
10 1.3 1 /6 1

10 13 '3 1 .1.:
10 13 It ? 1

10 14 2 1 4

10 16 2 1 4

' 10 19 0 1, 2

-L11 3 11 0' 7
1-1 3 15 2.' 1

1 -1 ''s 11 1 4

H. 5 13 -1, d
11 0 1 ..4 7

,.. H 9 1 5 6

11111? 6 1 2

. 11 1..),...'2 2' 3

' 1 1 1 5 2 1 3 ..

1115' 2 2 1
11 .16 2 '1. 2'

, 12 3, 5 1 9

'" 1 2 3 13 2 1

- 12 4 3 q 11
'17 4 13 0 3 p
12 4 14 1 3_
12 11 1 2 8,
17 14 2 4 1

""17 15 0 1 8

12-15 2' .0 1

1 ? 1 5 2 . 1 3

13 '7 14 2 3
11 1 f 1 2 4

) i i E* 5 4 4

'13 '7 7 ? -3
13 11 3 3
1.1 11 7 1' 0

13 17 1 0 1

14 O.. 0 1 17

1 2 ' 3 4 5
?.1Y1S13%1

14 1 4 2 11

14 1* 3 4
'14 3 13 1 2

14 4 1 2 11
14 4 7 1 ..*

42'14 Au .1 2 5

14.11 1. 2 11.

1 4 1 2 3 1 5

14 15 1 2. 4

1'4 1E4 1 5 3

15 3 1 3 13

15 7 1 1 / 6
15 ' 3 13' 3- 0

15 .7 ? 1'. 6
15 9 1 '"3 4

1'5 14 2 /1 ) 3
1 6 E . * 2/ 1 : 5
17 Li 11' 1 1

17 7 3 3 7

17 9 4 1. 1.

17 10 1 ,1 1

17 14 .0" 2 0

18 1 "4 1 10
*18 *1- 12 0'0

18 3 1D 2 3 ,

113 4 0 3 p
II (18 4 .3) 7 ?1 ,.'.

18 1* "7 .1 1

18 4 41 1 IT

18 5 3 2 5,,.

18 ,6 1 1 (

18 ,9 1 - 2. 1

1-8 9, 1 2..1
19 '3 3 1, 5

19 3 9 3, 1

19 4 2 1 (,

1°9 5 1 c
19 5 3- 1 9

,19 6 1 .2 4

19 11' ? 0 0
20 1 2 ,.) 4

70 10 1 2 1..

21,. 5 2- '2 '''''2
73 2 1 5 1

?3 8. 0 '.2. .1
,24 2 4 0 3.

?4 5 1 ...)-- 5 ...

25 1 1 2, 3

'25 5 2 49 .4

.Z5 !, 1 - 1 72 / 1 I 5'
Z7 3 2 1 .)

2,9 4 1 3 0
4444e>4,,44.444/(4 e

;>4*e*44A4064..4,,,

/
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COUhS1SIN:"

Arf
Classics ,

Dr;m1a J/
English
French
German
Greek
Latin
Music ,
Philosophy

EL EciforN or COURIA S 1'A LE LI
CLASS 01 1976 - MARS% COI LIGE

4 yoyts

DIV. I , DIV. 111

- ..

DIV. 11
. -

4 011. 111 ,
. , -

OW PALI
81 14/11pItS 171 11901S . 70 MAJORS 17 MAJORS. 289 . Phu pr s .

..

Courses ..__-.......
-74---

129
' 2

4ff

lerled
--f

5.3
.9

1.9 .

471 19.4
131 5.4

39 1.6
14 .6
19 .

171 7.1
108 4.5
58 2.4
88 3.6
52 2.2

1350 55. f
.01

, 21 .9
55 2.3
20 .8
49 2.0
77 3.2

110 4.5
70 2.9
23 .9

..
Cow set, Elected 'Courses Elected Courses (lected Courses:Tier-Led

99 2.8 57 ' 2.6
39 1.1 33, 1.5
45 1.3 10 .5

286 8.1 144 6.6
64 1.8 33 1.5.
/ .2 34 1.6
3 . 1 0
6 .2 10 . .5 '

--103 2.9 44 . .2.0
97 2.7 66 3.0

e l igion
Russian
panish

TOTAL

rican .St.
nthropol Ogy
lack St.
conomics
Hs tory
ol i tical.. Sci.
gychology
ociology s

27 .8 10 .5
58 1.6 36 1.7
44 1.2 19 .9

576 , 24.8 119-7 22.1

129 3.6 .12 .6
111 3.1' 34 1.6

69 2.0 23 1.1
363 10.3 74 3.4
25? Y.1. 41 1.8

, 405 11.5 67 3.1
258 7.3 116 5.3
86 2.4 9

r13 2.7 298
1 .2 95
2 .4- 105

41 8.5 942
13, 2.7 241
12 2.54 9?

3 .6 21
2 37,
6 1.2 . 324

22 ' 4.7 ?93
7 1.4 ' 102
3 .6 185
4 .8 119

1 26.7 21354

3 .6 165
17 3.5 217
28 5.7 140
17 3.5 .503
32 6.7 402
20
1 1

. 4.1
22.3.

- 602
455

l'l 2.3 129

3.5
1/.1
1.2

10.9
2.7
1.1

.2

.4
3.8
3.4 ',1,2
2.2-
1.4

33.1

1.9
2.5
1.6
5.8

,, 4.7
7.0
5.3
1. 5

TOTAL . '42 S 1:7.5- 1673 47.3 376 17.3 139 28.7 I6TY 3-67
. .

s t ronomy 1,1 .5 18 i" .6 30. 1.4 ? .4 61 .7 :
aliemi s try 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 4. 0 0 0

iol. A hi airily; . 68 , 2.8 67 1.9 . 260 1r0 25 . 5.2 420 4.9
hemis try 67 2.8 51 1.4 300 13.8 . 18 3.7 436 5.1
eology 17 .7 49 1.3 106 4.9 .4 174 , 2.0
a thermal cs 59 2.4 120 3.4 152 7.0 33 6 .' 8 364 4.? ieurosc lona 0 , 0 0 --. 0 24 1.1 1 .'3 '25 .3
hysics 34 f 1.4 48 1.4 158 7.2 19 3.9

100 2b77-
259 3.0

TOTAL 2176 , ' 107G. 353 .10.0 )6371 074- 17Y.i 22
011oqui um 23 .9 44 1.3 29 1.3 10 al 106 1.2
crop. Studie's .Sr . 4 14 .4 4 .2 i 1.0 2 . 1 37 .4
field Study, ' ' 0 0 1 0 b 0 .... 0 0 1 .1
reshmao Sera. 41 1.7 76 2.1 -44 2.0 7 h4 168 1.9
ndefiendent Sch 1 .1 0 0 0 0 14 2.9 15 .2
sian Studies 0 1 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 .4 3 . 1
nquiry 20 ..8 21 '.6 7 .3 -- 2 50 t .6
itdrdiscip. - 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 2.0 10 . . 1

'n 13 .5 33 1:0 .5 .2 1 .2 52 . .6
TOTAL 107 474 ''190 5.4 r FT :4".15 56 li7 Ttff 572"

ampshi re 19 .8 41 . 1 . 2 ' 14 .7 2 .4 76 .9
mint liolyol.e 70 2.9 --- 109. 3.1 ' 40 1.8 4 .8 -223 2.5
lab 141 5.8 142 4.0 61 2.8 33 6.8 377 4.4
river. of Mass. 488 2.0 145 4.1 60 2.8 21 4.4' 274 3.2''ther . .3 5 .1 .3 4 0 0

TOTAL 2.61.;- 117 442 12.5 111; F. 6 969 1177tli IT.7.
19 .2

%4. ., ...

0423 -100.0 3536 100.0 2174 100.0 484 100.0

29 U-

.

8617 I 00.b

. ..



4XEAR COURSL [LEMONS OF SlUOLNTS IN AHERST COLLEGE'

' GRADUATING CLASS OE 1976

'TA131.,E I I I

111E ENTIRE CLASS ' , PRE-mrojCAl. STUDENTS PRE-LAW STUDENTS

i

7Th 20. ii . IV -7 ,If =,--52----

, . .

% Electiott % Not % Electing Not, % Electing . % Not

Courses in" Courses in 'Courses in . CoV'rsec in

One or More Erectimi

:.:

One or More
Course. in

alecting One orMore aecting .

Tourses in
.

--._
pe_p_ar'imett the Iiut, the Dept,: the Dept. the Dept,_ the Dep,.%. thLL,Dept.

.

.

'DIV. I Art' , e
:

53.6% . 46.41° . 55.0% 45.0% 48T.1% 51-.9%

0 Classics 3.1.1% 68.9% 40.0% -60.0t 32.7% 67:3%
0

Drambtic Arts 23.k ' '76.8% "16.7% 83.3% 26.9% 73.1%
,..

'English 87.5% 12 5% . 95.0% 5.0%
844%1

174
36.7%

%

French 42.2% 5 8% 63.3%
. .

.59.6%

German 16.6% 83. 20.0%" : .80.0X,' ... 9.6% 90.4%

Greek- 3.1% 96.9% . - -- 100.0% 7.7% '92,3%

Latin \ 1. 6.9% 93.1% 6.7%
r

531%49.5% 50.5%

93.3% 90.4

60.0% 40.0%
55.8% 41.12.1.2

'iusic

Philosophy 52.9% . 47.1%

,

''56.7% 43,3%

Religion 12.8% ' 77.2% 26.7% 11.5% 88.5%73.3% .

Russian 25.6% . '74.4% 28.3% 71.7% 28.8% 71.2%

Spdnish 44, 23.2% 76.fA 23.3% 76.7% : 17.3% 82.7%

99.3% '... 100.0%
I

%Overall `1.4 100.ft -- , -'
DIV. il, American 'Studies 23.2%

. '.

76.84. 13.3% 86.7% 32.7% 67.3%.*

58.8%
\

Anthropology .36.7% ° 30.8% 69.2%

Economics 60.2%

15.9% t ,:,.84.1%

39.8%

16.7% 83.3%
63.3%

80.1%
13.5% $6.5%

19.9%
Black Studies

41.2%

5Q49%. 50.0%

History -57.'1%, 42%9%

Political.Science 72.3% 27.2%

38.3%
71.7%

.61.7% $0.8%. 19'.2%,

13.5%

65.0%
,

28.3%
. 61.5%

86.5%

Psychology 6'3.7% 36.3% 35.0%

.

. ;[63.9'
. Sociology , 24.6% 75:4% 18.3%

t
81.7% 23.1%

.

Overall 98 'I 1.7 .98.3% 1..7% 100.0% --.'
.

..

16'.3%

54.3%

43.3%
23.9%
64.0%

4.2%

43.3%

87.1%

'28.4%
54.7%

44.6%

82.4%

18,7%
42.6%
56,7%

. 46.4%

J 1.7%

,

1

.

'.

'

t

.

.

'

83.7*
45.7%
99.3%
56.7%
76.1%.

'36.0%

95.8%
56.7%

1Z.9%

71.6%
95.3*
55.4%

7.6%,

81.3%
57.4%
43.3%
53.6%
98.3%

1215%

DIV.1111 AsrronoRY
Biology
Biophysics -.7%'

Chemistry
Geology
Mathematics
Neuroscience . ..,,

i

Physics

Overall

DIV. IV. Colloquium .

freshman Seminar
.` Other . ' #

_
Overall

5-College Hampshire
'Mt. 11,51yoke

Smith

U. Mass-.

Other

Lhierall

.

25.0%' . 7a0% 15.4%
21t100.0% '' "38.5%4 -
100.0%

3.3% . "°- ,96.7%
.192%--o 100.0% 80.8%

10.0% -- i 23.1% 76.9%

83.3% 16.7% 63.5% 36.5 %'

18.3% 81.7%,,

11.7%

.... .

T:Ig88.3% . 28.8%

100.0%
.

86.5% 13.'4%

31.7% *68.3% '21.2%

. ,51.7% 48.3% 55.9%

, 78.8%

!'

33.3% 66:7% . 53.8% , 11 4110. .,

.71.7%. 1 28.3% 0 '80.8% : 19.2%

13.3% 86.7% 11.5%
48.1%

88.5 .

28.3% 71.W% 51.9%",'.-

' 45.0%- 55.0% 55.8%
4

44.2%
%,

35.0%
- 1 0%

59.6%

0.

. 40.4%

..
''. 1.9% 98.1%

83.3% 16.7% 84.6% 15.4% °

. 291
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MAJORS (4 YEARS)
CLASS OF '976

V.4JOR NO. OF,CCURSES % OF.TOTAL
OTF:'mENT N IN CEPT OF MAJOR MEAN IN DEPT

DIV.-I Apt as

Classics' 1 .

1 '.-Ora-a
Erg; ..sn .33
Fre-fl''., 7

Ge-:--an 2

0ree: , 0

Latin 0 '

;:..sic , 6

Fnii.ctophy 8

P.ellcion 3

P'..ss'an 3 ,

Ro7ance Lang. 1

Spanish 3

TTALS ai.
s\ .

DIV. II A-erican St: f6
.

1*--t-000slogy 5

Ellac.'< Studies 2
i

IV . Ecorc-ics. 29
9.., ° . history 14
I , Polltical Sci 29

. 1

, Psycr"bi.ogy 20
- ' 5Sociology

CT:LS . 121

DIV?Ill Astrono7y '2
.

51099Y , . 18
3ic:'ys 2

Cnstry 15

Ge.)iocy . . . 7
,

MatneFlatics 7

_Neuroscience 16

Physics, 3
TOTALS 70.

IV IV.'Asian Studies 1

European St: 2

4 Ind. S.ch. ' 8
. ,Interdis. 6

TOTALS 17

292

'62

15

0

. i

381

54 4

13

.0

0 ;

84

53
.

23 1

/ 40
0

20

7.8 25.1%

V ' 0'
15.0 ' 46.9%
10.0 32.9%,

7.7 29.0%
6.5 23.2%

0 0%

42.2%

0 .- 0%
14.0

6.6 , 23.6:,;

7.7: 24.5%

13.3 41.3%

0 0%

'6.7 23.3% .

745
'

87 4
33

27

254
107

221

150
35 ,..

914
.

. 10

139
, 4

120

80

59 .

24

24.
' 460

2

10

14 --

10 .

N.

NO. WITHIN WITriiN'

DIV. OF MAJ. DIV. CF MAJ.

119 '

11

46,2%

57:9
, 19 - 59.4%
'668 57.7%
99, t 53,2%
27 4872%

$. 0 C%
0 0%

12Q 60.3% .
124 55.6%
47 50.0%
21

59

- iriil. 36

TOTAL NO.
5COLL. C0JP,SES
N % IN 4 YRS.

59 247

19

32

90 7.8% ' 1157
14 7.5% 185

..
'566 10.7%

0 0% 0

0, 0% 0

27 13.6% 199

14 14.9%
223.33 14,6%

1 3.6%
94

8 5.3% ' 95

428

21 24.4% 86
30.7T ITT(7-9.2 55.7% 285' 11.8% 242

17.1% 43.3%.,5,4 221 7,9 15.5% 510
'21,.2% 27 17.3%

6.6

40.3%
,*

68 4316%. 155
13.5 40 59.7%, . 15: 22.4% 67
8.7. 28:5% 435 . 48.9%1 113. 12.7% 890
7..6 29.9% 185 51.7% 33. 9.2% 358
7.6 382 . 48.7% ''4 88 11.2% 78528.2%
:7,5 25.4% 252 42.7% _ ° 70 11.9% . 593
5.8. 90 50.0% / 17 9.4%19.4%

47.3%
183

7.-6- 25.6% 1673 442 12.5% 3536

5.0 t 15.6% ' 3J
7.7 >,Z4.5% 271
2.0 6.3%

7%

3/
26.'8.0 21-2

11.5 35.2% 1 108
27.1%'8.4 123

1.5 4.9% 197
8.0

5.6. ?21.g
48

1030
i

57.8% 3' .4.7% _64
47.7% 25 4.4% Aa
53.1% 6 9.4% 64
47.1% 17 3.8% 460
47.6% 10 4.4%' 227
55.4% 7 3.2% 218
40.4 %' 17 34.8% 488
50.1% 4 4.2% c-o
47.4% 89 4.1% 2174

2.0 6.3% 4' 12.5% 3 25.0% 32
5.0. 15.9% 11 17.5% 7 11.1% ' 63
1.8 .' 6.1% 0 21 9:1% 27 11.7% 23?
1.7 ' 6'.'3 %.'- 20 12.6% 18 11.3% 159
2.1. (

7.4% 56 11:6% ' TU 12.4% 484

4
,

293
A



A I.

DtPAR1 AI NT*,

Division I °

Art ( Fine Arts),

Cla:sics
Drama

Fug 1 ish

Frolic!) .

German
Greek
Lat

Music.

Philosophy
Religion
Russian.

Spanish
TOTAL

Divisipp.11
'

Ameri can Studies

Anthropology

Blacl!Studies.
Economics
history
Pol i ti ca S .3c i en ce

Psychpl ogy

Sociology
0 TOTAL

S.

LNROCL tZ NI IN DI PARTMINlAt COORS( S OVIR I OUR YLARS

BY MAJORS OF 1111. VARIOUS DI VISIONS*
,

AM/If RSINCOLLECL CLASS Of 1976

COURSLS BY 'COURSI 5 BY 0111(

MAJORS IN MAJORS W10111114 101

1.0t OEM'S DIVISION

6?

. o
15

381

54

13

0
0

84

53

23
40

, 20

745

87

33

27

254

107

221

150

35

914

0% %

21% 67 23% -I'
?2 23%

14% 33 31%
40% 90 10%
27% 77 32%
14% 26' 28%
0 14 67%
0 19 511

16% 87 27%
18% 55 19%
237 15 34%
22% 48 26%
17% 32 27%-
2-6% cbt- Yff

53%

15%
19%

50%

27%
3 /%
33%
27

351

Divis ion III : ',..e

.... . ,ir
Astronomy' . 1r, i6%
Biochemistry ' ,, -^

9:4 u
Biology & 8 i ophys0,443 34%

*Themi s try ,,,:,,f 120 28%
Geology ,,,J;1 80 46%
Mathemat igS .n 59 16%
Neurosc i eilce. t 24 A6%
Physics 24 9%

. , TIOTIU.. "TO 26, ,,.. ,
piKisiortiv

Col 1 ogy
$,

i om . - 0 . 0

furopean Studiks . 10 27%
I' i eId' Study 0 0

FrahMan Seminal. 0 0

jo0ePendent SC11. 14 93%
Inquiry 0 0

Alan Studies : 2 67%
ait'erdisci pl I nary ' 10 100%
Kimari . 0 0
..

TOTAL - 36 6%
,- .,

Five-Col lege .

Hampshire College
Mount Holyoke Col lege
'WU Col 1 ege
'Univ. of Mass.

Other (Anherc t )

10TAL,
. .

1

s

42

78

42

109

145

184

108

51

7;q

io
0

117

180,

26

'93

0

134

25%
36%
30%
22/
36%
,31%

24%
40%

4.

33%
0

28%
, 41%

15%
26%
a

52%

10 9%
0 ~ 0

0 - 0

7 4%

04 0

2 4%
0

0 Q

1 2%
71Y

DIVISION I . DIVISION II
110MAN 111ES SOC. SCI.
MAJORS_ MAJORS

129 44% ' 99

22 ?3%' 39
48 45% 45,

471 .50% 286
.131 54% 64

39 42% 7

14 67% 3
19 51% G'

171 53% 4 03

108 37% 97
58 57%, 2/
88 48%°, 58

52 44% 44

1350 .70

'2f '13%

55 25%
20 1,6%

49 101

77 19%
110 18%

70 15%

-23 17%

.416 IC/

o'
TABLE V

DIVISION III
NA 1 . SC1. A

11A1 P. FIN ORS

N %

.33% 57

1% .33

43% 10

30% 144

27%, 33

8% 34
14%

16%

32% 44
33% 66

26% 10
31% 36
37% 19

311- 1§-1-

19%

35%
10%

15%
14%
37t

DIVISION IV
OTUI R -- . OVIRAIL
MAJORS _1101A1.

.

11, . 4 4

13 4% .298 100%
It 95 100%

2 2% 105 100%
41 5%'. 942 1001./,,

13 5% 241 160%
13% 92 100%.
14A, 21 W3

37 100'
324 100%
293 100%
102 00%
185 100%*

, 719 100%'

2-657 M%

12

3.

27% 2, 6%

13%, 0 "2%

22% 12 8%
. .

10%
1

7 7%

19% 3 2%

16% 4 3%

12-9 5%

129 78% 12 7% 3 2 %. , .165 100%
111 51% 34 16%' 17 8% 217 100%*
69 49% 23 16% -28 '20%..% 140 100%
363 72% 74, 15% .17 3% 503 00%
252 63% 41 10% 32 8% 402 100% '..
405 68% 67 0 11X 215 3% 602 100%
258 57% 116 25% 11 3% 455 100% . .

86 67% _9. 7% 11 9% 129 100%
1613 64.3:. /6 1W _ ITT 6i -.2-61I faii . '

11 -18% 18
0' 0 0

68 16% 67
67. 15% 51

17 10% 49

59 16% 120

0 0

34 13% 48

75 j 353

S

23 22%
9 24%
0 0'

41 25%
1 7%

20 40%
0 0
0 0

13 25%
TUI 24%

19 26%

70 31%
141 37%
48 10%

4 7
37%

Yaf

GRAND TOT AL S''...ok.il423414.- 3536

44

14

1

76

0

21

1

0

33

1-96'

.30%
0

16%
12%

28%
33%

0
19%

2-0Y

30 49%
Q 0

260 62
300 69%
1061 61%
152 42%
24 96%

158 61%
1636. 59%

42% 29

38% 4

100%

45% 44

'0
42% 7

3x 0
o.
63% 5

11-9.

r

.41 54% 14

1(19 49% 40
14? 38% 61

14Y ,53% +6 60
267.,-- 7 .

46.%412

- 29q
-288-e

2174

2 3%

0 0

25 6%'
. 18 4%

2 ' 1% '

33 9%
1 0

19 7%
100 6f

61 60% .

O. 0

420 40%
436 100%
174 190%
364 100%
25 10O

259 100%.

27% 10 '9% 105
11% 10 27% 37

0 0 0 1

?a% . J 4% 168

`0 14 93% 15

14% .2 4 %' 50
0 , 2 677 3

0 10 100% 10
10% 4 2% fk2

aft% 1;6-- -1-JY. , - .4.41
.

L.
18%
16%

22.Z

31%
TOY

2

33

21

0

GO

484

3%

2%

7%
0

76

223

377

°,274

19

969

. 8617

100Z

100%
1111)Z ; ^
loot .

loox-
100%
looz
loin

.

1.00%

100%
.

100X

100%.

100t

100%



Participant

.Alfred, Richard L.

,iimstrong, David

Baruch, Rhoda

Beatty, George Jr.

!Sea, Nancy

Bell, Dennis D.

..,Aeswick,'Barry E.

-
,-

Blai,,Botis

-a'

Booth', David A.

4

Boyle': Sister Agnes,?

iftanttO-ly

Brennan, Robert J.

*

Broad, Molly C:

Browne,. Clinton E.

*-

-Brown, Eric

Brush, Leonard.

Campbell, Joseph *'

* Brown,.Jerry'W.

N .EAIR PARTICIPANTS .

,
November 4,5,6, 1976

Henry Chauncey' Conference Center .

.

0

'Title and Address

Director, Edut. Research, New York City Community College

300 Jay St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201:

Montgomery Community t*,1.,lege

Dekalb Pike, Blue Bell, Pa. 19422
.4 .

Off. Career' Develoi5merff, Dartmouth College; Handver, N.H.
03755

,

Inst: Office, Admin. Bldg., University of 'Mass.

'Amherst, Ma. 01002

Res... Program fdr Higher Education, Rosedale, Rd.

Princeton, N.J. 08540

0.

"Vice President for Admin. .& Fish al Affairs, West Chester

.State College, West Chester,: Pa. 19380,

AnalFtital Studies and Planning, .Bost
141 Bay*State Road, Boston,' Ma.

n University,
2215.

Director of Research, Harcum Junior Colleg'e
MorriS-& Montgomery St., Biyn Mawr, Pa: 19010

Associate Pr:ix/9st, Williams College,

Academit Dean, Mt. St. Mary College;

Director, Office Of Dist'. Research,

'30 West A44 Street, New *York, N.

irector Of.Ret.earch,.0tyant & Stratton

-1028 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14202' ,

411' Director of InSt:'Research, Syracuse Univensity .

Skytop:Office Bldg,-Syracuse, N.Y.,13210
0

.
n

Dean of 800nts, King's College of New.Yotk,

'riarcIiff Manor, 10510
. - "'

New HampShireColrege:and Univ.4Council
'2500'14. River'Rd., Manchester, Nt,,H, 63114 ,

Director ofnfo. Systems, Room 304- Old Main

Williamitown, Ma. 01267
.

Newburg, N.Y,. 12550..

TOUro College,
Y. 10036

.
yonnstlVanfa'State Univ.;:Alnix,. Park, Pa. 16802

:,.

4.:- .

Off,- of Planning.& Inst. ne&., NewJersoy Inst. of
.

'. TeChpology, 323, High Street,Newark, N.J. 07102
, .

,.

Vice President for Academit Affairs, Rider College,

,Trenton, N.J. 08402 . .
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Clpback, Thomas J.-

Co' James B.

Coles, H. William, III.

Cooley, Gary M.. -

Cromack, Theodore

'Curvin, Patricia

Cyros, Kreon

> Deupree,411n,C-

Dollman, Elsie M.

°Durzo,'Joseph J.

Elwell, Albert R.

Espey, David M.

Edans, Hiram'J.

r
air

Paricy, William H.

Fenstermacher, William

Ford, Andrew P.

Garcia, Juan

G'ay, Diane

1

Dir. of Inst. ,Res.,Niagara County Community College
3111 Satinders Settlement Rd.., Sanborn, N.Y.. 14132

Asst, Dean, Rdtgers, University, University Coll
.

(
New Brunswick,' N.J. 08903

316 Harriman Library, SUNY at
Buffalo', Buffalo, N.Y. 14214

Asst. V.P., OM of the President, Unit. of Mass.
One Washington Mall, Boston, Ma. 02109

Coord. Inst. Support, Johnson State College, Johnson,
Vermont 05656

'

Rutgers University,

Director, Off. of Facilities:And Management Systems,
Mass. Inst. of Technology, Room E19-451,, Cambridge., Ma.

,

02139

Registrar, Rider College, 1083 Lawrenceville Rd.,
Trenton, N.J. 08602

tif. of Inst. Research, Kean allege of New Jersey
Morris Ave. Union, N.J. 07083

Instructional befielopment -Chord., New Hampshire College

& Univ. Council, 2321 Elm,St., Manchester, N.H. 03104

Systems Office, University of New HampsIire,.Durham.
N.H. 03431

Dean of Regtstration& Registrar% Mpnmouth College,
W. Long Branch,, N.J. 07764 't*

Vice-President Inst. Res. & Planning" Curry College,
Milton, Ma: 02186

Director of Inst. Research, Montclair State,College,
Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043

Director of Educational Placing, Univer,ofMass. - Boston
Harbor Campustp-Boston, Ma. 02125

New Hampshire College and University. Council,_

2321 Elm St...., Mancheste, N.H. 03104

Budget Analyst, Uniy of Mass. at Amherst, 304 Admin. ,

Bldg., Amherst, Ma. 01002-

Columbia-Greene Community College,,-
P.O. Box 4000; Hudsdn, New York 12534

xr
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" .

Gell, Robert L.

Genevie, Lou

Gerechoff, Jane S.

gonyea, Meridith

Gdodwin, DorOthy C.

Gould, Loren

Greed, Marvin

rose; Robert F.

/f
Gunstone,. .Beyerly

;72k
-

HageL,Phy llis

Haml;erger, ,B.arnett W:

Harris, Marilyn,

Haskell, David

Heck, Richard

. _

,
Heller, Lucille C. .

,

Henderson, Robert

Dean, Inst. Research, Montgomery Comm. College'
51 Mann4ee St., Rockville, Md. 20850

Off. of Program & Rolicy, WHY, 535 'East 80th St..

New YOrk, N.Y. 10021

Res.. Asst. to Dean.ofRegistration,'Monmouth College,
W. 'Long Branch, N.J. 07764

. .

Dir. ofInsi. Research, C011ege of Medicine & Dentisty,
100.Bergen. St., Newark, N.J. 07103

" 4

Dir. of1nst.jlesearch, U 135, Univ. of Connecticut,
'. . Storrs, Ct.-06268

,
P Inst. 'ReseareN- Worcester State College, 486,Chandler St.

Worcester, Ma. 01602 ,,
. . . ''''

4%,
-,.

Higginbotham, J. Ashley

FairleighDickinsn University

Registrar & Dir. of Inst. Research, Amherst College
Amherst,- Mass, 01002

Registrar, Essex County College, 31 Clinton Avenue,
Newark, N.J. 07102

National Materiali DeveloOient Center,

' New Hampshire

Asst. to. the V.P. for Acad. Review and State Acad. Relations,
New York University, Elmer Holmes Bobst Library,'
RObm 1102, Washington,Square'South, N.Y.,N.Y.10012

' Dir. of Mgmt. Info. & Plan. Systems, Brooklyn:College
CUNY, Boyland Hail, Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn;,
New York-, N.Y. 11210

tor

Inst. Planning & Research, Colgate University, 4

Hamilton, N.Y. 13346

AcademiclActivities, Rutgers University, 12 College Ave.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08854_

'Director of Inst. ;Research, University of Hartford,
200 Bloomfield Ave., West Hartfordy Ct: 06117

Direct,or of First. Research, Monroe Community College

Box 9720, locheiter, N.Y. 4623 /



Higgins, Martin

_ Hindle, Geraldine'

Hoelcle, Laren&

Hood, Erwin 0.

Irwin, Sandra

Katz, Adolph

Kaufman; Barry

.-

Kegan; Daniel

Kenepp, Paul

King, John H.

Knapp. Eli beth A.
. .

Xlein,,Dottie

Kojaku, Lawrence K.

KiItz, Allen Hi

Larkin; Paul

Lewis:, Jacquelin

Lewis, Richard'S

,

4.007

' Lewis...Robert T,

.10

Director, Res arch, West Chester State C ege
West Ches e , Pa. 19380

,

, Off. of Analystical Studies and Pladning, Boston Univ.
141 Bay State Road, Boston, Ma. 02,215

Research.Associate, 'Student Testing andResehrch
State Univ. of N.Y. at Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214

Manager, Business Off. Husson 'College, tangor,Al.' 04401

%,1

Research Asst., Charles Cbunty COmmunity.College, P.O.
Box 910, La Plata, Md.- 20646

Director, Dept. Higher clucation, State.of New Jersey
225 West Sthte St., Trenton, N.J. 08625

Off. Program & Policy Research, CUNY, 535 East 80th St.
New York, N.Y. 10021

,Off. of Inst. Research &'EvaL, Hampshire College,
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